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INTRODUCTION 

This catalog shows the locations from which samples were collected 
during the Apollo 17 mission and provides a descriptive geologic context for 
each sample. It is a working document principally of use to LSPET, LSAPT, 
and the lunar sample principal investigators. 
The information in this report is incomplete, but it is based on the 
best availble data as of January 19, 1973. Sources of information are: 
air-to-ground transcript, lunar surface television, lunar surface photographs, 
available LRL "mugshot" photographs of the samples, and frequent discussions 
with the astronaut crew. The information contained herein does not reflect 
the more detailed examination that is presently underway in the LRL. 
Documentation of some samples at the Apollo 17 site is incomplete. 
Identification of the rocks on the photographs is tentative in many cases 
pending examination of the samples under collimated light and accurate deter­
mination of lunar orientation. These data will be incorporated in a final 
report on sample documentation. 
There are inconsistencies in format (and even errors) I but we believe 
that the early dissemination of these data is more important than the complete 
standardization of format which would require detailed editing and substantial 
delay. 
Nearly all of the sizes, distances, slopes, and percentages given are 
qualitative I visual estimates from photographs. The station maps (the 
fold-outs in baCk of the report) were compiled using a perspective grid overlay 
on the photographs, and thus are more accurate than most other dimensional 
data in this catalog. 
The station descriptions that foll~~ this introduc~ion apply to the 
general station area (see figure on next page); the environment descrip­
tions under each sample apply to an area a few meters on a side around 
each sample, and mayor may not reflect the surface characteristics of 
the entire station area. 
Some of the LRL numbers (supplied courtesy of Patrick Burler, Assis­
tant Curator, Lunar Receiving Laboratory, NASA-MSC) are still tentative 
and subject to change as more sample containers are opened. The tentative 
numbers are indicated by an asterisk after the number. 
Photograph numbers throughout the text normally have the following 
prefix: NASA ASI7- which is deleted for brevity in this report. 
LRV SAMPLES 
During EVA-2 and EVA-3 samples were scooped from the surface between 
traverse station stops by the use of a long-handled sample-bag holder 
(LRV sampler) without the need for the crew to dismount from the LRV. Tra­
verse stops where such samples were taken are shown in the figure on the 
adjacent page and labeled as LRV-l to LRV-12. Samples taken with the LRV 
sampler are limited to soils and rock fragments less than 5 em in maximum 
dimension. The samples are all grab samples because of the restricted 
view of the sample area, but they were selected in the sense that most were 
.. 
preplanned locations determined by range and bearing from the SEP transmitter. 
The IMP decided where the sample was to be taken specifically and which, 
if any, rock fragment was most desired. After selecting the site, the LMP 
photographed the area from the moving LRV. He then orally guided the CDR, 
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who maneuvered the LRV so that the LMP could sample the selected site. 
When the LRV had stopped for the sampling, both crew members took a 
photograph of the area ahead; these photographs locate the sampling site 
and give stereo coverage of the view ahead of the site. The sample site 
itself is visible only in the more distant views photographed before 
sampling. The sampler was also used at a few stations by the LMP while 
off the LRV. The LRL numbers assigned to the samples taken at LRV sample 
stops are coded with the next traverse station along the route. Thus 
samples collected en route to station 4 from station 3 will all have sta­
tion 4 numbers. 
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SUMMARY OF THE GEOLOGY AT TRAVERSE STATIONS 
AND LRV SAMPLE STOPS 
In order to provide a context for the individual sample location 
descriptions, a brief description of the geologic characteristics of each 
sampling station is included. The stations and LRV sample stops are 
described in the sequence in which they occurred on the traverses. The 
interpretations in these summaries are tentative and some will almost 
certainly be modified after more information on the samples is available. 
Station LM/ALSEP/SEP 
Station LM/ALSEP/SEP is located in three general areas ranging from 
200 m east to 200 m west of the LM and covering approximately 0.5 km2• The 
station is located near the center of Taurus-Littrow valley in an area where 
fine- to coarse-grained subfloor basalts are overlain by a regolith that may 
contain or be overlain by dark mantling material. 
The valley floor at the station is smooth, locally flat, and only gently 
rolling. The abundance of surface rocks is higher than the regional average 
for the valley floor and ranges from 2-7 percent at the LM and ALSEP sites 
to <1-2 percent at the SEP site. Blocks range up to a maximum of 4 m in 
the ALSEP area, and rock burial and filleting in the station area is pro­
nounced on some meter-sized blocks. 
Rock types at the station are extremely limited and consist predominantly 
of coarse-grained subfloor basalt with local fine-grained variations. Clods 
of soil breccia associated with impact events are also present. Rock sample 
types collected at the three areas of the station include: LM (1 glass-coated 
breccia; 2 coarse-grained basalts; 1 fine-grained basalt); ALSEP (1 soil 
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breccia; 1 coarse-grained basalt; 1 fine-grained basalt); SEP (37 fine­
grained basalts). There is evidence that the fine-grained basalts are more 
common at the SEP area east of LM site. Other samples include a deep 
core sample (3.2 m) and a single core tube. 
Soils are commonly medium dark gray and more cohesive with depth to 
a depth of 25-35 em. The soil consists of layers of different drilling 
resistance judging from the alternating zones of easy to difficult drilling 
that were encountered in all holes, with the most resistant zone being at 
about 2 m. There are no conspicuous surface lineaments in the station area. 
"Raindrop" texture is common over the area but most pronounced at SEP. 
Exotic feldspar-rich components from the North and South Massif units do not 
appear to be abundant in the regolith at the station. 
The surface in the station area contains many subtle 20 em to 2 m 
craters, the latter probably representing the current steady state limit of 
crater size. The nearest large craters to the station are Rudolph (80 m 
diameter), 70 m to the north of ALSEP, and highly subdued Poppy (100 m dia­
meter), 70 m south of the LM site. Most of the observable surface blocks are 
associated with larger crater ejecta such as Camelot (600 m diameter and 
~l crater diameter to the west). 
The samples collected at the station represent varieties of coarse to 
fine-grained basalts that make up the sub-regolith valley floor. A distinct .. 
layer of dark mantle material overlying regolith was recognized neither on 
photographs from the mission nor by the crew during the mission, suggesting 
that the upper part of the dark mantle, if it exists as a separate entity, 
has been gardened into a normal regolith overlying the subfloor basalts. 
The deep core sample taken at the ALSEP site should provide the best 
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stratigraphic data on the postulated dark mantle material. However 
gardening of dark mantle and normal regolith may have destroyed original dark 
mantle depositional characteristics. 
Station la 
Station la is located about 1 km south-southeast of the SEP and about 
150 m from the northwest rim of Steno crater. Steno is not visible in any 
of the station photographs, but its north rim is apparently the blocky area 
that rises to the south in the photographs. The station is on the subdued 
ejecta blanket of Steno crater that has been covered by dark mantle. 
The station area is gently rolling, a reflection of the influence of 
the ejecta blanket of Steno crater, a 70 m very subdued crater to the east, 
and other hummocks that are remnants of older crater forms. The station is 
characterized by a scattering of rocks that range up to 1/2 to 1 m. Some 
distant boulders on the rim of Steno range up to several meters. Boulders 
are concentrated around smaller craters only near the 10 m station crater; 
other concentrations do not seem to be related to crater rims. Fillets 
are not well developed; burial of blocks ranges from perched to almost 
totally buried. 
The major sampling areas are a 10 m blocky rim crater and a rake 
sample from a relatively flat area free of blocks 15 m east of the blocky 
crater. The sample areas represent the extremes of rock concentrations. 
Sampling of the 10 m blocky crater yielded only subfloor basalt fragments 
from the two large boulders that were sampled. Sampling of the intercrater 
area yielded some subfloor basalt samples plus some fragments that no doubt 
represent exotic material. 
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The fine-grained soil seems to be the same gray tone everywhere in 
the station area. There are no obvious lighter-toned zones, and no con­
centration of raindrop impressions or lineaments. 
Craters in the station area range from several centimeters up to 
tens of meters. Most are moderately subdued to very subdued. Ejecta is 
readily apparent only around the 10 m blocky crater that is the prime sampling 
area. 
The fragment samples are important because they are examples of sub-
floor basalt, derived from the crater floor or possibly reexcavated Steno 
ejecta. The soil samples are significant as examples of material that probably 
represents dark mantle. 
LRV-l 
LRV-l sample stop is located along the route from the LM area to 
station 2, between Horatio and Bronte craters (see figure at end of intro­
duction). Like the LM area and station 1, the LRV-l area is in the dark 
mantle unit shown on pre-mission photogeologic maps; the surface appearance, 
however, is quite different. 
Both the LM area and station 1 are within a cluster of large (0.5 to 0.7 km 
diameter) craters, and the landscape is characterized by boulders and smaller 
blocks probably ejected from those craters. The visible younger craters 
more than a few meters in diameter are also blocky, probably because of 
reexcavated blocks from the ejecta blankets of the large craters. The 
block-studded dark mantle of the LM area extends to the vicinity of Horatio 
crater. 
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West of Horatio the dark mantle surface appears strikingly smooth; 
less than one percent of the area is covered by rock fragments, and these 
are noticeably smaller than those typical of the IM area. Craters more than 
one meter across are widely separated, and some craters as large as 20 or 30 
meters in diameter are block free. Craters with ejected fragments of soil 
breccia are also present. 
This difference in the nature of the crater ejecta and the general 
block population indicates that the dark mantle west of Horatio, where this 
sample was obtained, is likely to be less mixed with material derived from 
the subfloor unit. 
The LRV-l area was selected by the crew on a ray from one of the rare, 
blocky rimmed craters in this generally block-free area. The crater is 10-15 m 
in diameter, and the sample was taken from about three-fourths of a crater 
diameter out from the rim. The rocks are irregular and jagged, but some 
have rounded tops as if easily eroded. All the blocks from the crater are 
less than I m in diameter with the largest resting on the crater rim. 
Burial seems insignificant, fillets are not present, and dust is not seen 
upon the rocks • The soil of the area appears typical of the dark mantle 
region. Other craters in the area are either block-free or have ejected 
what seem to be clods of soil breccia. The rock fragment s~~pled from 
the crater ejecta is a piece of hard rock, probably subfloor basalt. 
LRV-2 
LRV-2 sample stop was made on the tongue of light mantle about 3.5 km 
west of the IM. The sample was scooped from the bright rim of a crater. 
The location of the sampled area in the photographs taken along the traverse 
route is very tentative. 
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Rock fragments up to several centimeters across are sparse, but the 
driving photographs, which were taken downsun, are not adequate to deter­
mine the population of rock fragments in detail. The astronauts reported . 
that the population of fragments larger than 1 em across is less than 
percent. They also reported a few larger blocks that look like subfloor 
material but noted that it was difficult to be sure. They reported that 
the rims of the craters in the light mantle are somewhat brighter than those 
in the dark mantle, and that the albedo of the surface appeared somewhat 
brighter looking downsun. Otherwise the surface appears similar to that of 
the dark mantle. 
Craters up to 5 m in diameter are fairly common in the sample area. 
Most are subdued or have only slightly raised rims. Small cloddy craters 
are scattered along the traverse route. 
The material sampled probably represents light mantle material that 
was ejected from the crater. 
LRV-3 
LRV-3 sample stop was made at a site in the dark mantle between the 
main body of light mantle and a finger of light mantle that lies to the 
southeast. The area resembles the dark mantle surface at LRV-l rather 
than the dark mantle surface at 1M and station 1. It appears in the surface 
photography as an exceptionally smooth-surfaced flat area with a pock­
marked appearance caused by widely spaced craters that are nearly free of 
blocks on their rims; the soil between craters has a "raindrop" appearance. 
The block population covers less than 1 percent of the area, and all 
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blocks are less than 1 m across. Clods of soil breccia are present on 
the rims of a few craters less than 3 m across. 
Samples include a rock fragment and a "couple of teaspoons" of soil. 
The rock is from a cluster of rocks on the surface that are not clearly 
related to any crater. The rocks in the area all appear similar and 
resemble subfloor basalt. The soil sample is a scoop of soil from the same 
area, and can be considered typical of the surface material in a dark mantle 
area free of large blocks. There is no evidence of the presence of light 
mantle debris in the area of LRV-3. 
Station 2 
Station 2 is located at the foot of South Massif where it intersects 
the southeast margin of Nansen crater, and near the contact between the light 
mantle and materials of the South Massif. Rock chips were collected from 
three boulders, and soil was collected from near and under the boulders, 
in a small area low on the slopes of the South Massif. A rake sample was 
collected from the same area and another from an area about 40 m northeast 
of the base of the massif, in the light mantle. 
Rocks visible in the photographs in and around the sampled area 
vary in size from less than 1 em across up to boulders more than 2 m 
across. Rocks are more abundant near the base of the slope than at 
intermediate elevations or out on the light mantle. Most of the rocks larger 
than 25 em are rounded, and smaller rocks range from angular to rounded. 
Rocks of all sizes vary from almost totally buried to virtually no 
burial. Fillets are poorly developed except on the uphill sides of rocks 
that are on slopes greater than 100 • The downhill sides of such rocks 
commonly have no fillets. 
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Except for rocks in the rake sample, the rock samples that were 
collected from the lower slopes of South Massif were chipped from three 
bOUlders, two of which are about 2 m across and the third about 2/3 m 
across. The boulders are complex crystalline breccias which probably 
either rolled or were ejected from craters higher on South Massif. Soil 
was collected from beneath overhangs on the two larger boulders, and the 
soil beneath the smaller boulder was collected after rolling the boulder. 
Soil was collected from the fillet of the southernmost boulder, and a rake 
sample was taken from an area about 5 m east of this boulder. Anot..~er 
rake sample was collected from the light mantle about 50 m north of the 
break in slope at the base of the South Massif, in an area of sparse rock 
fragments. 
Soil in the sample area is light to medium gray. The surface is 
saturated by craterlets up to about 5 an in diameter. The soil appears 
from bootprints to have a rather low cohesiveness. 
Craters 3 to 5 m in di~~eter are common, .but most are either subdued 
or have only slightly raised rims. No blocky craters are visible in the 
area of station 2, and there is no evidence that any of the fresher craters 
penetrate to consolidated rock. A few small, cloddy craters are visible, 
but none are in the immediate sampling areas. 
The crew reported seeing lobes of unconsolidated material extending from 
the slopes of South Massif onto the light mantle. The lobes are especially 
prominent on the south wall of Nansen crater and encroach onto the north wall, 
suggesting downslope mass wasting. Visible lobes do not extend as far as 
the rake sample area of the light mantle. 
The boulders are probably representative of material from high on the 
slope of South Massif; the fines in the vicinity of the boulders are probably 
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derived largely from South Massif, but with some contamination from crater 
ejecta off the light and dark mantles. The rake sample on the light mantle 
probably contains light mantle and some material ejected off South Massif 
and from the dark mantle. 
Station 2a (LRV-4)' 
Station 2a is located about 500 m northeast of Nansen crater on the 
light mantle. It was originally planned as an LRV sample stop, but during 
the mission it was decided to take a traverse gravimeter reading at this 
stop. While off the LRV, the crew collected four samples. 
Rock fragments up to several centimeters in diameter cover less than one 
percent of the surface. Many appear to be only slightly buried, and fillets 
are poorly developed. 
The crew described the surface material as blue-gray soil to a depth 
of about 5-10 ern, and a lighter-colored soil below. The surface is saturated 
with craters up to 5 ern in diameter. 
Larger craters up to about 5 m in diameter are sparse to fairly common. 
Most of the craters are subdued or have only slightly raised rims. None of 
the craters have blocky ejecta, but a few appear to be cloddy. 
Samples collected include a fragment, probably breccia; a clod which 
disintegrated to soil by the time it reached the LRL; and a sample of 
the upper blue-gray material, which may have some contamination by ejecta 
from the dark mantle. A sample of light material from the bottom of a 
15 cm trench was also collected, and it is likely that this is the most 
representative sample of light mantle fines that was returned by the mission. 
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Station 3 
Station 3 is located on the light mantle near the base of the scarp, 
approximately 50 m east of the rim of Lara crater. All of the samples 
except the drive tube were collected from the raised rim of a crater 10 m in 
diameter. Time at the station was limited and was not sufficient for detailed, 
systematic documentation of the samples. Some of the individual rock frag­
ments sampled cannot be recognized on pre-sampling photographs, but the loca­
locations of all the samples are known with reasonable certainty. The drive tube 
was taken about 20 m south-southeast of the rim of the 10 m diameter crater. 
Rock fragments 1 to 25 em across are fairly common but cover less than 
1 percent of the surface, and several boulders up to 1 m across are visible in 
the panorama. Most of the rocks are rounded, except for the largest boulders, 
which are generally angular to subrounded. The largest rocks are generally 
near craters several meters in diameter. Rock fragments were collected from 
the rim of a crater 10 m in diameter and include several samples of breccia 
similar to samples collected at station 2. Fillets are poorly developed, but 
a few of the rocks are apparently more than one-half buried. 
The soil at the surface was described as medium-gray, but light-gray 
material was kicked up from just below the surface material at the crater 
rim. A trench 20 em deep showed that medium-gray surface material about 
one-half centimeter thick overlies a light-gray layer 3 em thick, which, in 
turn, overlies marbled or mottled light and medium-gray material. The soil 
appears to be loosely compacted and saturated with craterlets up to about 5 em 
in diameter. 
Craters larger than 4 em and up to about 2 m in diameter are fairly 
common. Several of these have fresh cloddy ejecta, but all of the small 
craters in the immediate vicinity of the sampled area appear to be subdued 
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shallow pans. Craters ranging from 2 m up to about 15 m in diameter are 
also fairly common, and several have raised and somewhat blocky rims. One 
such crater is the 10-m diameter crater at the sampling site. These craters 
appear to have penetrated only unconsolidated and somewhat rocky material of 
the light mantle. Lara crater, 500 m in diameter, and the largest crater in 
the area is probably covered by light mantle material, as suggested by pre­
mission mapping. It is probable that the samples collected are related only 
to the light mantle and not to materials that were ejected from depth 
from Lara crater. 
LRV-5 
LRV-5 sample stop is located about 700 m northeast of station 3 in 
the blocky ejecta of a crater in the light mantle. Rock fragments range 
from 1 em to 50 em in diameter, and cover 15 to 20 percent of the ejecta 
blanket surface •. The fragments are dominantly angular and partially buried. 
No fillets are visible in the photographs. 
The crew commented that the ejecta is much different than they had pre­
viously seen around other craters. They also suggested that the crater may 
penetrate through the light mantle into bedrock. The sample is a fragment 
of ejecta from this crater and may not be representative of light mantle 
material. 
LRV-6 
LRV-6 sample stop is located about 1.1 km northeast of station 3, on 
the light mantle. The sequence of driving photographs suggests that the 
sample was taken somewhere in the vicinity of two small cloddy craters. 
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Rock fragments 1-5 em across are sparse and cover less than 1 percent 
of the surface. A few boulders 1-2 m across are scattered over the surface. 
Many of the rocks are either sitting on the surface or only slightly buried. 
Fillets appear to be poorly developed. 
The surface is saturated with craters up to 5 em across. Craters 5 em 
.. 
to 2 m across are common and most are shallow subdued pans. Craters 2-10 m 
across are sparse and are mostly subdued or have slightly raised rims. 
The sample collected is soil from the surface of the light mantlei it 
is probably representative of light mantle fines except for contamination 
by ejecta from dark mantle materials. 
Station 4 
Station 4 is located on the south rim crest of Shorty, a 110 m crater 
near the north edge of the light mantle. Shorty resembles Van Serg crater 
and is similar to other craters that have been interpreted as young impact 
craters. The floor is hummocky, with a low central mound and with marginal 
hummocks that resemble slumps forming discontinuous benches along the lower 
parts of the crater wall. The rim is distinctly raised and is sharp in orbital 
views. The dark ejecta blanket is easily distinguished from the reflective 
surface of the surrounding light mantle, which it overlies. However, the 
low albedo of the ejecta is similar to that of the dark mantle elsewhere on 
the plains surface. 
The central mound is blocky and extremely jagged, and the hummocks or 
benches that encircle the floor are also blocky. Although some portions 
of the walls are blocky I the walls, the rim, and the outer flank of Shorty 
crater consist largely of dark material that is much finer grained than 
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the floor. On the crater rim, fragments ranging up to about 15 em in 
diameter typically cover less than 3 percent of the surface. Scattered 
coarser fragments, ranging up to at least 5 m in diameter, are present. 
Sampling was carried out in a low place on the rim crest of Shorty just 
south of a 5 m boulder of fractured basalt. Debris that may have been shed 
from the boulder lies on the nearby surface, and blocks are abundant on 
this part of the inner crater wall. All of the rocks examined are basalt. 
They are commonly intensely fractured and some show irregular knobby surfaces 
that resemble the surfaces of terrestrial flow breccias. Rocks range from 
angular to subrounded; some are partially buried; some are filleted, including 
the upslope sides of a few of the larger boulders on the inner crater wall. 
The crater rim and flanks are pitted by scattered, small (up to several 
meters) craters whose rims range from sharp to subdued. Typically their 
ejecta are no blockier, except for clods, than the adjacent surfaces. 
A trench dug in the rim crest exposed compact reddish soil buried 
beneath a 1/2 em thick gray soil layer typical of the general soil surface 
at the station. The reddish soil occurs in a meter-wide zone that trends 
parallel to the crater rim crest for about 2 m. Color zoning within the 
colored soil occurs as 10 em-wide yellowish bands that form the southwest and 
northeast margins of the deposit. They are in steep sharp contact with gray 
soil adjacent to the colored soil, and grade inward to the more reddish 
soil that makes up the major part of the zone. A drive tube placed in the 
axial portion of the colored zone bottomed in black fine-grained material 
that reminded the crew of magnetite. Similar reddish material has been 
excavated by a small, fresh crater high on the northwest interior wall of 
Shorty and perhaps also on the rim crest a short distance southeast of the tRV. 
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Although a volcanic origin has been considered for Shorty crater, no 
compelling data to support the volcanic hypothesis have been recognized. 
Most probably Shorty is an impact crater. Its blocky floor may represent 
the top of the subfloor basalt, which is buried by 10-15 m of poorly con­
solidated regolith, dark mantle, and light mantle. The predominantly 
fine-grained wall, rim, and flank materials would then be ejecta derived 
largely from materials above the subfloor, and the basalt blocks would be ejecta 
derived from the subfloor. Regardless of its origin the crater is clearly 
younger than the light mantle. 
The origin of the red soil is currently enigmatic. It and the underlying 
black soil may represent a single clod of ejecta excavated by the Shorty 
impact from similar materials previously deposited in the target area by 
impact or volcanism. However, the symmetrical color zonation of the red soil 
and parallelism of the zone's steep sharp boundaries with both the internal 
color banding and the axis of the rim crest are improbable features for a 
clod of ejecta. Perhaps volcanic origin along a fissure at the crater rim 
crest should be considered. 
The 1/2 em thick gray soil that mantles the red soil unit should be 
present at the top of the drive tube sample. It could have been formed 
by either volcanism, impact processes, or regolith formation and deserves 
special attention in analysis. However, Shorty crater is younger than any 
widespread dark mantle deposit near station 4. 
LRV-7 
LRV-7 sample stop is located at the apex of the "V"-shaped Victory 
crater, very near the contact of dark mantle with the finger of light 
mantle. The area was mapped as dark mantle near the light mantle contact, 
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but the presence of light mantle material was not detected by the crew at 
the sample site. Victory was judged by the crew to be a series of craters 
with a definite rim, and probably is an impact feature with normal ejecta. 
The ejecta blanket and the rim appeared to be blanketed by dark mantle, and 
the surface on the rim looked like it had a "normal block population", 
although the inner wa.lls of the crater were locally very blocky. 
The blo·cks on the rim near the sample site are all less than one meter 
in diameter and cover two to three percent of the area. Burial of the rocks 
seems to be moderate to slight and fillets are only rarely present. The 
rocks are subangular to rounded, and some have planar sides. The soil appears 
normal, and LRV tracks in the soil are very sharply defined. Scattered 
subdued craters I to 5 m in diameter are present near the sample site, but 
none seem to have a direct relation to the sample. 
The sample is soil that should be representative of the surface material 
in the area. This soil sample is probably mostly dark mantle but could 
contain a considerable amount of soil fragments derived from subfloor 
basalt. 
LRV-8 
LRV-8 sample stop is located in an area mapped as dark mantle slightly 
more than one crater diameter from Camelot and Horatio craters. The area can 
be considered as dark mantle away from the ejecta of the cluster of large 
craters. The surface appearance is similar to that at LRV-I, 3, and 7 
areas, with a fragment coverage of less than 1 percent of the area. The 
photographs taken from t.he LRV show that this very low abundance of fragments 
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continues from Victory to the rim of Camelot. The narrow tongue of light 
mantle crossed by the traverse is not obvious in the surface photographs and 
was not noticed by the crew. 
The sample collected is a scoop of soil from an inter-crater area. The 
sample site is within a few meters of a crater one meter in diameter which 
has abundant rim fragments that appear to be clods of soil breccia. All 
fragments near the sample site are less than 10 em across, and the soil in the 
area appears typical of soils in dark mantle areas. Nearby craters from 1 to 
5 m in diameter may be members of two small, overlapping clusters. Several 
subdued, nearly rimless craters are present, as well as at least 3 craters 
with distinct ejecta blankets covered with clods. The sample is probably 
typical of surface material in areas of dark mantle at some distance from 
contributions from other formations, and thus should be comparable to soil 
from LRV-3. These two samples are good subjects for study of variation in the 
dark mantle map unit. 
Station 5 
Station 5 is located within a block field on the southwest rim of the 
large (600 m) crater camelot. The blocks, which are partly buried by dark 
mantle material, are exposed near and along the low, rounded rim crest of 
the crater and extend downward into the crater walls where, as in other craters, 
outcrops are most abundant. Blocks are absent on the crater floor. Outward 
from the rim crest the block population decreases rapidly within a few meters 
and the terrain becomes smooth and undulating but pitted by small craters up 
to several meters across. 
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Within the block field individual rocks, varying from cobble to boulder-
size, are subrounded to subangular, moderately to deeply buried, and cover 
about 30 percent of the surface. Except for one locality where soil occurs 
on the surface of a large flat rock, the tops of boulders impressed the 
crew as having been cleaned by the zap-pitting process. Filleting in this 
area appears to be minimal. 
All of the rocks described by the crew constitute subfloor material 
having a very uniform appearance. Planar to subplanar concentrations of 
vesicles, linear arrangements of crystals, and possibly gray zones of 
finer material cause some variations in rock textures and structures. Des­
criptions by the crew indicate that the rocks are subophitic pyroxene-
bearing basalts with shiny ilmenite platelets in the vugs and vesicles. 
The soil-like mantle seems to consist of cohesive particles of uniform 
small size. A "raindrop" pattern is ubiquitous on the mantle. At Camelot 
the mantle appears thinner than at the crater Horatio. 
Shallow depressions and subdued craters up to several meters in dia­
meter are superposed on the rim and floor of Camelot. These craters are 
younger than Camelot; however, within the observed block field only one 
younger crater of moderate size (4-5 m) was noted by the crew. 
The composition, textures, and uniform lithology of the ejecta blocks 
around the crater Camelot indicate that subfloor basalts covered this part 
of the valley floor to a depth of at least 100 m prior to the formation of 
the crater. Subsequent to the formation of Camelot, deposits of dark mantle 
.~ 
material partly buried rdCks around the rim and in the floor of Camelot and 
partly filled and subdued many younger craters in the area. The samples 
of basalt from blocks at station 5 should provide a sample of the subfloor 
unit to a depth of 100 feet. 
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LRV-9 

LRV-9 sample stop is about 1.5 km north of SEP, one-half the distance 
from LM to station 6, in an area mapped as dark mantle about 2/3 of a crater 
diameter south of Henry crater. Between the LM/SEP area and a point about 
200 m south of LRV-9 the surface is characterized by three to five percent 
coverage of rock fragments and some large boulders. At LRV-9, the fragment 
coverage is less than one percent. To the north of LRV-9 the fragment coverage 
increases as the rim of Henry is approached, but never reaches more than a 
few percent except near young craters. The sample stop is in the part of 
the LM to station 6 traverse with the fewest rock fragments. The fragments 
in the area include some that seem to be blocks excavated by a lO-m crater 
and some that appear to be blocks and clods excavated by several 1 to 2 m 
craters. The sparseness of blocks ejected by craters suggests that the blocks 
were derived from the regolith rather than directly from the subfloor unit. 
The blocks are angular to subrounded, less than 30 em across, and slightly to 
mostly buried. Only a few of the rocks have fillets. 
The sample is a soil sample from a small crater with abundant clods 
of soil breccia on its rim. It should be reasonably representative of 
surface material in the nearby area of dark mantle. Some mixture of material 
from the reexcavated ejecta from Henry crater is to be expected. However, 
the sample should be of considerable value in determining geographic variation 
in dark mantle material. 
LRV-lO 
LRV-10 sample stop is adjacent to Turning Point rock, 2.8 km north of 
the SEP. The area was mapped as dark mantle near the gradational contact 
with North Massif material. The sample site is on a gentle slope above a 
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moderately distinct break in slope with the valley floor and below an 
equally distinct break in slope with the North Massif. The material 
underlying the area between the breaks in slope may be debris from the 
North Massif. 
Turning Point rock rests within a halo of smaller boulders and rock 
fragments that are probably derived from it. The rocks are rounded, partly 
buried, and filleted on the upslope side. Turning Point rock probably reached 
its present position as one large boulder that has since been fragmented. 
The sample was taken about 4 m north of Turning Point rock, and it 
consists of at least three rock fragments and some soil. Most likely the 
fragments in the sample are derived from Turning Point rock, but they could 
be debris derived separately from North Massif. Although the soil may 
contain fine debris from the rock, it most likely is a sample of the soil 
from North Massif that has moved downslope and banked against the rock. 
Station 6 
Station 6 is on the south slope of the North Massif, approximately 
250 m north of the break in slope between the valley floor and the massif. 
The area slopes approximately 110 south and is covered by many large blocks 
and smaller fragments which have come from higher on the North Massif. 
Twenty meters from the LRV are five large boulders aligned downslope from 
the end of a single boulder track as if a single boulder broke into five 
parts. Four were sampled. 
The boulder track made by the station 6 boulders can be traced 1/3 of 
the way up the North Massif. This is the lowest level on the mountain where 
high concentrations of boulders appear. The sharpness of the boulder track 
of the station 6 boulders indicates that the boulder may have been in its 
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present position only a short length of time. The shadowed soil will probably 
reflect this. One of the boulders has a prominent north overhand, beneath which 
a shadowed soil was collected along with two soil samples collected outside the 
shadow. A soil sample was collected from thQ surface of one of the boulders. A 
rake sample and a single drive tube were taken within a few meters of the 
boulders. Two undocumented grab samples were collected probably near the 
LRV, and another sample was collected downslope from the station area. 
Less than 1 percent of the surface in the station 6 area is covered by 
fragments. There appears to be a bimodal distribution of fragments in the 
area, though not as striking as the station 7 area. As at station 7, there 
appear to be relatively few fragments in the 3-15 em size range. Fragments 
less than 1/2 m are scattered randomly over the surface, larger ones are 
generally in clusters. Most blocks are subrounded to rounded. A few 
angular blocks are scattered over the surface. Fillets are well developed 
on the upslope side of some of the large boulders. Fillets on blocks less 
than 20-30 em are poorly developed or absent. 
The medium-gray soil in the station 6 area is moderately firm away from 
crater rims. The LRV wheels made shallow impressions and threw very little 
spray, 10 to 15 m away from craters. Close to a 10 m crater in the area, 
bootprints and LRV wheel penetration were deeper, and spray generated by them 
was considerably mors. The drive tube collected near the LRV was pushed by 
hand to a depth of 10 em. 
Craters, randomly scattered over the surface, range in size from the limit 
of resolution to 10 m. Craters larger than 1 m are sparse. The rims are 
smooth and unblocky, and usually more raised on the downslope side. A few 
small fresh craters have blocky rims, with the ejecta deposited preferentially 
downslope. 
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The cluster of 5 boulders was probably at one time a single boulder. 
There are at least two major rock types represented: a highly vesicular 
light-gray breccia, and a darker blue-gray breccia. The lower 3 boulders 
are highly vesicular, light gray breccias. The contact between the two 
breccias is in the second boulder from the top. Near the contact are 
inclusions of blue-gray breccia in the vesicular breccia. The blue-gray 
breccia is partially recrystallized, and has inclusions of friable breccia. 
The contact between the inclusions and blue-gray breccia is sharp. If all 
five boulders were at one time part of the same rock, there are at least 
four stages of brecciation. The similarity of the station 6 boulders to 
the station 7 boulder suggests strongly that the North Massif is composed 
primarily of multi-cycle breccias. Other samples of the North Massif are 
the rake sample, drive tube, and 3 grab samples, all of which are probably 
composed primarily of eroded material from the massif with possible minor 
contribution of subfloor material. 
Station 7 
Station 7 is located at the base of the North Massif, just above the 
break in slope between the valley floor and the massif. The slope toward 
the valley is about gO. The station is located on North Massif material and 
the site contains boulders from slopes high on the massif. Several rock chips 
were collected at the station from such a 3 m boulder of complex, multi-stage 
breccias. The 3 m breccia boulder is the largest one in the station area, but 
other large boulders can be seen in the panorama. The large rock appears 
similar in color and weathering characteristics to the other boulders in the 
area. Several additional fragments were selected from the regolith surface. 
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Less than one percent of the surface is covered by blocks. There appears 
to be a bimodal distribution: fragments from the limit of resolution to 2 or 
3 em are abundant, and blocks 30 an and larger are common, but there is a 
scarcity of blocks in the 3 to 30 an size range. Blocks smaller than 30 an 
are scattered randomly over the surface; those larger than 30 an are in clusters. 
Most blocks, in all size ranges, are rounded, but a small percentage are 
angular. One 2-3 m boulder downslope from the sampling area is strikingly .. 
more angular than most other rocks. The rocks range from being deeply buried 
to perched. The sampled boulder overhangs the surface on the east, west, and 
presumably south sides. A few half-meter boulders in the same area are almost 
totally buried, and most fragments less than 1 m are at least partially buried. 
Filleting is well developed on blocks larger than 1/2 m, and poorly developed 
or absent on smaller blocks. Fillets are restricted to the uphill side of 
the blocks. One meter-sized boulder has a fillet extending 3/4 the way up 
the upslope face. The boulder is a vesicular hornfelsic breccia (described 
by the crew as vesicular anorthosite) in contact with a dense blue-gray 
breccia. In the dense blue breccia is a I 1/2 m crushed light-colored inclu­
sion, which is intruded by dikelets of breccia. One sample is a piece of 
blue-gray breccia in fairly sharp contact with a tan breccia which intrudes 
it. A large separate sample appears to be similar to the blue-gray breccia 
in the boulder. Several small chips collected on the surface are probably 
similar to the boulder, and. also representative of North Massif material, 
although there may be a minor contribution from subfloor basalts. 
The medium-gray soil in the station 7 area is relatively firmly com­
pacted. Bootprints and LRV tracks penetrate between 1 and 2 .em. Very 
little spray was generated from bootscuffs or LRV wheels. The soil is 
quite cohesive (as shown by vertical walls of bootprints and the intact 
state of tread imprints). 
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Craters in the station 7 area range from the limit of resolution to 
3 or 4 meters in diameter. Craters 1/2 m or less are common. Most craters 
have somewhat subdued non-blocky rims, and ejecta is not visible. A few 
small (less than 1/2 m) craters have raised blocky rims. The ejecta around 
these craters is deposited preferentially downslope. On a meter-diameter 
crater downslope from the LRV the ejecta is piled against a rock downslope, 
and forms only a slight raised rim on the uphill side. 
The large boulder at station 7 probably originated at least one-third of 
the way up the North Massif because this is the lowest level on the massif 
where clusters of boulders appear. The rock types seen in this boulder are 
similar to those in large boulders at station 6, making the possibility of 
its being an exotic improbable, and suggesting that samples of the boulders 
are representative of the massif. These samples indicate that the North 
Massif is composed of multi-cycle breccias. 
LRV-ll 
LRV-llsample stop is located between stations 7 and 8 on the southeast 
rim of SWP crater. Before the mission, the area was mapped as dark mantle 
blanketing SWP crater. The sample site was chosen by the crew in the ejecta 
blanket of a fresh crater estimated to be 30 to 40 meters in diameter. The 
rocks in the sample area are part of the ejecta blanket and were identified by 
the crew as clods of soil breccia that break easily and are "chewed up" by the 
LRV wheels. At the rim, and just within the rim, the clods cover as much as 
70 percent of the surface and at the sample site cover as much as 50 percent 
of the surface. The clods are very angular with some rounding of the tops. 
All are football size or smaller. The soil between the clods is the same 
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color and probably the same composition as the clods. Within the ejecta 
blanket of the 30 to 40 meter crater, there are no visible younger craters. 
The area surrounding the 30 to 40 meter crater appears typical of dark 
mantle surfaces that have a rock fragment population of less than one percent. 
The 30 to 40 meter crater should have penetrated some 6 to 8 meters of the 
soil (dark mantle?) , which is a considerably greater thickness than the soil 
.. 
at station lao Possibly the crater at LRV-II penetrated the same type of 
material as did Van Serg crater. (station 9) and if so, that material is a 
distinct unit that is not present at station lao However, with our present 
knowledge, the dark mantle at LRV-II, station 9, and station I is considered 
to be the same material but with a large range in thickness. 
The sample taken at LRV-II will be significant in determining the near 
surface stratigraphy. It is representative of the ejecta blanket of the 
30 to 40 meter crater, and its position on the ejecta blanket suggests that 
it came from a depth of 2 to 4 meters below the surface. 
station· 8 
Station 8 lies near the base of the Sculptured Hills south of Wessex 
Cleft and about 4 km northeast of the LM. The terrain is undulating and 
forms a moderately inclined transition zone between the hills and the valley 
floor to the southwest; slopes increase noticeably towards the hills within the 
sample area. Eleven samples were collected, representing two, possibly three, 
major rock types, and including smils, a rake sample, and a suite of four 
samples from a trench. 
Small cohesive clods and pebble-size coherent rock fragments are common 
throughout the station area, but larger rocks and boulders are rare. Most 
of the rocks are subrounded to subangular, are well exposed to partly buried, 
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have poorly developed fillets, and are only thinly covered by dust. The 
population of blocks and fragments does not increase greatly around the 
rims of any craters in the area photographed. 
With the exception of one coarse-grained gabbroic boulder, all of the 
rocks larger than 20 em which were examined had the appearance of subfloor 
basalts. The gabbroic rock was estimated by the crew to be made up of about 
equal amounts of blue-gray plagioclase (possibly maskelynite) and a light 
yellow-tan mineral, probably orthopyroxene; its average grain size appeared 
to be about 3-5 rnrn. The surface of this boulder was coated by glass. Both 
top and bottom of the boulder were sampled. A white friable rock sampled by 
the crew in a small pit crater within the wall of a larger crater has probably 
been highly shocked by at least two episodes of fairly recent cratering. 
The soil in this area, at least to the 20-25 em depth of the trench 
samples, consists of fine-grained, cohesive particles. It has the dark 
appearance characteristic of the mantle throughout the valley floor. Sur­
ficial directional patterns related to structure were not Observed, but many 
tracks made by the downhill movement of clods of all sizes were noted on the 
steeper slopes. 
No large craters are present in the immediate area; those up to several 
meters in diameter are common, however, and have a continuum of morphologies 
from fresh-appearing, topographically sharp features to highly subdued depres­
sions. None of the craters have either prominently raised or blocky rims. 
At this stage of our knowledge, probably the most important results 
obtained from the field Observations of the materials at station 8 is the 
apparent complete dissimilarity in lithology of the rocks on the surface at 
station 8 compared with those at the base of the massifs. If the gabbroic 
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rock or the basalts are representative of materials forming the Sculptured 
Hills, the implications favored as to the composition and origin of the hills 
will be quite different from the pre-mission interpretation that the hills 
are Serenitatis basin ejecta. However, only a small number of rocks were 
available for examination, and these may not be representative. The absence 
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of boulder tracks, together with the glass coating on the gabbroic boulder, 
suggests that the rocks may be exotic blocks ejected from distant impact 
craters. It is possible that the rake sample and the sample from the crater 
wall may provide better clues to the composition and origin of the Sculptured 
Hills. Dark mantle material in this area is believed to be relatively thin, 
thus rake and soil samples may contain a mixture of dark mantle, subfloor 
ejecta, and debris mass wasted from the Sculptured Hills. 
station 9 
Station 9 is located on the southeast rim and nearby outer flank of 
Van Serg crater. The crater, 90 m in diameter, has a blocky central mound 
about 30 m across, discontinuous benches on the inner walls, and a raised 
blocky rim with a distinct crest out from which slopes the blocky ejecta 
blanket. In both orbital and lunar surface photographs, Van Serg resembles 
other craters that have been interpreted as typical young impact craters. 
Its ejecta blanket is distinct in lunar surface views because of its 
blockiness, which is greater than that of the adjacent plains. The ejecta 
blanket can be recognized, at least in part, in pre-mission orbital photo­
graphs as a distinct topographic feature, but it is inseparable from the 
adjacent plains on the basis of albedo. 
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Exploration at station 9 was concentrated in two areas: (1) the 
southeast rim crest of the crater, and (2) the surface of the ejecta 
blanket about 70 m out from the crater rim to the southeast, where the 
LRV was parked. In both sample areas the predominant fragment size ranges 
up to about 30 em, with a few boulders as large as 1 to 2 m in diameter. At 
the rim crest fragments larger than 2 em cover about 10 percent of the sur­
face, but they cover no more than 3 percent of the surface in the sampling 
area near the LRV. 
The predominant rock type at station 9 is soft or friable dark-matrix 
breccia. White clasts up to about 2 em in diameter are visible in some 
rocks on the crater rim, and light-colored clasts possibly as large as 
1/2 m in diameter were seen in rocks of the central mound. Some rocks 
are strikingly slabby. Closely spaced platy fractures occur in some, and 
a few show distinct alternating dark and light bands. Some frothy glass 
agglutinate was also sampled. In spite of their apparent softness, the 
rocks are typically angular. Many are partially buried, but there is little 
or no development of fillets even on the steep inner walls of Van Serg 
crater. 
Soil at the surface is uniformly fine and gray with no visible linear 
patterns. The uppermost one or two centimeters is loose and soft, but 
compacts easily to preserve bootprints. The trench near the LRV exposed 
about 10 em of a white or light gray soil unit below a 7 em upper dark 
unit. 
Craters younger than Van Serg are extremely rare in the station area. 
A few small (about 1 m) fresh craters are present. A large subdued depres­
sion southwest of the LRV may be an old crater now mantled by Van Serg 
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ejecta. Frequency and angularity of blocks, paucity of craters, general 
absence of fillets, and uneroded nature of crater rim and central mound 
attest to the extreme youth of Van Serg crater. Such crater forms else­
where have been attributed to impact, and no direct evidence of volcanic 
origin has been recognized. An impact origin seems likely. 
The ejecta, unexpectedly, is dominated by soft dark matrix breccia 
instead of subfloor basalt. The rocks may be soil breccias, indurated 
and ejected in the Van Serg impact. If so, a fragmental unit that may 
be as much as 15 to 20 m thick must overlie the subfloor basalt in the 
Van Serg area. Developement of a regolith this thick in situ is difficult 
to reconcile with the apparent youth of the valley floor. Hence the Van 
Serg rocks may represent a young mantle of transported fragmental material or 
a mature regolith that was developed on the surface of the subfloor basalt 
and was buried by the dark mantle prior to the Van Serg impact. 
Soil samples probably consist of fine-grained Van Serg ejecta. The 
upper 7 em of the trench may have been darkened by soil modifying processes, 
which would also have affected other soil samples and the upper part of the 
drive tube. Alternatively, the uppe r 7 em zone of the trench may represent 
a young dark mantling unit deposited after the Van Serg event. Deposition 
of such a young thin unit would account for the similar albedos of the Van 
Serg ejecta blanket and the general plains surface. 
LRV-12 
LRV-12 sample stop is located north of Sherlock at about 1/3 of a 
crater diameter out from the rim in an area mapped as dark mantle. 
The samples consist of a fragment of basalt and a separate soil sample. 
They were collected within a meter of a 1 m boulder and a I m crater that 
has clods of soil breccia. 
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The rock sample is probably a subfloor basalt derived from a depth of 
50-90 m. The soil sample probably is representative of the surface material 
in the area, which is mapped as dark mantle, although it may contain a small 
fraction of material derived form the nearby boulder. 
Surface photographs show an abundance (5 percent) of rock fragments, 
including several boulders (1 m across) only the tops of which are visible. 
The rocks are very likely ejecta of subfloor material from Sherlock crater. 
Their size suggests that not more than a few meters of dark mantle have 
been deposited or formed since the Sherlock crater impact. The slightly 
protruding boulders are smooth and rounded; most of the smaller fragments 
are rounded, but a few are subangular and have planar sides. 
Younger craters have clearly reexcavated a few of the smaller blocks. 
Very small craters (1 m diameter) with many fragments on their rims are 
also present and the rim fragments seem to be clods of soil breccia. 
The soil in the area appears normal in color and compaction. 
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SAMPLE DESCRIPTIONS 
The sample descriptions are arranged according to ascending LRL 
numbers. The first digit (7) refers to an Apollo 17 sample, the second 
to the station number (with 0 = LM/ALSEP/SEP area); thus they are grouped 
by sequential station number. Within each station, the samples are 
grouped according to where they occur in the documentation photographs, 
and therefore can only be placed in a rough ascending order; the 
applicable illustrations follow immediately after the sample descriptions. 
Tables 3 and 4 are page indices by container numbers and by LRL 
numbers. 
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SAMPLE: 70001-70009 (deep core) 
Station: ALSEP 
Location: 
Rock
-----'=-­
180 m at azimuth of 285 0 from LM. 
: Regolith. 
SAMPLE AREA CHARACTERISTICS 
Slopes: Flat and level. 
Fragment population 
Fines 
Distribution and size range: Immediate area of core disturbed; 
2-3 percent block cover in local area. 
Color: Light gray to medium dark gray. 
Irregular; blocky to subrounded. 
: Restricted to larger blocks (1-4 m).
---­Apparent burial: Restricted to larger blocks (1-4 m). 
Dust cover: Low to moderately high. 
Color: Medi um gray to dark gray. 
Compaction: More coherent below 3-4 em. 
Craters 
Distribution and size range: 10 em to 1 m size common 2-8 m 
size present. 
Subdued. 
-'!L____: Present around a large number of 1 m di ameter and larger 
in ALSEP area. 
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS 
Probable origin: Regoli th of subfloor basalt and possible dark mantle 
material. 
COMMENTS: Penetration of drill to 3.2 m alternated between easy and 
di ffi cuIt, bottom 20 cm very diffi cuIt, base materi al cohesi ve; fragmental. 
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a) post-sampling, looking 
southeast. (134-20504) 
b) During-sampling, looking 
northeast. TV frame 
showing CDR starting 
deep core drill. 
SAMPLES 70001-70009 (DEEP CORE) 
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SAMPLE: 70011 (SESC) Fuel Products Contamination Sample 
Station : LM 

Location: Beneath LM, near -Z footpad. 

Rock type: Soil. 

SAMPLE AREA CHARACTERISTICS 
Slopes: Flat and level. 
Fragment population: Disturbed by LM DPS engine on descent. 
Distribution and size range: Very low; maximum 1-2 em size in 
documentation photographs. 
Color: Light gray. 
Shapes: Irregular to subrounded. 
Fillets: None. 
Apparent burial: None. 
Dust cover: Disturbed. 
Fines 
Color: Light gray. 
Compaction: Firmer due to removal of upper 2-3 em during LM 
descent. 
Craters 
Distribution and size range: None in immediate sample site. 
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS 
Color: Light gray to medium dark gray (discolored by DPS burn) 

Apparent burial: Taken from 0:-3 em. 

Comparison with other soils in area: Unknown. 

Probable origin: Fine-grained regolith. 
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a) Pre-sampling, looking 
north. (140-21381) 
b) 	 post-sampling, looking 
south. (143-21929) 
SAMPLE 70011 (SESe) 
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SAMPLE: 70012 (Li52) 
Station: LM 

Location: 0.5 m inside +Y footpad. 

Sample type: Drive tube (single) 

SAMPLE AREA CHARACTERISTICS 
Slopes: Flat and level. 
Fragment population 
Distribution and size range: <1-2 percent; limit of resolution ~~~~~~~~~~~--~~ 
3-4 cm common; Note: DPS engine swept area of many surface frag­
ments. 

Color: Light gray. 

Shapes: . Angular, irregular to subrounded. 

Fines 
Color: Discolored to brownish-gray by DPS. 
Compaction: Top 1 cm or so removed by DPS; appears more compact 
than local surface. 
Craters 
Distribution and size range: 10 em to 30 em craters common. 
Shape: Normal. 
Ejecta: None. 
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS 
Apparent burial: 0-30 em sample. 
COMMENTS: Both caps loose on arrival at LRL. Considerable material 
spilled into BSLSS bag. 
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Pre-sampling, looking south. 
(147-22517) 
SAMPLE 70012 
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SAMPLE: 70017* (15) Goodwill Rock 
Station: LM 

Location: Unknown. 

Rock type: Basalt. 

SAMPLE AREA CHARACTERISTICS: Unknown. 
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS 
Size: 15 x 13 x 12 cm; 2957 g. 

COIOr: Medium brownish gray. 

Shape: Tabular, flat sided to subrounded. 

Fillets: Unknown. 

Apparent burial: Unknown. 

Dust cover: Unknown. 

Comparison with other rocks in area: Typical of subfloor basalt. 

Probable origin: Subfloor basalt. 

COMMENTS: Sample not documented. Probably sampled very near front 
of LM. 
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SAMPLE: 70018 (LR-l) 
Station: LM 

Location: 12 m in front of LM at 11:00, in small 1.5 m crater. 

Rock type: Glass-coated breccia. 

SAMPLE AREA CHARACTERISTICS 
Slopes: 1-3°, slopes in walls of 1.5 m crater; local area of LM 
flat and level. 
Fragment population 
Distribution and size range: 4-5 percent rock cover in crater 

proper; size ranges from limit of resolution to 60 em; few inter­

mediate sizes. 

Color: Very whi te (60 em block) to very dark glassy fragments. 

Shapes: Subrounded (white boulder) to rough irregular (glassy 

dark fragments) 

Fillets: None. 

Apparent burial: Large white boulder in crater wall 7/8 buried. 

Dust cover: Moderate to high. 

Fines 

Color: Medi um gray to medi um dark gray. 

Compaction: Rather loose in crater walls. 

Craters 
Distribution and size range: Area nearly saturated with 5-40 cm 
craters; 1.5 m crater sampled is largest in immediate area. 
Shape: Subdued. 
Ejecta: The dark and white blocks are associated with sampled 
crater. 
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS 
Size: 5 x 4 x 3 em; 52 g. 

Color: Dark gray with lighter fragments; partly glass coated. 

Shape: Irregular; slightly slabby. 

Fillets: None. 

Apparent burial: 7/8. 

Dust cover: Appears high. 

Comparison with other rocks in area: Similar to other larger 20 cm 

irregular dark rock on east side of crater rim. 

Probable origin: Impact event that formed small 1.5 m crater; 

could have been a secondary. 
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a) pre-sampling, looking 
southwest. LM window 
photo pre all EVA's. 
Crater "vl.8 m. 
(147-22439) 
b) 	 post-sampling, looking 
southwest. (143-21975) 
SAMPLE 70018 
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SAMPLE: 70019 (LR-5) (469) 
Station: LM 

Location: ~100 m west of LM in floor of 3 m crater. 

Rock type: Glass agglutinate containing several fragments. 

SAMPLE AREA CHARACTERISTICS 
Slopes: 4-5 0 in crater walls at sample site. 
Fragment population 
Distribution and size range: 70-80 percent cover of 2-8 em clods 
of glassy agglutinate. 
Color: Dark gray. 
Shapes: Irregular to subrounded. 
Fillets: None. 
Apparent burial: Only slumped material into crater floor. 
Dust cover: Unknown. 
Fines: Almost none exposed beneath glassy agglutinate fragments 
in crater floor. 
Craters 
Distribution and size range: Only crater visible in documentation 
photos is cloddy crater sampled. 
Shape: Subdued. 
Ejecta: Sample crater has extremely abundant glassy ejecta. 
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS 
Size: 8 x 4 x 5 cm; 160 g. 

Color: Dark gray. 

Shape: Lumpy; irregular, coarsely hackly. 

Fillets: None. 

Apparent burial: None. 

Dust cover: None. 

Comparison with other rocks in area: Probably typical of debris in 

crater floor. 

Probable origin: Impact breccia cemented by shock melted glass from 

crater event. 
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a) 	 Pre-sampling, looking 
east. 3 m glassy 
crater showing sample 
70019 in floor. 
(145-22185) 
b) 	Pre-sampling, looking 
south. Closeup 
documentation of 70019 
in floor of 3 m glassy 
crater. (145-22188) 
SAMPLE 70019 
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SAMPLE: 70035 (LR-3) 
Station: LM 
Location: From large buried boulder 60 m northeast of LM on rimcrest of 
25 m crater. 
Rock type: Vesicular basalt; coarse grained. 
SAMPLE AREA CHARACTERISTICS 
Slopes: About 4-5 0 slope to north into 25 m shallow depression. 
Fragment population: Low for position on rim of large 25 m crater, 
large 1.5 m boulder only large rock in immediate area of rim. 
Craters 
Distribution and size range: With available photography, only 25 m 
crater easily discernible. 
Shape: Normal. 
Ejecta: Very limited around large crater. 
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS 
Size: 17 x 12 x 7 cm; 5765 g. 

Color: Medium brownish gray. 

Shape: Subrounded; one flat side; 15 percent vesicles and vugs. 

Fillets: None. 

Apparent burial: Boulder from which sample was apparently derived is 

3/4 buried on the rim crest of a 25 m crater. 

Comparison with other rocks in area: Typical of coarse-grained sub­

floor basalt. 

Probable origin: Sampled boulder derived by impact forming adjacent 

25 m crater, thus probably derived from 5-6 m depth in subfloor basalt. 

COMMENTS: Documented only from a photograph taken at a distance. 
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a) 	During-sampling, looking 
southwest. TV frame 
showing LMP sampling 70035 
behind LM during EVA 1. 
Sample piece of 2 m buried 
boulder visible in front 
of LMP. No closeup 
documentation. 
b) 	 pre-sampling, looking 
southwest. Photo taken 
at EP-3 site showing 
70035 location and 
associated 2 m buried 
boulder. (143-21937) 
SAMPLE 70035 
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SAMPLE: 70075 *(108) 

LM. 
Source unknown. 

: Fine-grained basalt • 
......;...;;.;;.;;.......;..~;;..-
SAMPLE AREA CHARACTERISTICS: Unknown. 
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS 
Size: 1/2 x 1 x 1 1/2 cm. 

Color: Dark gray. 

Shape: Blocky, fractured; non-vesicular. 

Fillets: Unknown. 

Apparent burial: Unknown. 

Dust cover: Unknown. 

Comparison with other rocks in area: Similar to 70215 and other 

dark fine-grained basalts. 

COMMENTS: Found floating around in LM after orbital rendezvous. 
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SAMPLE: 70135-57 (lOE) 
Station: ALSEP. 

Location: "Geophone rock," 180 m from LM at "'azimuth of 285 0 • 

Rock type: Vesicular basalt, 13 samples from large boulder. 

SAMPLE AREA CHARACTERISTICS 
Slopes: Sample taken on steep face of "Geophone" boulder, local regoli th 
area flat and level. 
Fragment population 
Distribution and size range: Local ALSEP area 2-4 percent 

cover; limit of resolution to 3-4 m. 

Color: Light to medi um gray. 

Shapes: Irregular to subrounded. 

Fillets: Predominantly on large boulders. 

Apparent burial: Predominantly on large boulders. 

Dust cover: Lo~ to moderate; on sample boulder contact of block 

with fillet. Extremely sharp. 

Fines 
Color: Medi urn dark gray. 
Compaction: Fairly loose on fillet adjacent to sampled boulder. 
Craters 
Distribution and size range: In ALSEP area 10 em to 2-3 m craters 
common. 
Shape: Subdued. 
Ejecta: Locally common around 1-3 m craters. 
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS 
Size: 10.5 x 6 x 3.5 em. 

Color: Medi um brownish gray. 

Shape: Elongate; irregular where broken; semi-rounded on weathered 

surface. 

Fillets: Boulder sampled has moderate fillet with extremely sharp 

contact. 

Dust cover: None. 

Comparison with other rocks in area: Typical coarse-grained subfloor 

basalt. 

Probable origin: Possible ejecta of subfloor basalt from Camelot 

crater. 
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a) 	During-sampling. TV frame 
showing LMP sampling 
Geophone rock; LEAM in 
foreground. 
b) post-sampling, looking 
southwest. Two possible 
sample areas on Geophone 
rock taken from TV 
documentation. Note 
sharp fillet-boulder 
contact. (147-22536) 
SAMPLES 70135-57 
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SAMPLE: 70160 (474) 
Station: ALSEP 

Location: 180 m from LM at an azimuth of 285°. 

Rock type: Soil (fillet) 

SAMPLE AREA CHARACTERISTICS 
Slopes: Slight eastward slope on fillet sampled; generally flat 
and level local area. 
Fragment population 
Distribution and size range: Immediate sample area too 

disturbed; but rock population appears very low; local 

ALSEP area 2-5% rock cover. 

Color: Light gray to medium dark gray. 

Shapes: Irregular to subrounded. 

Fillets: Present on 0.3-3 m boulders (could be partly 

mantled) 

A£Parent burial: None extensive on larger boulders. 

Dust cover: Low to unusually high on large boulder at 

sample site. (Some dirt may have been kicked on boulder.) 

Fines 
Color: Light gray to medium dark gray; darker when disturbed. 
Compaction: Appears low in fillet (deep footprints) 
Craters 
Distribution and size range: Immediate area of sample too 
disturbed to see small crater distribution. 
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS 
Size: 315 g. 

Color: Medium dark gray. 

Comparison with other soils in area: Disturbed but may be lighter. 

Probable origin: Trapping of ballistic crater ejecta 

COMMENTS: Taken from 0 to 5 cm depth in fillet on east side of large 
(1.5 m) basalt boulder. Sample includes 1.5 x 1 cm vesicular basalt. 
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Post-sampling, looking west. 1.5 m boulder 
with 70160 soil sample in fillet. Note low 
albedo soil on rock (some may have been 
kicked). (136-20718) 
SAMPLE 70160 
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SAMPLE: 70175 (55Y) 
Station: ALSEP 

Location: 180 m from LM at 285 0 azimuth; sample area 5 m south 

of deep core site (neutron flux hole). 

Rock type: . Dark matrix breccia. 

SAMPLE AREA CHARACTERISTICS 
Slopes: Flat and level. 
Fragment population 
Distribution and size ranie: 1% in immediate sample 
environment; 3-5% in local area. 
Color: 'Light gray to medium gray. 
Shapes: Sample area not closely documented. 
Fillets: Large boulder just to south moderately well filleted. 
Apparent burial: Boulder 2-3 m south of sample site 1/2 buried. 
Fines 

Color: Light to medium dark gray. 

Compaction: Moderate in top 3 cm-4 em; firmer below. 

Craters 
Distribution and size range: Area too disturbed when 
photographed to determine. 
Shape: Area too disturbed when photographed to determine. 
Ejecta: Area too disturbed when photographed to determine. 
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS 
Size: 340 g. 10 x 6 x 6 em. 

Color: Dark gray (dark matrix) 

Shape: Irregular; friable; fractured. 

Fillets: Unknown 

Apparent burial: Unknown. 

Dust cover: Unknown. 

Comparison with other rocks in area: Appears to be breccia called 

"exotic-looking rock" by crew. 

Probable origin: Soil breccia. 
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Pre-sampling, looking south. 
(134-20505) 
SAMPLE 70175 
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Fragment population 
SAMPLE: 70180, 70185 (475) 
Station: ALSEP 

Location: 180 m from LM at 285 0 azimuth; 3 m from deep core site 

(neutron f1 ux hole). 

Rock type: Fragment of fine-grained basalt and soil. 

SAMPLE AREA CHARACTERISTICS 
Flat and level. 
Distribution and size range: 1 percent in immediate sample area; 

3-7 percent immediately north of site. 

Color: Light gray to medium dark gray. 

Shapes: Irregular to subrounded. 

Fillets: None well developed. 

Apparent burial: None. 

Dust cover: Low to moderate. 

Fines 
Color: Medium dark gray. 
Compaction: Rather loose at sample site on rim of 0.5 m crater. 
Craters 
Distribution and size range: 10 em to 50 em craters in immediate 
area; up to 8 m in local ALSEP area. 
Shape: Subdued. 

Ejecta: Abundant just north of sample area. 

SAMPLE AREA CHARACTERISTICS: 70185 (basalt) 
Size: 8 x 8 x 5 em. 

Color: Dark gray. 

Shape: Blocky; subangu1ar; vuggy. 

Fillets: Unknown. 

Apparent burial: See "Comments ." Sample not located in documentation 

photographs. 

Dust cover: Unknown. 

Comparison with other rocks in area: Typical of fine-grained variety 

of subf100r basalts. 

COMMENTS: Rock cannot be seen in pre-sample photograph; may have been 
totally buried. 
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS: 70180 (soil) 
Color: Medium gray to dark gray. 

Apparent burial: 0-5 em depth. 

Comparison with other soil in area: Appears typical. 

Probable origin: Regolith. 
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a} 	 Pre-sampling, looking north. 70185 sample are a relative to 
deep core - neutron flux site and 8 m blocky crater. 
(136-2072 0 and l36-2072l) 
During-sampling. 

70185 near deep core - neutron flux site. 

SAMPLES 70180 AND 70185 
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SAMPLE: 70215* (LR-14) 
Station: Between SEP and LM. 

Location: Collected approximately 50 m east northeast of LM. 

Rock type: Dense, fine-grained, non-vesicular basalt. 

SAMPLE AREA CHARACTERISTICS 
Slopes: Flat and level. 
Fragment population 
Distribution and size range: Extremely low, <1%; ranges 
in size from limit of resolution up to 3-4 cm; sample u 
unusually large. 
Color: Unknown. 
Shapes: Unknown. 
Fillets: Unknown. 
Apparent burial: Unknown. 
Dust cover: Unknown. 
Fines 

Color: Unknown. 

Compaction: Unknown. 

Craters 
Distribution and size range: Crater population appears 
low from distant view available. 25 m crater just to west 
of sample site. 
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS 
Size: 12 x 15 x 27 cm. 

Color: Bluish tint to dark gray. 

Shape: Subrounded on unbroken surface. 

Fillets: Rock was kicked up prior to sampling. 

Apparent burial: Rock was kicked up prior to sampling. 

Dust cover: Unknown. 

Comparison with other rocks in area: Unusually large and dark, 

fine-grained basalt. 

Probable origin: May have been ejected from 25 m crater just 

to west . 

COMMENTS: Largest rock sampled during mission. Documented only from 
a photograph taken at a distance. 
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a} Pre-sampling l looking 
west. LRV photo showing 
large dark sample 70215*. 
Sample kicked up on end 
by LMP earlier. 
(l43-2l926) 
b) 	Post-sampling l lOoking 
southwest. Photo taken 
at EP-3 showing area of 
previously sampled 70215*. 
(143-21937 ) 
SAMPLE 70215* 
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SAMPLE: 70255* (22E) 
Station: SEP 

Location: 180 m at 073 0 azimuth from LM; sample taken 2 m from 

SEP. 

Rock type: Fine-grained basalt. 

SAMPLE AREA CHARACTERISTICS 
Slopes: Flat and level. 
Fragment 2opu1ation 
Distribution and size range: Extremely low. <1%; size up 
to 15-20 cm; few smaller sizes. 
Color:,_ Light to medium gray. 
Sha2es: Blocky to subrounded. 
Fillets: Not well developed. 
App,arent burial: La'rgest rock in area (20 cm), 1/2 buried. 
Dust cover: Difficult to tell. 
Fines 
Color: Light to medium dark gray. 
Compaction: Normal for LM/ALSEP/SEP area; upper 3-4 cm 
less firm. 
Craters 
Distribution and size range: 20 cm - 0.5 m craters present. 
Sha2e: Subdued. 
Ejecta: None. 
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS 
Size: 6 x 6 x 4 cm. 

Color: Dark bluish gray. 

Sha2e: Blocky, equidimensiona1. 

Fillets: Not well developed. 

Apparent burial: <1/8 to 1/4. 

Dust cover: Low to moderate. 

Comparison with other rocks in area: Described by crew as a little 

finer grained than other basalt fragments in SEP area, looks more 

angular than average. 

Probable origin: Subf100r basalt; possibly ejected from associated 

0.5 m crater as regolith fragments. 
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a) Pre-sampling, looking 
southwest. Illustration 
shows location of most 
likely sample 70250-55 
relative to the SEP 
transmi tter. 
(134-20438) 
b) 	 Pre-sampling, looking 
south. Location of most 
likely samples 70250-55 
2 m south of SEP trans­
mitter. Note location 
of sample on rim of small 
crater. No post-sample 
photo. (135-20535) 
SAMPLE 70255* 
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SAMPLE: 70275* (23E) 
Station: SEP 

Location: 180 m from LM at azimuth 073°. 

Rock type: Basalt. 

SAMPLE AREA CHARACTERISTICS 
Slopes: Very flat and level. 
Fragment population 
Distribution and size range: Abnormally low, <1%; limit of 
resolution to 4-5 cm. 
Color: Light to medium gray, white mottling. 
Shapes: Irregular to blocky; semi-rounded. 
Fillets: poorly developed. 
Apparent burial: Low. 
Dust cover: Moderately high. 
Fines: Raindrop texture pronounced. 
Color: Light gray to medium dark gray. 
Compaction: Slightly higher than normal at station. 
Craters 
Distribution and size range: 10-20 cm craters common; few 
larger craters in sample area. 
Shape: Subdued: 
Ejecta: None associated with a particular crater event. 
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS 
Size: ~6-7 cm longest dimension. 

Color: Mottled white; medium gray matrix. 

Shape: Subrounded. 

Fillets: None. 

Apparent burial: Perched. 

Dust cover: Low. 

Comparison with other rocks in area: Typical in appearance, 

Resembles some Camelot basalts. 

Probable origin: Ejected from Camelot. 
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Pre-sampling, looking north. Rock 
indicated .as 70275* tentative at 
this time. (135-20540) 
SAMPLE 70275* 
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SAMPLE: 70295* (45Y) 
Station: SEP 
180 m from LM at an azimuth of 073 Q (taken near SEP). 
Fine grained basalt. 
SAMPLE AREA CHARACTERISTICS 
Flat and level. 
Fragment population 
Distribution and size range: SEP area relatively rock free, 
<1% cover; size from limit of resolution to 20 em. 
Color: Light to medium gray. 
Sha£es: Blocky, tabular to subrounded. 
Fillets: Moderately well developed. 
A£parent burial: 1/4 to 1/2 on most 10-20 cm fragments. 
Dust cover: Moderate to high for LM/ALSEP/S~'P area. 
Color: Medium dark gray. 
Com£action: Soil appears looser than normal in upper 3-4 cm. 
Craters 
Distribution and size range: A few scattered 10 cm - 0.5 m 
craters in SEP area. 
Sha£e: Subdued. 
Ejecta: None obvious in immediate SEP area. 
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS 
Unknown. 
Unknown. 
Unknown. 
Unknown. 
Aeearent burial: Unknown. 
Dust cov~r: Unknown. 
Com£arison with other rocks in area: 
as one of the few fine-grained basalt 
Probable origin: Subf100r basalt. 
COMMENTS: Sample not documented. 
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Described by the crew 
fragments in the SEP area. 
SAMPLES: 71030, 71035-37, 71040, 71055, 71060 (476, 455, 454, 456) 
Station: la 

Location: From boulder on inner side of southwest rim of 10 m 

blocky crater and adjacent surface. 

Rock type: Fragments of basalt and soil samples. 

SAMPLE AREA CHARACTERISTICS 
Slopes: Broadly rolling. 
Fragment population 
Distribution and size range: Dominated by ejecta on rim of a 
10 m blocky crater; blocks up to 1/2 m long; most fragments 
on east-north rim; fewer fragments to south and southeast. 

Color: Gray. 

Shapes: Angular blocky pieces. 

Fillets: None very noticeable. 

Apparent burial: Partly buried to perched. 

Dust cover: None visible. 

Fines 
Color: Medium gray. 
Compaction: Fairly compact. 
Craters: 
Distribution and size range: One blocky crater 10 m in 
diameter, plus craters up to 2 m. 
Shape: Mostly subdued, some well defined. 
Ejecta: Not visible. 
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS: 71030, 71035-37 (disturbed soil and basalt, 
very fine grained and very vuggy) 
Size: 71035 (4 x 5 x 7 cm); 71036 (3 x 4 x 6 cm); 71037 (2 x 2 x 2 cm) 

Color: Gray. 

Sha£e: 71035: Slabby, subrounded on exposed surface; 

71036 and 71037: Angular. 

Fillets: Small fillet on uphill side of boulder. 

Apparent burial: Boulder protruding from ejecta. 

Dust cover: None visible. 

Comparison with other rocks in area: Typical basalt of this 

station. 

Probable origin: Subfloor basalt. 

COMMENTS: Collected from the east side of the fracture. Part of the 
samples may be bounded by the fracture. Soil (71030) was collected 
with the rock fragments, but its location is not known. 
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SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS: 71040 (soil with 6 chips) 
Color: Not known. 

Apparent burial: 1-2 cm. 

Comparison with other soil in area: Not known. 

Probable origin: Ejecta from 10 m blocky crater. 

COMMENTS: Collected in the shadow of the boulder about 1-2 em deep; 
chips (71045-49 and smallest not numbered) are basalts somewhat 
coarser grained than most from this station .. 
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS: 71055 (basalt, fine grained, very vesicular) 
Size: 3 x 10 x 16 cm. 

Color: Gray. 

Shape: Subrounded on exposed surface. 

Dust cover: None visible. 

Comparison with other rocks in area: Similar to other basalts 

at station. 

Probable origin: Subf100r basalt. 

COMMENTS: Collected from west side of fracture at top of boulder. 
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS: 71060 (soil with 13 chips) 
Size: Largest is 2 x 2 x 4 cm. 

Color: Dark gray. 

Apparent burial: 5-6 cm. 

Comparison with other soil in area: Not known. 

Probable origin: Ejecta from 10 m blocky crater. 

COMMENTS: Collected in shadow of boulder from about 5-6 cm deep. 
Chips are of blue-gray rocks and basalts at this station. 
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a) Pre-sampling, looking 
northwest. (136-20739) 
b) post-sampling, looking 
north. (134-20396) 
SAMPLES 71030, 71035-37, 
66 
71040, 71055 AND 71060 
SAMPLES: 71135-36, 71155-57, 71175 (477, 478, 479) 
Station: la 

Location: From a rounded boulder on outer side of southeast rim 

of 10 m blocky crater and adjacent surface. 

Rock type: Fragment of basalt and soil. 

SAMPLE AREA CHARACTERISTICS 
Slopes: Broadly rolling. 
Fragment population 
Distribution and size range: Dominated by ejecta on rim of 
a 10 m blocky crater; blocks up to 1/2 m long; most fragments 
on east to north rim; fewer fragments to south and southeast. 
Color: Gray. 
Shapes: Angular blocky pieces. 
Fillets: None very noticeable. 
Apparent burial: Partly buried to perched. 
Dust cover: None visible. 
Fines 

Color: Medium gray. 

Compaction: Fairly compact. 

Craters 
Distribution and size range: One blocky crater 10 m in 
diameter, plus craters up to 2 m. 
Shape: Mostly subdued, some well defined. 
Ejecta: Not visible. 
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS: 71135-36 (basalt, very fine grained, coarsely 
vesicular) 
Size: 71135 (1.5 x 4 x 5 cm); 71136 (2 x 2 x 5 em) 

Color: Medium gray. 

Shape: Angular. 

Fillets: None apparent. 

Apparent burial: 1/8. 

Dust cover: None visible. 

Comparison with other rocks in area: Similar to other basalts 

in this area. 

Probable origin: Subfloor basalt. 

COMMENTS: Collected from the coarsely vesicular side of the rounded 
boulder. 71136 looks like it was collected at the contact between the 
coarsely and finely vesicular sides. These fragments were knocked away 
from the boulder during hammering and when they were picked up, the 
associated soil (71130) was collected. 
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SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS: 71155 (basalt, very fine grained, finely 
vesicular) 71156-57 (dark gray, very fine grained) 
Size: 2 x 2 x 4 cm and smaller. 

Color: Medium gray. 

Shape: Angular. 

Dust cover: None visible. 

Comparison with other rocks in area: Similar to other la basalts. 

Probable origin: subfloor basalt. 

COMMENTS: Collected from the finely vesicular side of the rounded 
boulder. This fragment was knocked away from the boulder during 
hammering and when it was picked up the associated soil (71150) and 
two other fragments (71156-57) were collected. 
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS: 71175 (basalt fragment) 
Size: 4 x 5 x 6 em. 

Color: Gray. 

Shape: Angular. 

Fillets: None visible. 

Apparent burial: Almost totally buried. 

Dust cover: Probably. 

Comparison with other rocks in area: Coarser than most la basalts 

but finer than typicalsubfloor basalts. 

Propable origin: Subfloor basalt. 

COMMENTS: Collected from next to boulder of two-phase vesicular rock. 
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a) 	pre-sampling, looking 
northwest. The arrows 
show where the fragments 
landed and the areas from 
which the soils were 
collected. (136-20741) 
b) 	 Post-sampling, looking 
north. (134-20401) 
SAMPLES 71135-36, 71155-57 AND 71175 
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SAMPLE: 71500*, 05-09*, 71515*, 71525-97* (459, 457, 458) 
Station: 1a 
Location: 15 m northeast of 10 m blocky rim crater. 
Rock type: Kilogram of soil and rake fragments. 
SAMPLE AREA CHARACTERISTICS: Same as 71030-71175 except that the area 
is flat and essentially free of fragments larger than 10 cm. 
Fragment population 
Distribution and size range: Up to about 5 em; very sparse on 
surface. 
Color: Gray. 
Visible fragments are angular. 
None visible. 
~~~~~b~u~r~~~'a~l~: Larger fragments seem slightly buried. 
Dust cover: None visible. 
Fines 
Color: Gray. 
Compaction: Fairly compact. 
Craters 
Distribution and size range: 3 craters 1/2 m diameter in local 
region. 
Very subdued. 
None visible. 
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS: 71500*, 71505*-09*, and 71515* (soil and rocks) 
Size: All >1 em, largest is 2 x 3 x 
Color: Deep olive gray soil. 
Comparison with other soil in area: 
Probable origin: Slightly gardened 
3 cm. 
Probably similar. 
dark mantle material. 
COMMENTS: Scooped from edge of very subdued crater in an area mostly 
free of surface rocks and small craters. 
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS: 71525*-97* (38 rake fragments) 
Size: Largest is 4 x 5 x 7 em. 
Shape: Angular to tabular. 
Apparent burial: Most fragments buried except for those visible 
at surface. 
Dust cover: Some dust on large flat buried rocks just to east of 
rake area. 
Comparison with other rocks in area: Surface is fairly free of 
blocks compared to other areas. 
Probable origin: Subf100r basalt. 
COMMENTS: Largest fragment in the sample may be the largest fragment 
in the pre-sampling photograph and can probably be oriented. 
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a) Pre-sampling, looking 
southwest. (136-20742) 
b) Post sampling, looking 
north. (134-20432) 
SAMPLES 71500*, 71505-09*, 
71 
71515* AND 71525-97* 
SAMPLE: 72135* (26E) 
Station: LRV-l 

Location: Between Horatio and Bronte craters; from ray at 10-15 m 

diameter crater in dark mantle. 

Rock type: Rock fragment, possibly clod of soil breccia. 

SAMPLE AREA CHARACTERISTICS 
Slopes: Flat area with subdued craters. 
Fragment population 
Distribution and size range: Fragments up to 1 meter arranged 
in ray. 
Color: All are medium gray. 
Shapes: Irregular and jagged, some with rounded tops; some 
spherical. 
Fillets: Not present. 
Aerarent, burial: Mostly resting on surface; a few nearly 
buried. 
Dust cover: Not apparent. 
Fines 

Color: Medium gray. 

Compaction: Perhaps looser than normal. 

Craters 
Distribution and size range: Widely scattered 10-30 meter 
craters; scattered craters 1 m in diameter. 
Shape: Nearby 10-15 m crater has blocky raised rim; other 
craters look subdued. 
Ejecta: Abundant on rim and ray of nearby 10-15 meter 
crater. 
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS: (Rock fragment or clod of soil breccia) 
Size: About 4 cm diameter. 

Color: Gray. 

Shape: Unknown. 

Fillets: Unknown. 

Apparent burial: Probably slight. 

Dust cover: Unknown. 

Comparison with other rocks in area: Representative. 

Probable origin: Ejecta from crater. 
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Pre-sampling, looking northwest. Showing blocky crater and 
ray that was sampled. (135-20623) 
SAMPLE 72135* 
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Pre-sampling, 

sampled area in detail; actual rock 

fragment taken is not shown. (135-20625) 

SAMPLE 72135* 
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SAMPLE: 72140* (27E) 
Station: LRV-2 

Location: Tongue of light mantle. 

Rock type: Soil. 

SAMPLE AREA CHARACTERISTICS 
Slopes: Undulating, regionally about level. 
Fragment population 
Distribution and size range: 1-10 cm fairly common; 
greater than 10 cm rare. 
Color: Light to medi um gray. 
Shapes: Not visible. 
Fillets: Not visible. 
Apparent burial: Not visible. 
Dust cover: Not visible. 
Fines 

Color: Medium gray. 

Compaction: Unknown. 

Craters 
Distribution and size range: Craters up to 1 m not visible 
in photographs but probably common; craters 1-10 m common; 
craters larger than 10 m sparse. 
Shape: Subdued or wi th slightly raised rims. 
Ejecta: Not visible. 
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS: 72140* (soil?) 
Size: Unknown. 

Color: Light gray. 

Shape: Unknown . 

Fillets: Unknown. 

Apparent burial: Unknown. 

Dust cover: Unknown. 

Comparison with other rocks (soil?) in area: Unknown, but 

astronauts suggested that it is typical material from bright 

crater rims. 

Probable origin: Ejecta from crater, probably light mantle 

material. 

COMMENTS: Sample area very tentatively located. Probably a soil 
sample. 
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Pre-sampling, looking east. Sample 72140* 
probably from light area near rim of 
crater above and right of TV camera. 
(135-20642) 
SAMPLE 72140* 
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SAMPLES: 72150*, 72155*, 72160* (28E, 29E) 
Station: LRV-3 

Location: Tortilla Flat. Between SEP and station 2. 

Rock type: Rock fragment and soil. 

SAMPLE AREA CHARACTERISTICS 
Slopes: Flat area. 
Fragment population 
Distribution and size range: Scattered fragments coverless 
than 1% of areai mostly 2 to 10 cm across. 
Color: All are lighter color or higher albedo than soil clods. 
Shapes: Rounded, equant. 
Fillets: None. 
Apparent burial: Very slight to mostly buried. 
Dust cover: Not seen except on small fragments that are 
mostly buried. 
Fines: Typical appearing dark mantle area 
Craters 
Distribution and size range: Scattered craters less than 
20 meters across. 
Shape: Rims visible on several craters. 
Ejecta: No concentration of rock fragments on rimsi several 
craters less than 3 m across have concentrations of soil 
clods around them. 
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS 
Size: Unknown. 

Color: Unknown. 

Apparent burial: Scooped from upper few centimeters. 

Probable origin: Dark mantle. 
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During-sampling, looking northwest. Showing levelness of area 
and scatter of craters. Scarp cutting North Massif in background. 
Sample taken on right side of LRV while stopped here. (135-20649) 
SAMPLES 72150*, 72155*, AND 72160* 
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SAMPLES: 72215-*, 72235-*, 72220*, 72240*, 72255*, 72260*, 72275* (514, 
515, 496, 497, 494, 498, 495) 
Station: 2 
Location: Boulder on lower slopes of South Massif. 
Rock : Samples from different zones in a foliated blue-gray 
2 m boulder (breccia), and adjacent soil. 
SAMPLE AREA CHARACTERISTICS 
Slopes: 5-10° north. 

Fragment population: In strewn boulder field near base of 

South Massif. 

Distribution and size range: Boulders up to 2 m across 

common in general area; rock fragments up to 25 cm common 

to abundant in sample area. 

Color: Medi um gray, mottled. 

Shapes: Boulders subrounded to rounded; smaller fragments 

subangular to rounded. 

Fillets: Well developed on uphill sides and poorly 

developed on downhill sides of most boulders; poorly 

developed on smaller rocks. 

Apparent buria1:- Boulders 1/8 to 1/2; smaller rocks 1/8 to 1/4. 

Dust cover: Slight. 

Fines 
Color: Medium gray, probably lighter gray below 2-3 cm. 
Compaction: Loose. 
Craters 
Distribution and size range: Up to 10 cm abundant in 
immediate sample vicinity; up to 5 m common in general 
area. One 3 m crater with raised rim about 4 m east 
of boulder. 
Shape: Subdued to moderately subdued. 
Ejecta: None visible. 
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS: 72215-*, chipped from 2 m boulder (breccia) 
Size: '\.,20 cm. 

Color: Medi um gray, mottled. 

Shape: Sample rounded, boulder subrounded, irregular, appears 

highly eroded. 

Well developed on uphill and adjacent sides, poorly 
on downhill side of boulder. 
Apparent burial: Boulder buried 1/3. 
Dust cover: Slight, on ledges of boulder. 
Comparison with other rocks in area: Boulder appears somewhat 
more foliated and rougher than most other boulders in area. 
Probable origin: Rolled oown from higher on South Massif. 
COMMENTS: Rock described by crew as "layered or foliated." 

Samples from three distinct foliation 1ayers--72215-* from "midd1e" 

1ayer--same layer as 72275*. 
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developed 
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS: 72235-* chipped from 2 m boulder (breccia) 
'V4 cm 
Medium gray. 
Sample sUbrounded; boulder subrounded, irregular, appears 
eroded. 
Fillets: Well developed on uphill and adjacent sides, poorly 
developed on downhill side of boulder. 
Apparent burial: Boulder buried about 1/3. 
Dust cover: Slight, on ledges of boulder. 
Comparison with other rocks in area: Boulder appears somewhat 
more foliated and rougher than other boulders in area. 
Probable origin: Rolled down from higher on South Massif. 
COMMENTS: Rock described by astronauts as "layered or foliated." 
Samples from three distinct fo1i ation 1ayers--72235- * from "easternmost" 
layer sampled. 
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS: 72220*, soil from "fi11et up underneath 
overhang" of 2 m boulder 
Probably medi um gray. 
~~~~: Poorly developed where sampled from under overhang. 
Apparent burial: Upper 3 cm of soil. 
Comparison with other soil in area: Appears similar to adjacent 
soil. 
Probable origin: Fillet material, mostly South Massif fines. 
COMMENTS: Not permanently shadowed because overhang faces east. 
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS: 72240*, soil sample of fillet on 2 m boulder. 
Medium gray. 
: From moderately well developed portion of fillet on
---­boulder. 
Apparent burial: Upper 5 em of soil. 
Comparison with other soil in area: Appears typical of fillet 
material around boulder. 
Probable origin: Mostly South Massif fines--shielded by boulder 
from light and dark mantle material. 
COMMENTS: Sample spot not positively identified, but astronauts 
reported "2/3 m from south side of boulder." 
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SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS: 72255*, chipped from 2 m boulder (light matrix 
breccia) 
Size: 5 x 7 x 9 cm and 3 smaller pieces. 

Color: Medium gray, mottled. 

Shape: Sample subrounded; boulder subrounded, irregular, appears 

highly eroded, clasts stand out in relief on surface. 

Fillet: Well developed on uphill and adjacent sides, poorly 

developed on downhill side of boulder. 

Apparent burial: Boulder buried 1/3. 

Dust cover: Sli ght, on ledges of boulder. 

Comparison with other rocks in area: Boulder appears somewhat 

more foliated and rougher than most other boulders in area. 

Probable origin: Higher on South Massif than present location. 

COMMENTS: Rock described by crew as "layered or fol iated." Samples 
from three distinct foliation layers--72255* from "westernmost" layer 
sampled. Broken in four pieces in transit. 
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS: 72260*, skim sample (soil) 
Color: Medium gray. 

Fillet: ~oil from moderately well developed fillet on boulder. 

Apparent burial: Upper 1 cm of soil. 

Cqmparison with other soil in area: Appears typical of fillet 

material around boulder. 

Probable origin: Mostly South Massif fines, shielded by 

boulder from light and dark mantle material. 

COMMENTS: Sample location not positively identified. 
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS: 72275*, chipped from 2 m boulder (medium 
gray matrix breccia) 
Size: "'15 x 15 x 8 em, 10 x 8 x 4 cm, and 2 smaller pieces. 

Color: Medium gray, mottled. 

Shape: Sample rounded; boulder subrounded, irregular, appears 

highly eroded. Clasts stand out in relief on surface. 

Fillet: Well developed on uphill and adjacent sides, poorly 

developed on downhill side of boulder. 

Apparent burial: Boulder buried 1/3. 

Dust cover: Slight, on ledges of boulder. 

Comparison with other rocks in area: Boulder appears somewhat 

more foliated and rougher than other boulders in area. 

Probable origin: Rolled down from higher on South Massif. 

COMMENTS: Rock described by crew as "layered or foliated." Samples 
from three distinct foliation layers--72275* from "middle" layer-­
same layer as 72215-*. Broken in four pieces in transit. 
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post-sampling, looking south. Distance from LRV to farthest rock 
sampled is about 50 m. (138-21072) 
SAMPLES 7221 5-*, 72220*, 72235-*, 72240*, 72255*, 72260*, 72275*, 
7231 5*, 72320*, 72335*, 72355, 72395*, 72415-*, 72435-36*, 72440*, 
72460*, 72500*, 72535-39*, 72545-49*, AND 72555-* 
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a) Pre-sampling, looking 
north. (137-20900) 
b) post-sampling, looking 
northwest. (138-21030) 
SAMPLES 72215-*, 72235-*, 
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72255*, AND 72275* 
post-sampling, looking northwest. 
(138-21035) 
SAMPLES 72220*, 72240*, AND 72260* 
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SAMPLES: 72315*, 72320*, 72335*, 72355, 72375, 72395*, (516, 500, 
517, 518, 519, 499) 
Station: 2 

Location: Boulder on lower slopes of South Massif. 

Rock type: Crystalline breccia boulder and shadowed soil. 

SAMPLE AREA CHARACTERISTICS 
Slopes: 5-10° north. 

Fragment population: In strewn boulder field near base of South 

Massif. 

Distribution and size ran~e: Boulders up to 2 m across 

common in general area; rock fragments up to 25 cm common 

to abundant in sample area. 

Color: Medium gray, mottled. 

Shapes: Boulders subrounded to rounded; smaller fragments 

subangular to rounded. 

Fillets: Well developed on uphill sides and poorly developed 

on downhill sides of most boulders; poorly developed on 

smaller rocks. 

Apparent burial: Boulders 1/8 to 1/2; smaller rocks 1/8 to 

1/4. 

Dust cover: Slight. 

Fines 
Color: Medium gray, probably lighter gray below 2-3 cm. 
Compaction: Loose. 
Craters 
Distribution and size range: Up to 10 em abundant in 
immediate sample vicinity; up to 5 m common in general 
area. 
Shape: Subdued to moderately subdued. 
Ejecta: None visible. 
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS: 72315*, chipped from 2 m boulder (breccia). 
Size: "'3 em. 

Color: Medium gray. 

Shape: Sample rough, irregular; boulder subrounded. 

Fillets: poorly developed on boulder. 

Apparent burial: Boulder about 1/4 buried. 

Dust cover: Small amount on ledges of boulder; some may have 

been kicked onto boulder. 

Comparison with other rocks in area: Somewhat smoother surface 

than boulder from which 72255* and others were taken; otherwise 

looks typical of most other boulders in area. 

Probable origin: Rolled down from higher on South Massif. 

COMMENTS: Upper part of large "porphyry" clast. Crew reported a 
flaky fracture pattern different from that of the boulder from which 
72255* and others were collected, but a texture that is otherwise 
similar. 
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SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS: 72320*, shadowed soil from about 20 em under 
an overhang of 2 m boulder. 
Color: Probably medium gray. 

Fillets: Appears to be from between boulder fillet and boulder ­
soil contact. 

A~rent burial: Boulder about 1/4 buried. 

Comparison with other soil in area: Appears similar; soil 

around rock appears to have more resolvable rock fragments than 

that away from rock - since sample from beneath overhang, may not 

have as many rock fragments as typical soil of fillet. 

Probable origin: Soil probably representative of South Massif 

fines. 

COMMENTS: Soil probably does not have as complex an exposure history 
as that from rake-soil samples in area, because of protection by 
rock overhang. 
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS: 72335*, chipped from 2 m boulder (breccia). 
Size: Unknown. 

Color: Medium gray. 

Shape: Unknown for sample; boulder subrounded. 

Fillets: poorly developed on boulder. 

~arent burial: Boulder about 1/4 buried. 

Dust cover: Small amount on ledges of boulder; some may have 

been kicked onto boulder. 

Comparison with other rocks in area: Somewhat smoother surface 

than boulder from which 72255* and others were taken; otherwise 

looks typical of most boulders in area. 

Probable origin: Rolled down from higher on South Massif. 

COMMENTS: From base of large "porphyry" clast; attempted to sample 
across contact so may contain some of the "host." Crew reported a 
flaky fracture pattern different from that of the boulder from which 
72255* and others were collected, but with a texture that is otherwise 
similar. Exact chip not identified in photographs. 
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SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS: 72355, chipped from 2 m boulder (breccia). 
Size: 4 x 5 x 10 cm. 

Color: Medium gray_ 

Shape: Sample rounded; boulder subrounded. 

Fillets: poorly developed on boulder. 

Apparent burial: Boulder about 1/4 buried. 

Dust cover: Small amounts on ledges of boulders - appears to be 

fines in spot above and adjacent to sample. 

Comparison with other rocks in area: Somewhat smoother surface 

than boulder from which 72255* and others were taken; otherwise 

looks typical of most other boulders in area. 

Probable origin: Rolled down from higher on South Massif. 

COMMENTS: An almost loose piece of probable host rock from fracture 
zone in boulder. Crew reported a flaky fracture pattern different 
from that of the boulder from which 72255* and others were collected, 
but a texture that is otherwise similar. 
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS: 72375, chipped from 2 m boulder (breccia). 
Size: 3 x 3 x 1 cm. 

Color: Medium gray_ 

Shape: Sample rounded, slabby; boulder subrounded. 

Fillets: poorly developed on boulder. 

Apparent burial: Boulder about 1/4 buried. 

Dust cover: Small amount on ledges of boulder; some may have 

been kicked onto boulder. 

Comparison with other rocks in area: Somewhat smoother surface 

than boulder from which 72255* and others taken; otherwise looks 

typical of most boulders in area. 

Probable ori~in: Rolled down from higher on South Massif. 

COMMENTS: probably represents"host" rock. Crew reported a flaky 
fracture pattern different from that of the boulder from which 72255* 
and others were collected, but a texture that is otherwise similar. 
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SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS: 72395*, chipped from 2 m boulder (breccia). 
Size: ~lO cm. 

Color: Medium gray with light gray mottling (clasts?). 

Shape: Sample subrounded, knobby, somewhat hackly; boulder 

subrounded. 

Fillets: Fillet poorly developed on boulder. 

Apparent burial: Boulder about 1/4 buried. 

Dust cover: Small amounts on ledges of boulder - some may have 

been kicked onto boulder. 

Comparison with other rocks in area: Somewhat smoother surface 

than boulder from which 72255* and others were taken; otherwise 

looks typical of most other boulders in area. 

Probable origin: Rolled down from higher on South Massif. 

COMMENTS: Sample mostly breccia matrix. Crew reported a flaky 
fracture pattern that differs from that of the boulder from which 
72255* and others were COllected, but with a texture that is otherwise 
similar. 
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a) 	 Pre-sampling, looking 
northwest. Sample 72335* 
not identified, but was 
taken from lower portion 
of clast. (137-20913) 
b) 	 Post-sampling, looking 
northwest. (138-21041) 
SAMPLES 72315*, 72335*, 72355, 72375, AND 72395* 
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post-sampling, looking northwest. Soil 
taken from 20 em under an east-west 
overhang. (137-20925) 
SAMPLE 72320* 
90 
SAMPLE: 72415-*, 72435-36*, 72440*, 72460* (503, 504, 505, 506) 
Station: 2 

Location: Boulder on lower slopes of South Massif. 

Rock type: Chips from a two-cycle gray matrix breccia and soils. 

SAMPLE AREA CHARACTERISTICS 
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS: 72415-*- three chips from light clast in 2/3 m 
boulder (gray matrix breccia and a little soil) 
Size: ~2, 3, and 6 cm. 

Color: Light gray. 

Shape: Sample probably tabular chips, from rounded boulder. 

Fillet: Poorly developed on boulder. 

Apparent burial: Boulder buried about 1/8. 

Dust cover: Slight, on ledges of boulder. 

Comparison with other rocks in area: Appears similar to most 

other boulders in area. 

Probable origin: Rolled from higher on South Massif. 

COMMENTS: Some soil from near boulder included--picked up with chips 
in scoop. 
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SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS: 72435-36* - 2 chips of matrix from 2/3 m 
boulder (gray matrix breccia) 
Size: ~1 and 3 cm. 

Color: Medium gray. 

Shape: Chips subangu1ar, from rounded boulder. 

Fillets: poorly developed on boulder. 

Apparent burial: Boulder buried about 1/8. 

Dust cover: Slight, on ledges of boulder. 

Comparison with other rocks in area: Appears similar to most 

other boulders in area. 

Probable origin: Rolled from higher on South Massif. 

COMMENTS: Some soil included--picked up with chips in scoop. 
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS: 72440* and 72460*, from beneath 2/3 m 
boulder after it was rolled (soil) 
COMMENTS: 72440* upper 4 cm of soil, 72460* skim sample, from under 
boulder. Too disturbed after rolling to compare well with undisturbed 
fines, but generally appears similar. 
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a) Pre-sampling, looking 
northwest. (138-21049) 
b) Post-sampling, looking 
southwest. (137-20967) 
SAMPLES 72415-*, 72435-36*, 
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72440*, AND 72460 * 
---
SAMPLE: 72500*, 72535-39*, 72545-49*, 72555-* (502; 501) 
Station: 2 

Location: On 1CMer slopes of South Massif. 

Rock type: Soil and rake. 

SAMPLE AREA CHARACTERISTICS 
Slopes: 5-10° north. 
Fragment population 
Distribution and size range: Boulders up to 2 m across 
common in general area, and fragments up to 25 cm common 
to abundant in general area, but sparse in raked area. 
Color: Medi um gray. 
Shapes: Angular to rounded. 
Fillets: Poorly developed. 
Apparent burial: 0 to 1/8. 
Dust cover: Not visible. 
Fines 

Color: Medium gray. 

Compaction: Loose. 

Craters 
Distribution and size range: Up to 10 cm abundant in immediate 
sample vicinity; up to 5 cm common in general area. 
Shape: Subdued to moderately subdued. 
Ejecta: None visible. 
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS: 72500* (soil) 
Color: Medi um gray. 

Apparent burial: upper 4 cm. 

Comparison with other soil in area; Appears typical. 

Probable or~g~n: Fine grained surface material of South Massif, 

possibly some contamination from light and dark mantle. 

SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS: 72535-39*, 72545-49*, 72555- * (rake sample) 
Size: Longest is 7 x 6 x 4 cm, next is 4 cm, the remainder 

considerably smaller. 

Color: Medium gray. 

Shape: Angular to rounded. 

Fillets: poorly developed. 

Apparent buri a1: 0 to 1/8. 

Dust cover: Not visible. 

Comparison with other rocks in area: Appear typical of small rock 

population. 

Probable origin: Probably representative of 1-2 em size fraction 

of South Massif surface material, possibly some contamination from 

light mantle. 
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a) pre-sampling, looking 
northwest. (138-21045) 
b) post-sampling, looking 
south. (137-20968) 
SAMPLES 72500*, 72535-39*, 
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72545-49*, 72555-* 
SAMPLES: 72700*, 72735-38* (508, 507) 
Station: 2 

Location: In light mantle unit near base of South Massif. 

Rock type: Soil and rake. 

SAMPLE AREA CHARACTERISTICS 
Slopes: Undulating, general slope toward southwest. 
Fragment population 
Distribution and size range: Fragments up to 3 cm sparsely 
distributed in rake area, astronauts reported "most are clods." 
Color: Light gray. 
Shapes: Irregular; subangular to subrounded. 
Fillets: Poorly developed. 
Apparent burial: 1/8 to 1/4. 
Dust cover: Slight. 
Fines 
Color: Light gray at surface, apparently very light gray 
at depth of about 3 cm. 
Compaction: Loose. 
Craters 
Distribution and size range: Up to 10 cm abundant in imme­
diate sample vicinity, up to 5 m common in general area. 
Shape: Subdued to moderately subdued. 
Ejecta: None visible in sample area. 
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS: 72700* (soil) 
Color: Medium gray. 

Apparent burial: Sampled from surface down to about 5 cm depth. 

Comparison with other soil in area: Appears typical in texture 

and color. 

Probable origin: Mostly surface fines of light mantle; probably 

some contamination from ejecta of the South Massif and from 

dark mantle. 

SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS: 72735-38* (rake sample) 
Size: 1-4 cm. 

Color: Light gray. 

Shape: Irregular; subangu1ar to subrounded. 

Fillets: Poorly developed. 

Apparent burial: 1/8 to 1/4. 

Dust cover: Slight. 

Comparison with other rocks in area: Appear typical of small 

rock population in area. 

Probable or~g~n: Representative of surface material in 1-4 cm size 

range of light mantle; some may be ejecta from nearby South Massif. 

COMMENTS: Crew reported getting about "four rocks two inches and smaller." 
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a) 	 Pre-sampling, looking north. Cannot identify exact area 
raked in post-sampling photographs, but TV shows that much 
of area around gnomon was raked. (137-20974 and 137-20975) 
b) 	 Post-sampling, looking west. + + + + (138-21074) 
f 72795-.a8~ . ~f?aJe -.rea arouJ1fl gnomOLf­
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SAMPLES 72700* AND 72735-38* 
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SAMPLE: 73002/73001 (U31/L45) 
Station: 3 

Location: Base of scarp on light mantle. 

Rock type: Dri ve tube. 

SAMPLE AREA CHARACTERISTICS 
Slopes: 5° to east. 
Fragment population 

Distribution and size range: 1-10 em fairly common. 

Color: Light to medium gray. 

Shapes: Subangu1ar to subrounded. 

Fillets: Poorly developed. 

Apparent burial: 1/8 to 1/4. 

Dust cover: None visible. 

Fines 
Color: Medium gray at surface, light gray portions in at 
least some areas in subsurface. 
Compacti on: Loose. 
Craters 
Distribution and size range: Up to 1 m diameter common, one 
~5 m crater with raised rim about 12 m north of drive tube, 
one c1 oddy 2/3 m crater 1. 5 m northwest of dri ve tube. 
Shape: Subdued except for 5 m and cloddy craters. 
Ejecta: Cloddy ejecta around 2/3 m crater; none other visible. 
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS: 73002/73001 (drive tube) 
Size: Drive tube. 
Color: Crew reported "b1uish gray in top and bottom." 

Shape: Cy 1indri cal. 

Comparison with other soil in area: Astronauts reported similar 

to "that stuff just beneath the surface ," at station 2a; sur­

face material where core driven appears typical of soil in area. 

Probable origin: Light mantle material, appears undisturbed by 

recent cratering. 
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a) Post-sampling, looking 
east. (138-21168) 
b) 	 Duri ng-sampling, 
looki ng north. 
(137-20981) 
SAMPLE 73002/73001 
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SAMPLES: 73120*, 73135*, 73155*, 73140* (JOE, 3lE, 32E, 40Y) 
2a 
On light mantle. 
Soil and rock samples from light mantle. 
SAMPLE AREA CHARACTERISTICS 
Gen~rally level but with local undulations. 
Fragment popuLation 
Distribution and size range: 1-5 cm rare to sparse. 
Color: Li ght gray. 
Subangular to rounded. 
Poorly developed. 
0-1/4 
Dust cover: None visible. 
Fines 
Color: Medium gray. 
Loose. 
Craters 
Distribution and si ze range: Up to 10 cm common, up to 10 m 
sparse. 
Shape: Subdued except for 2 m pi t-bottomed crater from 
which 3lE collected. 
None visible except for cloddy ejecta of pit-bottomed 
crater. 
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS: 73120* (soil) 
Colo:r:...: Medi um gray. 
Apparent burial: From upper few centimeters. 
Comparison with other soil in area: Cannot identify sample spot, 
but soi 1 appears uni form in area, so probably typi cal. 
Probable origin: Light mantle material, possibly contaminated 
with material from dark mantle. 
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS: 73l3~* (soil breccia) 
Unknown. 
Blue-gray. 
Unknown. 
Unknown; off inner wall of 2 m crater. 
Dust cover:. Unknqwn. 
Comparison with other rocks in area: Probably similar to other 
clods in pit-bottomed crater ejecta. 
Probable "Instant rock" in pit-bottomed crater, light 
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a) Post-sampling, looking 
east. (138-21103) 
+ 
(7!!8S • . 
' . . .. 
b) 	Pre-sampling, looking 
south. (138-21097) 
SAMPLES 73120*, 73135*, AND 73140* 
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SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS: 73155* (probably breccia) 
Size: 5 cm. 

Color: Light gray (color first reported as "yellow brown" was 

caused by reflection from mylar on LRV). 

Shape: Rounded. 

None 
Fillet: None. 
Dust cover: None visible. 

Comparison with other rocks in area: Appears typical. 

SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS: 73140* (soil from bottom of trench, includes 
a little of the darker surface material) 
Color: Light gray. 

Apparent burial: From 15 cm below surface. 

Comparison with other soil in area: Probably typical of light 

subsurface soil. 

Probable origin: Light mantle material. 

COMMENTS: This may be the most representative sample of light mantle 
fines returned by the mission because of the lack of nearby large 
craters, distance from South Massif, and dark mantle area, and sample 
location from below surface, which may be contaminated wi th South 
Massif and dark mantle material. 
.. 
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Pre-sampling, looking northwest. Bright spot on surface was 
identified by crew as a reflection off mylar on LRV. 
(138-21098) 
SAMPLE 7 3155* 
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SAMPLE: 73215-* (527) 
Station: 3 

Location: On rim crest of 10 m crater in light mantle. 

Rock type: Rock fragments. 

SAMPLE AREA CHARACTERISTICS 
Slopes: On rim crest, slopes 7° east off raised rim of 10 m 
crater, and 30° west into crater. 
Fragment population 
Distribution and size range: 1-10 em fragments common; 

10 em to 1 m fragments sparse. 

Color: Light to medium gray. 

Angular to rounded. 

Poorly developed, except well developed on 

uphill sides of rocks on crater wall. 

Apparent burial: 1/8 to 1/4; a few 1/4 to nearly buried. 

Dust cover: Slight on nearly buried rocks. 

Fines 
Color: Medium gray at surface, light gray portions in at 
least some areas in subsurface. 
Compaction: Loose 
Craters 
.Distribution and size range: Up to 1 m common, sample 
from rim crest of ~10 m crater. 
Shape: Subdued except for ~10 m crater which has raised rim. 
Ejecta: None specifically visible, but most of material at 
sample site probably ejected from 10 m qrater. 
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS: 73215-* (rock fragments) 
Size: Four fragments ~10 cm, astronauts reported "bare1y went 

into bag." 

Color: Light or medium gray. 

Shape: Probably subrounded. 

Fillets: Not visible in photos. 

Apparent burial: Probably less than 1/4. 

Dust cover: Not visible. 

Comparison with other rocks in area: Appear typical. 

Probable origin: Ejecta from 10 m crater. 

COMMENTS: Pre-sampling photos too far from fragments sampled to see 
their characteristics in detail. 
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a) Pre-sampling, looking 
southwest. (138-21145) 
b) post-sampling, looking 
northeast. (138-21160) 
SAMPLE 
105 
73215-* 
SAMPLES: 73220*, 73235*, 73240*, 73255*, 73260*, 73275*, 73280*, 
(520, 524, 521, 525, 522, 526, 523) (73255* not identified in 
photographs) 
Station: 3 

Location: On rim of ~10 m crater in light mantle. 

Rock type: Trench soil samples and nearby rock fragments. 

SAMPLE AREA CHARACTERISTICS 
Slopes: 7° east off raised rim of 10 m crater. 
Fragment population 
Distribution and size range: 1-10 em fragments common; 
10 em to 1 m fragments sparse. 
Color: Light to medium gray. 
Shapes: Angular to rounded. 
Fillets: Poorly developed. 
Apparent burial: 1/8 to 1/4; a few 1/4 to nearly buried. 
Dust cover: Slight on nearly buried rocks. 
Fines 
Color: Medium gray at surface, light gray portions in at 
least some areas in subsurface. 
Compaction: Loose. 
Craters 
Distribution and si~e range: Up to 1 m common; samples 
from rim of ~10 m crater. 
Shape: Subdued except for 10 m crater which has raised rim. 
Ejecta: None specifically visible, but most of material at 
sample site probably ejected from 10 m crater. 
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS: 73220* (soil) 
Color: Medium gray. 

Apparent burial: Upper 1/2 cm of soil. 

Comparison with other .soi1 in area: Appears typical of surface 

material in area. 

Probable origin: Ejecta from 10 m crater, probably some 

contamination from dark mantle. 

COMMENTS: Skim sample of medium gray surface layer. 
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS: 73235* (breccia? fragment) 
Size: 10 em. 

Color: Light gray. 

Shape: Rounded. 

Fillets: Poorly developed. 

Apparent burial: 1/4. 

Dust cover: None visible. 

Comparison with other rocks in area: Appears typical. 

Probable origin: Ejected from 10 m crater. 

COMMENTS: Not positively identified in photographs. 
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SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS: 73240* (soil) 
Color: Light gray. 

Apparent burial: Upper 5 cm of soil. 

Comparison with other soil in area: Appears typical of light 

material just under surface that was kicked up in several areas 

near the trench site. 

Probable origin: Ejecta from 10 m crater. 

COMMENTS: Trench sample, containing both the medium gray surface 
layer and the ~3 cm--thick light gray layer just below the surface. 
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS: 73255* (breccia) 
COMMENTS: Crew reported that 73255* is a blue gray breccia, but sample 
not identified on pre-sampling photographs. 
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS: 73260* (soil) 
Color: Medium gray. 

Apparent burial: Material from zone about 5-10 cm below surface. 

Comparison with other soil in area: Appears similar to surface 

material. 

Probable origin: Ejecta from 10 m crater. 

COMMENTS: Trench sample of medium-gray part of "marbled" zone, but 
may also include material from the small patch of light material 
visible in the pre-sampling photographs of trench. 
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS: 73275* (at least two roCk fragments appear 
to have been collected; description is for the only one identified in 
photographs) 
Size: 5 cm. 

Color: Light gray. 

ShaPf!.: Rounded. 

Fillets: None. 

Apparent burial: Not buried. 

Dust cover: None visible. 

Comparison with other rocks in area: Appears typical, but less 

buried than most. 

Probable origin: Ejecta from 10 m crater. 
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SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS: 73280* (soil) 
Color: Light gray 

Apparent burial: Material from zone about 5-10 cm below surface. 

Comparison with other soil in area: Appears similar to light gray 

material just below surface. 

Probable origin: Ejecta from 10 m crater. 

COMMENTS: Trench sample of light gray part of marbled zone. 
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a) pre-sampling prior 
to digging trench, 
looking south. 
(138-21143) 
b) Post-sampling view 
of trench wall, 
looking southwest. 
(138-21178) 
SAMPLES 73220*, 73240*, 73260*, AND 73280* 
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a) Pre-sampling view of trench wall, looking southwest. 
(Part of 138- 21148) 
b) 	Enlargement of above. Hachured area is very l ight gray 
material , remainder is medium gray. (138-21148) 
SAMPLES 73220*, 73240*, 73260*, AND 73280* 
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a) Pre-sampling, looking 
south. (138-21144) 
c) Post-sampling, looking 
southwest. (138-21179) 
b) Pre-sampling, looking 
northwest. Light 
material exposed by 
footprints probably 
correlative with that 
exposed in upper part 
of station 3 trench. 
(138-21147 ) 
SAMPLES 73215-*, 73235*, 73255*, AND 73275* 
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Post-sampling, looking northeast. (138-21165) 
SAMPLES 73255* AND 73275* 
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SAMPLE: 74115* (41Y) 
Station: LRv-5 
Light mantle between stations 3 and 4. 
Rocks from unusually blocky 15 m crater. 
Fragment population 
SAMPLE AREA CHARACTERISTICS 
Undu1ating l regionally fairly level. 
Distribution and size range: Fragments 1-50 cm very 

abundant I 50 cm to 2 m common. 

Color: Medi urn gray. 

Shapes: Angular to subangu1ar. 

Fillets: Poorly developed. 

Apparent burial: 1/8 to 1/4. 

Dust cover: Not visible. 

FJnes 

Color: probably light to medium gray. 

Compaction: Unknown. 

Craters 
Distribution and size range: None visible in ejecta; 
crater sampled about 10 m. 
Shape: Sharp wi th raised rim. 
Ejecta: Fresh ejecta from 10 m crater covers sample area. 
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS: 74115* (probably basalt fragments(s) ) 
Si ze : Unknown. 

Color: Light gray. 

Shape: Unknown • 

Fillets: Unknown. 

Apparent buri al : Unknown. 

Dust cover: Unknown. 

Comparison with other rocks in area: Unknown. 

Probable origin: Ejecta from 15 m crater; astronauts suggested 

might be subfloor material; color of soil suggests at least some 

light mantle material. 

COMMENTS: Sample not identified l but from ejecta of blocky crater. 
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Pre-sampling, looking north. Sample 74115* 
from blocky ejecta, probably in near field 
area of picture. (133-20208) 
SAMPLE 74115* 
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SAMPLE: 74120* (42Y) 
Station: LRV-6 

Location: Light mantle between stations 3 and 4. 

Rock type: Soil from light mantle. 

SAMPLE AREA CHARACTERISTICS 
Slopes: Undulating, regionally fairly level. 
Fragment population 
Distribution and size range: 1-10 cm probably common; 
10 .cm to 2 m sparse •. 
Color: Light gray. 
Shapes: Angular to subrounded. 
Fillets: Appear poorly developed. 
Apparent burial: Appears generally slight. 
Dust cover: Not visible. 
Fines 

Color: Light gray. 

Compacti on: Unknown. 

Craters 
Distribution and size range: Up to 1 m common to abundant, 
greater than 1 m sparse. 
Shape: Subdued except 2 and 4 m cloddy craters about 7 and 
20 m north of LRV photo location are sharp with raised rims. 
Ejecta: Visible only around two cloddy craters. 
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS: 74120* (soil) 
Color: Light gray. 

Apparent burial: Probably from a few centimeters up to surface. 

Comparison with other soil in area: Soil in area looks uniform, 

so probably representative. 

Probable origin: Light mantle material, possibly with some 

contamination from dark mantle. 

COMMENTS: Whether photograph 133-20212 has sample area in near 
field of view is very tentative. 
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pre-sampling, looking north. Sample 74120* 
is probably in near field of this picture. 
(133-20212) 
SAMPLE 74120 * 
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SAMPLE: 74002/74001, 74220, 74235*, 74240, 74255*, 74260, 74275* 
(U35/L44), (509), (12E), (510), (512), (511), (461) 
Station: 4 

Location: South rim of Shorty crater. 

Rock type: Drive tube, soils, and basalt fragments. 

SAMPLE AREA CHARACTERISTICS 
Slopes: Near low place in crater rim crest; axis of rim crest may slope 
gently southeast. 
Fragment population 
Distribution and size range: Fragments up to 15 cm in diameter 

commonly cover less than 3 percent of the surface. Greater fre­

quencies and larger fragments, including a sampled 5 m boulder, 

occur locally. 

Color: Gray. 

: Smooth blocks to irregularly by fractured, knobby blocks 
~~-s-urface fabrics similar to those of terrestrial flow breccias. 
Rocks range from angular to subrounded. 
Fillets: Variable. Commonly absent or poorly developed, but well 
developed in some cases, especially on the uphill sides of a few 
of the boulders on the inner wall of Shorty crater. 
Apparent burial: Partial burial and no apparent burial both 
common. 
Dust cover: None visible. 
Color: Generally gray except for local orange tinged areas. 
Trench exposed meter-wide reddish soil zone below 1/2 cm of gray 
soil; red soil grades laterally on each side of zone to yellow or 
orange soil zones that are about 10 em wide and are in sharp 
contact with gray soil. 
Compaction: Upper centimeter or two loose; easily compacted to 
preserve bootprints. 
Crater 
D.istribution and size ranqe: Small craters, up to several 
meters in diameter, are scattered on the rim and flanks of Shorty 
crater. 
Shape: Circular; craters range from sharp to subdued. 
Ejecta: Largely clods. 
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS: 74002/74001 (drive tube) 
Color: Top 1/2 em should be gray soil overlying the red soil. Upper 

tube contains red soil wi th fine-grained black soil in lower part. 

Black soil that reminded crew of magnetite is exposed at top and bottom 

ends of lower tube. 

Comparison with other rocks in area: unique. 

Probable origin: Red, orange, and underlying black soil may be 

derived from clod of material excavated by impact, or a volcanic product 

erupted along crater rim crest. 

COMMENTS: Cored material is unusually compact. Contacts of colored soil 
zone are nearly vertical in trench. 
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SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS: 74220 (red to orange soil from trench crossing 
orange zone. 
Color: Red to orange. 

Apparent burial: Covered by 1/2 em gray soil. 

9.omparison with 0t.he!~ocks_~~9_re§.: Unique local zone; same material 

sampled in drive tube 74002/74001. 

probable origi~: Red, orange, and underlying black soil may be 

derived from clod of material excavated by impact, or a volcanic 

product erupted along crater rim crest. 

COMMENTS: Red soil in trench wall is notable coherent; tends to form 
chunks. Sample collected 2 to 3 inches down but may include fragments of 
the overlying 1/2 cm thick gray soil. 
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS: 74240, 74260 (gray soils) from ends of trench 
crossing orange zone) 
Color: Gray. 

p£obab1e origin: May be Shorty crater ejecta. 

COMMENTS: Gray soils occuring adjacent to the meter-wide band of 
reddish soil (74240 southwest of the colored soil and 74260 to the 
northeast). Samples may include fragments of 1/2 em thick soil recog­
nized as mantling the red zone. 
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS: 74235* (basalt) 
Size: 4 x 4 x 5 cm. 

C;;olor: Black. 

Shape: Angular. 

Fillets: Unknown. 

Apparent burial: Unknown. 

Dust cover: Unknown . 

. .-.-----~--~-~ 
Comparison with other rocks in area: Similar to several other fragments. 
Probable origin: Ejecta fragment. 
COMMENTS: Resembled black glass; described by crew as "piece of glass." 
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS: 74255* (basalt) 
Size: Hand specimen from 5 m boulder. 

Color: Gray. 

Shape: Boulder irregularly fractured, knobby; surface fabri c resembles 

that of terrestrial flow breccia. 

Fillets: Boulder partially filleted; abundant angular fragments, probably 

fallen from boulder, rest on fillet surface. 

Apparent burial: Lower part of boulder buried. 

Dust cover: None visible. 

Comparison with other rocks in area: Typical (?). 

Probable origin: Subf100r basalt excavated by Shorty impact. 

COMMENTS: Boulder intensely fractured; looks like finely vesicular version of 
subf100r basalt. 
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SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS: 74275* (basalt) 
Size: 5 x 12 x 15 em. 

Color: Gray. 

Shape: Fragment from small (about 20 em)boulder divided by 

fractures into 3 subparallel tablets. 

Fi llets : None. 

Apparent burial: Base appears buried. 

Dust cover: None visible. 

Comparison with other rocks in area: Appears typical. 

Probable origin: Shorty ejecta. 
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Pre-sampling, looking northwest. Trench samples (74220, 74240, 
74260) approximately located. (137-20990) 
SAMPLES 74002/74001, 74220, 74235*, 74240, 74255*, 74260 AND 74275* 
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SAMPLE: 75110* (43Y) 
Station: LRV-7 

Location: Apex of Victory - on rim inner slope. 

Rock tY2!=: Soil. 

SAMPLE AREA CHARACTERISTICS 
Slopes: Gentle inner slope of crater rim. 
Fragment population: Estimated 2 or 3 percent. 
Distribution and size range: Maximum size is about 1 meter 
across; randomly scattered but with a slight concentration on 
rims of small craters. 
Color: Medium gray - lighter than soil breccias that are 
also present in very small amounts. 
Shapes: Subangu1ar blocks, some with planar sides. 
Fillets: Generally no fillets, but a few prominant fillets. 
Apparent burial: Slight. 
Dust cover: Not apparent. 
Fines 
Color: Medium gray. 
compaction: Normal. Tracks very well preserved, higher 
albedo; no noticeable spray at low albedo soil to side of 
tracks. 
Cr~ters 
Distribution and size range: Scattered (well separated) 

subdued craters in 1 m to 5 m diameter range. 

Shape: Low rims, saucer-shaped. 

Ejecta: Mostly fines; few blocks probably re-excavated 

rather than from bedrock. 

SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS 
Size: Unknown. 
Color: Gray. 
Shape: unknown 
Apparent burial: Scooped from upper few centimeters. 
Dust cover: Unknown. 
Comparison with other rocks in area: Similar in appearance 
and representative. 
Probable origin: Soil probably mostly dark mantle. 
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+ 
Pre-sampling, looking east. Shows area from which sample came on 
south rim of Victory crater. (133-20281) 
SAMPLE 75110* 
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SAMPLE: 75120* (44Y) 
Station: LRV-8. 

Location: Between Victory and Horatio in area of dark mantle; 

between small craters. 

Rock type: Soil. 

SAMPLE AREA CHARACTERISTICS 
Slopes: Flat area with scattered fresh to subdued craters less 

than 5 m in diameter. 

Fra~ent population: Less than 1% of area covered; local 

concentrations of clods on crater rims. 

Distribution and size range: Very rare blocks 10 to 25 cm. 

Scattered and on crater rim. Clods <10 cm on rims of fresh 

craters. 

Color: Medium gray. 

Shapes: Equant; rounded or sUbrounded; few with planar sides. 

Fillets: , Not apparent. 

Apparent burial: Slight to moderate. 

Dust cover: Not apparent. 

Craters 
Distribution and size range: Scattered 1 m to 5 m in diameter; 
"raindrops" present. 
Shape: Range from subdued saucer-shaped to rimmed crater with 
clods on rims. 
Ejecta: Only clods identified with certainty; one 5 m crater 
may have few blocks on rim and interior. 
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS 
Color: Medium gray. 

A~rent burial: Scooped from upper few centimeters. 

Comparison with other soil in area: Appears representative. 

Probable origin: Dark mantle relatively free from other ejecta. 
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Pre-sampling, l ooking east. (133-20315) 
SAMPLE 75120* 
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SAMPLE: 75015*, 75035* (462, 463) 
Station: 5 
Location: Southwest rim of Camelot; about 50 m WNW of LRV. 
Rock type: Pyroxene-bearing basalts; vesicular, planar textures. 
SAMPLE AREA CHARACTERISTICS 
Slopes: Undulating; gently inclined downward toward floor of 
Camelot to north. 
Fragment population 
Distribution and size ranqe: Up to several meters; covers 
30 percent of surface. 
Color: Gray, moderate to light? 
Shapes: Subround to subangu1ar. 
Fillets: Poorly developed. 
Apparent burial: Moderate to deep; a few almost completely 
exposed. 
Dust cover: Thin. 
Color: Dark gray; raindrop pattern. 
Moderate. 
Distribution and size range: Saturated in centimeter size; 
larger sizes present but not abundant. 
Subdued circular to highly subdued shallow depressions. 
Ejecta: 30 percent of surface; from Camelot. 
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS: 75015* 
10 x 15 x 40 cm block. 
elongate. 
None. 
Minor. 
Comparison with other rocks in area: Appears to be less rounded 
and less buried than most. 
Probable origin: Subf100r material ejected from Camelot by impact. 
COMMENTS: The angularity and complete exposure of the block may indi­
cate a second generation origin from rim or wall materials of Camelot 
by more recent cratering. 
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS: 75035* 
Chip from block 100 x 50 x 15 cm. 
Gray. 
Subround; split by fracture 5 cm to 10 cm wide. 
Poorly developed. 
Apparent burial: Less than 1/4 of height. 
Dust cover: Thin. 
Comparison with other rocks in area: More rounded than most. 
Probable origin: Subf100r material ejected from Camelot by impact. 
COMMENTS: Chip was taken from a fracture surface that probably formed when 
the block landed at this point (Camelot event?). 
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ook~ng west. rim at Camelot 
crater low-lying, partly buried (and mantled?) rocks 
and more angular unburied rocks from which 75015* and 75035* 
were collected. (133-20328) 
SAMPLES 75015* AND 75035* 
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a) Pre-sampling, looking northwest. (145-22138) 
b) Post-sampling, looking north. (145- 22139) 
SAMPLES 75015* AND 75035* 
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SAMPLE: 75055 (464) 
Station: 5 

Location: Southwest rim of Camelot; about 5 m west of sample 

location 463. 

Rock type: Vesicular basalt. 

SAMPLE AREA CHARACTERISTICS 
Slo£es: Undulating; gently inclined downward toward floor of 
Camelot to north. 
Fragment 2Ppu1ation 
Distribution and size range: Up to several meters; cover 

30 percent of surface. 

Color: Gray. 

Shapes: Subround to subangu1ar. 

Fillets: poorly developed. 

A££arent burial: Moderate to deep; a few almost completely 

exposed. 

Dust cover: Thin. 

Fines 

Color: Dark gray. 

Compaction: Moderate. 

Craters 
Distribution and size range: Saturated in centimeter size; 
larger sizes present but not abundant. 
~~~: Subdued circular to highly subdued shallow depressions. 
Ejecta: ·30 percent of surface; from Camelot. 
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS 
Size: 2 x 12 x 15 em chip from 1 x 1 x 1.5 m block. 

Color: Gray. 

Shape: Subangu1ar to subround tetrahedron-shaped block. 

Fillets: Small to absent on main block. 

Apparent burial: Very little, less than 10 percent. 

Dust cover: Thin. 

comparison with other rocks in area: Similar to other larger 

size blocks. 

Probable ori~in: Subf100r material ejected from Camelot by impact. 

COMMENTS: Planar partings, probably along vesicle concentrations. 
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a) 	 Pre-sampling, looking northwest. Layered or structured rock on rim 
of Camelot crater from which 75055 was collected. Vesicle pits 
(dark) and zap pits (white) are well shown. (145-22149) 
b) 	 post-sampling, looking c) Post-sampling, looking 

northeast. Geographic north. (145-22153) 

setting of 75055 

structured rock. 

SAMPLE 75055
(145-22160) 
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SAMPLE: 75060, 75075, 75080 (465, 466, 467) 
Station: 5 

Location: Southwest rim of Camelot; about 15-20 m west of sample 

locati on 464. 

Rock type: Dark mantle material and basalt fragments. 

SAMPLE AREA CHARACTERISTICS 
Slopes: Undulating. 
Fragment population 
Distribution and size range: Cobbles to boulders up to 
several meters; cover about 30 percent of surface. 
Color: Gray. 
Shapes: Subround to subangu1ar. 
Fillets: Poorly to moderately developed. 
Apparent burial: Moderate to deep; a few almost compete1y 
exposed. 
Dust cover: Thin; except for sample 75060 location. 
Fines 

Color: Dark gray. 

Compacti on: Moderate. 

Craters 
Distribution and size range: Saturated in centimeter size; 
larger sizes present but not abundant. 
Shape: Subdued circular to highly subdued shallow depressions. 
Ejecta: 30 percent of surface; from Camelot. 
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS: 75060 (mantling soil material from top of boulder) 
Color: Dark gray. 

Shape: Fills irregular depressions on boulder. 

Fillets: Sample extends as fillet onto flat surface of rock. 

Aeearent burial: 1 em deep. 

Comparison with other rocks in area: Similar to mantle on adjacent 

ground surface. 

Probable origin: Impact ejecta thrown onto rock and/or dark mantle 

deposit. 

COMMENTS: Mantle fills smail hollow (1 em deep) in large flat boulder 
several meters across; collected from a point 1/2 m from edge of boulder. 
Soil contains two rock chips (75065-66). 
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SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS: 75075 (fragment of basalt) 
Size: Block, 4 x 10 x 13 cm. 

Color: Gray. 

Shape: Subround to subangu1ar equidimensional block. 

Fillets: None. 

Apparent burial: None. 

Dust cover: Thin, if any. 

Comparison wi th other rocks in area: Similar to others. 

Probable origin: Subf100r material ejected from Camelot by impact. 

COMMENTS: Location as isolated fragment along fracture zone of 
larger block indicates sample may be dislocated from larger block or 
secondary ejecta from crater younger than Camelot. 
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS: 75080 (soil) 
Size: Scoop sample; contains 5 chips of basalt (75085-89) 

Color: Dark gray. 

Apparent burial: Scooped from upper 5 cm. 

Comparison with other rocks in area: Similar to other dark mantle. 

Probable origin: Fillet derived from subfloor blocks, impact 

ejecta, and/or dark mantle. 

COMMENTS: Soil sample from site on regolith surface a few meters from 
sample 75060. 
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a) Pre-sampling, looking 
west. (133-20337) 
b) Pre-sampling, looking southwest. 
(145-22155) 
SOUTH MASSIF 
c) 	 Post-sampling, looking southwest. 
(145-22157) 
SAMPLES 75060, 75075 AND 75080 
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SAMPLE: 76120 (46Y) 
Station: LRV-9 

Location: Half way between SEP and station 6. 

Rock type: Soil. 

SAMPLE AREA CHARACTERISTICS 
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS 
Color: Medium gray. 

Apparent burial: Scooped from upper few centimeters. 

Comparison with other rocks in area: Appears representative. 

Probable origip: Dark mantle, probably with some admixture of 

re-excavated ejecta from Henry crater. 
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Pre-sampling, looking north. (141-21543) 
SAMPLE 76120 
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SAMPLES: 76130, 76135-37 (47Y) 
Station: LRV-10 

Location: Turning Point rock between SEP and station 6. 

Rock type: Soil and rock fragments. 

SAMPLE AREA CHARACTERISTICS 
Slopes: Moderate slope (about 10°). 

Fragment p()pulation: Sparse «1%) except adjacent to Turning 

Point rock where sample was taken. 

Distribution and size range: 6 m to fines. 

Color: Medium gray, same as fines but more reflective. 

Shapes: Rounded irregular blocks. 

Fillets: Prominant fillets, perhaps mostly on upslope side. 

Apparent burial: Many blocks with only top showing. 

Dust cover: Some in cracks and on low surfaces. 

Fines 
Color: Medium gray. 
Compaction: The form of one small crater suggests a looser 
than normal packing; but Rover tracks look normal. 
Craters 
Distribution and size range: Widely separated in 1 to 5 
meter range. 
Shape: Low rims with slightly higher albedo. 
Ejecta: No blocks; few clods. 
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS 
Size: Small rock fragments and soil. 

Color: Medium gray. 

Shape: Unknown. 

Fillets: Unknown. 

Apparen t burial: Unknown. 

Dust cover: Unknown 

Comparison with other rocks in area: Looks representative. 

Probable origin: Highland material from North Massif. 
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Post-sampling, looking south. Sample 
taken on north side of large boulder 
and to the left of the LRV tracks. 
(141-21567) 
SAMPLES 76130, 35-37 
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SAMPLE: 76001 (L48) 
Station: 6 
Location: 3-4 m southeast of LRV. 
Rock type: Drive tube L48 soil 
SAMPLE AREA CHARACTERISTICS 
Slopes: 11° to the south. 
Fragment population: 
Distribution and size range: Limit of resolution to 3-4 cm 
scattered randomly. 
Color: Gray. 
Shapes: Rounded. 
Apparent burial: Generally perched. 
Fines 
Color: Medium gray. 
Compaction: Moderately loose. 
Craters 
Distribution and size range: Limit of resolution to 30 cm. 
Shape: Round, generally subdued. 
Ejecta: A 30 cm crater 1 m north of the sample site has a 
sparsely blocky rim. 
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS 
Size: Lower drive tube. 

Probable origin: Regolith derived from North Massif with minor? 

contribution from subf1oor. 
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a) During-sampling, looking 
north. Single drive tube 
locali ty. (146-22291) 
b) 	 post-sampling, looking 
north. (146-22295) 
SAMPLE 76001 
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SAMPLES: 76015, 76215, 76235-39, 76305-07, 76255, 76275, 76295, 76315* 

(LR-6, 535, 556, 536, 537, 538, 539) 
Station: 6 
Location: 5 boulders 20 m east of LRV. 
Rock type: Extremely vesicular light-gray breccia, with light 
inclusion in contact with a partially recrystallized blue-gray 
breccia. 
SAMPLE AREA CHARACTERISTICS 
Slopes: 11° to the south. 
Fragment population 
Distribution and size range: Five 2-7 m boulders strung out 
in a north-south (downhill) direction. 
Color: Light gray to blue gray. 
Shapes: Irregular, rounded, with a few planar faces. 
Fillets: None visible. Overhangs seen all sides. 
Apparent burial: None. 
Dust cover: Generally none. The uphill boulder has a thick 
mantling of soil on the uphill face. 
Comparison with other rocks in area: Similar in shape and 
color to other large boulders seen on the North Massif. 
Probable origin: At least 1/3 the way up the North Massif. 
Fines: 
Color: Medium gray, both on the boulder and surrounding soil. 
Compaction: Moderately loose. 
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS: 76015, chip from 5th boulder downhill. 
Rock type: Vesicular breccia. 

Size: 12 x 16 x 19 cm. 

Color: Light gray. 

Shape: Irregular, subrounded. 

Dust cover: None visible. 

Comparison with other rocks in area: Similar in texture and color 

to lower 3 boulders, more vesicular and lighter colored than upper 

2 boulders. 

Probable origin: Late-stage breccia of a multi-cycle breccia. 

COMMENTS: The boulder from which 76015 was taken is similar in color 
and texture to the 76215 boulder. It has, however, light inclusions 
not seen in the other boulder. 
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and locations of sampling areas. 
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SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS: 76215, spall from 4th boulder downhill. 
Rock type: Vesicular breccia. 

Size: 6 x 8 x 12 cm. 

Color: Light gray. 

Shape: Tabular, angular. 

Dust cover: None visible. 

Comparison with other rocks in area: Similar in color and 

vesicularity to the lower three boulders. 

Probable origin: Late-stage breccia of a multi-cycle breccia. 

SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS: 76235-39, 76305-07, chips from inclusion in 
boulder farthest upslope 
Rock type: Friable inclusion in blue-gray recrystallized breccia. 

Size: Several small fragments. 

Color: White. 

Shape: Inclusion is circular, fragments are rounded. 

Dust cover: None visible. 

Comparison with other rocks in area: Appears similar in color 

and shape to other inclusions in the boulder. 

Probable origin: An older breccia? incorporated by the partially 

melted blue-gray breccia early in the history of the multi-cycle 

breccia. 

SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS: 76255, chip of inclusion from boulder farthest 
upslope' 
Rock type: Inclusion in the blue-gray breccia. 

Size: 6 x 7 x 10 cm. 

Color: White on fresh surface, reddish brown on weathered surface. 

Shape: Rounded. 

Dust cover: None visible. 

Comparison with other rocks in area: Fresh surface looks like 

other inclusions in the rock. Weathered surface is reddish brown 

rather than white. 

Probable or~g~n: Older breccia incorporated in blue-gray breccia 

early in the history of the multi-cycle breccia. 

SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS: 76275, chip from boulder farthest upslope 
Rock tY2e: partially recrystallized breccia. 

Size: Approximately 5 cm. 

Color: Predominantly blue gray. 

Sha2e: Irregular, rounded. 

Dust cover: None visible. 

Comparison with other rocks in area: Typical of the breccia in 

the 2 boulders highest on the slope. 

Probable origin: Intermediate stage breccia of mUlti-cycle breccia. 
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SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS: 76295, chip from boulder farthest upslope 
Rock type: Partially recrystallized breccia. 

Size: 4 x 6 x 8 cm. 

Color: Blue gray. 

Sha£e: Irregular, rounded. 

Dust cover: None visible. 

Comparison with other rocks in area: Typical of blue-gray breccia 

in the 2 boulders highest on the slope. 

Probable ori~in: Intermediate stage breccia of multi-cycle 

breccia. 

SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS: 76315*, Inclusion in vesicular "anorthositic 
gabbro" near contact in 2nd boulder downslope. 
Rock ty£e: Breccia inclusion. 

Size: 5-10 cm. 

Color: Blue gray. 

Shape: Rounded. 

Dust cover: None visible. 

Comparison with other rocks in area: Similar to other inclusions 

in the light gray breccia and to blue-gray breccia across the contact. 

Probable origin: Small piece of blue-gray breccia included in 

vesicular light gray breccia. 
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a) Pre-sampling, looking 
southwest. Boulders 4 
and 5 (left) showing 
location of 76015. 
(140-21411) 
b) Pre-sampling (76215), 
post-sampling (76015), 
looking northwest. 
Boulders 4 and 5 
showing sampling 
areas. (141-21607) 
SAMPLES 76015 AND 76215 
144 
a) Pre-sampling, looking 
southwest. Area on 
boulder 4 from which 
the spall was derived. 
(140-21421) 
b) 	Pre-sampling, looking 
south. Spall on 
surface showing 
probable sample area 
(76215). (140-21410) 
SAMPLE 76215 
145 
a) Pre-sampling, closeup. Boulder 1 samples. (140-21445) 
b) pre-sampling, closeup. Boulder 1 samples. (140-21449) 

SAMPLES 76235-39, 76255 AND 76305-07 
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a) 	Pre-sampling, looking 
north. Boulder 1 
showing main sampling 
area. (140-21443) 
b) Pre-sampling, looking 
northwest. Boulder 1 
showing main sampling 
area. Boulder 4 in 
left background. 
(141-21609) 
SAMPLES 76235-39, 76255, 76275, 76295 AND 76305-07 
147 
a) 	 post-sampling, looking 
west. Boulder 1 samples. 
(140-21456) 
b) 	Post-sampling, looking 
west. Boulder 1 sample. 
(140-21455) 
SAMPLES 76235-39, 76255, 76275, 76295 AND 76305-07 
148 
a) 	Pre-sampling, looking 
northwest. Boulder 2 
sample near contact 
between the blue-gray 
breccia (right) and 
vesicular breccia (left). 
The contact could not be 
delineated with present 
level of examination of 
photography. (140-21437) 
b) post-sampling, looking 
northwest. Closeup 
view of sampled area. 
(141-21618) 
SAMPLE 76315 
. 149l' . 
SAMPLE: 76320* (557) 
Station: 6 

Location: On flat face of Boulder 1. 

Rock type: Soil. 

SAMPLE AREA CHARACTERISTICS 
Slopes: Approximately 10° north. 
Fragment population: 
Distribution and size range: From the limit of resolution 
to 5 cm. 
Color: Medium gray. 
Shapes: Irregular, rounded. 
Fillets: None visible. 
Apparent burial: Perched to partially buried. 
Dust cover: Moderate. 
Fines 

Color: Medium gray. 

Compaction: Loose. 

Craters 
Distribution and size range: . A few 5-10 cm craters. 
Shae,e: Round. 
Ejecta: None visible. 
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS 
Color: Medium gray. 

Comparison with other soils in area: Similar in color to other 

soil in station area. 

Probable origin: Derived from fines upslope, transported by 

an impact. 

150 
.. 

214fi7 
a) 	Pre-sampling, looking west. These photographs give the 

context of the samples. They were taken around a 90 0 

corner of the rock, therefore the mosaic matches only in 

the lower near portion. (140-21460, 66, 67, 71, 72, 75) 

b) 	 post-sampling, looking 

northwest. Boulder 1 

sample. (140-21482) 

SAMPLES 76235-39, 76255, 76275, 76295, 76305-07 AND 76320* 
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SAMPLE: 79035-37 (4BY) 
Station: 6 

Location: Downslope from LRV. 

Rock type: Blue-gray breccia 

SAMPLE AREA CHARACTERISTICS 
Slopes: 11° to the south. 
Fragment population: A 1/3 m boulder. 

Color: Blue gray. 

Shapes: Unknown. 

Fillets: Unknown. 

Apparent burial: Unknown. 

Dust cover: Unknown. 

Craters: Boulder is sitting in its own small crater. 
SAMPLE CHARAC~ERISTICS 
Size: 5 x 5 x 12 em. 

Color: Blue gray_ 

Shape: Irregular, angular. 

Dust cover: Unknown. 

Comparison with other rocks in area: Similar in color to other 

fragments in station area. 

Probable origin: May be ejecta from a crater higher up on the 

North Massif. 
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Pre-sampling, looking south. (140-21500) 
SAMPLES 76035-37 AND 76320* 
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SAMPLE: 76055* (LR-7) 
Station: 6 

Location: South side of LRV. 

Rock t~pe: Tan-gray breccia 

SAMPLE AREA CHARACTERISTICS 
Slopes: 11° to the south. 
Fragment popu1ation: 
Distribution and size range: Limit of resolution to 5 cm, 
scattered randomly. 
Color: Medium gray. 
Shapes: Rounded. 
Apparent burial: Generally perched, some partially buried. 
Dust cover: Moderate on small fragments. 
Fines 

color: Medium gray. 

Compaction: Moderately loose. 

Craters 
Distribution and size range: Limit of resolution to 30 cm. 
Shape: Round, subdued. 
Ejecta: Generally ,none visible. One fresh 30 cm crater has 
few small blocks in rim. 
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS 
Size: 18 x 20 x 25 cm. 

Color: Tan-gray 

Shape: Irregular, rounded. 

Fillets: Unknown. 

Apparent burial: Unknown. 

Dust cover: Unknown. 

Comparison with other rocks in area: Unknown. 

Probable origin: Erosion of larger blocks on North Massif. 
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Pre-sampling, looking southeast. (141-21598) 
SAMPLES 76055* AND 76335* 
155 

SAMPLE: 76335* (560) 
Station: 6 

Location: South slope of North Massif. 

Rock type: Friable chalky white rocks. 

SAMPLE AREA CHARACTERISTICS 
Slopes: 11° to the south. 
Fragment population: 
Distribution and size range: Limit of resolution to 5-10 cm­
Color: Medium gray. 
Shapes: Rounded. 
Fines: 

Color: Medium gray. 

Compaction: Moderately loose. 

Craters 
Distribution and size range: Limit of resolution to 30 or 40 cm
Shape: Subdued. 
Ejecta: None visible. 
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS 
Size: Several small fragments. 

Color: White. 

Shape: Rounded when collected. 

Fillets: Unknown. 

Apparent burial: Unknown. 

Dust cover: unknown. 

Comparison with other rocks in area: Not uypical of most small 

fragments in the area. 

Probable origin: A crushed clast from a breccia boulder. 
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SAMPLE: 76220* (534) 
Station: 6 

Location: Soil from boulder track on the North Massif. 

Rock type: Soil. 

SAMPLE AREA CHARACTERISTICS 
Slopes: 11° to the south. 
Fragment population: 
Distribution and size range: From the limit of resolution 
to a few centimeters scattered randomly in the track. 
Color: Medium gray. 
Shapes: Generally subangular, few are rounded. 
Fillets: None visible. 
Apparent burial: Generally perched, some partially buried. 
Dust cover: Unknown. 
Fines 

Color: Medium gray. 

compaction: Moderately loose. 

Craters: Large somewhat elongate? depressions, with low smooth 
sides, closely spaced along the boulder track. 
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS 
coior: Medium gray. 

Comparison with other soil in area: Appears typical of soil ln 

the station area. 

Probable or~g~n: From erosion of North Massif material, possibly 

contains a minor contribution from subfloor'. 

COMMENTS: Not separately documented, see station 6 pan for general 
area where collected. 
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SAMPLES: 76240, 76260, 76280 (312, 313, 472) 
Station: 6 

Location: South slope of the North Massif. 

Rock type: Soils. 

SAMPLE AREA CHARACTERISTICS 
Slopes: 11 0 to the south. 
Fragment population,: 
Distribution and size range: From the limit of resolution to 
6 em, scattered randomly. 1-2 cm fragments common, larger 
ones sparse. 
~: Medium gray. 
Shapes: Generally irregular, subangu1ar 
Fillets: None visible. 
Apparent burial: Generally partially buried. 
Dust cover: Most fragments have moderate dust cover. 
Fines: 

Color: Medium gray. 

Compaction: Loose: 

SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS: 76240 (shadowed soil) 
Color: Unknown. 

Shape: Probably a 4-5 cm deep scoop. 

Comparison wi th other soi 1 in area I Unknown. 

Probable origin: Locally derived regolith formed before the, 

boulder was emplaced. Consists of North Massif material and 

probably minor amounts of subfloor material. 

COMMENTS: 76240 was collected 1/2 m beyond the north overhang of a 
5 x 4 x 3 m boulder. Soil contains two rock chips 76245-46. 
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS: 76260, 76280 (soil) 
Color: Medium gray. 

Comparison with other soil in area: Appears similar in color 

and texture to soil in surrounding area. 

Probable origin: Regolith derived from North Massif and probably 

minor amounts of subf100r material. 

COMMENTS: 76260 is a 2 em skim and 76280 is a 5 cm scoop - both outside 
the limit of overhang. Bag 313 also contained a rock chip, 76265. 
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a) During-sampling, looking 
east. Television view 
showing collection of 
76240 (permanent shadow) 
in east-west split 
between boulders 3 and 4. 
(surface television 
photograph) 
b) 	 Pre-sampling, looking 

southeast. East-west 

split and permanently 

shadowed samples. 

(141-21605) 
SAMPLES 76240, 762 60 AND 76280 
159 
Post-sampling, looking southwest 
(141-21606) 
SAMPLES 76260 AND 76280 
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SAMPLES: 76535-*, 76500 (558, 559) 
Station: 6 

Location: On the ejecta blanket of a 10 m crater. 

Rock type: Rake, soil. 

SAMPLE AREA CHARACTERISTICS 
Slopes: 11° to the south. 
Fragment population: 
Distribution and size range: 1 cm to 10 cm fragments 
scattered randomly over the surface. 
Color: Medium to light gray. 
Shapes: Rounded. 
Fillets: None visible. 
Apparent burial: Mostly perched. 
Dust cover: Larger fragments clean, smaller ones dust covered. 
Fines 

Color: Medium gray. 

Compaction: Moderately loose. 

Craters 
Distribution and size range: Limit of resolution to 30 cm. 
A 10 m crater is about 5 m northwest of the rake site. 
Shape: Round, subdued. 
Ejecta: None visible. 
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS: 76535-*, rake 
Size: Several small (1-2 cm) fragments, one 

Color: Medium to light gray. 

Shape: Rounded. 

Fillets: None visible. 

Apparent burial: Mostly perched 

Dust cover: On smaller fragments. 

Comparison with other rocks in area: Typical of small fragments 

in the station area. 

Probable origin: Erosion of North Massif materials. Possibly 

minor contribution from subf100r. 

COMMENTS: One fragment was reported to be similar to the light gray 
inclusion in the large boulders. 
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS: 76500, soil 
Color: Medium gray. 

Comparison with other soils in area: Typical of soil in the 

station area. 

Probable origin: Derived from North Massif; possibly minor 

contribution from subf100r. 

COMMENTS: Soil contains 2 rock chips (76505-06). 
161 
a) Pre-sampling, looking 
north. (141-21622) 
b) post-sampling, looking 
north. (141-21625) 
SAMPLES 76500 AND 
162 
76535-* 
SAMPLE: 77017*; 77515-* (541; 540, 542) 
Station: 7 

Location: Base of North Massif. 

Rock type: Rock fragments. 

SAMPLE AREA CRARACTERISTICS 
Slopes: 9.5 0 to the south. 
Fragment population 
Distribution and size range: From the limit of resolution to 
10 or 15 em, scattered randomly over the surface. 
Color: Medi um gray. 
Shapes: Rounded. 
Fillets: poorly developed on larger fragments, absent on smaller 
fragments. 
Apparent burial: Generally partially buried. Both deeply buried 
and perched fragments also seen. 
Dust cover: None visible except on smaller fragments. 
Fines 

Color: Medi um gray. 

ComEaction: Moderately firm. 

Craters 
Distribution and size range: From the limit of resolution to 1 m, 
randomly distributed. 
Shape: Generally subdued, unb10cky rims, few sharp, fresh craters. 
Ejecta: Blocky ejecta on fresh craters, deposited preferentially 
downslope. 
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS: 77017* (10-15 em rock fragment) 
Color: Medium to dark gray. 

Shape: Rounded? 

Fillets: Unknown. 

Apparent burial: Probably 1/3 buried. 

Dust cover: Unknown. 

Comparison with other rocks in area: Lithology unknown. 

Probable origin: Derived from North Massif by mass wasting. 

SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS: 77515-* (rock fragments collected from surface) 
SiZe: Small fragments (probably less than 5 em) 

Color: Medi um to dark gray? 

Shape: Rounded? 

Fillets: Unknown. 

Apparent burial: Unknown. 

Dust cover: Unknown. 

Comparison wi th other rocks in area: Probably typical of most small 

fragments in the area. 

Probable origin: Derived from North Massif by mass wasting; may 

include subf100r material. 
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a) 	During-sampling, looking 
southwest. (surface 
television photograph) 
b) 	 Pre-sampling, looking 
southwest. (surface 
television photograph) 
SAMPLES 70017* AND 77515* 
164 
SAMPLE: 77035- (LR-10) 
Station: 7 

Location: South slope of North Massif. 3-4 m south of LRV. 

Rock type: Intermediate gray vesicular breccia. 

SAMPLE AREA CHARACTERISTICS 
Slopes: 9.5 0 to the south. 
Fragment population 
Distribution and size range: From the limit of resolution to 
10 or 15 em, scattered randomly over the surface. 
Color: Medi um gray. 
Shapes: Rounded. 
Fillets: poorly developed on larger fragments, absent on 
smaller fragments. 
Apparent burial: Generally partially buried. Both deeply 
buried and perched fragments also seen. 
Dust cover: None visible except on smaller fragments. 
Fines 

Color: Medi urn gray. 

Compaction: Moderately firm. 

Craters 
Distribution and size range: From the limit of resolution to 
l'm, randomly distributed. 
Shape: Generally subdued, unb10cky rims, few sharp, fresh 
craters. 
Ejecta: Blocky ejecta on fresh craters, deposited preferentially 
downslope. 
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS 
Size: 15 x 18 x 20 em. 

Color: Gray. 

Shape: Irregular, rounded. 

Fi 11ets : Unknown. 

Apparent buda1 : 50 percent. 

Dust cover: Unknown. 

Comparison wi th other rocks in area: Same general rock type as 

77115, mixture of blue-gray and lighter gray breccia. 

Probable origin: From erosion of larger blocks on North Massif. 
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During-sampling, looking southwest. 
(surface television photograph) 
SAMPLE 77035* 
166 

SAMPLE: 77075*, 77095*, 77115, 77135 (543, 544,561, 5.6.:2) 
Station: 7 
Location: Base of North Massif 
Rock type: Rock fragments of blue-gray breccia and ~dium gray vesicul;rtr 
hornfelsic breccia (described as anorthositia g{ilbbro) from a si.ngle large 
boulder. 
SAMPLE AREA CHARACTERISTICS 
Slopes: 9.5° to the south, gentJ:g undulating. 
Fragment population: Samples are frO!1l o~e bO'l.llder, 
Size: 3 x 2 x 2 m. 
Color: Blue-gray to light;: gray. 
Shape: Irregular, roundeq. 
Fillet: Small fillet on the uphill side. Boulqex pas overpang$ 
on other si des. 
Apparent burial: None. 
Dust cover: Restricted to the 1Qtf1er 5-10 em on thfj uphill face. 
Fines 

Color: Dust on boulder and surrounding soil medium gray. 

Compaction: Soil around boulder moderately firm. 

Comparison with other rocks in a.z:-sa: similar i[1 color, J'oWlcfness, 

and shape to other rocks in the area. 

Probable origin: From upslope on the North HaSF.;if. 

SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS: 77075* (chips from 1 1/2 m crushed inclusion in 
the blue-gray breccia). 
Size: Several small chips. 

CO,lor: Light gray. 

Shape: Rounded. 

Dust cover: None visible. 

Comparison with other rocks in area: Part aI a 1 1/2 .Ill inclusion that 

runs almost the entire height of tpe bpulder. 

Probable origin: On older breccia that has been a~ucfa:he4 anel intrudea 

by the blue-gray breccia •. 

SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS: 77{)95* (chip from blue-grag dikelet which intrudes 
the 1 1/2 m inclusion) 
Size: Approximately 3 x 8 em. 

Color: Blue-gray. 

Shape: Rounded. 

Dust cover: None visible. 

Comparison wi th other rocks in area: Seve:r;al otber small dikelets 

in the boulder. 77095* represents the largest visible diheist. 

Probable origin: Partial meltin.g an{i injectiQ!l of blue-grew; :Qreu:;:ci:,~ 

during incorporation of the large i;nqJ,.,lJ,sitqn. . 

COMMENTS: Dikelets seen in the 1 1/2 m inclusion a.z:-e continllo.U!3. wd~1;I, thJF. 
partially recrystallized blue-gray bxeccia which en.closes. it .. 
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a) Pre-sampling, looking 
south. (146-22326) 
b) 	 Pre-sampling, looking 
south. (146-22303) 
SAMPLES 77075*, 77095* AND 77115 
169 
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS: 77115 (4 x 5 x 6 em chip of partially recrystallized 
blue-gray dense breccia in contact with lighter breccia) 
Color: Blue-gray. 

Shape: Rounded. 

Dust cover: None visible. 

Comparison with other rocks in area: Similar to other blue-gray 

breccia on both sides of the large inclusion. 

Probable origin: A breccia that has been partially melted and 

enclosed older breccias. It in turn has been incorporated by a later 

intrusion of hornfe1sed breccia. 

SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS: 77135 (4 x 8 x 11 em chip of vesicular, hornfe1sic 
breccia, described by the crew as anorthositic gabbro) 
Color: Light gray. 

Shape: Rounded. 

Dust cover: None visible. 

Comparison with other rocks in area: More vesicular and lighter 

colored than breccia on other side of rock. More vesicular and 

coherent than 1 1/2 m inclusion in the breccia. 

Probable origin: Intrusion of hornfe1sed breccia which incorporated 

the blue-gray breccia. 
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a) Pre-sampling, looking 
south. (146-22299) 
b) Pre-sampling (77135), 
Post-sampling (77115), 
looking south. 
(146-22334) 
SAMPLES 77115 AND 77135 
171 
SAMPLE: 78120 (50Y) 
Station: LRV-ll 

Location: Rim of SWP crater between stations 7 and 8. 

Rock type: Soil 

SAMPLE AREA CHARACTERISTICS 
Slopes: Gentle slopes on rim of SWP crater. 
Fragment population: 50 to 70 percent of surface. 
Distribution and size ran~e: Blocks on rim, inner walls 
and ejecta blanket of 30-40 m crater. Fragments average 
about 10 cm with a maximum of 0.5 m. 
Color: All medium gray. 
Shapes: Angular wi th rounded tops. 
Fillets: Rare small fillet visible. 
Apparent burial: Slight to mostly buried. 
Dust cover: Possible thin cover on some rocks; not certain • 
.SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS 
Color: Medium gray. 

Apparent burial: Scooped from upper few centimeters. 

Comparison with other rocks in area: Representative of ejecta 

blanket of 30-40 meter crater. 

Probable origin: Ejected from depth of 2-4 meters in regolith. 

Either dark mantle or distinct unit that is also present at 

Van Serg crater. 
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During-sampling, looking northeast. Showing 
ejecta blanket of crater and crater rim. 
Sample taken to right side of LRV here. 
(142-21695) 
SAMPLE 78120 
173 
SAMPLE: 78135 (563) 
Station: 8 

Location: About 4 km northeast of LM, at base of Sculptured Hills 

south of Wessex Cleft. About 20 m north of LRV. 

Rock type: Basalt. 

SAMPLE AREA CHARACTERISTICS 
Slopes: Moderately steep to southwest (downslope). 
Fragment population 
Distribution and size range: Scattered pebbles, a few cobb1e­
size rocks and one boulder; sample collected from site 
adjacent to boulder. 
Color: Gray. 
Shapes: Subrounded to subangu1ar. 
Fillets: Poorly developed. 
Apparent burial: Minor to moderate. 
Dust cover: Thin. 
Fines 

Color: Dark gray to gray. 

Compaction: Moderate. 

Craters 
Distribution and size range: Saturated with small (1 em) 
'craters; meter-size craters and larger present but not 
abundant. 
Shape: Circular outlines, subdued; no prominent rims. 
Ejecta: Sparse. 
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS 
Size: 6 x 5 x 3 cm. 
Color: Gray. 
Shape: Subrounded. 
Fi 11ets : Minor. 
Apparent burial: Minor, less than 10 percent. 
Dust cover: Thin. 
Comparison with other rocks in area: Larger than most; lithology 
apparently similar to most rocks except for sample 78235-38 and 78155. 
Probable origin: Subf100r material as ejecta from unknown source 
crater. 
COMMENTS: Absence of boulder tracks and apparent composition suggests 
sampled block did not originate from Sculptured Hills. 
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a) Pre-sampling, looking 
north. (146-22365) 
b) Post-sampling, looking 
northeast. (146-22368) 
SAMPLE 78135 
175 
SAMPLE: 78155 (567) 
Station: 8 

Location: About 4 km northeast of LM, at base of Sculptured Hills 

south of Wessex Cleft. About 10-15 m northwest of LRV. 

Rock type: White friable rock. 

SAMPLE AREA CHARACTERISTICS 
Slopes: Steep within wall of 15 m crater. 
Fragment population 
Distributi on and si ze range: Abundant chips and clods up to 
several centimeters. 
Color: White to light gray? 
Shapes: Subrounded to angular. 
Fillets: Poorly developed. 
Apparent burial: Minor. 
Dust cover: Thin to absent. 
Fines 

Color: White and li.ght gray? 

Compaction: Moderate. 

Craters 
Distribution and size range: Saturated with small (1 cm) 
craters; larger craters present but not abundant. 
Shape: Circular outlines, subdued; no prominent rims. 
Ejecta: Sparse. 
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS 
Size: Many friable pieces up to several centimeters. 

Color: White. 

Shape: Sample from small (1 m) pit crater in wall of larger (15 m) 

crater. 

Fillets: None visible. 

Apparent burial: None. 

Dust cover: Probably thin. 

Comparison with other rocks in area: Contrasts in color to most 

other rocks in sample area. 

Probable or~g~n: Impact shocked rock from Sculptured Hills and/or 

subfloor materials. 

COMMENTS: Materials in sample probably shocked by two episodes of 
fairly recent cratering. 
176 
a) 	During-sampling, looking 
southwest. Station 8 
setting taken from 
inside 15 m crater. 
(146-22400-22402) 
b) 	Pre-sampling, looking 
west. (142-21711) 
SAMPLE 78155 
177 
SAMPLE: 78235-38, 78255-56, 78220* (564, 546, 545) 
Station: 8 
Location: About 4 km northeast of LM, at base of Sculptured Hills 
south of Wessex Cleft. About 50 m northeast of LRV. 
Rock type: Rock fragments from top and bottom of glass coated 
gabbroic boulder and underlying soil. 
SAMPLE AREA CHARACTERISTICS 
Slopes: Moderately steep to southwest (downslope). 
Fragment population 
Fines 
Distribution and size range: Scattered pebbles, clods, and 
small rocks; one boulder 2/3 m in diameter. 
Color: Gray and bluish gray. 
Shapes: Subrounded to subangu1ar. 
Fillets: Poorly developed. 
Apparent burial: Minor to moderate. 
Dust cover: Thin. 
Color: Dark gray to gray. 
Compaction: Moderate. 
Craters 
Distribution and size range: Saturated with small (1 cm) 
·craters; craters up to several meters diameter present but 
not abundant. 
Shape: Circular outlines, subdued; no prominent rims. 
Ejecta: Sparse. 
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS: 78235-38 (coarse-grained gabbroic rock fragments) 
from original top of 2/3 m boulder. 
Largest piece is 5.5 x 5.0 x 4.0 em. 
Bluish gray. 
Subrounded. 
None. 
Apparent burial: Minimal. 
Dust cover: Thin. 
Comparison with other rocks in area: Boulder larger than most in 
area. LMP estimated composition 50 percent plagioclase and 
50 percent orthopyroxene; contrasts to the more abundant basalt rocks 
in area. 
Probable origin: From Sculptured Hills or as ejecta from unknown 
source crater. Prominent striations suggest shock history for 
boulder. 
COMMENTS: Glass coating and absence of boulder tracks suggests alternate 
origin as crater ejecta. 
178 
a) 	 Pre-sampling, looking 
southwest. Top of 
rolled boulder at 
station 8 prominently 
striated. (146-22370) 
b) 	Post-sampling, looking 
southwest. Surface of 
boulder heavily covered 
by soil kicked up and 
from hammering. Scoop 
points to location of 
last fragment collected. 
(146-22371) 
SAMPLES 78235-38 
179 
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS: 78255-56 (glass coated chips of coarse-grained 
gabbroic rock from original base of 2/3 m boulder). 
Size: Both are 3.5 x 3.0 x 1.5 cm. 

Color: Bluish gray. 

Shape: Subrounded. 

Fillets: None. 

Apparent burial: Minor. 

Dust cover: Thin. 

Comparison wi th other rocks in area: Boulder larger than most 

in area. LMP estimated composition 50 percent plagioclase and 

50 percent orthopyroxene; contrasts to the more abundant basalt 

rocks in area. 

Probable origin: From Sculptured Hills or as ejecta from unknown 

source crater. Prominent striations on top of boulder suggest 

shock history. 

COMMENTS: Glass coating and absence of boulder tracks suggest origin 
as crater ejecta. 
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS: 78220* (soil from beneath 2/3 m gabbroic boulder) 
Color: Dark gray. 

Apparent burial: From surface layer beneath boulder. 

Comparison with other soil in area: Unknown. 

Probable origin: Same as dark mantle at other stations. May 

incl ude fraction deri ved from Sculptured Hills. 

COMMENTS: Numerous downslope tracks made by small 'clods and lighter 
gray color of crater walls indicate that dark mantle is thinner in 
this locality and/or more mixed with material mass wasted from Sculptured 
Hills. 
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Post-sampling, looking northeast. Samples 
collected by scoop from locations, after 
hammered from original bottom of rolled 
boulder at station 8. (146-22374 and 
146-22398) 
SAMPLES 78255-56 
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a) 	 pre-sampling, looking 
north. Boulder at 
station 8, before 
rOlling. (142-21698) 
b) 	 Post-sampling, looking 
eas t . Soi 1 from 
beneath rolled boulder 
at station 8. 
(142-21704) 
SAMPLES 78220w, 78235-38 . AND 78255-56 
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~~~~~---------
SAMPLE: 78420, 78440, 78460*, 78480 (548, 551, 550, 549) 
Station: 8 

Location: About 4 km northeast of LM, at base of Sculptured Hills 

south of Wessex Cleft; ]0 m east of LRV. 

Rock type: Soi 1 samples from trench. 

SAMPLE AREA CHARACTERISTICS 
Slopes: Moderate, southwest (downslope) 
Fragment population 
Distribution and size range: A few pebbles and clods up to 
several centimeters. 
Color: Gray. 
Shapes: Subrounded to subangular. 
Fillets: None visible. 
Apparent burial: Minor to moderate. 
Dust cover: Thin. 
Fines 

Color: Gray. 

Compaction: Moderate. 

Craters 
Distribution and size : Saturated with small (1 cm) 
--------------------------~--craters; larger craters present but not common. 
Shape: Subdued, circular, no prominent rims. 
Ejecta: Sparse. 
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS: 78420 (soil from base of trench) 
Size: Scoop sample. 

Color: Gray. 

Apparent burial: Lower 10 cm of 25 cm deep trench. 

Comparison with other soil in area: Unknown. 

Probable origin: Mixture of dark mantle and material mass wasted 

from Sculptured Hills. 

COMMENTS: Lower 5 cm of zone sampled described as slightly coarser 
than samples from higher in trench. 
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS: 78440 (soil from walls of trench above 
sample 78420) 
Size: Scoop. 

Color: Gray. 

Apparent burial: Scooped from walls of trench at a depth of about 

6 to 15 cm. 

Comparison with other soil in area: Unknown. 

Probable origin: Mixture of dark mantle and material mass wasted 

from Sculptured Hills. 

18] 
a) Pre-sampling, looking b) Pre-sampling, looking
northwest. Location 
north. Undisturbed
of trench area at 
soi 1 a t trench
station 8. (142-21719) location. (142-21718) 
c) 	 post-sampling, looking north. Positions 
of skim sample (78480) and deeper soils 
at station 8 trench. (142-21724) 
SAMPLES 78420, 78440, 78460* AND 78480 
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SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS: 78460* (soil from wall of trench 5 cm below skim sample) 
Size: Scoop. 

Color: Gray. 

Apparent burial: Scooped from wall of trench at a depth of 1-6 cm. 

C.;;...;;..o_m...v_a..;;.r..;;.i..;;.s..;;.o..;;.n.;;...;;..w..;;..;;;.i..;;.t..;;.h..;;...;;.o..;;.t..;;.h..;;.e..;;.r"--r;:..o..:....;;.c..;;.k..;;.s_i..;;.n"--a..;;.r_e..;;.a.:.;,.: Probab1y simi 1ar to other s oi1 

samples. 

Probable ori Mixture of dark mantle and material mass wasted 

from Sculpt Hills. 

SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS: 78480 (soi1--skim sample at top of trench) 
Skim sample. 
Color: Gray. 
Apparent burial: Skimmed from upper 1/2 to 1 cm at edge of trench. 
Comparison with other rocks in area: Probably similar to other soil 
samples. 
Probable origin: Mixture of dark mantle and material mass wasted 
from Sculptured Hills. 
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SAMPLE: 78535-*, 78500, 78505-09, 78515-18 (565; 566) 
Station: 8 

Location: About 4 km northeast of LM, at base of Sculptured Hills 

south of Wessex Cleft. About 10-15 m northwest of LRV. 

Rock type: Rake and soi 1 samples. 

SAMPLE AREA CHARACTERISTICS 
SlopeS: Moderate, southwest (downslope). 
Fragment population 
Distribution and size range: Scattered pebbles, clods, and 
small rocks. 
Color: Gray. 
Shapes: Subrounded to subangular. 
Fillets: Poorly developed. 
Apparent burial: Minor to moderate. 
Dust cover: Thin. 
Fines 

Color: Dark gray to gray. 

Compaction: Moderate. 

Craters 
Distribution and size' range: Saturated with small (1 cm) 
c~aters; craters up to several meters diameter present but not 
common. 
Shape: Circular outlines, subdued; no prominent rims. 
Ejecta: Sparse. 
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS: 78535-* (rake sample) 
Size: Largest of about 10 rocks is 7 x 5 x 4 cm. 

Color: Dark gray and gray? 

Shape: Unknown. 

Apparent burial: Raked from upper few centimeters. 

Comparison with other rocks in area: Unknown. 

Probable origin: Probably a mixture of dark mantle, and subfloor 

materials and debris mass wasted from Sculptured Hills. 

SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS: 78500 (soil sample) 
Size: Mostly <1 cm, contains 8 fragments >1 cm (78505-09, 78515-18) 

Color: Dark gray and gray? 

Shape: Unknown. 

Apparent burial: Scooped from upper few centimeters. 

Comparison with other soil in area: Unknown~ 

Probable origin: Probably a mixture of dark mantle and subfloor 

materials and debris mass wasted from Sculptured Hills. 
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a) 	Pre-sampling, looking 
northwest. Area of 
the rake/soil sample 
at station 8. 
(142-21706) 
b) Post-sampling, looking 
west. Rake sample 
area at station 8. 
(142-21709) 
c) Post-sampling, looking 
northeast. Disturbed 
area after collection 
of rake/soil at 
station 8. (142-21712) 
SAMPLES 78535-*, 78500, 78505-09 AND 78515-18 
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SAMPLE: 79002*/79001* (37/50), 79215*, 79220, 79240,79260, (486), (483), 
(484), (485). 
Station: 9 

Location: Southeast flank of Van Serg crater ejecta blanket 

near LRV. 

Rock type: Drive tube, rock, and soil samples from trench. 

SAMPLE AREA CHARACTERISTICS 
Slopes: Gentle slope to southeast away from Van Serg crater. 
Fragment population 
Distribution and size range: Fragments from 2 to 20 em 
cover less than 3 percent of the surface. Larger fragments 
are scarce in the immediate area. 
Color: Gray. 
Shapes: Angular, subangu1ar. 
Fillets: Generally none. 
Apparent burial: Some rocks partly buried. 
Dust cover: None evident. 
Fines 
Color: Gray 
Compaction: Upper portion loose, readily compacted to 
show bootprints. 
Craters 
Distribution and size range: Two fresh 1 m craters in 
immediate area. 
Ejecta: Similar to local surface or slightly b1ockier. 
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS: 79002*/79001* (drive tube) 
Si ze: Double dri ve tube. 

Probable origin: Ejecta from Van Serg crater; may inc1 ude dark 

mantle uni t in upper part. 

SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS: 79215* (rock) 
Size: 5 x 15 em as seen in surface photograph. 

Color: Gray (described by crew as light-colored). 

Shape: Tabu1ar(?). 

Fillets: None. 

Apparent burial: None. 

Dust cover: None. 

Comparison with other rocks in area: Typical. 

Probable origin: Van Serg ejecta fragment. 

COMMENTS: Not specifically documented; tentatively identified in 
photograph by crew. 
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NOIlrH MASSIF 
+ 
During-sampling, looking north. (143-21837) 
(Inset 142-21827) 
SAMPLES 79002*/79001*, 79215*, 79220, 79240 AND 79260 
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS: 79220, 79240, 79260 (soil samples from trench) 
Color: 79220, 79240, from uppermost 7 em are gray; 79260, from 

lowest 10 em is light gray or white. 

Probable origin: Ejecta from Van Serg crater; upper 7 em (79220, 

79240) may be dark mantle material. 

COMMENTS: Trench: 	 79220, approximate depth 0-2 em 
79240, approximate depth 2-7 em 
79260, approximate depth 7-17 em 
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SAMPLE: 79035* (LR-13) 
Station: 9 

Location: Southeast flank of Van Serg crater ejecta blanket 

near LRV. 

Rock type: Brecci a. 

SAMPLE AREA CHARACTERISTICS 
Slopes: Gentle slope to southeast away from Van Serg crater. 
Fragment population: 
Distribution and size range: Specific ample locality unknown. 
In general area close to LRV fragments ranging from 2 to 30 em 
in diameter cover 1 to 3 percent of the surface. Larger 
fragments are scarse. 
Color: Gray. 
Shapes: Angular; some tabular boulders. 
Fillets: Generally none. 
Apparent burial: All degrees of burial occur. 
Dust cover: Not visible. 
Fines 
Color: Gray 
Compaction: Soft upper surface readily disturbed and 
compacted by boots. 
Craters 
Distribution and size range: Craters scarce; 2 fresh 1 m 
craters occur near LRV on its north and east si des. 
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS 
Size: 3 pieces: 7 x 10 x 14 cm; 3 x 4 x 5 cm; 3 x 6 x 9 cm. 

Color: Dark gray. 

Shape: Subrounded. 

Comparison with other rocks in area: Typical. 

Probable origin: Fragment of Van Serg crater ejecta. 

COMMENTS: Sample not documented. Collected close to LRV, possibly 
immediately to south (behind) or west (left) of LRV. Broken into 
3 pieces in transi t. 
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Pre-sampling, looking north. Sample 79035 
undocumented. Sample area probably behind 
or to left of LRV. (143-21857) 
SAMPLE 79035* 
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SAMPLE: 79115, 79120, 79135, 79510 (568), (569), (480=LR-12), (570) 
Station: 9 

Location: Southeast rim of Van Serg crater. 

Rock type: Fragments of a breccia boulde.r and nearby soil. 

SAMPLE AREA CHARACTERISTICS 
Slopes: Van Serg rim crest; no significant slope., 
Fragment population 
Distribution and size range: Fragments ranging from about 
2 to 30 cm cover approximately 10 percent of the surface 
of this part of the Van Serg rim. Maximum boulder size 
is about 1.5 m. 
Color: Mostly gray with scattered white inclusions up to 
about 2 em in diameter. Some boulders show distinct color 
banding. 
Shapes: Commonly angular, irregular. Some boulders are 
slabby or have closely spaced platy fractures. 
Fillets: Generally insignificant. 
Apparent burial: Most boulders appear partly buried. 
Dust cover: None visible; small inclusions visible in some 
boulders; large (1/2 m) inclusions seen by crew in boulders 
on crater floor; however, crew noted more dust on these rocks 
than at other localities. 
Pines' 
Color: Gray, similar to rocks. 
Compaction: Upper portion loose, readily compacted to show 
bootprints. 
Craters 
Distribution and size range: Craters negligible on Van Serg rim. 
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS: 79115 and 79135 (fr~gments from a single breccia 
boulder) 
Size: 79115 is an Bcm long fragment from the corner of the boulder; 

79135, about 15 em long I is from the boulder int.erior adjacent 

to 79115. Boulder is approximately 80 em long and 40 cm high. 

Color: Dark gray with scattered white inclusions up to 2 cm diameter. 

Shape: Irregular, angular, closely spaced platy fractures. 

Fillets: None. 

Apparent burial: None; sides overhang soil surface. 

Dust cover: None visible; crew reported obscuring dust on rock 

faces. 

Comparison with other rocks in area: Typical of most other 

rocks on this portion of Van Serg rim. 

Probable origin: Ejecta from Van Serg crater. 

COMMENTS: Rests on east rim of small crater (formed by its own impact?) 
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Pre-sampling, looking west. (142-21791) 
SAMPLES 79115, 79120 AND 79135 
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a) pre-sampling, looking 
north. (146-22414) 
b) 	Post-sampling, looking 
north . (146-22415) 
SAMPLES 79115, 79120, 79135 AND 79510 
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SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS: 79120, 79510 (soil) 
Probable origin: Van Serg ejecta or possibly dark mantle 
material (see 79220, 79240, 79260); may have been modified by 
gardening since its emplacement. 
COMMENTS: 79120 is soil collected adjacent to the boulder to a depth 
of 3 em. 79510 is soil and chips collected about 2/3 m east of boulder. 
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SAMPLE: 79155 (571) 
Station: 9 

Location: Southeast rim of Van Serg crater 

Rock type: Basalt, glass coated. 

SAMPLE AREA CHARACTERISTICS 
Slopes: Van Serg rim crest; no significant slope. 
Fragment population 
Distribution and size range: Fragments ranging from 
about 2 to 30 em cover approximately 10 percent of the 
surface of this part of the Van Serg rim. Maximum boulder 
size is about 1.5 cm. 
Color: Mostly gray with scattered white inclusions up to 
about 2 em in diameter. Some boulders show distinct color 
banding. 
Shapes: Commonly angular, irregular. Some boulders 
are slabby or have closely spaced platy fractures. 
Fillets: Generally insignificant. 
Apparent burial: Most boulders appear partly buried. 
Dust cover: None visible; small inclusions visible in some 
boulders; large (1/2 m) inclusions seen by crew in boulders 
on crater floor; however, crew noted more dust on these rocks 
than at other localities. 
Fines 
Color: Gray, similar to rocks. 
Compaction: Upper portion loose, readily , compated to show 
bootprints. 
Craters 
Distribution and size range: Craters negligible on Van Serg rim. 
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS 
Size: Baseball size. 

Color: Light brownish gray. 

Shape: Subrounded, subspheri cal. 

Comparison with other rocks in area: Basalt, in contrast to 

apparently more typical breccia. 

Probable origin: Fragment of subf100r basa1t--either excavated 

by Van Serg impact or deposi ted on Van Serg rim by ejection 

from a younger impact elsewhere. 

COMMENTS: Sample not photographically documented. Located about 2 m 
left (southwest?) of previous (79115, 79120 I 79135, 79 150 ) sample are a. 
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SAMPLE: 79160* (52Y) 
Station: 9 
Location: 
Rock type: 
Southeast 
Soil. 
rim of Van Serg crater. 
SAMPLE AREA CHARACTERISTICS 
Slopes: Van Serg rim crest; no significant slope. 
Fragment population 
Fines 
Distribution and size range: Fragments ranging from about 
2 to 30 cm cover approximately 10 percent of the surface 
of this part of the Van Serg rim. Maximum boulder size 
is about 1.5 m. 
Color: Mostly gray with scattered white inclusions up to 
about 2 cm in diameter. Some boulders show distinct color 
banding. 
Shapes: Commonly angular, irregular. Some boulders are 
slabby or have closely spaced platy fractures. 
Fillets: Generally insignificant. 
Apparent burial: Most boulders appear partly buried. 
Dust cover: None visible; small inclusions visible in some 
boulders; large (1/2 m) inclusions seen by crew in boulders 
on crater floor; however; crew noted more dust on these 
rocks than at other localities. 
Color: Gray; similar to rocks. 
compaction: Upper portion loose; readily compacted to show 
bootprints. 
Craters 
Distribution and size range: Craters negligible on Van Serg 
rim. 
-. 
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS: 
Probable origin: Van Serg ejecta or possibly dark mantle material 
(see 79220; 79240, 79260); may have been modified by "gardening" 
since Van Serg event. 
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Pre-sampling, looking southeast. 
(142-21825) 
SAMPLE 79160* 
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SAMPLE: 79175*, 79195* (481, 482) 
Station: 9 

Location: Southeast rim of Van Serg crater. 

Rock type: Glass agglutinate and breccia. 

SAMPLE AREA CHARACTERISTICS 
Slopes: Van Serg rim crest; no significant slope. 
Fragment population 
Distribution and size range: Fragments ranging from about 
2 to 30 cm cover approximately 10 percent of the surface 
of this part of the Van Serg rim. Maximum boulder size 
is about 1.5 m. 
Color: Mostly gray with scattered white inclusions up to 
about 2 cm in diameter. Some boulders show distinct color 
banding. 
Sha2es: commonly angular, irregular. Some boulders are 
slabby or have closely spaced platy fractures. 
Fillets: Generally insignificant. 
Apparent burial: Most boulders appear partly buried. 
Dust cOVer: None visible; small inclusions visible in some 
boulders; large (1/2 m) inclusions seen by creW in boulders 
on crater floor; however, crew noted more dust on these 
rocks than at other localities. 
Fines 
Color: Gray, similar to rocks. 
Com2action: Upper portion loose, readily compacted to show 
bootprints. 
Craters 
Distribution and size range: Craters negligible on Van Serg 
rim. 
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS: 79175* (glass agglutinate) 
Size: 15 x 7 x 5 em. 

Color: Gray. 

Sha2e: Irregular, angular, clinker-like, frothy. 

Fillets: None. 

Apparent burial: Appears to rest on surface. 

Dust cover: None visible in photographs. 

Comparison with other rocks in area: Similar clinkery-looking 

fragments are scattered nearby, but predominant rock type in 

area is breccia. 

Probable origin: Van Serg crater ejecta; molten at time of 

ejection. 
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a) Pre-samplin~i' lookinq b) Pre-sampling, looking 
northwest. 042-21795) south. (146-22421) 
c) post-sampling, looking south. 
(146-22422) 
SAMPLES 79175* AND 79195* 
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SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS: 79195* (breccia fragment) 
Size: 10 cm chip from edge of 30 x 15 x 10 cm boulder. 
Color: Gray. 

Shape: Subangular. 

Fillets: None. 

Apparent burial: None. 

Dust cover: None visible in photographs. 

Comparison with other rocks in area: Typical. 

Probable origin: Ejecta from Van Serg crater. 
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SAMPLES: 70315, 70320 (54Y, 53Y) 
Station: LRV-12 
Location: Near Sherlock crater between station 9 and LM. 
Rock type: Rock fragments and soil. 
SAMPLE AREA CHARACTERISTICS 
Slopes: Gentle to flat. 
Fragment .population: Abundant; about 5 percent of area covered. 
Fines 
Distribution and size range: Random; em to a few meters in size. 
Color: Medium gray; most are slightly lighter than soil clods. 
Mostly blocky to rounded blocky, rare rough, irregular. 
Present on larger blocks. 
Apparent burial: Large blocks mostly buried; smaller fragments 
perched to slightly buried. 
Present on large blocks. 
Medium gray. 
Compaction: Normal. 
Craters 
Distribution and size range: Widely separated, less than 5 m 
diameter, nearest to sample are 1 meter size. Only 1/3 crater 
diameter from rim of Sherlock. 
Subdued rim, shallow, except for 3 nearby 1 m size. 
Only in nearby 1 m size craters that have rim and 
blanket of clods. 
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS: 70315 (basalt) 
About 5 cm. 
Medium gray. 
Angular equant. 
None. 
Apparent burial: Slight. 
Dust cover: Not noted. 
Comparison with other rocks in area: Representative of subf100r 
basalt in area. 
Probable origin: Subf100r basalt probably ejected from a depth 
of 50-90 meters from Sherlock crater. 
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS: 70320 (soil) 
Color: Medium gray. 
Apparent burial: Scooped from upper 
Comparison with other soil in area: 
dark mantle. 
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few centimeters. 
Representative soil from 
Pre-sampling, looking southwest. Shows 
probable sampling area. (143-21893) 
SAMPLES 70315 AND 70320 
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Table 1. Contents of containers. Listed in order of opening in LRL 
processing lines. 
SCB-2 SCB-4 
(opened in NNPL 12/21/72) (opened in NNPL 12/22/72) 
Container LRL decade Container LRL decade 
number1 number2 number 1 number2 
LR-3 3 70035 DB 567 4 78150 

10E 70130 DB 566 78500 

Residue 70030 DB 549 78480 

DB 565 78530 

DB 548 78420 

DB 546 78250 

DB 563 78130 

DB 551 78440 

DB 564 78230 

DB 561 77110 

DB 559 76500 

DB 558 76530 

DB 562 77130 

DB 538 76290 

DB 537 76270 

DB 536 76250 

DB 556 76230 

DB 535 76210 

DB 312 76240 

DB 472 76280 

DB 313 76260 

LR-6 76015 

Residue 76010 
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Table 1. continued. 
SRC-2 SCB-5 
(opened in SNAP 12/27/72) (opened in NNPL 1/3/73) 
Container LRL decade Container LRL decade 
number l number2 number l number2 
DB 469 (LR-5) 
DB 510 
70019 
74240 
49Y/48Y 
SESC7 2 
76030 
70011 
DB 509 74220 55Y 70170 
DB 511 74260 53Y 70230 
DB 518 72350 SOY 78120 
DB 519 72370 DB 485 79260 
DB 466 75070 54Y 70310 
DB 467 75080 47Y 76130 
DB 464 75050 DB 484 79240 
DT 5 U35/L44 74002/74001 46Y 76120 
DT U31 73002 DB 483 79220 
DT L46 (CSVC) 6 73001 DB 570 79510 
DB 465 75060 DB 569 79120 
Residue 74010 DB 571 79150 
DB 480 (LR-12) 79135 
DB 568 79110 
Residue 79010 
SRC-1/SCB-1 BSLSS Bag 
(opened in SNAP 1/4/73) (opened in NNPL 1/10/73) 
Container LRL decade Container LRL decade 
number l number2 number l number2 
DB 455 71040 DT L52 70012 
LR-1 70018 DB 108 70070 
DB 458 (457) 8 71530 LR-13 79035 
DB 459 71500 LR-15 70017 
DB 456 71060 LR-14 70215 
DB 457 (458) 8 71530 LR-10 77035 
DB 460 70230 LR-7 76055 
DB 474 70160 DB 560 76330 
DB 478 71150 Residue 70050 
DB 475 70180 
DB o!l79 71170 
DB 477 71130 
DB 476 71030 
DB 454 71050 
Residue 71010 
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Table 1. Continued. 
~ 
(opened in NNPL 1/15/73) 
Container LRL decade 
number l number2 
31E 73130 

22E 70250 

12E 74230 

DB 503 74210 

26E 72130 

42Y 74120 

23E 70270 

41Y 74110 

29E 72160 

43Y 75110 

DB 461 74270 

DB 502 72500 

44Y 75120 

DB 507 72730 

DB 506 72460 

DB 495 (LR-4) 72275 
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SCB-8 

(continued) 
Container LRL decade 
number l number2 
DB 508 72700 

DB 505 72440 

DB 499 72390 

DB 500 72320 

DB 504 72430 

DB 501 72530 

DB 494 72250 

DB 497 72240. 

DB 498 72260 

DB 496 72220 

Residue 72010 

Table 1. continued. 
SCB-6 SCB-7 
(unopened as of 1/21/73) (unopened as of 1/21/73) 

predicted contents predicted contents. 

ContainAr LRL decade container LRL decade 

number number2 number number2 

27E 72140 45Y 70290 
28E 72150 52Y 79160 
30E 73120 DB 481 79170 
32E 73150 DB 482 79190 
40Y 73140 DB 486 79210 
DB 462 75010 DB 534 76220 
DB 463 75030 DB 539 76310 
DB 512 74250 DB 540 77510 
DB 514 72210 DB 541 (LR-9) 77017 
DB 515 72230 DB 542 77510 
DB 516 72310 DB 543 77070 
DB 517 72330 DB 544 77090 
DB 520 73220 DB 545 78220 
DB 521 73240 DB 550 78460 
DB 522 73260 DB 557 76320 
DB 523 73280 DT U37/L50 79002/79001 
DB 524 73230 DT L48 76001 
DB 525 73250 Residue 77010 
DB 526 73270 
DB 527 73210 
Residue 73010 
lsequence of samples is order of unpacking. 
2Except for loose rocks and special containers, only the LRL decade number 
is given. For a complete list of LRL sample numbers in documented bags 
as of this date, see Table 4. 
3Loose rock. 
4Documented bag. 
5Drive tube. 
6core sample vacuum container. 
7Specia1 environmental sample container. 
8Contents of DB 458 and 457 combined in the LRL. 
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Table 2. Cross-reference of lunar samples with locations, photographs, 
Apollo-Elapsed-Time, and excerpts from the air-to-ground transcript. 
EXPLANATION OF ITEMS: 
Sample number. Samples are referred to. by both lunar container numbers 
and their equivalent LRL numbers, in sequence by th,e time of their col­
lection during the three EVA traverses. LRL numbers are assigned by 
the Curator, Lunar Receiving Laboratory. The numbers used in this 
table are the actual or projected* numbers applied to samples contained 
in different documented bags, as of January 15, 1973. * indicates 
proposed number for the accompanying documented bag not yet opened or not 
in the inventory listing as of January IS, 1973. 
Weight. Weights are those shown on the LRL inventory as of .January IS, 
1973. Weights in parentheses refer to an entire sample that was undivided 
as of the date of listing. 
Sample type. This column is used to identify samples or for explanatory 
comments. 
Lunar surface photographs. Documentary lunar surface photographs are 
listed by film magazine and NASA photograph number, i.e. 138-21143. A 
NASA prefix of AS17- to all photographs has been omitted for brevity. 
Explanatory acronyms following photograph numbers are as follows: 
XSB, XSA, XSD refer to cross-sun photographs taken before, after, 
or during collection of samples. 
DS refers to a down-sun photograph, and LOC refers to "locator." 
AE911o-elapsed-time (AET). This is the true mission elapsed time, shown 
in days: hours: minutes: seconds (e.g. 05 22 53 49). Times are taken from 
the Apollo 17 Technical Air-to-Ground Voice Transcription (MSC-07629) 
prepared by the Test Division, Apollo Spacecraft Program Office, NASA, 
Houston, Texas. Because a time was not given for every statement in the 
transcript, we have added a plus (+) to the preceding AET for each 
subsequent statement having no AET assigned. 
Crew comments. These are excerpts from the Technical Air-to-Ground Voice 
Transcription, selected for geologically descriptive content with specific 
or general reference to samples. 
Note. Soil samples that end with digit 1, shown. as 1 mm fines, are <1 mm. 
Rocks, chips or fragments, with LRL numbers ending in digits 5-9, are >1 em. 
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CROSS-REFERENCE OF LUNAR SAlIPLES WITH LOCATIons, PliOTOGRlJ>I1S, APOLLO-ELl'..PSED THIES, 
AND EXCERPTS FROH THE AIR-TO-GROUND TRAnSCRIPT 
SAMPLE 
NUMBER 
WEIGHT 
(G) 
SAl.n>LE TYPE LUNAR-SURFACE 
PI! OTOG RAPHS 
AET CRE.v COl:lHENTS 
EVA 1 - STATION: Ll-1 
04 18 34 09 CDR WE DIW'T HAvt AU AWFUL LOT OF DUST on LANDING 1 , 
BU'll I CAn DIG HY FOOT IN B OR 10 IilOIES, AND I 
KNOW iiE'RE AT LEAST THAT THICK. THERE'S A SMALL 
LITTLE 1-l-lETER CRATER RIGHT In FRONT OF US WITH 
A ~mOLE HESS OF GLASS RIGHT IN THE HIDDLE. THAT'S 
RIGHT IN FRO~T OF THE HESA, AS A NATTER OF FACT. 
RIGHT WHERE I WANT TO PARK THE ROVER. 
04 
04 
1 a 36 39 
18 36+ 
CDR 
LMP 
ALL THESE LITTLE CRATERS HAVE GOT GLASS IN 
BOTTOH OF THEH. HERE'S ANOTHER OUE. 
TIIERJ:: 's VERY CLEAR SvlEEPING OF THE SURFACE 
THE DESCENT PLUME OUT ABOUT 15 ~!ETERS. 
THE 
BY 
04 18 37+ LHP THE SURFACE IS HODERATELY COHESIVE, iVHICH HOLDS 
A PRETTY GOOD BOOTPRINT - VERY FINE GRAIN. GENE'S­
LOOKS VERY MUCH LIKE PREVIOUS SOILS. 
.., 
..... 
<:) 
70018 51.58 GLASS FRAGMENT 
04 
04 
04 
04 
18 
18 
18 
18 
52+ 
55+ 
59+ 
59+ 
11.n> 
CDR 
CDR 
CDR 
A GLASS BOTT~1 CRATER WITH A LITTLE BENCH. 
LOOKS LIKE onE OF THE FLAGSTAFF EXPLOSION CRATERS 
EXCEPT FOR THE GLASS IN IT. RIGHT OUT AT 12 
O'CLOCK. THAT'S THE ONE I WAS TALKING ABOUT, ABOUT 
HAVING A BRIGHT HALO. 
THERE'S A PIECE OF GLASS I PICKED UP. I'M GOING 
TO SET IT RIGHT ON THE FLOOR OF TIlE ROVER. 
I PUT A LITTLE PIECE OF GLASS I PICKED UP RIGHT 
BY THE ROVER, HERE. 
JUST A LITTLE PIECE. I'M GOING TO LEAVE IT RIGIIT 
BEHIND YOUR FOOTSTOOL. IT JUST SPARKLED AT ME 
I HAD TO PICK IT UP. 
05 
05 
05 
05 
05 
05 
05 
05 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
36+ 
36+ 
36+ 
36+ 
36+ 
36+ 
36+ 
43+ 
LMP 
CDR 
LMP 
CDR 
UIP 
CDR 
LMP 
LMP 
OK. GENE, WHERE'S THAT - YOU WANT TO PUT THAT 
LITTLE ROCK? 
YES, IS IT THERE? 
WELL, ~I1HAT DID YOU DO WITII IT? 
IT WAS ON THE FLOOR ON tfY SIDE. 
YOUR SIDE? 
THERE IT IS1 LET HE GET IT. 
WE CAN PUT THAT IN ONE OF THE CORE TUBE SLOTS HERE. 
TIlE ROCK THAT GENE PICKED UP -EARLY - RIGHT AT THE 
START, IS IN A CORE TUBE SLOT IN THE SRC 1. 
04 19 10+ LMP 	 AT TIlE SACRIFICE OF flY CLEA.~LINESS, HOUSTon, THE 
BASIC DRIGIIT-COLORED ROCK TYPE lit THE AREA LOOKS 
VERY rrucil LIKE THE CRISTOBALITE GABBROS OF THE ­
I DI al' T S BE CRIS TOBALITE, BUT IT LOOKS LI KE TIlE 
GABBROS III THE HARE BASALT SUITE. THE COJl.RSE-
GRAInED CLINOPYROXENE PLAGIOCLI.5E ROCKS. 
04 19 19 34 LMP 	 HOUSTON, I I VE SEEn AN AWFUL LOT OF ROCKS, 1.5 I 
WORKED HERE. THEY LOOK JUST LII<E THOSE PYROXENE 
GABBROS THAT I MENTIONED. THE PYROXENE'S 
IRRIDESCENT IN THE BRIGHT SUN. THE GRAIN SIZE 
f.lEAN IS 2 l1ILLIUETERS WITH MAX MAYBE UP AT 3 OR 4. 
AND IT LOOKS LIKE PREDOMINANTLY A PYROXENE PLAGIO­
CLASE ROCK - CLINOPYROXENE, BUT I HAVEN'T LOOKED 
AT IT REAL CLOSELY. 
PROPOSED ROCK 	 04 19 28+ UfP - - JUST BEHIUD THE LH IN THAT FJlJ:RLY FP-ESH CRATER, 
SAMPLE I PICKED UP AN EXAMPLE OF THE KIND OF GABBRO I 
(NOT RETURNED) WAS TALKING ABOUT. AND I'LL STICK IT IN THE BIG 
BAG, EXCEPT THE BIG BAG HAS DISAPPEARED. 
04 19 50+ CDR 	 JACK, I PUT THAT THERE TO HOLD THE SRC OOWN. 
04 19 50+ LMP 	 THAT'S ALRIGHT, I JUST PUT OUR SAl.fPLE IN IT. 
IT'S IN THE BOTTOM OF THE BAG. IT'S ABOUT 8 BY 
5 CENTIMETERS BY 3 CENTIMETERS. SLIGHTLY TABULAR. 
04 19 50+ CC tiE COpy THAT. IN THE BIG BAG. 
(TIIIS SAMPLE liAS NOT RETURNED) 
EVA 1 - STATION: 	 ALSEP 
.... '" N DRILLING HEAT 04 20 52+ CC - AND GENO, YOU'RE LEANING PRETTY HEAVY FORWARD 
FLOW HOLES ON THAT DRILL. 
(NO SAMPLE) 04 20 52+ CDR SHE'S GOING IN LIKE SHE'S IN SOME PRETTY DEAD 
STUFF, AND THEU I HIT SOME ROCK HERE. 
04 20 5.2+ CDR IT SOUNDS TO ME LIKE SHE'S CHIPPERING AWAY THROUGH 
ROCK. MAY BE JUST l>. LITTLE LONGER DRILLING HOLE 
THAll IT WAS AT THE CAPE. 
0" 20 55 U CDR BOB, SHE'S GOI!lG HI - BUT nOT WITHOUT A LITTLE BIT 
OF RESISTAllCE. 
0" 20 55+ CDR EVERY ONCE IN A WHILE, SHE BREAKS THROUGH A SOFT 
SPOT. 
0" 20 59+ CDR 	 IT I S OBVIOUS TIIAT I '1-1 GOING THROUGH SOME PRETTY 
TOUGH STUFF. CONSOLIDATED HATERIAL, LIKE ROCK 
FRAGMENTS, AND THEN IT BREAKS THROUGH; AND THEN IT 
JUlfPS FOR ABOUT 3 OR " INCHES rum THEN I HIT 
SOME 110RE FRAGMENTS. 
0" 21 28+ CDR 	 BOB, I OCCASIONALLY HIT STUFF AND IT SPITS THIS 
WHOLE DRILL BACK AT ME. KNOCKS IT BACK ABOUT A 
HALF AN INCH OR SO, rum THEIl IT WILL BITE THROUGH 
IT. 
0" 21 28+ CDR 	 UY GENERAL Il4PRESSION IS THAT THERE IS AN AWFUL 
LOT OF FRAGI-mN'TS I 'N BUSTING UP OOliN THERE. 
0" 21 28+ CDR 	 THAT LAST 6 INCHES, I RI:ALLY C1"·1E INTO S01:IETHIUG 
HARD; BUT IT I S DOliN ALL THE WAY. 
COOSS-REFERENCE OF LUNAR SAJIPLES \HTH LOCATIONS, PHOTOGRAPHS, APOLLO-ELAPSED TIllES, 
AND EXCERPTS FOOM THE AIR-TO-GROUND TRANSCRIPT 
SAl-1PLE WEIGHT SAMPLE TYPJ:; LUNAR-SURFACE AET CREW COUllENTS 
NUMBER (G) PHOTOGRAPHS 
EVA 1 - STATION: ALSEP 
70001 (BIT)29.78 DEEP CORE 136-20720 XSA 04 21 38+ CDR OK. I'M GOING TO GO BElIIND A ROCK OVER THERE IN 
70002 207.8 THAT DEPRESSION. BOB YOU DO WANT THE CORE IN A 
70003 244.07 DEPRESSION, RIGHT? 
70004 238.8 04 21 38+ CC THAT'S AFFIRMATIVE, GENO. 
70005 240.7 
70006 234.2 04 21 42 29 CDR I'll GOING TO PUT IT RIGHT IN THIS DEPRESSION. 
70007 179.4 04 21 42+ Ll-IP THERE, GET THE MIDDLE OF THAT. 
70008 261.0 04 21 42+ CDR IT'S A SHALLOW ONE. IF I GO OVER THERE, I'll NOT 
70009 143.3 SHIELDED, JACK. 
(TOP) 04 21 42+ !lIP NO, THAT'S GOOD. GET IN THE lU DDLE • GET IT IN 
THAT PLACE. 
04 21 42+ CDR IT'S ONLY ABOUT A 4-HETER DEPRESSION. 
04 22 03 111 CDR HEY, BOB, WOULD YOU SETTLE FOR ABOUT 8 INCHES OUT 
OF THE GroUND? IT'S ABOUT AS LOW AS I CAN GET. 
'"... 
'" 
04 
04 
22 
22 
03+ 
03+ 
CDR 
CDR 
I'M WITHIN 
AN INCH OF 
AN INCH OF THE WHITE STRIPES. 
THE WHITE STRIPES, BOB. 
04 22 03+ CDR I WAS ABLE TO PULL THE CORE OUT WITH THE DRILL, 
ABOUT 3 INCHES. AND IT'S ALL JACKING I-iATERIAL 
FROM THERE OUT. 
04 22 03+ CDR I JUST PUT A PLUG IN THE TOP OF THAT CORE: AND IT 
DISAPPEARED FOOM SIGHT DOWN THE CENTER OF THE CORE. 
I'LL PUT A CAP ON IT, TOO: BUT I iiANT TO PLUG IT 
FIIlST. I WANT TO GET THE RnfMER TO PLUG IT DOWN. 
04 22 07 43 LMP WHERE DO YOU WAl1T THE FOCUS ON THE PA..~ TO BE? 
04 22 07+ LMP ABOUT 15 FEET? 
04 22 07+ CDR THAT'S STRANGE, THAT PLUG WAS TOO SMALL FOR THE 
CORE. 
04 22 07+ CDR I RAN THAT PLUG - TWO-THIRDS OF THE WAY DOWN THE 
RAMMER, AND IT HIT SOLID PAYDIRT. 
04 22 07+ CDR AND I'LL PUT A CAP ON IT FOR YOU, TOO. 
04 22 11+ CDR THAT'S CAP ALPHA THAT'S ON THE CORE. 
04 22 11+ CDR MAN, IT DION' T FEEL LIKE THIS STUFF WAS THAT HARD. 
042211+ CDR SEE IF I CAN GET IT OUT. I MAY BE JACKING THE 
TREADLE DOHN INTO TUE SURFACE. 
04 22 15+ CDR COt-IE ON BABY. I'I-1 GOING TO GET THIS THING OUT, 
NOW THAT I GOT IT. 
04 22 15+ CDR I HOPE - THIS CORE IS APPRECIATED. 
04 22 15+ CDR MAN, I DON'T KNOI'l WHAT IT'S IN. 
04 22 15+ UIP I WAS AFRAI D THAT i'10ULD HAPPEN - WITH ALL THOSE 
ROCKS. 
04 22 15+ CDR YES, BUT IT DION' T GO IN THAT HARD. 
011 22 77+ COr. I'VE r.OT J'. nELH'ATE rORE IN mT:p. lllJlD, 1\";0 1'/' 'l'FlYINI'; 
Tr, GF'l' SOMF. rm:>r: CJ'.PS H! THE OTPFJ:. YOT:' D BF. I';J,JlD 
TO KI"OW IT'S FULL, !lOB. ,~'m WEILr: I",f THE 0f!LY 
Ot;!" TO !'EF TI!P. BOTTorf END RIGHT HON, I'~..y GOING TO 
TFJ L YOP, IT LOOKS LIKE TliIlJl.'1' I'M WALKING (,:tJ, BUT 
IT'S OBVIOUSLY NOT POWDEl"Y. IT'S OBVIOUSLY \1ERY 
COHFSlVE. THF. BOTTm~ OF THE CORE IS NOT F,!I100TH, 
I'!" S VERY J ".GrlEDY, Jl.ND F RAGf.'lRNT l-L-LIKE. 
04 22 27+ CDR THF COPF. IS FILLED TO WITHIN AN EIGHTH OR 
CFPTJI.INLY LESS THJ'.N J.. QUARTER OF 1I~ INCH FROf-' 
THE BIT. 
04 22 27+ CDR IT'S GOT BF1WO ON JlND THE PLUG HAS BEEN DISCARDED. 
04 22 35+ CDR CAP CHARLIE IS OPPOSITE ALPHA, THAT WAS THE FIRST 
3-SECTION. 
04 22 35+ CDR I CJI.N'T SEE WHl-T IT IS - I GUESS DFLTA AND ECHO 
IS THE 2-SECTION CORE. DELTA BEING ADJACENT TO 
THE FIRST SFCTION OF 3. 
04 22 43+ CDR THE LAST ONE IS FOXTROT, JI.ND IT'S ON TIGHT. 
CDR OKAY, BOB, I'M BREAKING DOWN THE CORE JI.T THE TAIL 
END OF THE ROVER, HERE. 
CC OKAY, CONGP~TULATIONS. 
CDR 'I'.'ELL, DON'T DO IT YET, I HAVEN'T GOTTEN IT BROKEN 
II.> 
'"
..., 
DOWN YET. BUT I GOT IT OUT OF THE GROUND WITH A 
LITTLE HELP • 
CDR OKAY, FIRST PIECE OF THREE SECTIONS - BOB, IT'S 
FULL. 
CC OKAY, BEAUTIFUL. 
CDR J'.ND I HAVE TO TELL YOU WHICH END I'M TAKING IT 
FROM. I DON'T REMEf-'BER WHICH END I'VE GOT HERE. 
CC THJlT'S J'.I,L RIGHT, SINCE WE GOT THE CAP AND ALFA ON 
ONF END AND BRAVO ON THE OTHER END - BR)l.VO. 
CDR MAN! THERE'S A CAP THAT'S GOING TO BE TOUGH TO GET 
ON. I PUT THAT ON WITH 11 HAMMER. OH BOY. 
CDR HEY, BOB, CAP CHARLIE IS OPPOSITE ALFA, THAT WAS 
THE FIRST 3-SECTION. 
CDR OK~Y, BOB - I CAN'T SEE WHAT IT IS - I GUFSS DELTA 
AND FCHO IS THE - THE 2-SECTION CORE. DFLTA BEING 
A..DJACENT TO THE FIRST SECTION OF 3. 
04 22 43 OB CC FlOGER, COpy THAT, GENE. 
CDR OKJI.Y, BABY, JUST GO ON THERE - NICE. THE LAST -
THE LA~T ONE IS FOXTROT. AND IT'S ON TIGHT. 
CDR - - - BOB, DID I GIVE YOU THE LAST CAP? 
CC THJ.T'S OKAY, GENF-. WE DON'T REALLY NEED IT - THE 
WAY THEY'RE BROKEN DOWN, THERE'S NO PROBLEM. THE 
323 STl'.Nns OUT AND THE BRAVO ON THE BIT END -
TRE'RE'S NO PROBJ~EH THERE. 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
CROSS-REFERENCE OF LUNAR S.ruIPLES NITH LOCATIONS, PHOTOGRAPHS, APOLLO-ELAPSED Tnu::S, 

AND EXCERPTS FR01-l TIlE AIR-TO-GROUND TRAlISCRIPT 

SAMPLE WEIGHT SAMPLE TYPE LUNAR-SURFACE AET CREtJ COHHEHTS 
NUMBER (G) PHOTOGRAPHS 
EVA 1 - STATION: ALSEP 
011 21 112+ Ll:IP AS I WAS SAY ING, BOB, ALL THESE BIG aLOCKS THAT 
I I VE LOOKE D AT LOOK LIKE TIlE GABBROI C roCK TIIAT 
I l'lAS TALKING ABOUT - POSSIBLY UPWARDS OF 50­ ' 
PERCEnT PLAGIOCLASE RATHER THAN 30 LIYJ: THE HARE -
BUT AN IUTERMEDIATE GABBRO OF S011E KIND. h~D ONE 
BIG BLOCK THERE HAD VERY SHARPLY DEFINED - PARALLEL 
PARTING PLANES. I TIIINK THERE IS A FOLIATION OF 
lIINERALS THAT PARALLEL THAT PARTING, BUT I'LL 
HAVE TO CHECK IT OUT. 
011 21 116+ LMP THOSE PARTING PLANES GO THroUGH THE WHOLE BOULDER 
ON THE ORDER OF AT LEAST 3 "lETERS LONG IN OUTCROP. 
BAG 10E 011 22 211+ Ll-IP BAG 1 0 ECHO IS A SAlIPLE OF A VERY LARGE BOULDER 
70130 12.18 RESIDUE FINES 1117-22535 XSB THAT'S JUST BEYOND GEOPHONE 3. JUST WEST - JUST 
70135 4116.30 ROCK SOUTH. 
6 10.65 ROCK 1117-22536 XSB 011 22 24+ LMP SOUTlJ OF GEOPHOUE 3 - SOUTHWEST. AND I GOT A FEW 
7 6.16 ROCK PHOTOS TO DOCUMENT THE BOULDER. I'M NOT SURE I 
8 3.66 ROCK DOCU:t-IENTED THE SAMPLE, THOUGH. 
'" 
9 3 .16 ROCK 011 22 211+ UIP IT I S THE SAl4E KIND OF ROCK I SAW aEAR THE LM - AND 
..... 
.... 701115 3.07 ROCK THE GABBRO - I I ~i BEGINNING TO LEAN TOWARDS 50 
6 1.71 ROCK PERCENT PLAGIOCLASE, THOUGH. 
7 1.35 ROCK 
8 0.92 ROCK 011 22 31+ Ll1P I SEE NO CLEAR ALIGNMENT OF PLAGIOCLASE OR 
9 0.95 ROCK PYROXENE IN THIS ROCK. THATIS THE ONE IHTH THE 
70155 0.77 ROCK PARTING IN IT. IT LOOKS AS IF - INTEGRATING WHAT 
6 0.63 ROCK liVE SEEN HERE AND OVER AT THE BIG roCK - THE GEO­
7 0.57 ROCK PHONE roCK - THAT THE LAYERING OR THE FOLIATION 
OR THE PARTING, \'iHICHEVER IT IS, IS TIlE RESULT OF 
VARIATIONS IN VESICLE CONCEN'TRATIONS. THE SAMPLE 
10 ECIIO IS A SAMPLE OF THE MORE COARSELY VESICULAR 
ROCK. I COULD NOT GET ONE OF THE FIHER - l·DRE 
FINELY OR NONVESlCULAR FRAGMENTS. BUT I GOT 
PICTURES OF IT. 
04 22 31+ CC CAN YOU SEE ANY EVIDENCE OF SOIL ON TOP OF SOME OF 
THESE ltEDIUM-SIZED BOULDERS? 
011 22 31+ L11P THEREIS SOIL. A LITTLE BIT OF DUST IN' SOME OF THE 
HOLES. BUT THERE'S NOT ENOUGH TO SAMPLE AT THIS 
POIUT. I MAY FIND SOHE LATER. 
011 22 31+ LMP VESICLE WALLS DO NOT SEE1-~ TO BE AS SHINY. HOST OF 
THErt SEEH TO HAVE DUST IN TIiEli. 
04 22 31+ Ll1P THE VESICLES ARE NOT CLEANLY SPHERICAL - TIlEY I RE 
SPHERICAL BUT THEY HAVE FAIRLY ROUGH OUTLINES. 
THEY LOOK AS IF THERE'S BEEN SOHE RECRYSTALLIZATION. 
011 22 31+ Ll1P I PICKED THE WROl'JG ROCK TO SAl1PLE WITH A SCOOP, 
I'LL TELL YOU THAT. 
011 22 116 1111 LUP RIGHT NON, 10 ECHO IS IN HY SUIT POCKET, I HOPE. 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
BAG 474 136-20718 OSA 04 22 35+ Ll1P BAG 174 - 474, 474, SOIL FPDN NEXT TO THIS BIG ROCK, 
70160 315.6 FILIJ:!T SOIL 136-20719 OSA IT I S THE FI LLET. I CAN I T GET A cnU'.lK OF THE ROCK. 
CC COpy 1 174, FILLET BESIDE THE DIG ROCK. AND, JACK, 
WHILE YOU CortING BACK HERE TO THE ROVER, WHY DON'T 
YOU GET ONE HORE ROVER SAUPLE IN THE VICINITY or THE 
DEEP DRILL, WHILE YOU AND Gram GET READY TO TAKE ON 
THE CORE STEIlS. • •• 
BAG 475 LMP qKAY, YOU WANT HE TO GET A - YOU WANT TO BREAK THAT 
70180 93.2 RESERVE FINES 136-20720 LOC AND I I LL GO GE'r THIS AHPLE, GENE. 
1 157.1 1 HH FINES 136-20721 XSB CDR YES. I'LL - I'LL BREAK THIS JACK1 NO SWEAT. 
2 4.63 1-2 	 136-20722 XSA LMP GENE HAS PRETTY WELL CHEWED UP THE GOOUND. I HELPED 
3 3.12 2-4 	 HnI. DO YOU WANT HE TO GET A LITTLE WAYS M'lAY 
4 1.68 4-10 	 FOOl1 IT? 
70185 466.6 ROCK CC 	 STAND BY. I DON'T THINK WE'RE INTERESTED IN A SUR­
FACE SAJ.1PLE IN THE LAST TOP LITTLE BIT I THINK, IT'S 
JUST A - ••• - JUST A SURFACE SAJ.1PLE. STAnD BY 1. 
CC ANYTHING THERE IN THE DIRT, JACK. IT DOESN'T HAVE 
TO BE A SKIM SAMPLE OF ANY SORT. 
04 22 35+ LMP THERE'S A MIXTURE OF SOIL AND A ROCK IN 475. 
04 22 35+ THE SOIL CAJ.IE FROH ABOUT 0 TO 5 CENTIMETERS. 
04 22 35+ AND IT'S ABOUT 3 METERS FOOM THE HOLE. 
04 22 35+ LliP 	 IT'S ABOUT 3 METERS FOOH. THE HOLE. I GOT 
STEREO BEFORE AT 11 FEET AND ONE AFTER AT 11 ~ 
In 	 FEET. 
EVA 1 - STATION 1A 
04 23 25+ LMP 	 WE'RE ABOUT 15 METERS FROl-f A 20-METER 
BLOCKY RIHMED CRATER. IT'S ABOUT 3 TO 4 
UETERS DEEP. ALL THE BLOCKS ON THE RIl<1 LOOK LIKE 
TUE PYROXENE, PLAGIOCLASE GABBRO - THE VESICULAR 
ROCKS SEEN AT THE Ll<I. AT LEAST ALL THAT I' VE 
SEEN SO FAR. 
04 23 25+ CC IS THIS CRATER TO THE CAST OR WEST? 
04 23 27 01 LMP IT'S TO THE NORTllWEST OF THE ROVER. 
04 23 27+ Ll-1P THE VESICLE POPULATION VARIES FRO}'I ABOUT A 
l<lILLlMETER TO 1 CENTIMETER. IT FORl1S ABOUT 15 
PERCENT OF THE ROCK - 10 TO 15. AND I'VE GIVEN YOU 
GRAIN SIZE FOR THE ROCKS NEAR THE LH AND THAT GOES 
NELL FOR THIS ONE. 
04 23 27+ Ll1P 	 THERE IS - THE PARTING THAT I HENTIONED, STILL OF 
Sm'IEl'1l-iAT UNKNOON ORIGIN, A.."lD WE'LL TRY AND GET A 
SAHPLE ALONG A PARTInG PLANE. IT'S CLEARLY EVIDENT 
IN ONE OF THE D IGGE R BLOCKS. 
CROSS-REFERENCE OF LUUAR SAUPLES \UTH LOCATIONS, PHOTOGRAPHS, APOLLO-ELAPSED TIMES, 
AND EXCEPJ>TS FROH THE AIR-TO-GROUND TRANSCRIPT 
SAMPLE WEIGHT SAt~LE TYPE LUNAR-S URFACE AET CREW CmlMENTS 
NUl-mER (G) PHOTOGRAPHS 
EVA 1 - STATION: 1A 
BAG 476 04 23 29+ CDR OK, YOU GOT ONE PICKED OUT? 
71030 (313.4) CHIPS OF VESlCULAR 04 23 29+ LUP YES, LET'S HIT THIS - SEE IF WE CAN WORK ON THAT 
1 BASALT AND SOIL ONE, IT'S AT THE EDGE, BUT WE CAN CHIP AT THE 
2 PARTING PLANE. AND THAT'S ONE OF THE THINGS 
3 THAT'S COME UP THAT I THINK IS OF INTEREST THAT 
4 134-20394 XSB WE'VE GOT TO FIGURE OUT WHY THEY HAVE THAT 
71035 134-20395 XSB FOLIATION IN THEM. 
6 04 23 29+ CDR BOY, THAT ROCK IS ONE OF THE MORE VESICULAR ONES 
7 134-20396 XSA I'VE SEEN AIDUND. 
136-20739 os 04 23 29+ LMP WELL, THEY'RE ALL ABOUT THAT, GENE. THEY'RE 
136-20740 LOC EITHER THAT OR HlXED WITH THAT VARIETY. IN THE 
SAME BOULDER, YOU'LL SEE A NONVESICULAR - A 
RELATIVELY NONVESICULAR. 
011 23 29+ LMP - - THAT'S THE DOWN-S UN • OK, RIGHT INTO THE SUN. 
04 23 29+ LMP RIGHT AT THAT OVERLAPPING FRACTURE, HUH? 
04 23 29+ CDR YES. 
04 23 29+ LMP LET ME GET WHERE I CAN HAYBE SAVE THE ROCK. 
IF YOU Ch~ HOOK YOUR -
04 23 29+ CDR I'M GOING TO TRY AND GET IT RIGHT UP ON TOP IS 
'"..... 04 23 29+ LMP 
WHERE I' D LIKE TO -
IF YOU HIT IT ON THE RIGHT SIDE, IT'LL GO THIS 
WAY, MAYBE. THERE YOU GO. 
04 23 29+ CDR PIECE RIGHT THERE. 
04 23 29+ UfP I CAN GET ANOTHER ONE, TOO. TRY ANOTHER ONE 1 DON'T 
LOSE THAT ONE. 
04 23 29+ CDR LET ~m GET THAT ONE FOR YOU. 
04 23 29+ LMP I CAN GET IT. 
04 23 29+ CDR GOT IT? WHOOPS. CAN YOU KEEP IT IN SIGHT HERE FOR 
A MINUTE? IS THAT IT? 
04 23 29+ UfP YES. GO AHEAD. TRY HITTING - THERE YOU GO. CAN 
YOU USE THE OTHER END AGAINST THE RIGHT S IDE OF THE 
ROCK? 
04 23 29+ CDR IT'S COMING. 
04 23 29+ LMP THAT'S ALL RI GHT. 
04 23 29+ CDR I'LL GET THAT ONE, WAIT A MINUTE. 
04 23 29+ U.fP BE CAREFUL DOWN IN THERE. 
04 23 29+ CDR THE WHOLE THING IS GOING TO FRACTURE OFF HERE, IN 
A MINUTE. 
~ 04 23 29+ CDR IT'S TRYING TO FALL. 
04 23 29+ UfP DON'T WEAR YOUR HA.'1O OUT. THAT'S GOOD GENE. 
04 23 29+ CDR WAIT A HIUUTE. LET HE GIVE ONE ~IORE WHACK. THE 
WHOLE THING IS - NO, THAT'S TOO TIGHT. LET I,m GET 
THAT OTHER PIECE -
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------
04 23 32 21 LHP BAG 476 IS THE roCK SAMPLE rlITH A LITTLE BIT 
OF THE SOIL NEAR IT - WITH A CHIP OFf:' TilE 
ROCK, WATCH IT, GENE. 
04 23 32+ CDR IIERE'S YOUR OTHER aup. IF I GO DOWN THERE, THAT 
THING IS ABOUT 15 FEET DEEP. 
04 23 32+ UIP RIGHT. GOT IT. 
04 23 32+ U1P NOW, DO YOU THINK YOU CAl~ CHIP OFF THE OTHER SIDE 
OF THAT PLANE, UP ON THE EDGE? 
04 23 32+ CDR YES. 
04 23 32+ IJIP THEil ~vE' 1.1. GET THE SOIL, A.""lD HAYBE JUST A SHALL 
OOCK, OHE NON'CHIPPED. 
04 23 32+ IJ.1P 476. 
04 23 32+ LMP IT'S FROH THE SOUTHEAST SIDE OF THE PARTING PLANE. 
BAG 454 04 23 32+ CDR THERE IT IS - A WHOLE BIG SLAB, RIGHT THERE. 
71050 4.0 RESIDUE FINES SAt·IE AS 04 23 32+ CDR OH, LOOK AT THOSE DARK MINERALS IN THERE. ARE 
71055 669.6 BASALT BAG 476 THOSE DARK BLACK? 
04 23 32+ LMP 	 YES, THEY MAY BE ILMENITE OR FRESH PYOOXENE. WE'LL 
LOOK Nt IT. GIVES THE IMPRESSION OF PYROXENE. 
04 23 32+ CDR 	 OK, YOU HANT MY BAG? I TELL YOU, IF YOU WORK ON 
ANY KIND OF SLOPE, LIKE THIS LITTLE CRATER - OK, 
I'}I GOInG TO LEAVE IT OPEN FOR A UINUTE. 
04 23 32+ CDR WHILE WE GET THAT ONE. 
04 23 32+ IJ.IP YOU'RE GOING TO HAVE TO USE YOUR TONGS ON THAT 
ONE, I THINK.
'" 04 23 32+ LMP I GOT IT.... 
'I 04 23 32+ CDR 	 HERE'S A BIG ONE. GET HIM THE BAG NUMBER, TOO. 
04 23 34 27 LMP 	 BAG 454. OK, AND THE FLASHES ARE FOOH INSIDE OF 
VUGS AIm RECRYSTALLIZED VESICLES. THEY LOOK LIKE 
PYOOXENE FLASHES; THEY COULD BE ILMENITE. 
04 23 34+ CDR I'LL GET lfY AFTER PICTURE. 

04 23 34+ LMP AND LET HE GET IN THERE AND GET SOME SOIL. 

04 23 34+ CDR OK, LET'S GET IT FIRST. 

04 23 34+ U1P FROM THE NORTH SIDE. THE BAG TORE AOOUND 

THAT; IT'S PRETTY JAGGED OOCK, BUT I THINK 
IT'LL HOLD. 
04 23 34+ Il1P IT'S IN GENE'S SA/:·1PLE COLLECTION BAG.. • • 
BAG 455 LMP . . • YOU GOT A BAG HANDY, GENE? 
71040 (282.0) SOIL SAME AS OK, BAG 455, BOB. IT'S FOOM THE WEST SIDE OF 
BAG 476 	 THE OOCK. IT'S UNDER A SLIGHT OVERHANG OF THE 
ROCK - IN A SHADOW, ANYWAY. OKAY, THAT'S FOOM 
ABOUT 1 CENTIMETER DOWN - DEEP, 1 TO 2 CENTIMETERS. 
AND THE NEXT ONE IS DOWN TO ABOUT 5 OR 6. AND IT'S 
GOT SOl-IE CHIPS IN IT. 
BAG 456 04 23 35 53 CDR THAT'S BAG 456, BOB. 
71060 (584.2) SOIL SAME AS 04 23 35+ CDR TURN AOOUND A.""lD LET ME HELP YOU GET THESE IN 
BAG 476 YOUR BAG. 
04 23 35+ LMP YES, LET'S - GET YOUR AFTER ­
CROSS-REFERENCE OF LUNAR SM.lPLES tifITU LOCATIons, PHOTOGRAPHS, llPOLLO-ELllPSED TIMES, 
AND EXCERPTS FROI1 THE AIR-TO-GROUND TRANSCRIPT 
SM!PLE WEIGHT SMlPLE TYPE LUUAR-S URFACE AET CREI'l CONMENTS 
NUMBER (G) PHOTOGRAPHS 
EVA 1 - STATION: 1A 
04 23 35+ CDR HEY, LOOK AT THIS POCK, WHERE THE VESlCULARITY 
CHANGES FROU A HUHMOCKY VESICULARITY TO A VERY 
PINE VES ICULAR. LOOK AT THIS. LET ME TRY AND 
CRACK; SEE THAT? THE CHANGE? 
04 23 35+ LMP YES, THAT'S WHAT I'H AFTER; THAT'S IT. 
04 23 35+ U.IP THAT'S IT. THAT'S IVHAT I SAW IN THAT OTHER 
BOULDER. 
04 23 35+ CDR LET'S SEE IF I CAN'T CRACK THE CORNER k'iD GET 
THAT CONTACT. 
04 23 35+ IJ1P YES. AND GET A PIECE OF BOTH - THInK YOU CAN 
GET - IF YOU CAN REACH DOwn THERE. 
04 23 35+ LI1P THAT'S A CONTACT IN A ROCK. 
04 23 35+ CC DO YOU GUYS SEE ANY 2-METER BOULDERS AROUND THERE? 
04 23 35+ UfP WE JUST SMlPLED ONE •••• -­
04 23 35+ IJ.!P WE'RE NOT WHERE YOU THINK WE ARE. WE'RE NOT 
SURE WHERE WE ARE. GENE, CAN YOU GET DOWli INTO 
THAT? NEED SOME HELP? 
04 23 35+ CDR YES, JUST - GIVE .ME THE SHOVEL TO HOLD l1YSELF WITH. 
'" 
BAG 477 134-20397 XSB GIVE ME A SHOVEL. 
.... 
'" 
71130 (205.8) VESICULAR 134- 20 398 XSB 04 23 35+ U.IP HOW ABOUT THAT ONE? 
71135 BASALT CHIPS 134-20399 XSA 04 23 35+ CDR YES. 
6 136-20741 DS 04 23 35+ LMP GET THAT LITTLE PIECE. 
134-20400 LOC 04 23 35+ CDR OK, I SEE IT. IT'S PRETTY HARD. SEE IF I CAN'T -
IT'S LOW AND HARD TO HIT. 
04 23 35+ LMP HOW ABOUT COMING AROUND FROM THIS SIDE? 
04 23 38 59 CDR WELL, I GOT THE GNOMON IN THE \'IRONG PLACE REALLY. 
04 23 39+ CDR CAN YOU REACH IT? 
04 23 39+ Ll!P WELL, I'M GOING TO LEAN ON THE ROCK MAYBE. I 
GOT THAT OTHER LITTLE PIECE IN SIGHT. 
04 23 39+ CDR OK, I GOT THAT PIECE IN SIGHT, TOO. LET l1E­
04 23 39+ LUP GET THEM BOTH WITH YOUR -
04 23 39+ CDR LET ME GET THEU BOTH RIGHT NOW. 
04 23 39+ CDR OKAY, THIS IS A SAl!PLE OF THE MORE COARSELY 
VESICULAR ROCK. 
04 23 39+ IJ.U' YOU GOT IT IN YOUR HAND? 
04 23 39+ CliP I GOT THEM BOTH. I THINK, ACTUALLY, Ii'E GOT A 
SNIPLE OF BOTH SIDES; BUT I WOULDN'T BET ON IT. 
04 23 39+ Ll·iP OK, I JUST GOT A CHL'NK OF THAT SIDE. 
04 23 39+ CDR OK, I GOT BOTH OF THESE. 
04 23 39+ LMP SEE THAT ROCK RIGHT OVER THERE ON THE LITTLE 
MOUND, JUST PROJECTING OUT OF THE EDGE OF IT? 
04 23 39+ IJ.iP THERE YOU GO; YOU JUST ABOUT TOUClIED IT. RIGHT 
THERE, THAT PIECE. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
t! 
\[) 
BAG 478 
71150 (98.0) VESICULAR SAME AS 
71155 BASALT BAG 477 
6 
7 
BAG 479 
71170 (223.7) ROCK SAl-fE AS 
71175 BAG 477 
04 
04 
04 
04 
04 
04 
04 
04 
04 
04 
04 
04 
04 
04 
04 
04 
04 
04 
04 
04 
04 
04 
04 
04 
04 
04 
04 
04 
04 
04 
23 
23 
23 
23 
23 
23 
23 
23 
23 
23 
23 
23 
23 
23 
23 
23 
23 
23 
23 
23 
23 
23 
23 
23 
23 
23 
23 
23 
23 
23 
39+ 
39+ 
39+ 
39+ 
39+ 
39+ 
39+ 
39+ 
39+ 
39+ 
39+ 
39+ 
39+ 
39+ 
39+ 
39+ 
39+ 
39+ 
39+ 
39+ 
39+ 
39+ 
39+ 
39+ 
39+ 
39+ 
39+ 
43 50 
43+ 
43+ 
CDR OK, .LET f·lE GET THESE IN A BAG HERE. 
L11P ~iELL, I'LL GET THAT PIECE; A,.,;!D THAT'S THE SA!,\PLES 
FROM EITHER S IDE OF THE CO:iTACT ANYWAY. CAN YOU 
GET A BAG - ­
CDR 	 THEY'RE PRETTY S1,tALL. 
CDR 	 GIVE ME A HAr·U.!ER, lIND GET A BAG A.~D I'LL - ­
CDR 	 I GOT THESE In MY HAUD I l'lA.~T TO PUT THERE. 
lJ1P 	 BAG 477 IS THE - COARSELY VESICULAR roCK. 
CDR 	 ARE TWO OF THEi,1 THERE? I HOPE T\VO OF THEl>1 FELL IN. 
LHP 	 NO, I ONLY GOT ONE. 
CDR OK, HERE'S THAT OTHER ONE. IT HAD TO FALL RIGHT 
HERE. 
I.J.1P NOW YOU'RE FULL OF DI RT IN THE SCOOP; YOU JUST 
COVERED IT UP. 
CDR 	 GOT IT; I GOT IT. 
laMP HERE, PUT IT IN HERE \,lITH THE DIRT. THAT'S GOOD. 
CDR A LITTLE DIRT NEVER HURT ANYBODY. 
un> 	 GOT IT. 
U1P 477 ARE TWO CHIPS - THEY'RE SMALL, BUT I THINK 
niEY'LL GIVE YOU THE - IF THERE'S ANY COMPOSITIONAL 
DIFFERENCE • 
CDR BUT THESE TWO ARE THE ONES YOU SAW - THAT RIGHT 
THERE? THAT'S WHAT YOU POINTED AT. 
laMP 	 YES, I THINK YOU GOT IT. 
CDR 	 OK, I'M GOING TO TAKE A CLOSEUP STEREO ON THAT 
CONTACT. 
LMP 	 IN BAG 478 IS THE CHIP FroM THE MORE FINELY 
VESICULAR ROCK. BOTH OF THEM ARE COARSE. IT'S 
A SMALL CHIP; BUT IT'LL TELL THE STORY, I THINK. 
CDR I'LL GO AHEAD AND GET A CLOSEUP STEREO 
LMP GET A CLOSEUP, AND I'LL GET THE RAKE. I'LL GET 
STARTED OU THE RAKE. 
LMP GENE, IF YOU CAN PICK UP ONE MORE ROCK IN THAT 
PICTURE, WITH YOUR TONGS, LET'S BAG IT. 
CDR 	 I'LL GET IT. 
LMP 	 AS YOU COl>1E BACK. 
LMP 	 I CAN BAG IT FOR YOU, GENO. 
CDR 	 THAT'S ALL RIGHT. I WANT TO GET THIS CLOSEUP HERE. 
laMP 	 OK, I'VE MOVED ABOUT 5 TO 8 METE RS NORTHEAST OF 
THE ROVER. AND - AS SOON AS GENE GETS HERE WITH 
THE GNOMON ­
laMP 	 I'VE GOT A SAMPLE THAT WAS LAYING NEXT TO THAT 
BOULDER. I DID NOT GET AN AFTER PICTURE OF IT, 
BUT AS I \'iAS TAKING BY CLOSEUP PICTURES, IT - IS 
ON MY SIDE OF THE BOULDER JUST 4 OR 5 INCHES, 
COVERED WITH THE DARK MANTLE. 
CDR I THINK WE PROBABLY DISTURBED THAT ONE. IT'LL 
PROBABLY SHmi UP IN THE BEFORES. 
LMP THAT'S In BAG 479. 
CROSS- REFERENCE OF 	 Lm>lAR SAMPLES WITH LOCATIONS, PHOTOGRAPHS, APOLLO-ELlI.PSED TIl-IES, 
MID EXCERPTS PROZ>1 THE AIR-TO-GROmm TRAUSCRIPT 
SAMPLE WEIGHT SAMPLE TYPE LUNAR-SURFACE AET CRE~i COHMENTS 

NUMBER (G) PHOTOGRAPHS 

EVA 1 - STATION: 1A 
BAG 457 & 458 Oq 23 43+ LMP LET'S RAKE RIGHT OUT THERE. 

71520* (2267.3) RAKE FRAGMENTS 134-20405- 04 23 43+ CDR WHAT AREA ARE YOU GOING TO RAKE? 

LMP .1 134-20407 XSB OlJ 23 43+ AHEAD OF THE GNOMON AND TO YOUR LEFT, THERE. 
2 OR 23 43+ CC I ALSO GATHERED THAT MOST OF THE ROCKS LOOK PRETTY 
3 136-207q2 LOC BUCH THE SAME. 
q 136-20743 OS 04 23 lJ3+ LMP THAT'S WHAT I SAID. 
04 23 43+ CDR YES, EXCEPT A CHANGE IN VESICULARITY - ­
71525* 04 23 46+ LMP I' f.1 ONLY PENETRATING ABOUT, AT THE MOST, 3 
6 CENTIMETERS INTO THIS AREA WITH THE RAKE. I'VE 
7 PICKED UP A VERY GOOD SAf.1PLE OF BOULDERS BUT MOST 
8 OF THEM WERE IN THAT DISTANCE OF THE SURFACE AND 
9 PROJECTING OUT OF IT. 
71535* OlJ 23 46+ CDR A COUPLE OF MORE JACK. OK, COMING AT YOU. BOB, 
6 THE PAN IS OlMPLETE. 
7 04 23 46+ CDR THERE'S TWO BAGS, I THINK. 
8 04 23 lJ6+ LMP TWO BAGS FULL. FIRST BAG IS 457 - ­
9 04 23 46+ CDR DON'T LET ME LOSE THEH.. THAT'S ENOUGH. GIVE ME A 
715q5* COUPLE OF SMALL ONES. 
'" 6 Oq 23 46+ CDR OK, THAT'S GOOD. THAT'S GOOD. OK-. <::>'" 7 04 23 46+ LMP HERE, ••• THEY ARE. 
8 04 23 46+ CDR OK, IN BAG q58 IS THE REST OF THE RAKE 
9 SAMPLE. THEY'RE ALL FRAGMENTS. 
71555* 
6 
7 

8 

9 
71565* 

6 

7 

8 

9 

71575* 

6 

7 

8 

9 
71585* 
6 
7 

8 

9 

71595* 

6 

7 

BAG 459 SOIL SAl,IE AS 	 04 23 46+ CC NOt; WE NEED THE KILOGRAH OP THE SOIL. 
71500* BAG 457,458 04 23 46+ CDR ALL THE FRAGHEHTS, OF COURSE ARE COHPLETELY 
1* 600.SS 1NM FINES COVERED ~YIT}j - THE l;iANTLE; A."m THEY ARE 
2* SLIGHTLY - OH, HAYSE 20 PERCENT VES ICULAR. 
3* I JUST TOOK A GLA.~CE AT THEM. BUT, FOR THE 
4* 110STPART, THEY APPEAR TO BE ROUNDED AND 
71505* SllBROUUDED FRAG11E~ITS. 
6* 04 23 46+ CDR LET'S GET THE KILOGRAM. 
7* 04 23 46+ CDR TRY IT AGAIN. 459 WILL GET THE KlLOGRAH, BOB. 
S* 04 23 46+ IJ.1P' GET SOME MORE. 
9* 04 23 46+ CDR OKAY, FILL IT UP. 
71515* 	 04 23 46+ LMP CAN YOU CLOSE IT? 

04 23 46+ CDR YES, YES, I CAN CLOSE IT. 

04 23 46+ LMP THAT'S A GOOD KILOGRAM. 

EVA 1 - STATION: SEP 
LRt3 05 00 33 39 LMP HEY, I GOT A FOOTBALL-SIZE ROCK OF THIS COARSELY 
70035 5765.0 VESICULAR VESICULAR GABBRO. IT'S OFF A LARGE 3- TO 4-METER 
BASALT BURIED BOULDER NORTHEAST OF THE IJ.l ABOUT 30 METERS. 
05 00 33+ LMP IT'LL BE IN THE BIG BAG. 
05 00 33+ LMP UNDOCUMENTED, IT'S ROUGHLY TABULAR - 15 BY 25 
CENTIMETERS AND ABOUT 5 TO 7 CENTIMETERS THICK. 
ONE FACE IS VERY FLAT; LOOKS LIKE IT WAS OFF OF 
A PARTING PLANE, WHICH WERE IN THAT ROCK.
'" 
..... 05 00 33+ CC 	 OK, AND IF IT FITS IN THE SRC WITH ALL THE OTHER 
SAMPLES, YOU MIGHT PUT IT THERE BECAUSE THE S RC f S 
GOING TO BE KIND OF EMPTY. . 
'" 
05 00 34 LMP WELL, IT WAS PRETTY BIG. IT f S IN 	THE BIG BAG NOW. 
CROSS-REFERENCE OF 	 LUNAR SAl-lPLES WITH LOCATIONS, PHOTOGRAPHS, APOLLO-ELAPSED TIHES, 
AND EXCERPTS FROf4 THE AIR-To-GROUND TRANSCRIPT 
SAMPLE WEIGHT S~1PLE TYPE LUNAR-SURFACE AET CREW COMMENTS 

NUMBER (G) PHOTOGRAPHS 

EVA 1 - STATION: 	 SEP - LM 
--------~------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
05 05 24+ LMP 	 JOE, I JUST TOOK A - QUICK LOOK WITH THE HAND 
LENS AT THAT LARGE ROCK I BROUGHT IN, AND I 
DON'T THINK THERE'S MUCH MORE THAN 30 PERCENT 
PLAGIOCLASE. I'LL GO BACK - COULD BE HORE OF 
A STANDARD BASALT OR GABBRO. IT HAS A FAIR 
PROPORTION OF IIJ1ENITE IN IT, I BELIEVE. THERE'S 
A BRIGHT PLATELETS - IN THE VUGS OR VESICLES - OF 
IUfENITE. NOW IT COULD BE THAT THE GLASS - IF 
THE SOIL IS VERY GLASSY, THAT IT'S DEVELOPED THE 
DARKER COLOR FROM THE CONTRIBUTION OF THE BASIC 
1'1INERALS THroUGH THE GLASS, PARTICULARLY THE 
IRON AND THE TITANIUM. 
05 05 211+ Ll'lP 	 ALL IT l'1EANS IS THAT WE DON'T YET KNOW THE ORIGIN 
OF THE DARK HANTLE. 
05 05 24+ LMP 	 THAT ROCK - LOOKS I MAY HAVE, BY ACCIDENT, SAMPLED 
THE FRONT SIDE OF ONE OF THE PARTING PL&~ES THAT 
I MENTIONED. VERY, VERY SHARPLY BOUNDED ON ONE 
SIDE OF A PLANAR SURFACE. 
05 05 29+ Ll'lP 	 I MENTIONED WHEN I SAMPLED IT, IT HAD ONE VERY
... 
PLANAR SURFACE, AND LOOKING AT IT MORE CLOSELY,
'" 
'" 	 IT LOOKS LIKE ONE OF THOSE PARTING PLANS THAT I 
TALKED ABOUT EARLIER IN THE EVA. 
05 15 46 26 LMP 	 BOB, I THINK, BASED ON WHAT I SAW YESTERDAY,THAT 
THE CHANCES ARE PRETTY GOOD THAT ALL THE BIG BLOCKS 
OUT HERE IN THE DARK 1'1ANTLE AREA WILL BE PRETTY 
MUCH THE GABBROS. BY THE WAY, I LOOKED AT THAT 
WITH A H~m LENS LAST NIGHT, AND I DON'T KNOW THAT 
YOU GOT THE REPORT, AND I'M BACK TO SAYING THAT IT'S 
PROBABLY CLOSER TO 30 - 110 PERCENT PLAGIOCLASE. 
IT'S A GOOD GABBRO, A FINAL PYROXENE GABBRO, AND IT 
APPARENTLY HAS A FAIR AMOUNT OF IUtENITE IN IT. 
THERE' S SOf1E BRIGHT SHINY FLAKES WITHIN THE VUGS AND 
SOME DARK MINERALS IN THE MATRIX THAT ARE ProBABLY 
ILMENITE. AND ONE OTHER ADDITIONAL POSSIBILITY THEN, 
IS THAT THE UANTLING WE'RE SEEING HERE, IS JUST DARK 
FINE GLASS - DARKER THAN USUAL, BECAUSE OF THE IroN 
" AND THE TITANIUM IN THE ROCK ITSELF. - - ­
'" 

EVA 1 
SAMPLE STOWAGE 
'" 
'" '" 
05 00 36+ 
05 00 36+ 
05 00 36+ 
05 00 36+ 
05 00 36+ 
05 00 36+ 
05 00 36+ 
05 00 36+ 
05 00 36+ 
05 00 36+ 
05 00 36+ 
05 00 36+ 
05 00 36+ 
OS 00 36+ 
05 00 36+ 
05 00 36+ 
05 00 43+ 
OS 00 43+ 
05 00 43+ 
OS 00 43+ 
05 00 43+ 
05 00 47+ 
05 00 47+ 
05 00 47+ 
05 00 47+ 
05 00 47+ 
05 00 47+ 
05 00 47+ 
CC 
LMP 
LMP 
CDR. 

UlP 

CDR 

CDR 

CC 
UlP 
LMP 
CDR 
Lt-lP 
CDR 
LMP 
CDR 
LMP 
LMP 
LMP 
CC 
UlP 
CC 
LMP 
CC 
LMP 
CC 
LMP 
CC 
LMP 
LET'S PUT ALL THE STUFF IN THAT BAG, JACK - BOTH 
THE STUFF THAT'S IN YOURS AHD TUE STUFF THAT'S IN 
GENE'S. 
OK. ••• - TWO SAHPLES FR01;1 UNDER THE IJ·lP' S 
SEAT~ 
I'VE GOT TO PUT YOUR - THOSE SA1;lPLES IU THE SRC, IN 
YOUR BAG; AND WE'LL SAVE THIS ONE, I GUESS b 
OK, YOU'RE FILLING WHICH BAG, 
PUTTING THEM IN THE BAG THAT GOES IUTO THE SRC ­
THAT'S SCB 1. 
OK: LET'S SEE, OFF LOAD LM - • • • - CORE CAP 
DISPENSE R TOOLS. OKAY, AS SOON AS YOU GET THAT, 
I'LL TAKE THAT SCB 1 FROM YOU, AND I'LL CLOSE THE 
SRC 1. 
I GATHER YOU DIOO'T HAVE ANY ROVER SMlPLES TODAY, 
DID YOU, JACK? 
NO, I HAVE ONE SA1;lPLE BAG IN MY POCKET THAT HAS A 
ROCK IN IT. 
OK. GENE, WHERE'S THAT - YOU WANT TO PUT THAT 
LITTLE ROCK? 
YES, IS IT THERE? 
WELL, WHAT DID YOU DO WITH IT? 
IT WAS ON THE FLOOR ON MY SIDE. 
YOUR SIDE? 
THERE IT IS: LET ME GET IT. 
WE CAN PUT THAT IN ONE OF THE CORE TUBE SLOTS HERE. 
THE ROCK THAT GENE PICKED UP -EARLY - RIGHT AT THE 
STAR!', IS IN A CORE TUBE SLOT IN THE SRC 1. 
THAT'S AutOST FULL OF SAMPLES, AND I THINK THAT 
BIG ROCK PROBABLY WOULDN'T FIT IN THERE. 
OK, THEN WE' LL PUT THAT IN THE BIG BAG. 
IT'S IN THE BIG BAG. 
GIVE UE YOUR CONSIDERATION ON THAT QUESTION OF 

BRINGING BACK TIlE BIG BAG INTO THE CABIN. 

I' 0 LIKE TO DO THAT - LOOK AT THAT ROCK WITH A 

HA.'lD LENS 

DO YOU THINK IT'LL GO IN THE SCB NUMBER 2? 

WHAT WOULD - THE ROCK? 

YES, THAT'S RIGHT. 

WELL, IT'LL GO IN THERE. IT'S NOT THAT BIG. 

WHY DON'T YOU PUT IT IN SCB 2 AND DRING THAT IN, 

INSTEAD. LEAVE SRa OUT, AND THEN WE'LL JUST LEAVE 

SCB 2 IN FOREVER. 

OK. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
CROSS-REFEREtlCE OF 	 LUNAR SAt\lPLES WITH LOCATIOHS, PHOTOGRAPHS, APOLLO-ELAPSED TIl-1ES, 
AND EXCERPTS FROH THE AIR-To-GROu;m TRANSCRIP'r 
SANPLE 'ViEIGHT SA!lPLE TYPL LUtJAR-S URF ACE AET CREH CmiHEr~TS 

NUNBl:R (G) PHOTOGRAPHS 

EVA 1 - STATION: 	 Ll<l 
05 00 56+ CC SCB 2 FOR THE BIG ROCK THERE, JACK. 
05 00 56+ Ll<IP I GOT IT. THAT'S A BIG ROCK. LRfrJ, (70035) , 
Ll<u> OKAY, THERE SHOULD BE ANOTHER ONE IN THERE. IS 
THERE? FEEL IT, SQUEEZE IT, HIT IT. 
CDR THE BOX, SEE IF THERE'S ANY IN THERE. 
LI<1P 
CDR OK. 
UlP WELL, LET'S LEAVE IT•••• LET'S GET OUT. HERE, 
PICK IT UP. WE'LL GET IT OUT. 
CDR HOLD THE TOP. 
05 01 00 39 	 YIP SHAKE IT. WELL, I THOUGHT THERE WAS ONE IN THERE. 
CDR I DON'T THINK THERE'S ANYTHING IH THERE. 
Ll1l? I THOUGH T I PUT ONE IN THERE. (LRt! 2 ) 
CDR OK. 
Ll·lP tiELL, I GUESS HOT. IF I DID, IT'S GOTTEN OUT. 
OK, GOT AWAY. 
05 01 01+ 	 LI<1P CAN YOU GET THE CORE STEI·l BAG? 
CDR YES, I'LL GET IT FOR YOU. 
LI<1P OK, YOU GOT A CORE STEI>1 BAG?
'" 
'" 	 CDR YES, LET HE GIVE IT ONE ZAP WITH THE BRUSH.01>. 
LI<1P OK. I 0100' T 	 MEAt~ TO DROP THAT, BUT I 01 D. 
CDR 	 OK, CORE STEM BAG, SRC 2; (SCB 2) ••• - SCB 1 
IS IN SRC 1. • •• IT'S THERE. BIG BAG IS NOT 
REQUIRED. OK, ANY MORE R00!4 UP THERE? IF NOT, 
WHY DON'T ­
0502 35 Ll4P JOE, BAG - COLLECTIOn BAG 2 IS 16. (POUNDS) 
CC THANK YOU. 
END OF EVA 1 05 02 35 UlP 111m THE SRC IS 32 POUNDS. 
EVA 2 - STATION: SEP 
BAG 22E BASALT, WITH 135-20533- 05 18 44 UIP I HAD TO RELEARn HOW TO DOCUMENT SAl>1PLES, BOB. I 
70250* SOIL 135-20537 XS JUST HAVE. THE FI RST PART OF MY' ROLL WILL HAVE 
70255* 135-20538 LOC A LOT OF ~DOI>1 EXPOSURES AND FOCUSES. 
05 18 44 YIP 	 A..~D tiHILE lIB WAITING FOR GENE, GETTING A 
ROCK - IT LOOKS A LITTLE FINER GRAINED TIIAN 
THE OTHERS WE'VE SEEN, IN THE LRV SAHPLER, 
ALOnG filTH SOME SOIL. AND THAT'S IN BAG 22E. 
IT HAS THE STEREO DOCUllENTATIOH AND A LOCATOR 
TO THE Ll~l, AND IT'S ABOUT 2 HETERS FRO~I THE SEP. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
BAG 23E ROCK 135-20539 XSB 05 18 48 24 LUP 23 EOfO, IF THAT FOLLOWED IN SEQUENCE, IS ANOTHER 
70270* 135-20540 XSB ROCK NEAR THE SEP DOCUMENTED IN THE SAHE WAY. 
70275* 135-20541 LOC 
GEOLOGIC 04 23 03+ Lt,1P EVERYTHING I I VE SEEN SO FAR INDICATES THAT THE 
DESCRIPTIOn SO-CALLED SUBFLOOR BOULDERS, IF WE HAVE GOTTEN 
FROM EVA 1, BEARING THAT DEEP. ARE THIS GABBRO. I'll OUT HERE AT THE 
ON THE ABOVE SEP SITE, AND THE LARGE BLOCKS ARE STILL THE 
SAMPLES. PLAGIOCLASE PYROXENE - ­
04 23 06+ LMP 	 THE ZAP PITS ARE NICE WHITE HALOS, ALTHOUGH, FOR 
THE MOST PART, THE ROCK'S TOO COARSE TO SHOW 
THEM VERY WELL, SOME OF THE LARGER ONES HAVE WHITE 
HALOS. WE MAY NOT BE DOWN TO THE SUBFLOOR, BUT ­
IT'S HARD TO SAY. 
04 23 06+ IMP 	 I DID SEE A DENSE GRAY ROCK THAT'S DIFFERENT 
THAN THE OTHERS ON HY TRAVERSE OUT HERE. WE'LL 
TRY TO FIND som: OF THAT, TOO. 
EVA 2 - TRAVERSE, 	 STATION LM - STATION 2 
GEOLOGIC DESCRIPTION 05 18 59+ IMP LET'S GO TO HOLE-IN-THE-WALL. 

DURING TRAVERSE 05 18 59+ LMP THE SURFACE IS NOT CHANGING IN TERMS OF THE 

DETAIL. THE SURFACE TEXTURE OF THE FlNE­
'" 
GRAINED REGOLITH STILL HAS A RAINDROP PATTERN.
'" THE BLOCKS STILL LOOK VERY MUOI LIKE WHAT
'" WE SAMPLED YESTERDAY AROUND THE LM. THEY'RE 
LIGHT COLORED, APPARENTLY GABBROS, WITH ZAP 
PITS - ZAP HALOS. OCCASIONAL CRATERS SHOW 
LIGHTER COLORED EJECTA ALL THE WAY DOWN TO ­
SAY HALF A METER IN SIZE. OTHER CRATERS THAT ARE 
JUST AS BLOCKY AS THOSE WITH BRIGHT HALOS HAVE NO 
BRIGHTNESS ASSOCIATED WITH THEM. MOST OF THE 
BRIGHTEST CRATERS HAVE A LITTLE CENTRAL PIT IN 
THE BOTTOM WHIOI IS GLASS LINED. THE PIT IS 
MAYBE - A FIFTH OF THE DIAMETER OF THE CRATER 
ITSELF. IT'S A FAIRLY STANDARD THING FOR MOST 
OF THESE FRESHER CRATERS, IS THAT LITTLE CENTRAL 
PIT. 
" 
CROSS-REFERENCE OF 	LUnAR SAllPLES 
AUD l.:XCERPTS 
SAMPLE WEIGHT SMiPLE TYPE LUNAR-SURFACE 
NUMBER (G) PHOTOGRAPHS 
EVA 2 - TRAVERSE, U1 - STATION 2 
05 
05 
05 
'" 0\ '" 
05 
05 
05 
05 
05 
WITH LOCATIONS, PHOTOGRAPHS, APOLLO-ELAPSED TINES, 
FROH THE AIR-TO-GOOtmD TRlI."I'SCRIPT 
AET 	 CREl" COl1HEUTS 
19 02+ U!P 	 NOW THAT - LITTLE CRATER I~if THE EJECTA OF 
CAMELOT, AT LEAST THE RIH OF CAl1ELOT, DI D NOT 
BRING UP BLOCKS on THE RIH. IT HAY HAVE BEEN 
AN OLD DEPRESSION. BOB, THERE IS EXTRE~IELY 
BLOCKY AREA. I THINK STATION 5 NAS OVER THERE 
WHERE THAT BLOCK AREA IS. THE LIGHT-COLORED 
AREAS ON THE PIIOTOS ARE ESSENTIALLY - BLOCKY. 
THEY'RE PROBABLY 30 PERCENT BLOCKS. MANY OF TH~l 
ARE IN THE 2- TO 3- TO 4-l-:lETER SIZE RANGE. ALL 
OF THEM LOOK LIGHT COLORED, LOOK LIKE THE GABBRO 
WE SAMPLED, FROM A DISTANCE. THEY HAVE LIGHT-HALO 
ZAP PITS ON THEM. I SEE ONLY OCCASIONAL GRAYER 
VARIETIES, WHICH I BELIEVE ARE THE NONVESICULAR 
ONES LIKE WE ALSO SAMPLED. 
19 02+ U!P BUT 	 THE LIGHT-COLORED GABBROS ARE DOMINANT. 
19 02+ U!P 	 NOW, THE SURFACE OF CAMELOT IS MANTLED - OR THE 
RIM - IS MANTLED ~'lITH THE SAME DARK-GRAY ~1ATERIAL, 
AND IT HAS THE SAltE SURFACE TEXTURE - A VERY FINE 
RAINDROP PATTERN. THE SATURATION CRATER SIZE DOES 
nOT LOOK BIGGER THk"l A HALF A !IETER, IF THAT. 
19 05 30 CDR 	 081,1.6, AND 1.4. WE'RE SOUTH OF THE CENTER OF 
CAMELOT. 
19 05 52 CDR 	 WE CAN DEFINITELY SEE THE LIGHT MANTLE AS IT COMES 
OUT OVER THE VALLEY HERE, AND WE'RE LOOKING AT 
HOLE-IN-THE-WALL, ALTHOUGH IT'S STILL TOO SUBTLE. 
liE'RE LOOKING RIGHT AT LARA, AS A MATTER OF FACT. 
19 05+ U1P 	 YES. THERE'S LARA, VERY CLEAR: AND HOLE-IN-THE­
WALL, YOU CAN SEE IT. 
19 07+ U!P 	 THE SCARP LOOKS VE RY SMOOTH FROM HERE­
NO OBVIOUS OUTCROPS AT THIS TIltE. DON'T SEEJ.1 TO 
BE PENETRATING TO ANY BEDROCK IN THE AREA WE'RE 
TRAVERSING NOW, JUST TO THE SOUTHEAST OF HORATIO. 
HORATIO HAS A BLOCKY WALL~ HOWEVER, THE UPPER 
SEVERAL TENS OF f,IETERS, PROBABLY, OF RIM LOOK AS 
IF IT'S EITHER 14Al'l'TLED OR COMPOSED OF - THE LIGHT­
GRAY REGOLITH l-1ATERIAL WE'VE BEEN DRIVING ON. 
THE BLOCKS DO NOT COl-IE TO THE RUl OF HORATIO. 
19 07+ UiP 	 HORATIO HAS QUITE A DIFFERENT APPEARANCE THAN 
CAMELOT. IT IS - AND THAT'S THE NAIN ONE - THE 
P.INS - THE BLOCKS DO NOT GET TO THE RIH. 
05 
05 
19 
19 
09 41 
09+ 
05 
05 
05 
19 
19 
19 
09+ 
09+ 
09+ 
05 19 11+ 
'" 
'" "" 
05 
05 
05 
19 
19 
19 
11+ 
12+ 
12+ 
05 19 12+ 
05 
05 
05 
19 
19 
19 
12+ 
12+ 
12+ 
CDR WE'RE ON THE SOUTHERN RIM~ 078, 2.3, rum 2.0. 
IJ1P YES. WE'RE t1AYBE 100 f.mTERS SOUTH OF THE RIN. 
ACTUALLY, WE'RE ON THE RIB CREST. tiE'RE 100 l·mTERS 
SOUTH OF THE BREAK IN SLOPE INTO THE CRATER. 
CDR IT' SAN UNDULATING, HUMl40CKY TRAVERSE TERRAIN 
IN THERE, JACK. 
CDR THESE LITTLE CRATERS HAKE IT BUl1PY ~ BUT, O~ER 
THAN THAT, IT'S REALLY S.HOOTH SAILING. 
IJ1P' THIS IS WHAT I SORT OF EXPECTED DARK MANTLE TO 
LOOK LIKE, RATHER THAN WHAT WE LANDED ON. NOT 
MORE THAN 1 PERCENT OF THE SURFACE, AI.'lD THAT 
PERCENTAGE CONTINUES RIGHT OVER THE RIH CREST 
OF HORATIO DOWN ONTO THE liALL UNTIL YOU HIT THE 
BIG BLOCKS. 
U1P THE SURFACE IS NOT CHANGING. WE SEE NO CRATERS 
THAT SEEM TO PENETRATE INTO BEDROCK OUT IN HERE -
THAT IS WITH BLOCKY RINS, AND THAT'S QUITE A 
CONTRAST TO THE AREA WE SAl1PLED AT STATION 1A 
YESTERDAY. I CANNOT SEE IN .f!.1Y FIELD OF VIEW 
ANY BLOCKY-RIM CRATERS. THERE ARE LIGHT CRATERS 
WITH FRAGl.fENTAL WALLS AND RIMS, BUT IT LOOKS LIKE 
INSTANT ROCK RATHER THAN THE SUBFLOOR MATERIAL. 
LMP •••• BOB, WE'VE SEEN CRATERS AS MUCH AS -
20 l·mTERS, MAYBE 30 METERS IN DIAMETER WITHOUT 
BLOCKY RIMS. 
LMP THE RIM BLOCK POPULATION IS NOT MUCH DIFFERENT 
THAN THE AVERAGE FOR THE TERRAIN IN HERE. 
CDR IF WE CAN'T RECOGNIZE A CHANGE IN THAT ALBEDO 
liHEN WE GET ONTO THAT WHITE MANTLE, I'M GOING 
TO BE SURPRISED. 
LMP THE LIGHT MANTLE IS JUST WHAT GENE HAS SAID. 
THERE ARE SOME VER'l BRIGHT CRATERS IN IT - THEY 
STAND OUT, BRIGHT-HALOED CRATERS SCATTERED OVER IT, 
THAT - SEEM TO BE QUITE A BIT BRIGHTER THAN ANY­
THING WE HAVE OUT HERE ON THE DARK MANTLE. SEE 
THOSE BLOCKS OVER THERE? THAT'S THE FIRST DIF­
FERENT COLORED BLOCKS I 'VE SEEN~ THEY'RE SORT OF 
GRAY LOOKING. 
CDR NHERE ARE YOU LOOKING? 
LMP OVER TO THE RIGHT A LITTLE BIT. 
CDR DARKER GRAY, A LITTLE BIT. 
-------------------~--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
CROSS-REFERENCE OF LUNAR SAMPLES WITH LOCATIONS, PHOTOGRlIPHS, APOLLO-ELAPSED THIES, 
AND EXCERPTS FROM THE AIR-To-GROUND TRANSCRIPT 
SAMPLE WEIGHT 
NUMBER (G) 
EVA 2 - TRAVERSE, 
SAMPLE TYPE 
LM - STATION 2 
LUNAR-SURFACE 
PHOTOGRAPHS 
LRV SAl4PLE-1 
BAG 26E 
72130* 
72135* 
1 35- 20 624­
135-20627 LRV 
137-20895 LRV 
'" '" q,
ART CREW COW-tENTS 
05 19 13 41 LMP THERE'S A CRATER WITH A BIG 11ASS OF BLOCK IN THE 
BOTTOM. IT LOOKS LIKE IT MIGHT BE A SECOND~ 
FRAGMENT FRO~1 SOMEWHERE. 
05 19 13+ CDR 00 YOU WANT TO GET A PHOTO AS WE GO BY? 
05 19 13+ IMP YES, CAN YOU SWING A LITTLE BIT TO THE RIGHT? 
05 19 13+ CDR YES. 
05 19 13+ LMP 00 WE HAVE TIME FOR AN LRV SAMPLE? 
05 19 14 03 CC IF YOU CAN 00 IT QUICKLY. 
05 19 14+ IMP SWING A LITTLE BIT TO THE RIGHT NOW. 
05 19 14+ LMP RIGHT UP ACROSS THAT LITTLE RAY. 
05 19 14 34 CDR 082, 3.0, AND 2.6. 
05 19 14+ LMP OK, GENE. THAT'S A PRETTY BIG ROCK IN THERE. 
05 19 14+ CDR IT'S GOT QUITE A BIT OF DIRT IN IT. 
05 19 14+ LMP THIS IS A BLOCK FROM A LINEAR-STREWN FIELD 
OF VERY IRREGULAR AND JAGGED ROCKS THAT ARE 
SOU'l'HWEST OF A CRATER THAT'S 10 TO 15 METERS 
IN DIAMETER. IT LOOKS LIKE THE MATERIAL THAT 
MAY HAVE FORMED THE CRATER, AND YOU CAN LOOK AT 
SOME OF THE PICTURES AND MAKE UP YOUR OWN DECISION. 
05 19 16 02 CDR 26 EClIO, BOB. WE'RE ON OUR WAY. 
05 19 16+ LMP THE BLOCKS I SEE STILL SEEM TO BE THE GABBRO, 
EXCEPT FOR THAT ONE SAMPLE WE TOOK, WHICH I 
HOPE WAS WHAT I THOUGHT IT WAS -
05 19 16+ CDR GEE, IT'S BLOCKY HERE. 
05 19 16+ CDR OH, THAT'S A BIG CRATER. WE GOT TO GET AROUND HERE. 
05 19 17 50 LMP THAT MUST BE BRONTE. 
05 19 17+ CDR MY GOSH, IS THAT BIG. 
05 19 17+ LMP THAT'S BIGGER THAN I EXPECTED. 
05 19 17+ LMP - - BLOCKS, GREATER THAN THE NORMAL GABBRO WE'VE 
SEEN, THAT HAVE VERY LARGE, EGG-SIZED VESICLES 
IN THE!l. 
-. 

GEOLOGIC DESCRIPTIOa 
DURING TRAVERSE 
'" 
~ 
05 19 19+ 
05 19 19+ 
05 19 19+ 
05 19 19+ 
05 19 19+ 
05 19 19+ 
05 19 23 27 
05 19 23+ 
05 19 23+ 
05 19 23+ 
05 19 23+ 
05 19 23+ 
05 19 23+ 
05 19 23+ 
05 19 23+ 
05 19 23+ 
Ll1P 
LHP 
LUI> 
CDR 
CDR 
L.'1P 
CDR 
CDR 
U1P 
CDR 
CDR 
CDR 
Ll1P 
Ll1P 
CDR 
Ll1P 
AND IT LOOKS LIKE 3ROllTE HAS PE'lETPJi.TBD THE Di.RK 

1:1ANTLE rI HERE. IT GOT THE SU13FLOOR, BUT THERE'S 

nOT lUI AlvrUL LOT OF BLOCKS AROmlD THE RIll - TllJ::RE 

ARE JUST SOlill SHALL Oln::S - CO~1PARED TO !<1I!AT liE 

SA,v AROUND - ­
- - WHAT WE SAli AROUND HORATIO on IN THE HALLS OF 

HORATIO AND AROUND CAr,lELOT. rlOTHI,IG, ALSO, LIKE WE 

SAlv YESTERDAY /l.T STATION 1. BOB, THAT CHARAC­
TERISTIC LITTLE DH1PLE IN THE BOTTOr-! OF THE 

CRATERS IS STILL ''lITH US, lUlD IT'S InVARIABLY 

GLASS-LINED IN THE FRESH ONES. 

NOO, THAT'S NOT A COl1PLETE LINING. THERE SEEHS 

TO BE GLASS AGGLUTIUATES, IF YOU IHLL - THAT'S 

HOLDI,lG THE FRAGNENTS IN THE BOTTO.H OF TIlE CRATER 

TOGETHER. THERE'S ONE ON THE SIDE OF AN OLDER 

CRATER. WE'RE BACK IilTO MOUT A 1-PERCENT COVERAGE. 

I SUSPECT THAT THE REASON OUR BLOCK POPULATION 

"IENT UP THERE "IAS BECAUSE OF BRONTE. 

AN AWFUL LOT OF THESE SHALL GLASS-LINED LITTLE 

CRATERS AROUND. 

I THINK THE WHITE Uh~TLE IS STARTING RIGHT OVER 

TIIERE. SEE ON YOUR RIGHT? 

YES, THAT'S THE FIRST ­
THAT'S TIlE WHITE HNITLE WE'RE COMING UP ON 

RIGHT UP HERE. 

SEE THAT ON YOUR RIGHT? 

YES. 

THAT'S IT, THERE'S NOT GOING TO BE THAT HUCH 

DIFFERENCE. 

SEE, NOO YOU CArl LOOK WHERE WE'RE GOING TO 

COME UP ON THE WHITE 1·1ANTLE. IT'S DUSTED 

WITH THAT LIGHT - LOOK AT IT. 

'vE' RE Ol~LY 100 METERS FROM THE LIGHT 11h~TLE. 

YES. THERE CERTAINLY IS A CHAt-lGE IU THE GENERAL 

ALBEDO, PARTICULARLY IN THE CRATERS. THE CRATERS 

ARE !·1UCH BRIGHTER IN THEIR WALLS THAN WE'VE SEEN 

BEFORE. 

ALTHOUGH THERE STILL IS A BRO,VN - A LIGHT GAAY 

DUSTING OVER THE TOP OF IT IN HERE, BUT IT'S 

CLEARLY DIFFERENT - NO QUESTION ABOUT THAT. 

YOU CM1'T SEE THE CONTACT AS YOU CROSS IT BUT WE 

KNOW WE'RE CONING INTO SOMETHING LIGHTER - YOU 

CAN - OBVIOUSLY SEE IT. 

YES. WE OUGHT TO SAl!1PLE THE RIn OF ONE OF THESE 

CRATERS mIEN liE GET OUR LRV SN1PLE, BECAUSE THAT'S 

WHAT'S DISTIHCTLY LIGHTER. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
CROSS- REFERENCE OF 	 LUUAR SAt'iPLES HITH LOCATIons, PHOTOGRAPHS, APOLLO-I.:LAPSr;D TIl'lES, 
AND EACERPTS FROH THB AIR-TD-CROUUD TnA~SCRIP'r 
SAlIPLE WEIGHT SA/>IPLE TYPE LUNAR-SURFACE llET CRE\v COHHEUTS 

NUMBER (G) PHOTOGRAPHS

----------------------------------------------------------------------'-------------------------------------------------­
EVA 2 - TRAVERSE, 	 LM - STATION 2 
LRV SAJ:IPLE-2 LIGHT BANTLE: 135-20641- 05 19 24+ uip CAN YOU GET ON THE RIH OF THAT CRATER? --- RIGHT 
BAG 27E SOIL 135-20643 LRV TO THE RIGHT THt:RE. RIGHT HERE - THAT LIGHT 
72140* 137-20896 LRV STUFF. SEE THE BIG CRATER HERE - - AND THE LIGHT 
HATERI1,L RIGHT ON THE RIll? 
05 19 24+ CDR YES. I CAN GET THERE. BUT I'l-! GOING TO HAVE TO 
NOT GIVE YOU HUCll OF A TURN • 
05 19 24+ UtP 	 THAT'S ALL RIGHT. I GOT THE PICTURES. NOW, IF 
YOU CAN swnm TO THE LEFT A LITTLE BIT AND THEN 
BACK - NHOA. nON, BACK RIGHT. 
05 19 25 17 CDR 	 OK, BOB. WE'RE 083, 4.4, AND 3.8. 
05 19 25+ CDR 	 WE AP.E IN THE LIGHT HANTLE. IT'S NOT A CONTRASTING 
LIQ!T LIKE YOU MIGHT EXPECT, OR LIKE WE'RE LOOKING 
AT ON THE SCARP AS THE SUN SHIItES ON IT, BUT I 
DON'T THInK THERE'S ANY QUESTION. 
05 19 25+ LI'iP 	 YES. THE CRATERS THAT PENETRATE INTO IT ARE 
DEFINITELY DIFFERENT. HOWEVER, THE SURFACE 
TEXTURE IS UNCHANGED. THERE MAY BE FEWER BLOCKS. 
05 19 26 02 CDR 	 BAG 27 ECHO. 
w '" 
'" 05 19 26 50 CDR ONE OF THE REl,lARKABLE THINGS IS THE SUN­
ANGLE DIFFERENCE ON THAT LIGHT 11ANTLE WHEN 
YOU'RE LOOKING AT THE SLOPES OF THE SCARP VERSUS 
WHAT NE'RE ON. I HATE TO USE A FAMILIAR TERH, 
BUT MY lI'iPRESSION RIGHT HERE IS THERE IS MORE OF 
A RAINDROP INFLUENCE TH1u~ BACK AT THE Ut, OR IN 
THE DARKE R HANTLE. 
05 19 27+ LMP I THINK THE BIG THING IS, THOUGH, THAT EACH ONE OF 
THESE LITTLE CRATERS IS I-tUCH MORE LIGHTLY COLORED. 
THERE'S NO CRATER Ill' VIEW THAT HAS A BLOCKY RIH. 
THERE'S FRAGl-1ENTAL RIllS BASED ON, AUtOST CERTAINLY I 
INST1u~T ROCK, BUT NO BLOCKY RIHS. 
05 19 27+ LIIP 	 THE FRAGI,m!IT POPULATION IS CERTAINLY LESS THAN 
1 PERCENT IN HERE. 
05 19 27+ Lt'1P 	 NHEN I SAY FRAGI·n:;NTS I I' t! TALKING ABOUT 
ROCKS THAT ARE GREATER THAN A CENTIHETER IN 
GRAIll SIZE. 
05 19 27+ LI-lP Yr;.S. TIIBP.E I PE 1, FEW BLOCKS. TliBY STILL LOOK 
LIKE TIll:; GABBRO, THOUGH. lIARD TO Ti:LL. 
05 19 27+ CDR HELL, A COUPLE OF THEil LOOKED TO lIE LIKE THEY HAD 
SOliE VERY LIGHT ••• CRYSTALS In THEll. SEE THl,T? 
05 19 27+ LIIP I'll AFRAID THOS:C ,\BE ZAP PITS. 
05 19 27+ CDR TIIEY COULD DE. 
05 19 27+ Lr.:tP I GOT - I TIII:IK I'VE BEEU POOLE D BY THAT, TOO, 
AND THAT' S ~vHY I :CSTIIIATED TIlE PLAGIOCLASE HIGH. 
05 19 29 14 CDR ~"iE' HE GETTIlTG l\. LITTLE NORE BLOCI<S I:~ HERB. 
OF COURSE, WE'RE APPROl\.CHI~G THE DARK HA:~TLE AGAI:T. 
HO\"l, YOU CMI SEr:; THE DIFFERENCE. YOU GOT "TO LOOK 
HARD FOR IT. BUT, YOU SEE THOSB CRATERS OUT W 
THERE ARE HOT WHITE ANYHORE. 
05 19 30+ CC WE HANT (AN LRV SA.!,IPLE) - AS SOON AS YOU GET INTO 
THE DARK l"IA~TLE - WE'RE ESTIHATIHG IT'S SOHETHI;~G 
LIKE 4.3, 4.4, 4.5, SO.MEI'lHERE IN THAT VICINITY. 
05 19 30+ LlIU' HE'RE THERE. SEE TIIAT BATCII OF ROCKS THERE? 
LRV SAl-IPLE-3 05 19 30+ CDR 082, 5. 0, MW 4. 3 
BAG 28E 05 19 30+ LHP I GOT THE ROCK, RiD THERE'S son:c DI Rl' III THERE. 
72150· DARK HANTLE 7 135-20649 HAYBE I I D BETTER GET A LITTLE BIT HORE DIRT. 
72155 ROCK WITH A 137-20897 05 19 30+ Ll\fi' ~mCl! SOIL? 
LITT:r..B SOIL 05 19 30+ CDR COUPLE TEASPOONSFlJLL. TWEUTY-EIGHT ECHO, BOB. 
05 19 32+ CDR AUD THAT'S PRIi·1ARILY A ROCK FRAGHENT. JACK'S 
GETTING A SOIL FRAGi:1ENT - SOIL SAlU'LE WITH IT. 
BAG29E 05 19 32+ CDR THIS LAST ONE NAS 29 ECHO. 
!\)
..., 72160· DARK 
SOIL 
?-lANTLE 7 SAl-~ AS 
BAG 28E 
05 
05 
19 
19 
32+ 
33 28 
CC 
CDR 
AND THAT'S THE SOIL. 
WE ARE ROLLING. 
"""' 
GEOLOGIC DESCRIPTION 05 19 33+ Ll\fi' OK, WE'RE BACK Dm"m IN OUR OLD FRIEND, THE DARK 
DURING TRAVERSE MANTLE. AND I THINK THE ZERO PHASE POINT IS NOT 
AS BRIGHT AS IT WAS. Pl\.SSING A SMALL CRATER, BUT 
THE BLOCK POPULATION IS STILL WAY DOWN THERE IN 
ABOUT 1 PERCENT. 
05 19 36+ Ll\fi' THE CRATERS AT ABOUT 10 TO 15 l-lETERS IN DIAMETER 
SEEM TO HAVE SOMEWHAT HORE BLOCKY HATERIAL IN 
THEI R RII·IS. BUT THEY'RE !IOT CLEARCUT BLOCKY RIM 
Rnl CRATERS. AND HERE'S ONE THAT'S PROBABLY 50 
HETERS ACROSS THAT HAS A FAIR NUl-mER OF BLOCKS IN 
THE DOTTOH. LOOKS LIKE IT HIGHT HAVE JUST ABOUT 
GOTTEN DOWN TO WHERE THE GABBRO STARTS TO BE 
ABUNDANT AGAIN. 
05 19 37 58 CDR OK 082,5.6, AND 4.9. 
05 19 37+ CC COpy 4.9 ON THE RAHGE. 
05 19 37+ Ll-U' viE'RE NOT Itl LIGHT HMITLE, I DON' 'I' TIII?lK. HAYDE 
1"iE ARE. 
05 19 37+ CDR I THIHK \'IE ARE, JACK. 
CROSS-REFERENCE OF LtnlAR SM1PLES tUTU LOCl\TlmIS, PHOTOGR1U'IIS, l\POLLO-ELi\PSED TI!tES, 

AND EXCERPTS FRON TIlE l\IR-TO-GROUND TRANSCRIPT 

SMWLE WEIGHT SAHPLE TYPE LUUl\R-SURFACE ilET CREW COI,l1IENTS 
NUr.ffiER (G) PHOTOGRAPHS 
EVA 2 - TRAVERSE, LH - STATION 2 
05 19 37+ Lap I GUESS WE ARE. GOSH, I WAS GOING TO SAY THE 
CRATERS ARE ~'mITER THEl TIlEY HAVE DEEN. SO,' ~'lE' RE 
. BACK IN IT. - EVEU THE PHASE POINT'S DRIGHTER TOO. 
05 19 37+ CDR I THINK THAT PLACE I'lHEP.E WE HAD THOSE SMALL, BLOCKY 
CRATERS WAS IN TUE DARK BANTLE. THEY'RE NOT 
EVIDENT HERE IN THE LIGHTER STUFF. 
05 19 39+ LHP THE ROCK FRAGHEH'TS STILL LOOK LIKE GABBRO. THE 
CRATERS TEND TO HAVE WHITE WALLS AND vlHITE RIMS, 
WHI CH THEY DON' 'I' HAVE IN THE DARK HANTLE AREA. THE 
BLOCK POPULATION IS WAY DOWN, 1 PERCENT OR LESS. 
HOWEVER, THE BIGGER CRATERS DO HAVE HORE BLOCKS: 
BUT NOWHERE DOES THAT POPULATION SEEH GET ABOVE 
ABOUT 5 PERCENT. A..'iD THAT'S ON THE HALLS AL'iD TIlE 
RIMS OF THE CRATERS, SAY BIGGER THAN 15 METERS. 
TIIERE'S ONE PROBABLY 20 METERS IN DIAl·IETER THAT 
HAS SOl-IE BLOCKS ON IT. 
05 19 41+ UW LOOK AT THAT CRATERll THAT PIT - THAT CENTRAL 
PIT GOES DOWN ABOUT HALF THE DEPTH OF TIlE CRATER, 
'" ... 
'" 
AND THE CRATER IS A FRESH 3-I-:lETER 
ALMOST WAS A CYLINDRICAL PIT • 
CRATER. IT 
05 19 44 17 LMP WE HADE A TURN TO THE SOUTH A LITTLE BIT AT 081 
AND 5.7. 
05 19 44 47 CDR I'M STARTING UP THE SCARP AT 081, 6.6, AND 5.7. 
05 19 44+ IJ.1P THIS IS THE FIRST TONGUE OF THE SCARP. 
05 19 45+ IJ.1P WHl\TEVER MAKES UP THE LIGHT MANTLE IS - AT LEAS.T, 
THE INSTANT ROCK THAT IT FORl·1S IS MUCH LIGHTER 
THAN ANYTHIHG tiE SEE. THOSE FRAGl-:IENTS PROBABLY 
- ARE 30 PERCENT LIGHTr:R THAN ANY FRAGMENTS WE 
SEE ON THE DARK HANTLE. A'IID THAT'S AROUND THE 
FRESH CRATERS. BUT IT IS NOT BLOCKY. 
05 19 46+ IJ1P THERE ARE NOT ANY BLOCKS BIG ENOUGH TO REALLY HAKE 
A STATEI1ENT ABOUT WHAT THE ROCK IS. BUT IT 
REALLY DOESN'T LOOK LIKE GABBRO ANYMORE. 
05 19 48 49 IJ.1P BOB, IT LOOKS LIKE HAYBE THE LARGE FRAGl\lEUTS IN 
HERE ARE STILL CRYSTALLI:m. THEY HAVE WHITE ZAP 
PITS ON THEN. BUT THEY DO NOT YET REALLY 
RESEMBLE THE G/IBBRO. 
..4 
05 19 49+ CDR JACK, iiTHERE tvAS ii1l:'lSml (S'.i'ATlml 2) IHTH RESPECT 
TO THOSE TRACKS UP THERE? 
05 19 49+ LHP HELL, TILEY NEVER REALLY HAD ANY GOOD TRACKS PINNED 
DOWN. YOU'LL DE ABLE TO SI:E ;IAJ:ISEN, I THIUK SOON 
AS YOG GET OVER THIS HILL. 
05 19 49+ LI-lP HEAD TOOARDS THAT TRACK AREA THERE. THERE ARE 
A LOT BOULDI:R TRACKS COI-1IUG DOIW FROB TUE BLUE­
GRAY ROCKS. HI:' LL SEE WHETHER OR rlOT WE I HE ' 
GOI!lG TO GET TO THOSE TRACKS AT nElSEN, OR WE 
flIGHT t'lAllT TO HOVE OVER TO THE TRACK AND SEE IF 
NE CAN FIND THE DOULDER THAT HADE TIIEn. 
05 19 49+ LMP BUT THERE'S NO QUESTION WHERE THOSE TRACKS cor·lE 
FROH. 
05 19 29 50 L14P LOOKI:W UP ON THE SOUTH HASSIF, WE'VE GOT 
(TIl1E PURPOSELY REAL GOOD VIENS OF THE BLOCK-STREWN FIELDS. THERE 
OUT OF SEQUENCE SEEMS TO BE TWO DOHINANT COLORATIO?lS OF THE ROCK. 
BECAUSE OF TOPIC) THE LIGIIT-COLORED ONES, VERY LIGHT TAN A!lD TO 
lmITE, 11:10 THEN THERE ARE THE BLUE-GRAY ROCKS. 
THERE'S ONE l-l,1IJOR OUTCROP OF BLUE GRAY ABOUT A 
SIXTH OF THE WAY DOivN THE SLOPE, THE CEUTER OF TIlE 
FIELD OF VIEW WE HAVE: AND IT LOOKS VERY HUCH LIKE 
SHULAR BLUE-GRAY ROCKS RIGHT AT THE CREST, THE 
HIGHEST POINT FROM OUR VANTAGE POINT. 
'" I.u I.u 05 19 49+ LMP I HAVE THE HlPRESSION THAT THERE IS A DIPPING 
ZONE OF BLUE-GRAY OUTCROPS OR BLOCK CONCENTRATIons 
UP THERE ON THE HASSIF THAT TRENDS FROM THE HIGH . 
POINT JUST BEHEATII THE EARTH - CROSS-SLOPE - AND 
THE APPARENT DIP IS - OH, I DON'T KNOW, 10 OR 15 
DEGREES TO THE EAST. IT LOOKS LIKE THOSE OUTCROPS 
HAY HATCH UP ALONG THAT TREND. 
CROSS-REFERENCB OF LUNAR SAHPLES HI'J.'H LOCA'l'IOnS, PHOTOGHAPIlS, APOLLO-I:LAPSED THlLS, 
AllD EXQ:;RPTS rROH TIlE AI R-TO-GROUHD TRAlISCRIPT 
SAl1PLE vlEIGHT SAiIP:i:.E TYPE LffilAR-SURFACE i'lliT CREH C0I1I.'1I:HTS 
NUt-illER (G) PHOTOGRAPHS 
BVA 2 - TRAVERSE, LH - STATION 2 
05 19 52+ IJ-IP I THINK THE onES (TRACKS) FROH TIlE BIG OUTCROP OF 
BLUE-GRAY ROCK, THOUGH, ARE THE OHES GOING ;mTO 
NANSEN. 
05195329 CDR­ flY BEST GUESS - 077,7.7,6.6 - IS THATWE'HE 
COHING UP ON TIlE NORTHER~ SI DE OF NANSEN. 
05 19 53+ CDR OK, THERE'S NAllSEN OVER THERE, HUH? 
05 19 53+ Ll1P I THINK YOU'RE RIGHT. IT'S GOT TO BE IT. I 
THli-lK liE'RE INTO A BRECCIA POPULATION NOW. I 
THINK THE BLOCKS IN THE LIGHT MANTLE ARE 
LARGELY BRECCIAS. THEY'RE HOTTLED IN THEIR 
CHARACl'ERISTICS. THEIR WHITE ZAPS 00 NOT SEEl-I 
TO BE NEARLY AS APPARENT. THEY TEND TO BE CHALKY 
~'lHEN THEY GET HIT. AT LEAST, IN THE LARGE 
CRATE RS, THE WALLS ARE CHALKY LOOKING. OH, YES. 
WE'VE GOT BOULDE~ III STATION 2. 
05 19 53+ LUP ~'lE' RE VERY CLEARLY GOING DOWNHILL NOH, INTO THE 
TROUGH AREA THAT SURroUNDS THE HASSIF - OR 
BETHEEN THE BANTLE AND THE MASSIF. BUT THE 
TROUGH IS HUCH GREATER IN EXTENT THAl~ JUST NANSEN 
'" ..., SCALE. IT'S ProBABLY A KILOHETER ~HDE. I 
.". NEVER REALIZED THAT IT WAS SO HUOf OF A DEPRESSION 
IN HERE. 
05 19 56 35 CDR 074, 8.2, 6.9. 
05 19 56+ UlP THERE'S A GOOD-SIZED BLOCK, SORT OF BLUE-GRAY. 
05 19 56+ CDR SONE OF THAT STUFP IS mlUTLED - OR BURIED IN 
THE l-lASSIF HATERIAL. SOME OF IT JUST SEEMS TO 
BE LAymG ON IT, OF COURSE. 
05 19 56+ il-IP YES. HELL, I THINK IT HAS TO 00 Ii ITH Hm\' LONG 
IT'S BEEN TIlERE. YOU'LL TEND TO GET THE DOWNSLOPE 
HOVEHENTS FORUING UPHILL FILLETS, AND THAT'S WHAT 
LOT OF IT LOOKS LIKE. 
EVA 2 - STATION: 2 
~OLOGIC DESCRIPTIONS 05 20 01+ LHP I THINK JUST ABOUT ANYWHERE NEAR THE BIG BLOCKS -­
>\'DULD BE A GOOD STATION 2. 
05 20 01+ CDR - - THAT'S WHERE 1'11 GOING TO PUT IT. 
05 20 01+ CDR BOY, YOU'RE LOOKInG RIGHT INTO NANSEN. 
05 20 01+ Ll1P YES. HE' P-E RIGHT I'HiERE HE \'lA.~TED TO BE FOR STA­
TION 2. IT LOOKS LIKE A GREAT PLACE. BIG BLOCKS. 
IT LOOKS LIKE QUITE A BIT OF VARII:TY FRO~l HERE. 
DIFFERENT COLORS, A1.lYWI.Y. GRAYS Alm LIGHTER 
COLORED TANS. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
05 20 09+ LllP THE ;WilBER or BLOCKS PLOTTED ml THE '·lAP Arili NOT 
NEARLY ElmUGH. 1:1 TilE GPEATER THAll 1-HETER rW1GE, 
THERE ARE l1ANY 1Il;11DRED BLVCKS ON TIlE HASSIF FLANK 
OF "lAllSEH lIUD UP AIlOUHD STATIOll 2, vlHERE tiE ARE. 
THERE ARE ONLY OUE OR TWO BLOCKS Oil TIlE LIGIIT 
llANTLE SIDE OF ;l'AlISEN. IT LOOKS AS IF THE 
tlATERIAL IN THE BOTTOII OF NAllSEU IS OVERRIDING 
THE LIGHT flAllTLE I-lATERIALS OF TUE NORTH \vALL. 
THAT'S JUST l.N IHPRESSIOH. THEY'RE SLIGHTLY 
LIGHTER ALBEDO THAN THE :NORTH viALL OF NANSEN. 
05 20 09+ Ll'1P I SUGGEST THAT viE DO OUR RAKING FAIRLY CLOSE TO 
THE ROVER TO GET TIlE - - SOHE OF THE GENERAL 
POPULATION OF TALUS l·:.ATERIAL COllING OFF THE 
f.1ASSIF. 
05 20 12+ UlP THE BLUE-GRAY ROCKS ARE BRECCIAS. THEY'RE 
JviULTILITHIC, GRAY HATRIX - MATRIX BRECCIAS, 
I GUESS. THERE ARE FRAGHENTS III TliEH, BUT IT 
DOESll'T LOOK LIKE HORE THAll ABOUT 10 OR 15 
PERCEUT FRAGl1EUTS. SONE OF THE LIGHT-COLORED 
FRAGHENTS SEEM TO HAVE VERY FINE-GRAINED DARK 
HALOS AROUND THEH. THE ZAP PITS DO NOT HAVE 
WHITE HALOS, SO I SUSPECT THEY ARE NOT 
CRYSTALLINE. TIlEY MIGHT BE GLASS - THEY HIGHT 
BE THE VITRIC OR GLASSY BRECCIAS. AT LEAST, 
THE OUE BIG ROCK WE HAVE HERE. 
">
... 05 20 12+ Ll1P THERE'S A ROUGH, VERY ROUGH, FOLIATION IN THEl>1 -
In IT'S SHOWN BY TIlE ELONGATE KNOBS ON THE SU RF ACE. 
IT LOOKS LIKE A FRACTURE FOLIATION OF SOHE KIND. 
05 20 12+ CDR JACK, THAT ROCK HAS ALl,IOST GOT TO HAVE COZ,IE DOWN~ 
DON'T YOU THINK? 
05 20 12+ LHP OH, NO QUESTION ABOUT IT. I'LL BET YOU IT'S THE 
SAME AS THE BLUE-GRAY ROCKS liE SEE UP HIGHER~ 
HERE'S SOlIE nORE BLUE-GRAY ONES OVER HERE. 
05 20 12+ CDR LOOK AT THE SIZE OF SQl.1E OF THESE LIGHT FRAGMENTS 
IN HERE. 
05 20 12+ LI1P IT LOOKS LIKE THEY'RE DOHINl\llTLY llATRIX BRECCIAS. 
TlIERE ARE LIGHT-COLORED FRAG.,lENTS, AND THEY HAY BE 
CRYSTALLINE • 
05 20 12+ Ll-lP TIlEY ARE. TIlEY'RE VERY LIGHT COLORED; THEY LOOK 
LIKE THE SHATTERED ANORTHOSITES. THEY HAVE l'mITE 
HALOS - I THINK THAT'S WHAT THOSE FRAGMENTS ARE. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
CROSS-REFEREaCE OF 	LUNAR Sl\NPLES \lITH LOCATIOllS, PHOTOGRAPHS, APOLLO-ELAPSED THlES, 
AND EXCERPTS FROH THE AIR-To-GROUND TRl.iiSCRIPT 
SMWLE WEIGHT SMWLE TYPE LUNAR-SURFACE AET CREW- COHHENTS 

NUl-IBER (G) PHOTOGRAPHS 

EVA 2 - STATION: 	 2 

BAG 514 05 20 12+ CDR JACK, LET'S GET A PIECE OF THIS ONE RIGHT HERE. 

72210* CHIP FROM BRECCIA 137-20900 XSB 05 20 12+ CDR BIGGEST ONE HERE. 

72215-* BOULDER 137-20901 XSB 05 20 12+ LHP GET HER UP. THIS IS THE BLUE-GRAY VARIETY. 

137-20902- 05 20 12+ CDR I'M GOIUG TO TAKE THAT LITTLE KNOB OFF UP THERE. 
137-20909 XSA 05 20 12+ LllP - - YOU CAN WORK THAT BLOCK OVER. ~1E Ch'l' GET 
138-21036 DSA SEVERAL EXMIPLES. WE OUGHT TO SAl1PLE ACROSS THAT 
138-21037 DSA LAYERING, ACTUALLY - THAT FOLIATION. 
05 20 15+ IJ.W 	 I TAKE BACK WHAT I SAID ABOUT NO HALOS. 
THERE ARE LIGHT - NOT VERY SHARPTY LIGHT ­
BUT LIGHT HALOS AROmlD ZAP PITS IN THE MATRIX. 
THE HATRIX GLASS IS DARK, AND IT SEENS TO HAVE A 
GREENISH CAST; BUT IT'S VERY DARK. 
05 20 15+ CDR Oll, LOOK AT THAT BLUE. 

05 20 15+ CDR LOOK AT THE WHITE FRAGriENTS IN THERE. 

..., 05 20 15+ CDR 	 HAN, THERE'S SOME BOULDER ROLLING ROCKS HERE, ~ JACK. 
05 20 15+ LMP OKAY, DON'T ~1RECK THE FILLET. THERE'S Atl 
OVERHANG WE'VE GOT TO GET INTO. 
05 20 16 53 IJ.IP 	 514 IS THE - OK, I' LL TAKE IT BACK. ON THE 
FRESH SURFACE, THESE LOOK LIKE FRAGtENT BRECCIAS 
ALTHOUGH THE FRAGHENT SIZE IS FAIRLY SMALL. THERE 
ARE DARK GRAY FRAGMENTS AND TIlE LIGHT FRAGUENTS 
WE TALKED ABOUT. THE GRAY ONES ARE VERY FINE 
GRAINED AND DEIlSE, ALTHOUGH I SEE FLASHES THAT IN­
DICATE THEY liAY BE CRYSTALLUIE. THE LIGHT-COLORED 
FRAGIENTS ARE AS I DESCRIBED THEH EARLIER, I THINK. 
05 20 16+ CC COPY THAT. 
05 20 16+ Ll·1P 5 1 4 • • •• - ­
'. .. 
BAG 51S 
72230* 
72235-* 
aIIP FROt! 
BRECCIA BOULDER 
SNn; ]IS 
BAG 514 
as 2Q 16+ CC 
05 20 16+ IHP 
05 
05 
20 
20 
16+ 
16+ 
CDR 
UIP 
OS 
OS 
05 
05 
05 
05 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
18 05 
18+ 
18+ 
18+ 
18+ 
18+ 
UIP 
CDR 
UoIP 
CDR 
LHP 
CDR 
I<J 
~ 
'-I 
BAG 494 
72250* 
7225S* 
CHIP FR011 
BRECCIA DOULDER 
SAr·tE AS 
BAG S14 
05 
05 
OS 
OS 
05 
OS 
OS 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
18+ 
18+ 
18+ 
18+ 
18+ 
18+ 
18+ 
LMP 
CDR 
UoIP 
U·IP 
UIP 
CDR 
U1P 
05 20 18+ UIP 
BAG 49S(LR-4} 
72270* 
72275* 
LARGE FRAG.f.IENT 
OF BRECCIA 
SMfE AS 
BAG 514 
05 
05 
20 
20 
18+ 
18+ 
UlP 
CDR 
OS 
OS 
20 
20 
18+ 
18+ 
r.:-1P 
CDR 
OS 20 18+ Ll-1P 
OS 
OS 
20 
20 
18+ 
20 
CDR 
U!P 
01,; JAO<. IF YOU COULD TEl!.R YOUPSr:LF l>.I'1AY III THE 

HIDDLL OF TIIl>.T SOllETHU:; TO GIVE US lu1 EllU REl!.D-OUT, 

WE'D APPRECIA'l'E IT. I'lL HAVEn'T GOTTEN THAT FooH 

YOU YET Oli TIlE EV1•• 

OK. I'll - STAl:lD BY. GENE'S GOT 1. ROCK TO GO. 

TIfAT'S FOOl! UP HIGHER? 

THAT'S A LITTLE HIGIIER. SEE TIIAT SIlELF UP THERE? 

TIlE FIPST ROO< I-vAS FROB ABOUT A - 514 WAS 

rROl1 A .f.IETER ABOVE TIlE BASE OF THE ROCICS; 515 IS 

FRO!·! ABOUT A UETER AND A Hl!.LF. ' 

CAN YOU GET SOH!:: ON EITHER SIDE OF THOSE 'IWO imW? 

YES. 

THAT'S A NORTII/SOUTH OVERHANG 

YES. '.i'1I1.T ONE? 

YES, YOU' ru:: FACInG RIGHT nlTO TIlE EAST. 

YES. I DON'T KNDtv IF I CAl:~ GET A PIECE BAO< HERE 

OR NOT. 

HOW ABOUT RIGHT WHERE YOU ••• 

RIGHT HERE? I CM'l' GET TIIAT. 

YES, THAT'S GOOD. 

OH, BEAUTIFUL. HIT TilE GN0110N. 

IT DIDU'T HOVE. IT JUST TILTED IT. THIS IT? 

YES, THAT'S IT RIGHT THERE. 

494 IS FRON A HALF A IIETER ABOVE TIlE BASE OF THE 

ROO<. 

AND THESE ARE SMIPLES FROll ACROSS THE LAYERING ­
OR TilE FOLIJl.TION. 

WHAT DO YOU THINK? CA..'t YOU GET THAT - CAr" YOU GET 

THAT ONE UP THERE? 

YES. I I·IIGHT EITHER GET THAT OR THIS OTHER PIECE 

UP HERE. 

WELL, DON'T TAKE ANY CHANCES. 

YES, I'.H NOT GOING TO. HOVI ABOUT THIS ONE? HERE'S 

A WHOLE BIG PIECE. 

OK. TIIAT'S A GOOD - GOOD REPRESENTATIVE FRAGf.lEllT. 

CAN YOU GET IT? 

I CAN'T REACH YOU vlITHOUT 1-1Y CAl1ERA HITTIllG. 

THAT'S A FOOTBALL-SIZE FRAGHENT. OK, THIS NEXT 

SMIPLE - CAN YOU GET A BAG OUT, AND WE'LL TRY TO 

PUT IT AROUND IT. AROUND THE EUD. IT'S HIGHLY 

VARIABLE. THIS IS A LIGHT NATRIX BRECCIA1 

WHEREAS TilE OTHER THREE FRAGI·1ENTS \'lERE 

DAP.K-HATRIX OR DARK-FRAGNENT BRECCIAS. 

TIlE BIG ROO< IS A LIGHT-l>1ATRIX 

BRECCIA WITH DARK FRAG.f.lEnTS, AND IT'S THE ONE THAT 

HAS TIlE HALOS AROU-:W TIlE LIGHT FRA(',f·lEUTS. A:lD 

THAT'S IN 495, BARELY. IT'S HOT EVE~l In IT. 

495 IS \'lRJ\PPED l\ROrem IT. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
CROSS- REFERENCE OF 	LUNAR SJ.\l1PLES lHTH LOCATIONS, PHOTOGRAPHS, ]\POLLO-ELAPSED TINES, 
A..'lD EXCERPTS FROH THE AIR-TO-GROUHD TRAlISCRIPT 
SA}~LE WEIGHT SJ.\l1PLE TYPE LUllAR-SURFACE AET CREl.. COHNEHTS 

NmlBER (G) PHOTOGRAPHS 

EVA 2 - STATION: 	 2 
------------------------------------ ----.-------------------------------------------------------------------------------­
05 20 20 50 CDR IT'S NOT GOIHG TO STAY. 

05 20 20+ CDR IT'S A FOOTBALL-SIZE FRAGHENTAL ROCK. 

05 20 20+ LHP WHY OON' T YOU JUST STUFF IT. SEE IF YOU CAl'l 

STUFF IT IN THB RE WITH THE BAG DOWN - ­
05 20 20+ CDR WE'LL BE ABLE TO IDENTIFY IT WHEN WE GET - 495 
WHEN WE GET BACK. 
05 20 20+ CC 	 00 YOU GUYS SEE ANY TRACKS CQ!.IING OOWN TO THESE 
BOULDERS? 00 HAVE ANY FEELING THAT YOU ~ PLACE 
THESE THAT WAY? 
05 20 20+ LHP UNFORTliNATELY, NO. THE NAIN TRACKS ARE OUT INTO 
UANSEN, AND I OON'T THINK liE CAN GET OVER THERE. 
05 20 20+ LMP COMING UP I WAS LOOKING, AND THERE ARE NO OBVIOUS 
TRACKS COMING DOWN HERE.
'" 05 20 20+ LMP THE GNOMON {'lAS f.lOVED A LITTLE BE'lWEEN THE SAt'1PLES.t.I II:> 
05 20 22+ LMP 	 I GOT FLIGHT LINE ON THE NORTH/SOUTH TREND, GENE 
GOT EAST/WEST. 
BAG 496 FILLET SOIL SAME AS 05 20 22+ CDR YOU GOING TO GET THAT SM1PLE UNDER THERE? 
72220· FROM UNDERNEATH BAG 514 05 20 22+ u.1P YES, WE GOT TO GET THE SOIL. 
OVERHANG 05 ,20 22+ CDR 	 THERE MAY BE AN OVERHANG. AND LOOK THAT ROCK IS ­
FRAGMENTED, LET'S SEE IT'S SOUTIIEAST/NORTHWEST. 
THERE • S A SPLIT. 
05 20 22+ LI·1P 	 THIS IS A FILLET FROr~ UNDERNEATH THE ROCK. 
05 20 22+ LMP 	 THIS FILLET IS UP UNDERNEATH AN OVER-HANG. I 
GOT IT FROB ABOUT - OB, A THIRD OF A HETER UNDER 
AN OVERHANG. AND IT'S THE UPPE R 3 CENTIllETERS OF 
SOIL. 
05 20 22+ CDR 	 Al'lD IT'S BAG 496. 
~ 
BAG 497 05 20 22+ LIIP NOll LET liE GET OIlE OUT AlVAY FRO:! TIIE OVE RIIAUG A 
72240* SOIL SAl'lE AS LITTLE BIT. 
BAG 514 05 20 22+ CC YOU THINK THAT'S PERMlI:lENT SHADOii? 
05 20 22+ CDR NO. IT'S Fl.CDlG EAST. 
05 20 22+ LllP h"lD 11. SAHPLE DOHN TO A DEPTH OF ABOUT 5 
CENTlflETERS, ABOUT TWO-THIRDS OF 11. llETER 
FROM TIlE: - BOULDER - THE SOUTH SIDE - IS Dl' 497. 
BAG 498 05 20 22+ Ll1P NON LET ME GET A SKIll SArIPLE, GElIO. 
72260* SKIM SOIL 05 20 22+ CDR OK. I GOT TO TAKE: A SE:T OF PICTURES AFTER THAT, 
BY TIlE WAY. SHOH lmERE: THEY ARE. 
05 20 22+ un> I CAr~ PIECE TIIEU INTO BY FLIGHT LINE STEREO. 
05 20 22+ CDR THEY WERE In BOTH OF TIlE BEFORE PICTUES ON THOSE 
ROCKS. 
05 20 22+ un> OK; ABOUT A CENTIllETER DEEP - SKll·1. 
05 20 22+ CDR CAREFUL. YOU'RE IN A HOLE. YOU BETTER COl-IE OUT. 
05 20 22+ CC GIVE SAlIPLE BAG NmlBER, PLEASE. 
05 20 22+ UIP OK, BOB. I :USSED TlIAT. I DlDil' '1' GIVE IT TO 
YOU; BUT I THINK - WELL THE ;:lEXT BAG I TAKE OUT, 
YOU CAN alECK TilE NUH - liELL, WAIT A HINUTE, I'LL 
DO IT FOR YOU. 
05 20 22+ CC NO. TIIAT'S OK. I SUSPECT IT'S 498. 
05 20 22+ LMP I'~l ALMOST POSITIVE IT WAS 498. 
05 20 26 13 LlIP LOOKING AT THE BLOCKS DIRECTLY DOWN-SUN, 
'" .... I.Q 
THE LIGHT GRAY, OR THE GRAY-MATRIX 
SEEn TO DE FRAGME:lTS, OR SCHLIEREN 
BRECCIAS 
ANYWAY, WITH;IN 
THE WHITE-HATRIX BRECCIAS. 
05 20 26+ un> AND I GOT A COUPLE PICTURES DOWN-SUU TO SUOW 
TItAT TEXTURE. 
CC OK. Arm ONE THING WE'D LIKE TO DO WOULD BE TO 
SAMPLE A VARIETY OF BLOCKS, IN TER.'4S OF LOOKING AT 
DIFFEREllCES IN THE BLOCKS - FROH BLOCK TO BLOCK. 
LMP ROGER. lYE'RE GOInG TO DO THAT. lYE'RE GOING AFTER 
A GRAY - I HEAN A LIGHTER-COLORED BLOCK, NOt'l. 
ARE YOU GOING UP THERE? 
CDR YES. 
GEOLOGIC DESCRIPTION CC OK; AND IF YOU'RE GOING UP THE MASS IF, WHY 
DON' '1' ~iE TRY AND GET TIlE RAKE SAl'·n>LE UP THERE NOW 
WHEN YOU FINISH THESE ROCKS. 
CDR HEY, JACK - JACK, DON'T cot-IE UP HERE UNLESS YOU 
BRING THE RAKE. IT'S A LONG TRIP. NO SENSE 
COMING UP HERE Tl'1ICE. I CAN GO GET THIS SAHPLE. 
I'LL GET THE RAKE, IF I WERE YOU. DON' '1' WALK BACK 
UP T~HCE. 
LHP l'lELL, I DON' '1' - I' N NOT SURE THEY I RE GOING TO 
GAIN ANYTHING BY CQ!.IING UP TO TIlE TOP. 
CROSS-REFERENCE OF 	 LUNAR SAHPLES tUTH LOCATIONS, PIIOTOGRAPfIS, APOLLO-ELlI.PSlm TIllES, 
AND EXCERPTS FROH THE }\.IR-To-GROt.;"ND TRl~ISCRIPT 
SAl·IPLE WEIGHT SNIPLE TYPE LUNAR-SURFACE AET CREt'l COIU1ENTS 

NUMBER (G) PHOTOGRAPHS 

EVA 2 - STATION: 	 2 
------------------------------------------------------------------.-------------------------------------------------------­
CC 	 OK. AS LONG AS IT'S ABOVE THE BREAK OF THE 
SLOPE, JACK, tlE DOU'T HAVE TO GET VERY FAR UP T'clE 
SLOPE. 
LMP 	 THAT'S RIGHT. 
05 20 28+ CDR 	 I'M AT MOTHER BOULDER UP THE SLOPE HERE. IT­
LOOKS QUITE SIilILAR TO THE ONE WE JUST SMIPLED, 
EXCEPT THERE IS A LOT OF FLAKE FRACTURES ON IT. 
NOH-UNIFORM, !WNDlRECTIONAL, - OUT QUITE DIFFERENT, 
AT LEAST FROH THAT OTHER ROCK, IN' TERMS OF TIlE 
FRACTURE PATTERN. THE TEXTURE LOOKS TO BE QUITE 
SHULAR•••• 
05 20 28+ LMP 	 ON THESE RAKE SMWLES, THERE IS JUST NO POINT 
IN CARRYING A RAKE ALL THE WAY UP HERE - ­
05 20 28+ LMP - - BECAUSE ALL WE NEEDED WAS A BREAK IN THE SLOPE. 
05 20 28+ CC AS LONG AS YOU'RE ABOVE THE BREAK IN THE SLOPE; 
THAT'S RIGHT. 
05 20 28+ LMP IT'S BEING DONE •••• 
05 20 28+ LHP WE WANT TO GET AWAY FROH. THAT BIG ROCK BECAUSE 
...'" 	 IT'S PROBABLY SHEDDING. HEY, THAT'S A DIFFERENT<::> 
ROCK, GEUE. 
05 20 28+ CDR 	 YES. WELL, IT LOOKS LIKE THE SAME TEXTURE, BUT 
IT'S GOT THAT FLAKY FRACTURE PATTERN ALL OVER IT. 
I'M GOING TO GET A STEREO ~'1HILE 1'11 AT IT. 
05 20 28+ CDR 	 THIS OUGHT TO COVER MY SAf1PLES I TAKE OFF OF 
THAT THING. 
05 20 28+ LHP 'l'IlIS IS A CRYS'J.'ALLI,m ROCIC, liOUS·rO~~. IT'S 
GOT ;UCE WIiITB HhLOS AROUHD THE ZAP Fri.'S. THE 
ZAPS ARE HOT - DENSE DLACIC GLASS, BUT A VERY DI,RK 
GREE!USH-GRAY. 
05 20 28+ CDR ARE THOSE HALOS OR PRAGi·lENTS? 
05 20 28+ Ll·1P ~W, THEY'RE HALOS. HELL, TIlEY ARE FRAGHEaTS, I 
THI~~K, ALSO. IT'S FAIRLY CRYSTALLI:m, BUT IT IS 
HETEROGENEOUS. ltATTER OF FACT TllBRE'S A BIG 
FRAGHI::NT OF A PORPHYRY CAUGHT UP IN THIS TlIIl,iG, 
I THINK. 
05 20 31+ LllP AND THERE'S A CHUNK THERE WE CAN GET. THAT'S A BIG 
FRAGMENT WITHIU THIS CRYSTALLInE ROCK -- INeLUSIOU. 
05 20 31+ CDR· TAKE A PICTURE OF THAT AIm THEN. YOUR LOCATOR, I'LL 
GET IT. 
UlP GO AHEAD. I'VE GOT IT. 
LMP GOT IT? 
CDR YES, I'VE GOT IT. 
BAG 516 CHIP FROM AN 137-20912­ LI·lP BEAUTIFUL. LOOKS LIKE A PORPHYRY. 
72310* INCLUSION IN 137-20916 XSB CDR BOY, IT DOES LOOK LIKE A CRYSTALLINE ROCK. 
72315* BRECCIA 138-21038 DS LI·lP LOOKS LIKE AIl AIWRTHOSITE PORPHYRY IS WHAT IT 
BOULDER 138-21039 LOC LOOKS LIKE. 
138-21040­ 05 20 31+ CDR THE ••• HAS GOT Tim VERY LARGE CRYSTALS IN THERE. 
138-21042 XSA Tllh"Y'RE VERY REFLECTIVE, ELONGATED CRYSTALS. 
05 20 31+ L!1P IT'S A RELATIVELY AIIGULAR INCLUSION ABOUT A HALF 
A l1ETER IN SIZE, Al~D IT'S A SQUARE CROSS SECTION. 
WELL, IT'S IRREGULARI BUT GENERALLY SQUARE CROSS 
'" 
SECTION. IT'S IN BAG 516, AND IT LOOKS LIKE A -
oil.
... 
WELL IT'S A HIGH FELDSPAR ROCK. IT MAY BE AN 
ANORTHOSITIC GABBRO, BUT IT DOES LOOK LIKE A 
PORPHYRY. 
05 20 31+ CDR THERE'S A BIG CHUNK ,'1HERE I'VE GOT - I CAN'T GET 
IT OUT, THOUGU 1 IT'S BURIED IN A ROCK - HALF OF 
AN INCH ELONGATED - I CAI~' T SEE WHETHER THEY 
ARE COLORLESS OR NOT, BUT THEY ARE CERTAINLY 
REFLECTIVE CRYSTALS. • •• 
05 20 31+ CDR AND THEN IN THE BIG ROCK, YOU'VE GOT HASSIVE 
THINGS LIKE THIS BIG FRAGIIENT HERE - THAT'S 5 
INCHES ACROSS. 
05 20 31+ LHP THAT l-tAY BE A SPALL POInT, GENE, THAT'S 
A LIGHTER COLOR, IN GENERAL, BECAUSE OF A ZAP OR 
SOMETHING. 
05 20 31+ CDR LET HE GET S011E MORE SAl,lPLES OF IT. 
05 20 31+ LHP YES, WE NEED TO GET SOl-IE OF THE HOST ROCK HERE. 
05 20 31+ CDR WE'LL GET A PIECE HERE. 
05 20 31+ U1P YOU'RE STILL SAl·lPLING THE ONE HE JUST GOT. SO 
WE'LL GET ANOTliE R ONE. 
BAG 517 05 20 33 42 LMP THE SAlm KIND - OR THB CONTACT OF THi'.T ROCK 
72330* ROCK CHIP SAl-IE AS LOOKS LIKE IT HIGHT BE FINER GRAINED - BUT IT'S 
72335* FR011 BRECCIA BAG 516 ABOUT THE SAME - IN 517. THAT'S THE COHTACT 
BOULDER IN THB INCLUSION SHm OF THE CONTACT. KEEP GOIUG 
AFTER THE OTHER O~~E, GENE, I'LL GET THIS IN YOUR 
BAG. 
CROSS-REFERENCE OF LUNAR SlJ-lPLES WITH LOCATIONS, PIIOTCIGRAPHS, APOLLO-ELAPSED 
AND EXCERPTS FROll THE 1I.IR-TO-GROUND TRANSCRIPT 
THIES, 
SAI·1P:.:..E 
NUHBER 
\ilEIGIlT 
(G) 
SAl·lPLE TYPE LUNAR-S ljRF ACE 
PHOTOGRAPHS 
.liET CREW Cor-n,:lBNTS 
EVA 2 - STATION: 2 
BAG 518 
72350­
72355 
1.70 
368.8 
CHIP OF 
BRECCIA 
BOULDER 
SAME AS 
BAG 516 
05 20 33+ UIP THE HOST ROCK FOR THE InCLUSION, WHICH APPEARS TO 
BE ALSO CRYSTALLINE Bu"T HAY BE A RECRYSTALLIZED 
ROCK OF SOl-IE KIND - - HETAMORPHIC - ALSO LOOKS LIKE 
IT'S HIGH PLAGIOCLASE - HIGH FELDSPAR, AHY\ilAY. 
THAT'S IN BAG 51 B - AND THAT WAS A LOOSE FRAG -
FAIRLY LOOSE BUT IN PLACE FRAGMENT ALONG THE 
FRACTURE ZONE. 
"> 
.... 
"> 
BAG 519 
72370· 
72375 
0.02 
1B.16 
RESIDUE 
ROCK, BRECCIA 
(HOST ROCK) 
SAME AS 
BAG 516 
05 
05 
05 
05 
05 
05 
20 33+ 
20 33+ 
2033+ 
20 33+ 
20 33+ 
20 33+ 
CDR 
LMP 
CDR 
LMP 
LMP 
LMP 
I'M GOIUG TO TRY TO GET THE REST OF IT UP THERE. 
THIS IS A MEDIUI!-GRAINED ANORTUOSITIC GABBRO, AND 
IT LOOKS LIKE IT HAS SOl-IE PASTEL-GREEN OLIVINE 
CRYSTALS IN IT. DID YOU GET IT? 
I CAN'T GET ANY MORE OF IT, JACJ:{, UP THERE. I 
CAN'T REAO! ANY MORE. 
OK, AND THAT SMALL CHIP OF THAT IS IN 519. IT'S 
THE SAME HOST - ROCK, MUO! LIKE THE PREVIOUS 
SAMPLE • 
ANOTHER CHUNK OF THE HOST -
IT'S IN THERE. I HAVEN'T CLOSED YOUR BAG YET. 
AND WE'VE GOT TO GET ONE SOIL SAl1PLE UP THE 
HILL HERE. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
05 20 33+ Lr1P 	 'I'IE'LL rET THE PAKE SJ\r-IPLF PIGITT 0Vr:R IIEPF' ON 
TIllS SLOPE. 
05 20 33+ CC WJI_S THAT LAST SJI.MPLE IN 51 a, AS HELl,? 
05 20 33+ CDR THFEE IT IS. THJlT'S IT RIGHT THERE. 
05 20 3(' 31 LNP NO. WEITJlVEN'T PUT IT IN YET. 
l3AG 499 05 20 36+ CDR THAT WILL ("..() IN 499. 
72390* ANORTHOSITIC SAr~E 1\8 05 20 36+ LPF THIS IS JI. FAIRLY UNIFOIDI-LOOKING ROCK. IT 
72395* ROCK BAG 516 DOFS HlIVE SOME WIDELY SPJI.CED FRl\CTlJRES ACROSS 
IT. IT'S CLE}!'PLY 	 CRYSTALLINE AND IlAS CRYSTAL­
LINE INCLUSIONS IN IT. 
05 20 36+ CDF. MIGHT GET THE SOIL FRml AROUND THAT THING. 
05 20 36+ LMP BOTH ROCKS LOOK LIKE THEY ~IGHT BE IN TEE 
ANORTHOSITIC CLASS OF ROCKS. IT'S JUST THAT 
ONE H}lS THE APPEARANCE OF BEING A FINER GRAINED 
E
., MATRIX • LOOKS LIKE A PORPHYRY IN THE BOULDER. 
05 20 37 59 C[;,R I'VE GOT A STEREO - I'LL JUST CONTINUE MY7 STEREO AROUND HERE. HEY, JACK, YOU CAN GET WAY7 UNDER THERE, AND I KNOW YOU COULD GET SOIL. I7 DON' T KNOW HOW I,ONG IT'S BEEN SHADOWED, BUT IT'S 
BEEN SHADOWED AS LONG AS THIS ROCK'S BEEN HERE. 
05 20 37+ I,l·lP I'LL DO THAT. 
05 20 37+ CDR I'VE GOT A STEREO OF THIS ONE. 
05 20 37+ CDR I'VE ALREADY GOT IT. 
0'5 20 37+ Lf.1P WELL, I'M GETTING IT FROM THIS WAY, AND THEY LIKE 
... '" THAT. DID WE KICK lINY DIRT IN UNDER THERE?
'" BAG 500 05 20 37+ CDR I DON'T THINK SO, GO WAY DOWN IN THERE. LET ME 
72320* SHADOWED SOIL SAr!E AS GET A COUPLE OF AFTER PICTURES. YES, WE WANT TO 
... FROM BENEATH BAG 516 GET TWO SIDES OF THESE ROCKS, AND YOU CAN SEl':'" 
'" ROCK 	 THEIR STRUCTURE. 
05 20 37+ LMP 	 I TOOK THAT STEREO. 
05 20 37+ LMP 	 I GOT UNDER AN EAST-WEST OVER-Hl>NG ABOUT 20 
CENTIMETERS - WAY BACK - QUITE A WAY BACK, IT 
GOES EVEN FARTHER, BUT THAT'S ABOUT AS FAR AS 
I CAN PEACH BACK THERE NOW. 
05 20 37+ Ll4P 	 THAT'S IN BAG 500. 
05 20 40+ CDR 	 AND, BOB, I TOOK AN AFTER PICTURE OF WHERF 
JACK JUST GOT THAT SOIL SArlPLE UNDER THE ROCK 
FROM; }INn I'M ON 60. 
a 
i 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
CROSS-REFEREnCE OF 	 LUNAR S}\~!PLFS WITH lOCATIONS, PHOTOGRA.PHS, JI.POLLO-F:LJI.PSED TI~ES, 
Mm EXCERPTS FROB TIlE JlIR-TO-GPOUND TPANSCRIPT 
SAMPLE WEIGHT SAMPLE TYPE LUNPtR-SURF1'.C"F AET CREW COMMENTS 

NUMBER (G) PHOTOGRAPHS 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~-----
EVA 2 - STATION: 2 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~-----
05 20 40+ LMP BOB, r·~ DOWN-SUN PICTURES ON THE RAKE WERE TAREN 
liT F/S. 
BAG 501 OS 20 40+ CDR I'LL BE RIGHT ~OWN THERE TO BAG THAT PAKE FOR YOU. 
72530* RAKE 138-21043- 05 20 42+ Lt-"P NOT HANY SMALL WALNUT-SIZED FRAGMENTS IN HERE. 
72535-* FRAGMENTS 138-21046 XSB GOTTEN ABOUT SEVEN OR EIGHT. 
72545-* 137-20962 XSA L~1P GENF, yet' GOT A BAG'? 
72555-* CDR YES, SIR. RIGHT HERE. HOW YOU DOING'? 
LMP MY HANDS ARE GETTING TIRED. 
CDR YES. BAG 501. 
OS 20 42+ CDR NO, THERE AREN'T A LOT; BUT THAT'LL FILL UP A BAG. 
BAG 502 05 20 45+ CC AND THIS IS THE ONE THAT WE WOULD LIKE TO GET THE 
72500* SOIL SAME AS KILOGRAM OF SOIL FROM, JACK. 
BAG 501 L~'P OK. I'LL USE MY SCOOP FOR THAT. 
OS 20 45+ CDR 502, BOB, WILL BE THE KILOGRAH. 
." 05 20 45+ Ll'I!P AND THAT'S SAMPLE DOWN TO ABOUT 4 CENTIMETERS....
... 05 20 45+ CDR OH, THAT'S A BIG BAG FULL. 

05 20 46+ L~P GET AN AFTFR, GENE. 

OS 20 46+ CDR YES. GOT IT. 

05 20 46+ CDR JACK GOT THE BEFORES ON THE PjlKE AND I GOT THE 

AFTER. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
CT'P Y(,V NN1T " T'/l'K!:: NlD l' LIr:;IlT MAt~'J'r.F FERr? 
Cr: WE 'VUU1'1' I> ~JlJ{F NJD I> r,IGHT '·].HTTU'. Y(){T MIr;PT /I,E 
I''1'TT GET 'I'Hl',T DOWN BY TEE ROVFP. - J,JlTF'R 0'1 M'D -
C(' 
- - ••• D(1rt'~'F!rT[,D Sl'fv'PLF'S TIlFPF' - UP (HT THE 
SI('PF 0F Tl'F rl}lSSIF, BFFOPF YOU r··OVF D(1~1 THr: 
FLl'TTFR LIG!!T )'.<}I,NTLE ].IPEAS BY THE RovF.R. JU~T 
DO "'FE OTHER SAMPLINr,. 
H'P WE - ~JF. WIT,L. 
05 20 46+ CD~ HEPr' }\J(r: TWO POCKS SIDE BY SIDE, ]'I m:TF'R or TNO 
IN DIArIETFR. NlD ONE IS THE M10PTHOSITIC 0ABBRO, 
IF I ('AN USE THE TERM; l\ND THE OTHER IS TH1\T TWO­
CYCLE BRECCIA. 
CDR ~!l\.N, TH.I'l.T' S THF: WAY TO COME DOWNH ILl,. 
LMP JUST DON'T STUB YOt'P TOE. 
CDR YES, THAT' 8 THF 'VfAY TO COME OOWNHILTJ. 
WP HEY, GENE, SET UP RIGHT THERE. LET'S GET THl'T 
BIG CL1\ST. 
BAG 503 05 20 116+ LMP SET UP RIGHT THERE. LET'S GET TII].I.T BIG CLI>,ST. 
721110* 3 CHIPS FROM 138-210117 DSB 05 20 116+ Lr1P THERE'S JJ., FRACTURE RIGHT IN THERE I WANT TO GET 
721115* WHITE CLASTS 138-21048 LOC NEAR. 
721116* IN BRECCIA 138-21049 DSB 05 20 46+ CDR OH, THE CLAST. 
721117* BOULDER 137-20963 XSB 05 20 116+ LHP YES. 
137-20964 XSB 05 20 116+ LMP BIG WHITE CLAST IN THE GRAY-l-fATRIX BRECCIA. 
137-20965 XSA 05 20 116+ L~ PRETTY HARD, ISN'T IT? THAT BOULDER'S GOING 
TO ROLL. 
05 20 46+ CDR MAN, THAT IS HARD. THERE'S THE SAME CI,AST 
'"c.. 05 20 116+ CDR 
OVER THEP.E. 
THAT CLAST IS SOFT. 
'" 05 20 46+ LMP CAN YOU USE YOUR - YOUR BLADE END? 
05 20 116+ CDR YES, LET ME ~ET THAT LITTLE PIECE, ANYWAY, TO 
ST~RT WITH. r,OT IT. THERE'S TWO MORE PIECES. 
05 20 46+ LJ'.'IP BEFORE WE C0VER THE~ UP, LET'S GET THEn. 
05 20 46+ CDR I GOT TO GFT l', SAMPLE OF THAT MOTHER (HOST) ROCK.' 
05 20 46+ LMP WANT TO TRY TO HIT THAT ONE MORF TIME. I THINK 
~~'VE GOT JJ.NOTHER ONE COMING THERE. THERE'S 
/I.NOTHER I.ITTLE ONE. 
05 20 46+ L~W THAT LOOKS ALMOST LIKE ~ RHYOLITE FROJ'.'l HERE. I 
DOU'T BELIEVE IT, THOUGH. 
05 20 50 16 U'P TPIS IS A FINE-GRHNED - BUT CRYSTALLINE WHITE 
ClAST - IN THE GRAY BRECCIA; AND IT'S r.nXED WITH 
SOIL. WE H~.D TO PICK UP A LITTLE SOIL. 503. 
05 20 50+ LMP THFRE ARF TPREE CLASTS, ANYWAY - OR THREE FRl>.GMENTS 
THAT WE GOT OFF. 
U'P 	 OK, BOB. THAT WHITE-COLORED INCLUSION WE 
SAr,~PLED LOOKS LIKE A STRANGE ­
BAG 503 05 20 54+ Lr!P THAT WHITE cr~ST - I LOOKED AT IT, AND IT Hl'S 1 
(CONTINUED) DESCRIPTION LIGHT PASTEL-GREEN - FAIRLY ROUNDED CRYSTALS IN 
OF WHITE CLAST 	 A FINF.-GRAINED WHITE TO LIGHT PINKISH-TAN MATRIX. 
ArlD YOU CAN FIGURE THAT ONE OUT. LOOKS LIKE 
OLIVINF ].IND SO~P,THING. 
CROSS-REFEREnCE OF Lt'NJl.P SA~"PLrS WITP LOCATIons, PI!OTOGRJlJ>HS, JlPOLLO-ELJI.PSED 
)\nn EXCERPTS FROl>l TFE AIP-TO-GROUND TRJl.NSCRIPT 
'!'IHFS, 
SAMPLE 
NUHBER 
WEIGHT 
(G) 
SAMPLE TYPE LUNAR-SURFACE 
PHOTOGRAPHS 
llET CREW CO~'.ENTS 
... 
EVA 2 - STATION: 2 
,. 
BAG 504 
72430* 
72435* 
72436* 
2 CHIPS OF 
HOST ROCK FOR 
BAG 503 CLASTS 
SM-IE AS 
BAG 503 
05 
05 
20 
20 
50+ 
50+ 
CDR 
L~~ 
CHIPS. LFT ~E GET ]I PIECE OF THE ROCK IT'S IN. 
nm I' ~I GOING TO TAKE A CLOSEUP STEREO OF THAT. 
THE HOST ROCK FOR THAT INCLUSION OF WHITE 
MATERIAL WILL BE IN BAG 504. TWO CHIPS WITH SOIL. 
'".... 
a, 
BAG 505 
72440* SOIL SAME AS 
BAG 503 
05 20 52+ 
05 20 52+ 
05 20 52+ 
05 20 52+ 
05 20 54 12 
CDR 
CC 
CDR 
CDR 
LMP 
CDR 
LMP 
LOOK OUT, JACK. 
IT'S THE OLD BOULDER-ROLLING TRICK. 
HOW ABOUT GETTING A SOIL SAMPLE UNDER THERE? 
GET THAT SAMPLE UNDF.R THERE, JACK. UNDER THAT 
ROCK. 
OK. GOT]I, BAG? 
GOT 1>. BAG. 
THE SOIL FROM RIGHT UNDERNEATH THE ROCK - DOWN 
TO ABOUT 4 CENTIMETERS - IN 505. AND I'LL TRY 
TO SKIM IT HERE A LITTLE, TOO. GET THE UPPER 
CENTIHETER. 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~------------
BAG 506 
72460* SOIL SAME AS 
BAG 503 
05 
05 
05 
20 .54+ 
20 54+ 
20 54+ 
CDR 
UlP 
CDR 
BOB, THIS BIG WHITE CLAST - I'M NOT SURE THERE 
AREN'T SOME SMALLER ONES IN SOME OF THOSE OTHER 
BIG BOULDERS. THAT'S JUST AN INTUITIVE GUESS. 
OH, THERE JI.RE. 
BUT WE NEVER SAW ANY AS OBVIOUSLY BIG, AS GROSS 
AS THIS ONE. SUCH AS THIS PARTICULAR BOULDER I 
PHOTOGRAPHED, I HAD THREE OF THEM OTHER THl-N THE 
ONE WE SAMPLED. AND THAT'S 505 - AND 506, IN 
THAT ORDER. 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------­
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
BAG 507 	 RAKE FRAGMENTS CC CK, WE I D LIKr Y(lU GUYS TO GET GOING on TIlE r:l'KF 
72730* 	 137-20974 XSB SJlr-TLF.. • • .' 
72735* 	 137-20975 XSB I,MP (lK, I t~1 GOING TO PAVE TO z-.10VF OUT HERE 1'. v!AYf', 
72736* 	 137-20976 1,0C (T':O. 
72737* 	 137-20977 LO(' 
72738* 	 137-20978 XSA 05 20 57+ rlq> • •• EIGHT OVER TUERE l'mERE THERE I S SOflE FPAG­
13[,-210711 1;51'- MrNTS. 
05 20 57+ CDR I 'LL GrT THE nFFORE 1'.ND THE LOCATOR. 
05 20 57+ !,rIP CR, MID THEN I LL GET THE Dovm.I 
05 ::>0 57+ 	 CDR Lr.T' S GET THE RAKE SAMPLE SO l'lE C]\N rlOVE ON. 
UIP SOY, I ZFLL YOU ­
05 20 50 53 	 COP. !Jot'1 JlRE YOUR HlINDS? LET rm RAKE THAT A LITTLE BIT. 
UIP WELL, IT'S JILL RIGHT, THERE JUST AREN'T ANY ROCKS. 
CDR THFPE'S A COUPLE, KEEP GOING. THERE SURE 1I.RPN'T, 
1',RE THERE? 
05 20 58+ CDR THERE'S ONE UNDER THE GNor~ON YOU CAN GET. 
05 20 58+ U'P SEVERAL I THOUGHT NERE ROCKS TURNED OUT TO BE 
CLODS. 
05 20 5(1+ CDR 	 YES, THAT'S WHAT MOST OF THn' ARE IS CLODS. HOW 
DO YOU GET CLODS IF IT'S NEVER BEEN WET? YOU'RE 
nOT GETTING ANY. YOU'VE HAD THREE IN THERE EVER 
SINCE THE LAST FOUR SCOOPS. 
05 20 51;+ 	 Lf.~P THE RE JUST AREN' T HANY. 
05 20 58+ 	 CDR 507. 
05 20 51::+ CDR 	 THREE ROCKS. YES, YOU GOT ABOUT FOUR ROCKS ­
ABOUT 2 INCHES liND SMALLER. 
." 	 05 20 58+ 1,l<'P AND LET ME GET THE DOWN-SUN • 
...,.
"" 
BAG 508 05 20 58+ CC GET THE SOIL. 
72700* SOIL SAME AS 05 20 58+ IHP m'F-scoop-scmUTT, THEY CALL rm. 
BAG 507 05 20 5f!+ COP. THAT'S GOOD. THAT'S BAG 508. 
05 21 00 50 CDH YOU I I,r. Hl'.VR TO START PUTTING SOME OF THESE SA~PLFS 
IN MY BAG. YOF'RF GETTING J>.. FULL BAG FOR CHRISTHAS 
HEPF. 
Lr·~p IS IT SO FTTLL l\JE OUGHT TO CHANGE IT? 
crp YES. LET'S DO THAT liFTER ~lE G:P.T TO THE NEXT 
STJI.TION, THOPGH. 
05 21 00+ CDR LBT ~m GFT ONE AFTER OF THE AREA THAT WE MESSED UP. 
05 21 00+ CDR LOOK WHERE WE KICKED UP THIS STUFF. THERE'S SOME 
LIGHT - WELL, I CAN'T SEE IT NOW. 
05 21 00+ U'P OCCASIONALLY THERE'S 11. LIGHT-COLORFD FRAG~NT I 
THINK WE BRFAK INTO. 
05 21 00+ CDR YES, WE KICK IT UP. 
05 21 00+ LMP THEY ARE LIHHT-COLORED CLODS. 
05 21 00+ CDR AND l\'HEl'~ I WAS WALKING UPHILL, I RFALLY WASN'T 
SINKING IN PROBJ>..BLY MORE THAN AN INCH OR TNO. 
05 21 00+ CDR BAG 8 IS ON THE GATE, AND JlICK I S GFTTING BlIT 4. 
BIIG 4. 
05 21 16+ LHP OK. LMP IS 11'"' ll6. 
05 21 06+ r.OP AND CDP IS AT 113. 
LEAVE STATION 2 05 21 07 25 C011 WE' P.F: ROLLING. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
CROSS-REFFRrtTCF OF' 	 IX1'll P SAI'PI,f'S NITI' I,OCl'"'Im·~, PF()Tnr;RJlPJTS, JlPOT,I,O-EI,]lPSED TPIES, 
AND f'~~(,FPPTP FP0" 'T'FJ" l'IP-TO-(,PotTTlD TFNISCT;>IPT 
SAMPLE t,TEIGHT SAMPLE TYPE Lmtll R-SURFJlCF JlFT CREN cON~ln~TS 

lW~lBER (G) pr:OTO('!p1\PIlS 

r:;VA 2 - TRAVERSE, 	 STATION 2 - STATIm: 2A 
GEOLOGIC 05 21 07+ PIP 	 THOSr: TNO ~~]I,JOR KINDS OF BI,neKS THAT ~7E 
DESCRIPTIONS 	 SJl1.'P!,PD THEPE - IT NAS JlBOUT THE TVJO 
VJ.\.FIFTIES NE SlI.W ItT THE AREA, IT'S A LONG 
EXTPAPOLATIm~ I REALIZE, BUT THEY DO Rf'SEVRLF 
IN COLOR, }\ND I BELIEVE IN TEXTURE, THE BLUE-GRAY 
ROCKS liND THE LIGHT TAN ROCKS UP ON THE MASSIF. SO 
I FEEL FAIPLY CONFIDENT THAT WE SAMPLED AT LF.AST 
THE TVIO ""}I••10R UNITS VISIBLE FROM JI. DISTANCE IN THF. 
fOtlTH HASSIF. 
05 21 09+ CC 	 ROVER SJI)\fPLF - - USED TO BE /IT 073 nJD 6.3 - -
HJlLFWAY ()UT TO HOLE-IN-TIlE-NALL. NE'RE NOW GOING 
TO Hll.VE TElIT ROVER SAMPLE STOP AT 078 f..ND 7.0. 
THPT SHOULD BE ALONG YOUR TRACKS - - l'7E' RE GOING 
TO crT 1\ GR1\VIMETER P~ADING liT THAT L()CATION. 
05 21 11 10 LMP OK, I,QORING AT THE LIGHT MANTLE. NO MOPE COH~NTS 
l\,) EXCFPT THAT BY THJI.T RAKE SAMPLE AND JUST LOOKING, 
THERE ("EFTlIINLY ARE FEWER FRJI,G~mNTS THAN WE SA'I'7co"" 
AT ST,/ITIOl'l 2. THE 	 MAIN THING THAT NE ON TELL 
.lI.BOUT THE LIGHT MANTLE AND WHEN WE' RE ON IT, OF 
CCURSE, IS THE LIGHT-COLORED CRATERS. THE 
FRESHER CRATERS ALI. APPEAR TO BE LIGHT COLORED. 
p..s THEY (,;ET O!,DER, 	 THE JlLBEDO GOES DONN AND 
POTFNTH\LLY HAVE BErN DUSTED WITH MATERIAL FRO~ 
THE DARK ~ANTI,E OR 	 FROf-" OTHER SITES. EITHER THAT 
OR IT'S JUST THE LUNAR PATINATION THAT l'lE'RE ALL 
FAMILIAR WITH. 
05 21 11+ LMP 	 NONE OF THE CRATERS OUT HERE IN THE I,IGBT MJl.NTLE 
JlPPEAR TO SHOW - THEY'VE GOT NEW BEDROCK. ALMOST 
ALL OF THEf-" ,/Ip~ INSTANT ROCK CRATERS. 
EVA 2 - STATION 2A 
05 21 12+ CDR 	 I' H STOPPU'G HERE. 
05 21 12+ CDR 	 071 ••• 9. B /I.NO 7.0. 
05 21 12+ CC 	 ,/IND THE POVER ••• SHOULD BE FAIRLY FLAT FOR THE 
GRAVIMETFR. 
CC 	 AND, J}lCK, I PRESUf''E YOn'RE GETTING sm~E ROVFP 
SM"PLFS HErE OFF THE FOVER. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
nAG 30E SOIL 05 21 15+ U'P BAC 30 FJlSY. 

73120* 05 21 15+ 
 ("C ]\PF Y('It: f';UYS FI'mIWi 'It'CE IN ...IT I>1AY ('IF 
ROr:KS IT'8PF.? 
05 21 15+ H'P I'n IO('K!~lr;. I rAN GET YOU sm'F INST1'NT POCK 
CPT OF 1', S~U\ LL PI'" BOTTO'l CPATFP. 
BAG 31£ ROCK 138-21096 XSB 05 21 17+ H'P BJI.G 31 EMY. INSTA~jT ROCK CUT OF )\ 3-l<'ETEP PIT 
73130* 138-21097 XFB BO'T'T('/' CP.l-':!'FP - OFF THE INliFP t-1AUJ. 
73135* OS 21 17+ U'P v'ELI.., I.FT' E' r-"JlKF IT 3 0 CFNTIMF'TFRS DOWN FPm' TPF 
RIM. 
OS 21 17+ U'P 	 A CHUHK rlF YELLOW-BROvlN ROCK THAT APPARFNTLY HAS 
SEVFPAL SPOTS BFHIND IT, PROBABLY INDICATING 01­
PECTHm FROH '-IHICH IT CAl1E - OH, NO - NHAT IS 
THAT? THAT'S A RFFLECTION. THAT RFALLY FOOLED 
ME. A REFLRCTION OFF THF. MYLJlR. CRAZY. NELL, 
WHAT THE FlFCK, I' I.L SPvV!PLF IT ZUMvAY. 
BAG 32E ROCK OS 21 17+ L~"P THIRTY-TWO EASY IS ANOTHER SMALL FRAG~1ENT. 

73150* 138-21098 XS? 

73155* 138-21099 XS? 

05 21 21+ CDR 	 ABOUT 2 INCHES BELOW THE SURFACB HERE, YOU RAN 
INTO. THAT BLUE-GPAY ~ATERIAI. DOWN THE RE AND IT'S 
IN I,ITTLF CLODS, AND IT BREAKS APART IN YOUR HANDS. 
.... '" ~ 
05 21 21+ Cf)R DID yot' GET SOME OF THAT IN. YOUR ROVER SAMPLE? 
OS 21 21+ Lr.~P tTl:, BUT I GOT IT OUT OF THAT INSTANT ROCK CRATER. 
05 21 21+ Cf)R LFT'S (:;RAB A QUICK ROVER SAm>LE AND WE'Ll. TAKE OFF. 
05 21 23 06 CDR YES. WE.LL YOI' KNOW, WE HAVEN'T BEEN TRENCHING 
LIKE WE SHOULD OR 	 WE WOULD HAVE - ­
LMP 	 BUT, RRAI,LY THOSE TRENCHES - THOSE CRJlTBRS ]IRE 
GIVING US THE SAME INFORMATION. THAT THERP'S A 
LIGFIT-COLORED MATFRIAL UNDERNEATH. 
CC 	 OK. 17, WF'RE READY FOR YOU GUYS TO MOVE ON 
liND "IE I 0 I,IKP. TO FLIMINATE THE ROVER SAMPLE AT 
HotF-IN-THE-WAI..L. 
CDR 	 OK, BOB. WE'RR GETTING ON NOW. 
BAG qOY SOIL 05 21 23+ LMP FORTY YANKEE. 
731QO* SAME AS OS 21 23+ LPP TFJl.T'S LIGFIT-COLORED SOIL FROM A DEPTH OF ABOUT ­
BAG 32E? 	 IT I S MIXED WITH A LITTLE OF THE UPPER SURFACE, BUT 
MOSTLY LIGHT-COLORED SOIL FROM A DEPTH OF ABOUT 
15 CENTIMETFRS. 
05 21 23+ LMP 	 IT LOOKS LIKE THE LIGHT MANTLF IN HERr. IS COVFRFD 
WIT? DAR}(' TO A. DFPTH OF ABOUT 5 TO 10 CENTIJlfETFRS. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
CROSS-P-EFEREt,CE OF 	 U'}lJlF. SJlf.'PLES WITH LOC]I'T'IONS, PlTOTOr.RI'PRS, ]\POLLO-[;LJ'PSED TnmS, 
}lFn FXCEPPTS FrOH TFE I'IP-T0-GPot17,m 'l'RANSC'FIPT 
SAMPLE WEIGHT SAMPLE TYPE LU'TAF-SURFJlCr ]lET CREW COM!-'F'1TS 
~mr-lBER (G) PHOTO~RJlPHS 
EVA 2 - STATION: 2A 
05 21 23+ 
05 21 25 08 
05 21 26 25 
05 21 26+ 
EVA 2 - TRAVERSE, STATION 2A - STATION 3 
lit GEOLOGIC 05 21 26+'" <:> DESCRIPTION 
05 21 33+ 
05 21 33+ 
COP 

CC 

LMP 

CDR 
Lr1P 
U'P 
LMP 
\,/E' HE ROLLIN~. 

OK • t~RK THAT. 

I THINK WF, HAVE A GOOD SAI'WLE OF OULY PARTIALLY 

CONTJI.MINATFD T,IGHT PANTLE I-.q THAT LAST ROVER 

SM'PU, THAT GENE ACCIDENTALLY DISCOVERED WAS RIGHT 

UNDER OUR FERT. IT'S ALMOST CERTAINLY THE LIGHT­

Cor,OPED MATFRIAL THAT WE' VF. BEEN TALKING ABOUT IN 

THE WALLS OF THE CRATER. JlND, AS A MATTER OF FACT, 

THAT INSTANT ROCK SJI.MPLE I TOOK WAS LIGHT-COLORFD 

AN]) PROBJlBI.Y RF.PRESENTS THE S»1E STUFF, INDURATED 

SLIGHTI.Y. 

LIGHT-COLORED MANTLE HAS THAT BLUISH TINT THAT 

YOl' SAW IN THOSE ROCKS. 

I HlI.V'E A FEELING THJI.T WHATEVER DARKENS THE ­
OOH, THERP.'S ]I BEAUTIFUL LITTLE GLASS-LINED CRATER, 

PIT BOTTOM CRATER - WHATEVER DARKENS THE LIGHT . 

MANTLE IS HOT A ONE-TIME ONLY MANTLING OF DARKER 

~~TERIAL. IT'S SOMETHING THAT HAPPENS OVER A 

PEPIOD OF THm, CONTINUALLY, BECAUSE CRATERS OF 

ALL SIZES AND APPARENT DEGRADATION ARE DARKENED 

nm THE FE ARE I·IGHTER CRATERS THAT ARE LIGHT 

TO VARYING DEGREES, THF.R.E SEEH TO BE 11 CONTINUUM 

OF ALBEDO CHh"l'GE. 

THE LIGHT HANTLE IS A. UNIFORM SURFACE AND I THItlK 

YOP'VE HFJI.PD JUST ABOUT EVERYTHING WE'VE HAD TO 

SAY SO F.I\R. 

Tll'F FRAm!E~ry POPULATION HASN'T CHANGED, NOR HNl TEP. 

CRJI.TFR POPULATION, 1>13 NEAR AS I CAN TELL. 

05 21 35+ LMF 
05 21 38 1ll COP 
05 21 38+ Lf.~P 
05 21 38+ L~T 
05 21 42+ COP 
05 21 43+ CDR 
05 21 43+ COP 
05 21 43+ CDR 
05 21 43+ CDR 
III
...'" ARRIVE STATION 3 05 21 116 CDR 
EVA 2 - STATION: 3 
05 21 46+ L~ 
05 21 46+ LMP 
05 21 46+ CDR 
HEP-E'::; [I NICE SHARP LITTLE HOLE; LOOK AT TIlA':'. 

TI'E TEXTUPF OF THE LIGHT f'1I1JTL:C - SURFACE TEXTURE 

- IS RPlIILY "0 DIFFEPXNT ON TIlF. SC1,RP, ON ITS 

[,L1'1'1K, OR (')t'T HFRE TO THE EAST OF THE SCARP. 

FRAGrI'F'NT POPULltTION, CRATER POPULATION, EVERYTHIN(; 

LOCKIN('; [lBOUT THF SM1E. IF THERF IS SUCH A TilING 

NO: l' LIGHT ~'ANTLE, IT SEmIS TO BE UlHFORH Across 

THE SC1'RP. 

THI,TWAS AT 081/5.7. 

BOB, I GUESS ONE THING h'E DON'T HAVE A HANDLE 

OJ YET IS WHAT API' THE - I THINK WE SM~PLFD 

THEt.~ - ONCF TN l' ROVPR SAMPLE, BUT WHAT ARE THE 

FRl'GJYEt'TS OUT HERE MIXED WITH THE LIGHT MANTLF? 

I THINK I GOT ONE AT OUR LAST GRAVIMFTER ST(,)P, 

1', SM1\LL ONE, l\ND I GUESS THERE'S ONE OTHER 

ROVER SJ-I.~I(pLF, BUT - ST1'>TION 3, h'E PROB1I.BLY OUGHT 

TO r!p..KF surF vJE C;ET [I RFPRESENTATIVE SUITE OF 

THOSE FPAGt'IENTS. 

WE'RE AT OB7/6.0. I THINK THl'__T' S PROB1I.BLY 

ABOUT FIGHT. WHY DON'T WE STOP HERE? 

WE'VE GOT so~m BOULDERS OVER HERE THAT ARE IN 

THE LIGHT r'ANTI,E. 

WE CAN SEE [I LITTLE BIT DOWN INTO L1\RA, TOO. 

WE I LL PARK PIGHT OUT HERE AND WE CAN WORK THOSE 

BLOCKS RIGHT UP BEHIND US. 

I'M LOOKING FOR A LEVEL SPOT, BUT MY GOSH, TJ1ERE 

SURE ltPEN'T VERY ~ANY. 

OB7 AND 12.6, 6.0. 

l,OOKS LIKE 1'> PRETTY GOOD LOCATION TO SM'PLE THE 

RIM HATFRIAT,S OF THIS CRATER. 

BOB, I'H [IT THF SOUTH, LET'S SAY THE EAST-SOUTH­

EAST Rn~ ('IF 1'> - OlI. 30-METER CRATER IN THE LIGHT 

MANTLF, OF COURSE: UP ON .THE SCARP AND ~'AYBE 300 

- 200 METERS FRO~ THE RIM OF LARA IN ]\ NORTHEAST 

DIRECTION. 

'!'HERE'S ONLY ABOUT A IIALF A CnJTIMETER OF GRAY 
COVER OVER VERY ~mITE MATFRIAL THAT FORMS THE PI1I1. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
C'ROSS-RFFFRrNCE OF 	 Lutl],· R SN1'LPS vlITH J,0C'1""'JOtrs, PHOTr'GPl'.PHS, r' POLLO-FI.}\PSF.D Tp·1Pf;, 
l,ND rXCFPPTS rp0~' 'TI:F ]', IR-T0-r;nOnm "'Pl'NSC'RIPT 
SAPPLE WEIGHT SAr-q>LE TYPE urm\R-SU RFlIer 1FT (,REN Cml~'p.lTS 

tlUMBER (G) PHOTOGPJlPHS 

EVA 2 - STATION: 3 
BAG 520 TRENCH SOIL 	 138-21143 XSB 05 21 51+ HiP I DUG 1'. TF~NCH I7'1 THE SIDE OF THIS CPATER. I'VE 
73220* 	 138-21144 XSB GOT DomT-sml PICTURES OF IT. THERE IS QUITF: A 
138-21145 XSB M1IRBLIN(, OF UGHT ]lND DARK SOIL OR FINE GRl'.INED 
138-21146 DS r.'lITFRIn,. IT lOOKS }IS IF TIlE~E' S A U~lIFORM, ABOtTT 
13?-21147 DS 3-CENTnmTEp. LAYER OF LIGHT f.1ATERIAL OVER THAT 
138-21141' XSA l-"ARBLED LIGHT J\ND DARK. ON THE VERY T0P SURFACE, 
138-21178 XS1I THERE'S A HIILF CENTIMETER OF LIGHT GRAY, 1\ND WHEN 
I Sl\Y nJ\RK, I ~~ENI A HEDlm·( (:;RAY. 
05 21 51+ LlIP I'n GOING TO START SAMPLINC:: THE SOILS, liND THEN 
I'LL GET YOU THE FRAGr-1ENTS. 
05 21 51+ U'P OH, THERE'S NO GtTARANTEE. THI S IS A CRATER RIM. 
05 21 53+ u.~P BAG 520 HAS A SKIM SAl<lPLE OF THE UPPER LIGIlT-(,:RJlY 
SOIL. DON'T KNOW WHERF I'M (,~ING TO PUT THESE 
THINGS, I'VE GOT TO cmm DOWN AND GET A BAG. 
BAG 521 TRENCH SOIL S}I.ME AS 05 21 56 36 LlIT' THE UPPER 5 CENTI~TER - 3 CENTUtETERS MIXED WITH
.., 
\J1 73240* 	 BAG 520 THAT UPPER HALF CENTIMETER, IS IN THE NEXT SM'!PLE.
.., 
05 21 57+ U'P l'ND 521 IS THE SAMPLE BAG. 
BAG 522 TRENCH SOIL SAHE AS 05 21 58 2 9 n~p TIlE NEXT SP..MPLE IS MOSTLY THE r-'FDIUM GRAY FRJlCTION 
73260* B1I.G 520 OF TIlE ~~.JI.RBLINf;. IT'S MIXFD, TUOUGH. 
05 21 59 19 u~p THAT'S IN BAG 522. 
BAG 523 TRENCH SOIL SlIf.1E AS 05 22 00+ LlAP THE WHITE FPACTION IN THE ~ARBLF ZONE IN 523. 

73280* BAG 520 

BAG 524 I 05 22 00+ U~P 5211 IS t'IH}\.T I THINK IS 1\ BLUE-GRAY ROCK 

73230* SOIL , SliME 1\S PROBJI.BLY BPFeCIA. IT '~ GOT II. LITTLE DUST 

73235* ROCK BAG 520 COVER. 

05 22 00+ IHP FRQr-1 JUST OFF "'HE "l.n~ OF THIS LITTI,E CRATER. 

05 22 00+ (,C I'l"S A BLl'E-GPl'Y ROCK, IT'S NOT PART OF TIlE 

TRP}TF, RIGHT? YOU FINISH NITF THE TRFNCH? 
05 22 00+ Lr1F YES. 
BAG 525 
73250* 
73255* 
BLUISH GRAY 
BRECCIA 
SAHE AS 
DAG 520 
05 
05 
05 
22 
22 
22 
05 38 
05+ 
05+ 
U:P 
CC 
I.l-~P 
WHAT I KNOW IS l' BLtTr-(";RAY BRECCIA IS nl TIN''; 
1\.ND, J l' CK, yon JUST SCOOP INC UP I,ITTLF ROCKS 
HERr' - IN YOUR LITTLE XENOLITII MODF.? 
yrs, YOU READ MY MIND. I DO VJJ.\NT TO GET 
OF TJ:TFSF LIGHT-COI,ORI'D ROCKS, THOUGH. 
525. 
.f.. I .onG 
0'1E 
BAG S26 
73270* 
73275* 
ROCK SArT, AS 
BAG 520 
05 
05 
OS 
22 
22 
22 
07 23 
07+ 
07+ 
U"P 
HT 
LHP 
BJIG 526. 
THJlT r~l'Y IIJlVF BEEN l' PIEC],: OF GABBRO. BUT 
I CAN'T DE COMPLETELY SURF. 
IT'S EITHF:F TJ:IAT OR )\.NORTHOSITIC GABBRO WE 
UP f'N THE FRONT. UP ON THE HASSIF. 
AGAIN, 
SAv] 
D.T U31/ 
D.T L46 
DOUBLE 
DRIVE TUBE 
SOIL 
05 
05 
05 
21 
21 
21 
57+ 
57+ 
57+ 
CDR 
LHP 
CDR 
WELL, THE FIRST CORE HAS GONE DOWN PRETTY GOOD. 
OH, YOP WON'T flJI,VE ANY PROBLFr,l IN HERE' CORING. 
on, r~JI.N, I TELL YOU, I WI SlI I vlAS PUTTING A DRILL 
HOLF IN HERE. LOOKS PRETTY NICE. 
IV 
'"... 
73002/ 
73001 
454.0 
809.0 
UPPER 
LOWER (PUT 
INTO CSVC) 
137-20981 
137-20982 
XSD 
XSD 
05 
05 
05 
22 
22 
22 
00+ 
00+ 
00+ 
CDR 
CC 
CDR 
BOB, I FORGOT TO GIVE YOU THE CORE NUMBERS, BUT 
WILL. 
OK. AND DON'T FORGET TO PUT YOUR LITTLE ~fOTE 
IN THE LONG CAN THERE. 
OH, I'LL GET THE NOTE IN THERE. I'LL GET IT IN 
THERE. NOBODY WILL EVER KNOW • 
I 
05 
05 
22 
22 
00+ 
00+ 
CDR 
CC 
AS YOU 
ROGER. 
GENE. 
SEE, BOB, IT'S 
WE SEE A LONG 
FULL. 
THING 
SEE THAT? (ON TV) 
IN YOUR HAND THERE, 
05 
05 
05 
22 
22 
22 
05+ 
05+ 
05+ 
CDR 
CC 
COP. 
WHEN I BROKE THE CORES APART, THERE'S JUST A LOT 
OF DRIFD CLODS l\.ND THE BOTTOM CORE'S FULL; BUT 
1l.BOUT AU IHCH 1<1'1D A HALF OF THE CORE JUST ZERO G­
TO-1/6-G'D ITSELF RIGHT OUT. 
OK, WE COpy THAT. I GUESS NF STILL JUST COVER 
IT, ]lBD SEE WHJI.T WE GOT. MIGHT JUST AGAIN TRYING 
cm~PACTING IT 1'.FTER THAT I S THROUGH: l\FTER YOU'RE 
DONE WITH THE LOWER CORE. 
YES. I'LL DO THAT. 
U31/L46 DRIVE TUBES 05 
OS 
05 
05 
22 
22 
22 
22 
07 56 
08+ 
08+ 
09+ 
CDR 
CDR 
CDR 
CDR 
FORTY-SIX, BOB, IS GOING INTO THE LONG Cl\N(CSVC). 
OK, BOD, THE I,ONG CAN IS SRALFD. 
NONF OF THE t4ATEPIAL IN THIS CORE, IN EITHEP. THE 
TOP SFC'TION OR THE BOTTOM SECTION, LOOK UNT...IKE 
TIIJl.T STUFF JUST BENEATH THE SURFACE THAT WE 
SAMPLFD AT THAT SPECIJI.L STOP BACK THERE. IT'S]I 
BLUISH-r,R1W, }lND IT TENDS TO CLOD AND BREl'K UP 
III YOtTR PJI.!1DS. liND THAT'S copp, 31 - UPPER IS 31. 
YOt:'vr. GOT TWO-THIRDS OF }I CORR JlFTJ"R I Pl\CKED IT 
DOWN }I II'!'TLE BIT. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
CPOSf'-FEFrnrNC']", OF 	 LF:1Jl r SAt'PJ,rs NIT!1 ! ('Cl'?'IO~TS, PI'r.T0r;Rl.PPS, ]\PI')I,I·O-r'LI'PSED "'J'~Ff:, 
nm FYCFFPTf rrrw 'I'FF .1IIR-T('\-r.R0["F) l'fI'Pl'HS("P.IPT 
SM1PLE WEIGHT Sl,~1PLE TYPE Lll1'J,1I·R-SURFl'CF 1FT CRFW CO~"'FNTF 

NUHBER (G) P!:OT0GRl'PPS 

EVA 2 - STATION: 	 3 
BAG 527 13/l-21143 Xl'B 05 22 09+ L~'1' . THlI"' LITTT r SFT OF II SA!'PLF'S IS IN 527, BAFFLY. 
73210* 138-211114 XSB 
73215-* II FOCKS 	 138-21145 XSB 

138-211116 DS 

138-21147 DS 

138-21148 XSA. 

138-21149 XSA 

138-2117('3 XSA 

138-21179 XSl' 

138-21180 XSA 

LEAVE STATION 3 	 05 22 26 24 CDR l'1E'VF BEEt! POI,LI~G FOR ABOUT 30 SECONDS. (ABOUT 50) 
05 22 26+ CDR 087 1'.~m 5.9. 
EVA 2 - TRAVERSE, 	 STATION 3 - STATION 4 
II.! 
1Il 	 05 22 26+ UlP OK. GOING TO SHORTY. 
... 05 22 26+ CDR OK. 
05 22 26+ U'1' ON OUR WAY. 
GEOLOGIC OS 22 27+ CDR JUST DRIVE BY THIS BIG ROCK. NANT TO LOOK AT IT. 
DESCRIPTION 05 22 27+ Lf.'P LOOKS I,IKE O'f-..'E 0F THE GRAY BRECCIAS. 
05 22 27+ U'!P 	 BIG 3- TO q-~ETER BLOCK OUT HERE ALL BY ITSELF ON 
THE LIGHT ]\oI.IINTU:~ - I GOT SOME PICTURES. IT WAS 
AT 088/5.6. 
05 22 27+ UP 	 AND IT LOOKED LIKE A GR.IIY BRECCIA, I'~1 NOT SURF. 
TEOUGH , JI.LL I COULD SEE 1'11\S THE SURFACE TF.XTURE, 
AND IT HAD THE NODULAR OR ELONGlI.TE NODULAR TF.XTURF 
THF,T THOSE BRECCIAS H.II.D UP ON THE SOUTH P·ASSIF. 
05 22 29+ Jr.'!!' 	 liS FliP AS NrI OF THE THINGS i'1F. TALKED ABOUT TRYING 
TO SFF. l'T THE SURFACF., DYNMUCS on ]I VARIATION OF 
THF. LIGHT MlINTLE, I THINK yap I \'F. HEARD IT ALL, 
THBRT' ISN' T Mt'CH TO SlIY ABOUT THE DYNMiJICS RIGHT 
NOW. I HAVE A FEELING THAT THE. SURFACES AP~ OLD 
ENOUGH THAT JILL THOSE KIND OF DETJlILF.D RFLATION­
SHIPS HA\'F. BEFN OBSCURED. FILLFTING IS ,JUST /',BOUT 
TPE SM'!F ]I,LL O\,EP. HERr, IT VARIES, BUT THERE APE 
NO SYSTn'ATIC'S THAT I' VE SEEU. 
LRV SAMPLE #5 137-20983 LRV 05 22 29+ LrlP YES, THl-.T' S WHlI.T THEY CALL A PIT CRlITER. CNT YOU 
BAG 41Y 133-20208 LRV SWING A LITTLE BIT l\ND LET !-1F GET THP.T FRlIGMENT 
74110* CRATFR - SEE THAT ONE ON YOL'R LEFT THERE? 
74115* SMALL ROCKS 05 22 29+ CDR GOT ym:R PICTURES? 
05 22 31 04 L!·'P 	 YES, I GOT THE1-'. 
05 22 31+ CDR 	 NE' Rr. AT 090/5.3 FOR A QUICK ROVTR SAf.'PLF OF A 
VFRY, VERY FRAGl-lEUT]I.L CRATER. THE EJECTA IS ]I.BOUT 
50-PERCENT SH1\LL lINGULAR FRAGMENTS, 1-IUCH DIFFERENT 
'THAN hiE H1\VE SEn! BEFORE IN TFRMS OF THE TYPE OF 
PATTERNS. 
05 22 31 35 Lr~P OK, AND THAT'S IN BAG 41 YlINKEE. 
05 22 31 40 rnR A~~'~ ~ OORWM. 
05 22 32 17 Ll'!P 	 I COULDN'T TELL WHETHER THAT WAS JUST - IT 
LOOKEn LIKF THlI.T MIGHT HP.VE BEEN "'. CRATER THAT 
HAD GOT TO BEDROCK. THERE MAY HAVE BEEN A HIC';H 
POINT, OR LET'S SAY A THIN POINT IN THE LIGHT 
1-I.1>.NTLE, AND IT GOT DOWN TO BEDROCK. BUT I CAN'T 
- IT'S THE 1-IOST BLOCKY-RIMMED CRATER ~m'\~ SEEN 
FOR A LONG TIME. 
05 22 32+ LMP 	 IT WAS ABOUT 15 f.1ETERS IN DIAHETER. 
LRV SAMPLE 05 22 34 OB CC OK. AND, 17, THE WORD FROM THE BACKROOM IS ­
BAG 42Y WITH THAT LAST ROVER SAMPLE YOU GOT, WE'D LIKE 
'6 
tv 
In 74120* SOIL, LIGHT MANTLE TO GO STRAIGHT TO STATION 4 - AND WE WON'T GET 
In THE ONE HERE AT 094 l,ND 5.3 - 5.1, ... 
05 22 34+ LMP I THOUGHT THE PURPOSE WAS TO SAMPLE THE LIGHT 
MANTLE? 
05 22 34+ Lf.1P WE DIDN'T SAHPLE LIGHT MANTLE AT THAT LAST ONE. 
05 22 34+ CC - - I AGREE. I TALKED TO THEH "'.BOUT THAT. BUT 
THEY ARE SO ANXIOUS TO GET TO STATION 4, I GUESS 
THEY DON'T WANT TO DO IT. 
05 22 34+ LMP WELL, HOW ABOUT IT, GENE? A LITTLE REAL TIME ­
05 22 34+ CDR I THINK WE GOT TO, RIGHT HERE. 
05 22 34 4B CDR 094, 5.1. YOU ,GOT YOUR PICTURE? 
05 22 34+ U<P YES. 
05 22 34+ LMP I'lE 'LL GET THE SAMPLE - lI.NYWAY. 
05 22 34 58 CDR OK. 094, 5.1. 
05 22 35 02 CDR SM!PLF. IS IN 42 YAt-JKEE. 
05 22 35 13 CDR AND WE ARE ROLLING. 
CROSS-RFFERENCE OF 	 I tTN}lR SM'PI.ES WITH I,OCJl'rIOl'lS, PHOT0GRlIPHS, ./!.POLI,o-FLAPSED Tn"FS, 
AND EXCFPPTS FnOl' THF 1> IP-TO-CROP'1D TR.ANSCRIPT 
SA~WLE WEIGHT SAMPLE TYPE LUNAR-SURFACE !>ET CRFW COJAl'lENTS 

nUMBER (G) PHOTOGRAPHS 

-------------~-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------EVA 2 - TRAVERSE, 	 STATION 3 - STATION 4 
05 22 35+ LMP 	 -THERE AREN'T VERY ~ANY ROCKS THAT JUST SIT 
0:1>1 THE SURFACE. ALL OF THEM SEEM TO BE 
SLIGHTI,Y BURIED TO MODERATELY BURIED. THAT ONE 
LOOKEn LIKE IT MIGHT BE VESICULAR. THERE'S A 
TRENCH - LINEAR SET OF CRATERS. 
05 22 39+ CDR THAT'S SHORTY STRAIGHT AHEAD OF US, I THINK. 

05 22 39+ LMP YES. 

05 22 39+ CDR YES, THAT'S GOT TO BE IT. 

05 22 40+ CDR OH, LOOK AT THE BOULDERS SITTING ON THAT RIM. 

05 22 40+ LMP IT'S DIFFERENT. 

05 22 40+ CDR IT IS DAPXER. 

05 22 41 42 CDR NO QUESTION. WE'RE AT 101, 4.5. 

EVA 2 - STATION 4 
.."'" 
0\ GEOLOGIC 05 22 41+ LMP I THINK WE OUGHT TO PARK OVER HERE NEAR THAT 
DESCRIPTION BIG BOULDER. 
05 22 41+ CDR YES - YES, IF I CAN GET UP THERE. I THINK I CAN. 
05 2241+ LMP 	 SHORTY IS A CRlITER, THE SIZE OF WHICH YOU KNOW. 
IT'S OBVIOUSLY DARKER RIMMED, ALTHOUGH THE FRlI.GMENT 
POPULATION FOR MOST OF THE BLANKET DOES NOT SEEM 
TOO DIFFERENT THAN THE LIGHT MANTLE. BUT INSIDE ­
WHOO, WHOO, ~'HOO! 
05 22 42+ LMP 	 SHORTY IS CLEARLY A DARKER RIMMED CRATER. THE 
INNER i'?ALL IS QUITE BLOCKY EXCEPT FOR THE WESTERN 
PORTION OF IT, WHICH IS LESS BLOCKY THAN THE 
OTHERS. THE FLOOR IS HUMMOCKY, AS WE THOUGHT 
IT WAS IN THE PHOTOGRAPH. THE CENTRAL PEAK, IF 
YOU WILL, OR CENTRAL MOUND, IS VERY BLOCKY AND 
JAGGED. ~Nn THE IMPRESSION I HAVE OF THE OTHER 
MOUNDS IN THE BOTTOM IS THAT THEY LOOK LIKE 
SLU~n> Ml\SSES THAT MAY HAVE COl-IE OFF THE SlOB. 
05 22 112+ LMP 	 THAT'S JUST WHAT THEY LOOK LIKE. THEY HAVE A 
BENCH APPEARANCE. 
t. 
05 22 42+ uq> WE I '\i"F, GOT l' !,APGE BOULDER OF VERY INTr:NSELY 
FRPCTtJP.ED POCK, RIGHT ON THE RH', RIGHT 
NE.P.P THE POVER. IT LOOKS LIKE A FINELY 
\~SICULAR VERSION OF OUR CLINOPYROXENE GABBRO. 
IT'S OBVIOUSLY CRYSTALLINE AND HAS GENERALLY 
THAT SAME APPEARANCE. THERE IS, IN ONE SPOT 
HEPE, SOME INCLUSIONS OF A DARKER GRAY ROCK 
ALSO INTENSELY FRACTURED. THE FRACTURE 
SYSTE~'S, I THINK, WILL SHOW UP WELL IN THE 
FLIGHT-LINE STEREO. 
05 22 46+ U~P - - \'1HERE ARE THE REFLECTIONS? I'VE BEEN FOOLED 
ONCE. THERE IS ORANGE SOIL! 
05 22 46+ U!P IT'S AI,L OVER! ORANGE! 
05 22 46+ LMP I STIRRED IT UP WITH MY FEET. 
05 22 46+ CDR HEY, IT IS! I CAN SEE IT FROM HERE! 
ORANGE SOIL 05 22 46+ UP IT'S ORANGE! 
05 22 46+ CDR WAIT A ~INUTE, LET ME PUT MY VISOR UP. IT'S STILL 
ORANGE! 
05 22 46+ I,MP SURE IT IS! CRAZY! ORANGE! I'VE GOT TO DIG A 
TRENCH, HOUSTON. 
05 22 117+ LMP IT'S ALMOST THE SAME COLOR AS THE LMP DF.CAL ON MY 
CA~RA. 
05 22 117+ CDR THAT IS ORANGE, JACK! 
05 22 47+ LMP IT'S TRENCH TI~E. YOU CAN SEE THIS IN YOUR COLOR 
'"\Jl 
'" 
05 
05 
22 
22 
47+ 
47+ 
CDR 
UP 
TELEVISION, I'LL BET YOU. 
JACK, THAT IS REALLY ORANGE. IT'S BEEN OXIDIZED. 
IT LOOKS JUST LIKE -AN OXIDIZED DESERT SOIL, 
THAT'S EXACTLY RIGHT. 
05 22 117+ LMP THAT ORANGE IS ALONG A LINE ALONG THE RIM CREST -
05 22 47+ CDP CIRCU~FERENTIAL? 
05 22 117+ LMP YES, IF THERE F.VER WAS SOMETHING THAT LOOKED LIKE 
A FUMAROLE ALTFRATION, THIS IS IT. 
05 22 51+ U"P I'VE TRENCHED ACROSS THE TREND OF THE YELLOW -
OR THE ORANGE. THERE IS LIGHT GRAY MATERIAL 
ON EITHER SIDE. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
CROSS-REFERENCE OF 	 Lt"r1P SAt'!'I FS ¥lITH IOCATlm~S, PPOT0GRAPHS, JlPOLLO-"LJlPSED TD1ES, 
AND EXCFP.PTS PRml TllP JlIR-TO-GROFND TRANSCRIPT 
SAMPLE WEIGHT SAMPLE TYPE LUNAR-SUPFJlCF' JI.rT CREW COMMENTS 

NUMBER (G) PHOTOGRJI.PHS 

------------,--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~------
EVA 2 - STATION: 	 4 
BAG 509 	 137-20984 XSA 05 22 51+ CDR LET'S START SM"l'LING THAT TRENCH. 
74220 (1180.0) ORANGE SOIL 	 137-20985 XSA 05 22 51+ CDR LOOK AT WHERE THE CONTACT BE'TI'1EEN THE GRAY AND THE ­
137-20986 XS1\ 05 22 51+ UT YES. RIGHT, JI~D IT'S ON BOTH SIDES - ­
137-20987 XSA 05 22 51+ CDR BEFORE YOU DISTt'P.B IT, LET ~m JUST GET A COUPLE 
137-20988 XSA OF ClOSEUPS OF THAT. 
137-209B9 XSJI. 05 22 51+ LMP HEY, CAN YOU GET A DOWn-SUN? I THINK YOUR COLOR 
137-20990 OS]!; WILL BE BEST DOWN-SUN. 
05 22 51+ CDR 	 OKAY. 
05 22 51+ CDR 	 IT'S QUITE - IT'S INDURATED. 
05 22 53 49 CDR 	 BAG 509 HAS GOT THE - THE ORANGE MATERIAL FROH, OH, 
JlBOUT 2 TO 3 INCHES DOWN. 
05 22 51+ CDR 	 SEE IF YOU CJI..N (:ET A SJl.HPLE RIGHT ACROSS THJl.T 
CONTACT TOO. 
Vo '" <b BAG 510 05 22 54+ LMP OK, THE LIGHT GRAY, WHICH IS ON EITHER SIDE. 
74240 (1040.0) GRAY SOIL SAME AS WANT ME TO GET so~m HOPE? 
B1\G 509 05 22 54+ CDR YES, A LITTLE t.iGRE. 
05 22 54+ Lt.!!> 	 ALL OF THIS IS GETTING MIXED 1\ LITTLE BIT WITH ­
ABOUT A H1\LF-CF~nIMETFR THICK LIGHT-GRAY OR A 
MEDIUM-GRAY COVERING OVER THE WHOLE AREA. 
05 22 54 57 CDR THE GRAY MATERIAL THAT IS ADJACFNT TO THE 
P.ED MATERIAL I S In 510. 
05 22 54+ CDR 1\ND THAT ORANCE BAND IS ABOtTT A METER WIDE, 
I THINK. 
05 22 54+ lfA.P II.BOUT 1'_ METER. 
05 22 54+ CDR YOU CAN I T GET TO THE END OF IT - BOTT0lI1 OF IT 
THOUGH, Ck~ YOU? 
05 22 54+ LMP I HJlVEN'T BEEN ABLE TO YET. 
.. 

BAG 511 05 22 54+ urp JUST TO BE SUPE, ~1HY DON'T WE SAMPLE TllIS 
74260 (525.0) GRAY SOIL SAME AS 
BAG 509 05 22 55 40 CDR 
SIDE OF 
511 HAS 
IT, 
THE 
TOO? 
(';Rl!Y FRmf THE OTHER SlOP OF TIlE 
ORl,NGE BAND. }11m THE OTHER SIDE HAPPENS TO 
BE THE CRATER SIDE. 
05 22 55+ LMP THAT'S RIGHT. NORTH SIDE. 
05 22 55+ UP OK. I' H GOING TO SEE IF THIS C,oF:S ON Dmm HERE 
AS ,,_ ZONE. 
05 22 55+ CDR IT LOOKS LIKE IT'S ELLIPSOIDAL AREA IF MY FOOT­
PRINTS JlRE A~~ INDICATION. 
05 22 55+ CC WE'D LIKF: TO GET THE DOUBLE CORE HERE. 
05 22 55+ u.p DID YOU WANT IT IN THE ORANGE? 
05 22 55+ CC ROGER, THAT'S AFFIRM. 
05 22 55 L~~P WELL, IT'S A VERTICAL STRATIGRAPHY. DO YOU 
WANT TO GO SIDEWAYS A LITTLE WITH IT? OR YOU JUST 
WA~~ TO GET IT AS DEEP AS YOU CAN, HUH? 
05 22 56 52 CC LET'S GO AS DEEP AS WE CAN IN THE ORANGE. 
U35/L44 DOtJBLE DRIVE 05 22 57+ LMP THE UPPER PORTION OF THE CORE IS GOING TO BE A 
74002/ 935.0 TUBE INTO LITTLE BIT DISTURBED, BECAUSE WE'VE WALKED 
74001 1097.0 ORANGE SOIL AROUND THE AREA SO MUCH. 
ZONE 
05 22 57 15 CDR THE BOTTOM WILL BE 44, AND THE TOP WILL BE 35. 
'" VI 
05 22 59+ CC WAS THE GRAY MANTLE OVER THE TOP OF THIS, OR WAS 
'" 
THIS SHOWING ALL THE WAY THROUGH TO THE SURFACE. 
05 22 59+ LMP NO, IT WAB OVER THE TOP. IT WAS ABOUT A HALF A 
CENTIMETER O\7.R THE TOP. 
05 22 59+ U1P HE'S GETTING ABOUT 3 CENTIMETERS A WHACK. 
05 22 59+ CC VERY GOOD. 
05 22 59+ CDR I'LL TELL YOU, IT'S A LOT HARDER GOING IN THAN 
THAT DOUBLE CORE WAS BACK THERE. IT'S PRETTY HARD. 
05 22 59+ L~1P IT ACTS LIKE IT'S INHERENTLY COHESIVE. IT BREAKS 
UP IN JI.NGULAR FRAGMENTS. 
05 22 59+ LMP AN ESSENTIAL PORTION OF THE ZONE ACTUALLY HAS A 
CRIMSON HUE, OR RED HUE. OUTSIDE OF THAT IT'S 
ORANGE. AND OUTSIDE OF THAT, IT'S GRAY. 
05 22 59+ CDR OK, LET ME HIT S0I1E llORE. READY? 
05 22 59+ LMP HAVE AT IT. HE'S STILL GETTING A CENTIMETER A 
WHACK, POOR GUY. I BETTER GET A LOCATOR. 
05 23 01 05 CDR THE ONLY THING I QUESTION IS OUR ABILITY TO GET IT 
OUT. MAN, THAT'S REALLY HIT BOTTOM. 
" 
05 23 01 57 CDR PULL SLOWLY. SLOWLY SO I CAN CAP IT ALL RIGHT. 
1,FT ME GET A CAP. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
CROSS-REFERENCE OF 	 Lt'NAR SAl-IPLES 11ITH LOCATIONS, PHOTOGRlIPIlS, l POLLO-ELlPSED TI~lr::S, 
"ND FXCERPTS FROl! THE 1I,IR-TO-GROt'UD TRANSCRIPT 
SM1PLE t-lEIGHT SAMPLE TYPE LUNl'.R-SURn.CF AET CR:rw C(jH~'F:NTS 

NUMBER (G) PHOTOGRAPHS 

EVA 2 - STATION: 	 4 
---------~-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------05 23 01+ CDR 	 EVEr! TIlE COPE IS RED! THE BOTTml ONE'S BLl'>CK ­
BL11.CK JlJ!D ORJIRGE, AND THE TOP ONE'S GRJlY AND 
ORllNGE! 
05 23 01+ LMP THE FACT IS, THE BOTTOM OF TIlE CORE IS VERY BL1'CK 
COl'PARED T(l ANYTHING WE'VE SERN. 
05 23 01+ CDR HFY, WE ~~ST HAVE GONE THROUGH THE RED SOIL BECAUSE 
IT'S FII,LED, BUT IT'S FILLED WITH A BIJICK MATERIAL. 
05 23 01+ CDR mlRK GRAY, ALl-mST A VERY FINE GRAINED - ­
05 23 01+ UP THAT ~IGHT BE MAGNETITE. 
05 23 01+ CDR 	 YES. BOY, IT IS BLACK AND IS IT CONTRASTED TO 
TEP.,T ORANGE STVFF. VERY BLACK. WELL, NOT VERY 
BLACK. IT'S A GOOD DARK GRAY. VERY DARK 
BLUISH GRAY. 
05 23 03+ CDR THE BOTTOf.! OF THE UPPER CORE IS ALSO DARK. 
05 23 03+ CDR AND, LIRE YOU ~IGHT EXPECT, THE TOP OF THE BOTTon 
CORE IS DARK, TOO. 
05 23 03+ Ll'IP IF I EVER SAW A CLASSIC ALTERATION HALO AROUND 
'" A VOLCANIC CRATER, THIS IS IT. IT'S ELLIPSOIDAL.
'"o 	 IT APPEARS TO BE ZONED. THERE'S ONE SAr.!PLE WE 
DIDN'T GET. WE DIDN'T GET THE MORE YELLOWY STUFF, 
WE GOT THE CFNTER PORTION. 
BAG 12E 	 05 22 57+ CDR WHAT IS THP.,T RIGHT THERE? 
74230* 	 FINE GRAINED 05 22 57+ H'P OH, IT I S P. PIECE OF GLASS, PROBABLY. 
74235* 	 BASALT 05 22 57+ con BOY, IT SURE IS. 
05 22 57+ CDR 	 I 'w GOT r.. l.ITTLE PIECE OF GLASS IN r~ POCKET. 
05 22 57+ CDR 	 THERE wr..s A LITTLE PIECE OF BLACK GLASS - -' 
- - SOLID BL1I.CK GLASS. 
05 23 08+ CDR 	 Tf'ERE'S A LOT OF LITTLE PIECES - NOT A LOT - BUT 
ENOUGH THAT' I'VF SEEN FIVE OR SI X OF THE~'. LITTLE 
PIECES OF OBSIDIAN-I,IKE GLASS. I GOT ONE IN l'Y 
POCKET. UNBAGGEO. tJNDOCm'!ENTED. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
06 O? 32+ CDP I Jt'ST ntTG A ROCK OUT OF r1Y POCKET. I'HEN WE 
WERE 'PT SHORTY, FUHBLING A.FOUND, TRYING TO 
GET EVBRYTHINr, DONE, I SAID THERE WAS A PIECr: 
OF VF.RY SHINY DLlICK GLASSLIKE-TJOOKING M1ITF'RI1\L 
THAT P.Ef.'IN!)ED r,m OF OBSIDIAN. WELL, IT'S NOT. 
IT LOOKS LIY.E 11 VERY FINE-GRAINED GPAY ROCK. 
BUT, IT'S A FRACTURED PIECE AND I'VF. PICKED 
UP FRACTURES OF ABOUT THREE OR FOUR VESICLE 
FACFSON IT. THE VFSICLE FACES ARE VF.RY 
SHINY AND THAT'S t-THAT REFLECTED AND CAUGHT HY 
EYE. I PICKED IT UP SHORTY. UNDOCUMENTF.D, 
HALFWAY BETt'lEEN THE ROVER AND WHERE WE \'JERE 
'SAWLING THAT ORANGE STUFF. AND IT WILT.. BE 
IN BJI.G 1 2 ECHO. 
06 22 32+ CDR WE'LL PUT IN IT IN SCB-B. 
06 02 33+ LMP THIS ROCK LOOKS VERY !·mCH LIKE 1200B. IT'S 
A FINF-GRAINED, VERY COARSELY VESICULAR 
GRAY ROCK - PROBABLY BASALTIC. 
06 02 33+ LMP THE VESICLES, IF I MAY PROJECT THE SIZE OF THE~', 
PROBABI,Y WERE UP TO 4 OR 5 CENTIMETERS IN DIAt'!ETER. 
THEY'RE I RREGULAR IN SHAPE, BUT THEY'RE CLEAPLY 
VFSICLES AND IT LOOKS LIKE THEY ARE LINED WITH 
EITHER GLASS OR VERY FINE-GRAINED CRYSTALS. 
THEY'RE VERY SHINY. 
BAG 512 05 23 03 42 CC WE'D LIKE TO GFT A QUICK SAMPLE OF THE BASALT UP 
tv 74250· THERE ON THE RIM, AND GENE'S STEREO PAN, AND THEN ~ 74255· 	 BASALT PRESS ON. 
05 23 03+ LMP 	 OK, BOB, I'LL GET A sAMPLE. I'LL SAMPLE IT BY 
HAND. BUT IT'LL BE DOCUMENTED. AND I'LL GET IT IN 
A BAG IN A MINUTE SIUCE I DON'T HAVE ANY. 
05 23 06 10 IJ.'p 	 BASALT IS IN BAG 512. 
05 23 OB 37 CDR 	 FROM WHERE I AM, ABOUT 100 METERS AROUND THE WEST 
SIDE OF THE RIM OF THIS CRATER, THE MANTLE ON 
THE INSIDE OF THE RIM RUNS FROM THIS GRAY MATERIAL 
WE'VB BEEN SAMPLING IN HERE - TO A VERY DARK GRAY 
MATERIAL. AND THERE'S A LOT OF ••• STUFF THAT 
GOES DOWN - RADIALLY DOWN INTO THE PIT OF THE 
CRATER. 
05 23 OB+ CDR 	 I GOT TO TJI.KE A COUPLE OF MORE PICTURES AT THAT 
CONT1\CT SI.0PF OVER THERE. I KNOW YOU CAN'T SEE 
IT FRO'" WHE RE YOU 'p'RE, JACK, BUT I GUFSS WE GOT 
TO LEAVE. OTHERWISE IT WOULD BE NICE TO SAt'PLE 
THAT DARK STUFF UP ON TOP. 
BAG 461 	 05 23 11+ r.MP B'PG 1161 lIAS lINOTHER SAMPLE OF BASALT THAT I PICKED 
74270· 	 UP RIGHT NEAR WHERE WE DUG THE TRENCH. 
74275* 	 BASALT 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
CROSS-REFERENCE OF 	LTJW\R SZ\MPLES WITH LOCATIC!-$, PHOTOGRAPHS, APOLJ~O-r:r,APSED TIHF.S, 
AND EXCFRPTS FROM THF }\IR-TO-GRO{"Nn TP.J1NSCPIPT 
SAMPLE WEIGHT SAMPLE TYPE LUNAR-SURFACF AFT CRE''l Com!ENTS 

NmmER (G) PHOTOGP.JoPFS 

EVA 2 - STATION: 	 4 
GEOLOGIC 05 23 11+ CDR 'l\S Yat1 I,OOK 1\'1' THE INNER RIM - AS IT GOES 
DESCRIPTIONS nO~1N TO THE PIGHT - Yat~ SEE l' LOT. OF BOULDFRS ­
OF SHORTY CRATER A LOT OF ROCKS THAT ARE PROTRUDING OUT. NHERF 
THAT ROCK PATTERN THINS OUT, JUST BEYOND 
TI1AT IS AN ORANGE - II VISIBLE ORANGE RJI.DIAL 
PATTERN, AND THEN BEYOND THAT IS A DEFINITF 
CHANGE IN lILBEDO WHERE YOU GET THE GRAY "'lATERIA.L, 
AND A DEFINITE CHA~GE IN THE !-'UfJI.BER OF ROCKS 
ON THE SLOPE. 
05 23 12+ CDR 	 THAT PARTICULAR RIM MATERIAL THERE CONTINUFS 
AROUND TO THE DUE NORTH, AND THEN THERE'S A 
DRASTIC CHANGE AGAIN WHERE YOU SEE THE INNER 
RIM COMPLETELY TERRACED WITH THIS BOULDER FILL. 
LEAVING STATION 4 	 05 23 16+ LMP OK. WE'RE MOVING, HOUSTON. 
05 23 16+ UP SO YOU SAW A RADIAL ORANGE, HUH? 
05 23 16+ CDR YES, IT WAS RADIAL, JACK. YOU COULD SEE IT 
VERY - IT'LL BE In THE PICTURES.
'" 05 23 16+ LMP THAT WAS ON THE INSIDE OF THE CRATER?
'" 
'" 05 23 16+ CDR ON THE INSIDE RIM OF THE CRATER. 
05 23 16+ LMP YES, THAT'S WHERE THE SURFACE ••• KEEPS SLmWING 
OFF SO IT'S EXPOSED, PROBABLY. 
05 23 16+ Ll-1P 	 I DIDN'T HAVE TIME TO REALLY THINK AT THAT STATION 
BUT - IF I HADN'T SEEN THAT ALTERATION, AND ALL 
I'D SEEN - IS THE FRACTURED BLOCK ON THE RIM, ­
h'HI CH LOOKED LIKE THE STUFF IN THE BOTT('IM - I 
HIGHT HA.VE SAID IT WAS JUST ANOTHER IMPACT. BUT 
HAVING JILL THF! COLOR CHANGES AND EVERYTHING, I 
THINK WE ~'IGHT HAVE TO CONSIDER THAT IT COULD BE 
A VOLCANIC VENT. 
EVA 2 - TRAVERSE, 	 STATION 4 - STATION 5 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------~------------------~----------------------------
05 23 23+ CDR 	 THAT'S VICTORY ~ LOOK AT IT C,o TO THE LEFT liND 
LOOK AT IT GO TO THE RIGHT. THAT'S VICTORY~ 
WE'RE RIGHT ON TIlE RIDGE. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
" 
05 23 23+ CDP. 106, 3.2 

05 23 27+ CDR ORJ'Y, LFT' S GET ]\ NICE RO\"EP PAN HERE. 

05 23 27+ u·!p LOOKJ'T THE UGlIT r"ANTLE OVER THERE. 

05 23 27+ CDR YOU CAN SURE SEE IT NOW, CAN'T YOU NOW? 

05 23 27+ LMP YES. 

LRV SAMPLE 17 05 23 27+ CDR LET'S GET OUR ROVER SAMPLE. 
BAG Q3Y 05 23 29 01 CDR J'.ND THE ROVER SAl1PLE WILL BE FROM THE SAME 
75110· SOIL 133-202f)0 LRV LOCALITY. IT'S JUST A COUPLE OF METERS FROM 
THE CHARGE. 
05 23 29+ LMP YES. I HOPE I DIDN'T PUT TOO MUCH SOIL IN 
THERE FOR YOU. 
05 23 29+ CDR BAG 43 YANKEE. 
GEOLOGIC 05 23 31 28 CDR OR, WE ARE ROLLING, BY THE WAY. AND WE'RE AT 
DESCRIPTION 106 AND - WELL, WE'RE STILL 3.1. 
05 23 31+ LMP IN THE RIM ITSELF THOUGH, VICTORY IS NOT BLOCKY. 
THERE IS SOME INCREASE IN FRAGMENT SIZE, BUT 
THAT SEEMS TO BE THE RESULT OF SOME CRATERS IN 
THE RIM THAT HAVE GOTTEN BELOW THE DFBRIS THAT'S 
COVFRIl'1G IT. I'D SAY THAT VICTORY'S SOl1EWHAT LIKE 
HORATIO IN THAT IT HAS BLOCKY INNER WALLS BUT 
ESSENTIALLY A NORMAL BLOCK POPULATION ON THE RIM. 
05 23 31+ LMP I THINX THAT THERE'S QUITE A VARIABILITY IN THE 
THICKNESS OF THE DARK MANTLE IN HERE. I DIDN'T 
NOTICE US CROSSING THAT ONE TONGUE OF LIGHT MANTLE. 
"> 
0\ 
W 
05 23 31+ LMP OH, I THINK SO. I DON'T KNOW wHAT 
DARK MANTLE EXISTS. THESE CRATERS 
BIG NOT TO HAVE THROWN OP BLOCKS. 
IT IS, BUT THE 
ARE JUST TOO 
AND THEY'RE 
EITHER SUBDUED BY THE MANTLE OR THEY HAVEN'T 
PENETRATED IT. 
05 23 31+ LMP P.ND I THINK YOU PROBABLY HAVE BOTH. 
LRV SAMPLE IS 05 23 31+ CDR NOW THERE'S ONE WITH GLASS IN IT, PROBABLY. 
BAG QQy 
75120· 
SOIL 133-20316 LRV 
133-20317 LRV 
05 
05 
23 
23 
31+ 
31+ 
LMP 
CDR 
YES. I THINK THAT'S ONE - -
AND WITHOUT ANY BLOCKS ON IT. THAT MAY NOT 
HAVF PENETRATED. 
05 23 31+ I~ YES, THAT JUST HAS MOSTLY THE SHOCK -
INDURATED ROCK. 
05 23 35 13 CDR WE'RE COMING UP TO 103 AT 2.6 NOW, SO WE NEED A 
SAMPLE UP HERE. 
05 23 35+ CDR 103, 2.5, ANYWHERE. 
05 23 31+ IMP OK. RIGHT OUT IN THAT LITTLE INTER-CRATER AREA, 
RIGHT Ot~ IN THERE IS GOOD. IF YOU LET ME GUIDE 
YOU A LITTLE, I MIGHT GET A ROCK SM1PLE. 
\.. 
05 
05 
23 
23 
35+ 
35+ 
CDR 
LMP 
OK. PICK A POINT. 
WHOA! NOW WE'LL GIVE IT A TRY. 
05 23 35+ CDR 1 03, 2.5. 
05 23 36 27 LMP THE SOIL IS IN 44 YANKEE. 
05 23 36+ Ll~ THAT BLOCK'S TOO BIG. I CAN'T GET IT. 
05 23 37 04 IJlfP 125'S THE r~MP FRAME. 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~---
CROSS-REFERENCE OF 	 I,UNJIR SAMPLES WITH LOCATIOl')S, PHOTOGRAPHS, JlPOTJLO-F.LAPSED THIEf', 
1I.ND EXCERPTS FooH, THE 1',IR...TO""GRO("!l'J~!l'JRJic'iSCN::FPT' 
;, 
SAMPLE WEIGHT SAMPLE TYPE LUNAR-SURFlI,CE AFT "("REW~NTS 

NUMBER (G) PHOTOGRJI.PHS 

-----------------------------------------------------.~--~;-------- .......,;.--~~---.-..;.~.-.:....:.-~--~~,---------..:.-------------------------
EVA 2 - TRAVERSE, 	 STATION 4 - STATION 5 
----------------------------------------------------------------------...,.-------.... ---.... --;-..;...;.-~-------- ...---------..:.--~-~~--:"""7~----
GEOLOGIC 05 23· 4:040 Lz.tP BOB, THF.F'RAGf!lE~1'J'·PcroL1'!T"Im1 '- W':RE 1Str 099, , 
DESCRIPTIONS 2;0 -IS STILL 'ABOUT THE 1-PERCFNT CATEGORY OF ­
DURING TRAVERSE }lNfl'PT' SHARD'TO TELL, GOING. INTO TP,E ~U.N~, .~{~T. 
KI,r-mOF~BIiOcI<fl 'YOU' ru::' DElI:LING WITH. ' 'suif r.fY 'cmESS 
IS ";WBLL', i~ THAN ,A GUES,S - MOS'l' OF THEM LOOI< 
LiRE 'RIEY' ~"SLIGH"I'I;Y VESICULAR. AND, IN THIIT 
REGA~D,·,R£sin~u:· THE GABJ"IROS. _ ' 
05 23.40+ LMP 	 NOW· 'liHEfffiirB 5WU'l'i'HIiiIG ..; 'THERE'S' A CLASS OF 
BOULDFRS 'l'H~. IS'FL.A'T TOPPED ,ANP fAI~Y m;:L:L 
ROUrlIDfm: 'l'HA1rIS Jes'r A'BOU".I:· COMPLETELY BtiRtED. 
NOT"1'ORE THAN 5 CENTIMETERS OF IT PROJECTS ABOVE 
THE· SURFAC.J!.. W'lft:"S£'EN TfIOSE 'oFF' AND ON, BOTH 
DA¥S'. , , , 
05 23 40+ LMP 	 ANDTH~Y '5EE~"TO BE ~I'I'E DI$TINCT. l'rT ~,1l.ST 10U 
OO,'!['ICE·"l'HEM.· -NOW, wHf!!TH$~ I'I'-',S ;J'U.ST A C.OJ\1'1;'tNUl}TION 
OF ipHEM~NlrLIN~, 'I DON'T KNOW~ !;IUT MOST OTa,t;:R,­
BOULDERS' ""4'HE BIG Of¢S S~EM 'J'9 BE - PRQ.;rJ:jpT ~9Vt:. 
THE SURFACE MOm: THAN ireS,. 'J'nAT 5, PR 1 0 t;:Elff;r:,t1~ERS. 
0\ '" C. OS 23 42+ CDR YES, t-REMEMBER~YES,,'fH~"'S 1';1', SOB. WE'RE 
COMING- RIGHIf-6P 'A'f; 'STA'fION 5, RI~HT A'l! I'l'. 
- -' .~,;....! 
05 23 42+ CDR TAlJK·"·II.B06T til. BLec!R FIELD! 
ARRIVE STATION 5 05 23 42+ LMP I,'''l'lumtm-.enmss 0F'30PERCENT W~ REASONABLY GOOD 
BEF.oRE;;r. 
OS 23 45 15 CDR 	 wE'RFSTOPPED .. 0116 -liND 1.4. 
~ 	 , -
--------------------~-~~-----------------------------....-~~----""!"'.--------..;;..--~----....-----,------.;.;;.-----~~-----------..;..----------
EVA 2 - STATION 	 5 
------:--------"':':~-.---~.~--~~"!_:~~-J!a-~••____•______________----..-----------.....:--,---..;•..:....--..;.;,;.'.;.--~'-'---------...;.---- --------,;;..-----.,.;;.'.:..:.-
GEOLOGIC OS 23 413+ LMP TIUS- LOOKSJ'eST :LII<E OUR OLD FRIEND, THE 
DESCRIPTION PYR.oXENJ.!'" {;>ABflRO WITH THE SHINY I:LMENITE PIJo.,TF­
OF BLOCKS LETS IN -TtlE'VlTGS '1\ND PARTI·AliLY RECRYSTALLIZED 
VES:ICUS. '.rfHE TEXTURAL VARIJ}TIONS ~RE PJ.~NAR, AND 
T'HE'l·'iRE '-PRIMAR'Jlt?i' ;"SUBP_LAN~R IW' THE CO»Cf,N'1'RJ\TIONS 
I, OF ·~SI(!,LB5-'. ' 	 ­
05 23 .48.+. LMP 	- BO¥- 'iHIS IS CF.RTAINLY A S,UBFLOOR, AS WE ~'!APP:E:D IT. 
'IT'S eE'R'1'~:tNr.YfrtmiH'ORt1 R~ 'T'Yf'~. ;t'LL TELL YOU • 
. , 	THIMonm V'fI.R!1tT-:knt ~·IS-"flIOSRGru\Y:-ZONE.S tfflICFI JUST 
SERti' ~O'BB-' ,EI'.I'fHffi 'FiNE* OR- :..rm: ~Ji:SSENCF OF VESICLES. 
Bm;,>... 'I (ti NOSE TO NOSE WITH Po PIECF OF IT RIGHT NOW. 
) 
.. .. 
if 
0\ 
(n '" 
BAG 462 
75010* 
75015* 
BAG 463 
75030* 
75035* 
BAG 464 
75050 
75055 
CHIP FROM BASALT 
BOULDER 
133-20328 DS 
133-20329 LOC 
145-22136­
145-22138 XSB 
1115-22139 XSlI 
1115-22140 XSA 
CHIP FROM BASALT 
BOULDER 
SAME AS 
BAG 462 
2.5 
946.3 
RESI DUE FINES 
CHIP FROM LAYERED 
BASALT BOULDER 
133-20335 DS 
133-20336 WC 
1115-22141­
145-22153 XS 
05 23 50 37 Lr··P HErE I ]I.M Hl TflE MIDDLF OF A BODr"DF'R FIELD. THE 
TfXTUPX - MINERAL TEXTURE ~PPEAFS TO BE SUROPHITIC 
TO - SORT OF !,IKE l' r,OOD DIABASE, l'LTHOUGH A 
J:.ITT1,F COARSER. BUT IT'S UNQUESTIOf-1ABLY OP(;1\NIZFD 
WITH THJI.T VARIATION IN VESH'LE CONCENTPATION. 
05 23 50+ I,MP I HJlVF THE HIPF.ESSION THAT 'J'HESE BLOCKS ARE BURIED 
UP HERE. THJI..T THE r-tANTLE DOES EXIST, EVEN ON 
CA~LOT. THERE ARE A FEW BLOCKS THJl.T LOOK LIKE 
THEY' PE LYING MOPE LESS ON THE SURFACE, YOU CAN' 
ATTRIBUTE THOSE TO CRATERS THAT HAVE DISRUPTED THE 
BLOCK FIELD. 
05 23 50+ LMP THF BIG ONES SEEM TO BE PROJECTING OUT OF THE 
t-'ANTLE. 
05 23 50+ CC DO YOU SEE ANY SUCH MANTLE - - ON TOP OF THEM. 
05 23 50+ LMP NO, I DON'T. WHAT'S THERE SEEMS TO BE WHAT 
COULD HAVE BEEN KNOCKED UP THERE. 
05 23 50+ LMP BUT I DON'T HAVE THE IMPRESSION OF DRAPING, SO MUCH 
AS I HAVE JUST OF BURIAL. AND I HAVE A FEELING THAT 
THE ZAP-PITTING PROCESS JUST HAS CLEANED THESE 
BOULDERS OFF - OF ANYTHING THAT ~AY HAVE BEEN ON 
TOP OF THEM, IN EXCESS OF WHAT'S AROUND THEM, 
RIGHT NOW. 
05 23 55+ CDR WE WANT TO GET AN AROUND-THE-COJmER PICTURE OF 
ONE OF THOSE BIG ONES, TOO. SEE IF WE C}\.N GET THE 
STRUCTURE OF IT. OKAY, YOU GET YOUR PICTURE? 
05 23 55+ LMP YES. 
05 23 57 19 CDR HERE'S A PIECE RIGHT HERE. 
05 23 57+ LMP THAT LOOKS LIKE OUR OLD FRIEND, THE GABBRO, 1>.LL 
RIGHT. 
05 23 57+ LMP 462 IS GENE'S FAIRLY FRESHLY FRACTURED ROCK. 
05 23 57+ CDR HFRE'S ANOTHER ONE RIGHT HERE. 
05 23 58 53 LMP 463. IN ANOTHER OF THE SAME VARIETY. WISH ~ffi'D 
STARTED ON THAT STRUCTURED ROCK BECAUSE WE'RE 
GOING TO RUN OUT OF TIME. LET'S GO OVER THERE 
r~D GET AT LEAST ONE OFF OF IT. 
05 23 5e + CDR YES, WE '1,1. GET IT. 
05 23 58+ LMP GET THE AFTEP. 
05 23 58+ CDR GOT IT. 
05 23 58+ CDR WHAT DID YOU H1>.VE PICKED OUT? 
05 23 53+ U~ THIS IN HERE WITH THE LAYERING IN IT. 
05 23 58+ !.l.p I'LL GFT A - - A FLIGHT LINE PHOTO. 
05 23 5e+ LMP WHY DON'T YOU (;F.T A FLIGHT LINE -
05 23 58+ CDR I'M GOING TO GET THAT FROM HERE. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
CROSS-REFERENCE OF 	 Lt1'TJI.R S]lMPLFS \UTI! LOCATIONS, PHOTOGRJlPHS, l'POLLO-ELAPSED THU-;S, 
AND EXCERPTS FRm~ THE PIR-TO-GROUND TPANSCRIPT 
SAMPLE WEIMHT SAMPLE TYPE Lt'Nl,R-SU RFJI_CF. AET CRFW COMr·'lENTS 
NUMBER (G) PHOTOGRAPHS 
EVA 2 - STATION: 	 5 
05 23 58+ LHP 	 OK, I' I·L GO PERPENDICULAR TO YOU l-lORF OR LESS. 
05 23 58+ CDR' 	 BOY, THAT ONE RIGHT BEHIND YOU IS JUST VESICULAP, 
BY Cm'PlI.PISON, TO A IlIGH DEGREE - I,IKE THPJ'E 
TIMES AS ~'lJCH. 
06 00 01 17 U~P OK, I €;OT THE DOWN-SU~. 

06 00 On- CDR HAN! THAT'S A .HARD ~IOON. 

06 00 01+ Lf'!P HOW ABOFT THIS CHUNK DOWN THERE, GENE? 

06 00 01+ CDR I DON'T THINK THAT'LL COME OFF VERY EASY. 

06 00 02 1g CDR BY GOLLY, Y(\t!R GEOLOGY TRAINING DID Cm~E IN HANDY. 

YOU IFARlTED WHERE TO HIT ROCKS. 
06 00 02 36 CDn 464. \<lON'T ALL GO IN THERE BUT - ­
06 00 02+ UP THAT'S ]I_LL RIGHT, YOU CAN WRAP IT AROUND IT. 
06 00 02+ CDR NO, I'LL GET IT, BABE. IT'S IN THERE. 
06 00 02+ CDR THESE ROCKS HERE HAVE A HUCH GREATER DENSITY 
'" 0\ 
OF THE t'lHITE fUNERALS IN THEM, OR CRYSTALS, 
THAN I'VE EVER SEEN BEFORE, JACK. WHERE DID 
0\ \<ffi SEE THESE KIND BEFORE? 
06 00 02+ IJ·lP WELL, WHEN I LOOKED AT THEM RIGHT AT FIRST, THAT' S 
WHAT I THOUGHT - BUT I THINK THAT THE ZAP PITS ARE 
MAKING THE WHITE STAND OUT MORE. THEY'RE FOOLING 
YOt' A LITTLE BIT. 
06 00 02+ LHP BECAUSE WHEN I I,OOKED AT IT WITH THE HAND LENS, 
IT LOOKED LIKE A FAIRLY NOID4AL GABBRO - LIKE 
SO~~ OF THOSE THAT HAVE CRYSTALLIZED WITH 
THE H./IRE BASALT. 
06 00 02+ CDR WHERF. JI.Pl' YOU? 
BAG 465 SOIL 133-20337 DS 06 00 02+ LMP I'M BACK OVER HERE. WHAT I WANT IS A SAr'PLE OF 
75060 0.53 RESIDUE FINES 133-20338 I,OC THIS SOIL OFF ONE OF THESE ROCKS. 
1 157.9 1MM FINES lU5-22154­ 06 00 02+ LMP BUT IT LOOKS TO ~ LIKE IT'S SOIL THAT'S BEEN 
2 8.52 1-2MM 145-22158 XS THPOWN UP .THERE RATHER THAN - THIS ROCK IS ABOUT 
3 6.28 2-4MM 3 MFTFRS IN DIMlETER BUT IT'S ONE OF THE FLJlT 
4 11.63 4-10MM SURFACED ROCKS. IT ONLY STANDS ABOUT - liT THE 
75065 1.26 ROCK CHIP CH t·~OST - ('ME-THIRD OF A METER HIGH. 
6 0.98 ROCK CHIP C~! 06 00 02+ H'P BUT ~1"E CAN GET UP ABOUT A MF.TER FROM THE SOIL/ROCK 
INTERFACE AnD GET SOIL OFF THE ROCK, I THINK. 
06 00 02+ HlP I GOT smm SOIl,. 
O~ 00 04 56 CPR 465 IS THAT BAG NormF.R. 
06 00 04+ HlP OK, TH IS IS Sal I. FRm1 A HALF ]I ~~ETER IN. IT'S 
JlBOFT ]\ CFNTIMETFR DEEP AND A HJlLF ]I, l"I:TFR IN. 
BAG 466 06 00 OIH CDR I,FT'S T7l.KE '!'H]l,T CHIP THERF THJlT'f, LYINf; ON Tnp 
75070 7.26 RESIDUE FINES SAME J1..s WITH THE NFXT SCOOP. 
BAG 465 
75075 1008.0 	 CHIP FROM TOP 06 00 05 43 CDF. PICK THJI.T 0THER ONE UP AND I'LL BJI.G 
OF BASALT IT REAL QUICK. 
BOULDER 06 00 05+ COP THAT'B TPlC ~OIr~ ppm' ON TOP TilE ROCK. }lND m'PE 
TJ1..KING • PIECE OF THE ROCK ITSELF, WHICH LOOKS 
PRETTY MUCH LIKE THF. OTHER ONF.. IT ~1If;HT 
BE A LITTLE BIT t'ORE VESICULlIR. 
06 00 0+ CC . THJI.T' LL BE IN 466, RIGHT? 
06 00 06 06 CDR YOU'RE RIGHT AGAIN. 
BAG 467 	 SOIL 06 00 06+ LMP OK, THE SOIL CAlm FROM A HALF A METER IN FROr.i 
750BO 524.2 RESERVE FINES SAME AS THE SOIL BOUUDARY. LF.T HE GET OVER HERE MID 
1 932.4 1MM FINES BAG 465 TRY TO GET ONE BAG OF SOIL THAT'S AWAYFRO~ THE 
2 3B.92 1-2MM BOULDER. 
3 30.BB 2-4MM 06 00 06+ CDR I I M GOING TO GET MY AFTER WHILE I'. M HERE. 
4 23.31 4-10Mf.* 06 00 06+ CC WE'D JUST LIKE TO GET THE KILOGRAM OF SOIL SOr.ffi­
750B5 4.3 ROCK CHIP 1CM WHERE BETWEEN THE BOULDERS - AS OPEN AS YOU CAN. 
6 2.32 ROCK CHIP 1CM 	 06 00 06+ LMP LET I ~ DO IT RIGHT HEP.E. 
7 2.32 ROCK CHIP 1CM 	 06 00 06+ CDR THIS WILL BE A UATCHED PAIR WITH OUR SOIL 
8 1.99 ROCK CHIP 1CM 	 SAMPLE, TOO. 
9 	 1.72 ROCK CHIP 1CM 06 00 07 32 CDR BJlG 467 IS WHERE YOUR KILOGRAM IS COMING rROM. 
06 00 07+ CDR ANOTHER SCOOPFUL. 
.., 06 00 07+ CDR I'M SAMPLING DOWN TO ABOUT 5 CENTIMETERS. 
'" 06 00 OB 15 CDR THlIT'S FULL. THAT'S 467." 
06 00 08+ LMP 	 WE SAMPLED ABOUT 3 METERS SOUTHWEST OF THE 
GNOMON THlI.T WAS SET UP FOR THE TOP OF BOULDER 
SOIL SAMPLE. SO IT'S A MATCHED PAIR, REALLY, 
IN THAT REGARD. 
EVA 2 - TRAVERSE, 	 STATION 5 - ALSEP - LM 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~----------------------------------
06 00 15+ LMP 	 I GUESS MY U!PRESSION AND IT'S PURELY PURE 
INTERPRETATION RIGHT AT THIS STAGE - THAT 
CAMELOT IS MANTLED BY WHATEVER HAS FORMED THE 
DlIRK MANTLE. 
06 00 15+ LMP 	 IT DOES NOT SEEM TO BE MANTLED TO THE DEGREE THAT 
HORATIO IS. 
CROSS-REFERENCE OF Llll'll'R SAMPLES WITH IOCA'nONS, PH0TOGRAPHS, APOLLO-ELAPSED 
liND EXCFRPTS FRor' THE ]lIR-TO-GROUND TRA~lSCRIPT 
Trr'ES, 
SAMPLE 
NUMBER 
WEIGHT 
(G) 
SAMPLE TYPE LUNAR-SURFACE 
PHOTOGRAPHS 
l\ET CREW COMHENTS 
EVA 2 - TRAVERSE, STATION 5 - ALSEP - LH 
06 00 18+ LMP WHATEVER FILLED THIS VALLEY - IT CERTAINLY ~lAS 
DIFFERENT THAN THE ~ASSIFS. I THINK WE'VE PROVFD 
THAT. AND IT, PRESUMJl.BLY, AT LEAST EVERYTHING I 
SEE INDICATES THAT IT ''lAS AN IGNEOUS EXTRUSION OF 
Sm'!E KIND. FITHER THAT, OR THE WHOJJE VALLEY'S BEEN 
TUTED AND WP'PF LOOKING AT SOME STRANGE CROSS 
SECTION, PLANAR t-10RE OR LESS - RELATIVR TO THE 
OTHER MOmlTAINS, OF A CRYSTALLINE BODY THl'T WAS 
FORMED }I,T DEPTH. BUT I DON'T THINK THAT'S LIKELY. 
'" 
'" Qo 
BAG 1169 
70019 
(LR-S) 
159.9 GLASS FROM 
CRATER 
SMALL 
1115-22185 LOC 
1115-22186­
1115-22189 XSB 
1115-22190 XSA 
1115-22191 XSA 
06 
06 
06 
06 
06 
06 
06 
06 
06 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
20+ 
20+ 
22 117 
39+ 
39+ 
39+ 
39+ 
39+ 
111 50 
CDR 
U".P 
CDR 
LMP 
U·~P 
IMP 
CDR 
LMP 
COP 
DID l<:'"E EVER GET ANY GLASS OUT OF THE BOTTOf.l OF 
THOSE CRATERS? 
NO, WE HlIVEt!' T, WE'VE GOT TO TRY TO DO THAT BEFORE 
WE LEAVE. 
081/0.4. 
I JUST SAMPLED THE GLASS IN THE BOTTOM OF A CRATER. 
I DOCtJt.'ENTED IT BY SHOOTING THE LM AC:OSS THE 
CRATER AT INFINITY AND THEN SHOOTING THE CRATER 
WITH STEREO AT 11 FEET AND IN THAT CROSS-SUN PAIR 
]\T 7; AND THEN I S1>J".PLED IT. 
THEN I TOOK A CROSS-SUN PAIR AT 7 AFTER. 
IT'S VERY FRAGILE, AND I DOUBLE BAGGED IT. I 
DON'T KNOW WHETHER WE CAN KEEP IT OR NOT. 
YOU MAY THINK ABOUT HOW TO PRESERVE IT. 
WHILE YOU'RE THINKING, I'LL PUT IT ON flY FLOOR 
PAN. 
AS YOU I,OOK AT THOSE LITTLE SPARKLES IN THE 
SOIL ~m'PE WALKING ON AND THEY CHANGE COLORS ON 
YOU - - - - GREENS AND 
IRIDESCENT SPARKLES. 
PURPLES, IRIDESCENT. 
06 00 117 27 CC Jl\CK, IT PROBABLY WOULD PROTECT THE CLASS A BIT 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
EVA 2 - STATION: 	 L~i 
SAMPLE STOWAGE 06 00 112+ CC 	 OK, GUYS. WE'PF GOING TO PUT STUFF IN LOOSE, 
BECAUSE THEY'D LIKE TO SEGREGATF STUFF IN TAP. 
FOLLOWING WAY. LIKE TO PUT THE LONG CJlN JlND FOUR 
CORF TUBES IN THE SRC. THEY'D LIKE TO GET THE LONG 
CAN P.ND THREE CORE TUBES IN THE SRC NUMBER 1. 
}\ND THEN WE'D LIKE TO GET ALL THE SCB-4 SAr'IPLES 
IN THE SAME S RC. 
06 00 1111+ CC 	 DO YOU PEMEMBEP. WHERE THE THRFE TRENCH SOIL 
SAMPLES - WHICH BAG THOSE l\TERE PUT IN - FRm1 
STATION II? 
06 00 IIl1+ CDR 	 I'M THE ONLY ONE WHO HAD BAGS, SO I BAGGED THE~ 
AND PUT TREf'.l IN WHATEVER BAG JACK HAD. 
06 00 44+ CC 	 OK, THEN THAT'LL BESCB-II, SO WE'D LIKE THOSE IN 
SCB-II. AND THOSE ARE THE ONES THAT WILL GO IN 
THE ROCK BOX. 
06 00 50+ CDR 	 THAT OUGHT TO ~AKE ONE FULL BAG. THESE ARE BIG 
ROCKS SO THEY'LL COME OUT EASY. WHE RE' S THAT 
BIG, BIG ROCK WE GOT? THAT'S IN ONE OF THOSE BAGS, 
TOO. PICKED UPA BIG ROCK - HERE LET ME SEE IF I 
CAN'T DUMP IT. 
06 02 36+ CDR 	 SRC IS 41.5. BAG 6 IS 24, BAG 8 IS 35. (LBS.) 
0\ '" 
'" -------------------------------~-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------EVA 3 - TRAVERSE - SEP - LM - STATION: 6 
BAG 45Y FINE-GRAINED 06 17 36 31 U~P 45 YANKEE IS "'" SAMPLE FROM NEAR THE SEP. 
70290* BASALT 06 17 36+ LMP B.OB, THAT 115 YANKEE WAS A FINE-GRAINED BASALT, I 
70295* SEP THINK. ONE OF THE FEW AROUND HERE. THAT'S WHY 
I PICKFD IT UP. 
06 17 39+ CC AND WE' RE READY FOR YOU GuYS TO ROLL. 
CDR OK, WHAT'S THE FIRST P~NGE AND BEARING TO THE 
ROVER SA~l.E, PAST JONES'? 
CC OK, IT WILL BE 185 l\.ND 1.5 ON THE RANGE. 
00 17 110+ CDR WE'PE STARTING BOB ­
06 17 42 36 CDR f'.iARI< IT. 
06 17 42+ CDR WE CAN'T GO TOO FAR IN THIS HEADING. WE'VF GOT 
A BIG HOLE UP HERE. 
06 17 42+ CDR LIKF A BIG O!-lE. 
CROSS-REFERENCE OF 	 Lt~l}!'P SAMPLES WITH I,OCATIONS, PHOTOGRAPHS, APOLLO-BI,APSED TIMES, 
AND EXCERPTS FROM THE AIR-TO-GROtmO TRANSCRIPT 
SAMPLE WEIGHT SAMPLE TYPE LUNAR-SURFACE AET CREW COM11ENTS 
NUMBER (G) PHOTOGRAPHS 
EVA 3 - TRAVERSE, SEP - LM - STATION 6 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------~--------------------------------------------06 17 44 59 LMP THE MAJOR BOtlLDERS STILL LOOK LIKE THE PYROXFNE 
GABBRO. SURFACE TEXTURE HAS NOT CHANGED. THERE 
IS A GRANULE POPULATION, NOW THAT I LOOK AT IT r-'ORF 
CLOSELY, WITH THE SHADOWS. BUT I HAVE A FEELING 
THAT MOST OF THOSE ARE - THEY LOOK LIKE THEY'RE 
JUST VERY SMALL CLODS. THAT SHOULD SHOW UP 
IN SOME OF THE BULK SAMPLES WE'VE TAKEN. IT IS 
70215. (LR-1,.) FINE-GRAINED RE~'!ARKABLE TO ME - ONLY A SMALL NUMBER OF FINE-GFAIN 
BASALT, WILL BE ROCKS. THERE'S ONE AT ABOUT HALFWAY BETWEEN THE 
SAMPLE 70215* SEP AND THE LM THAT I'D LIKE TO PICK UP, IT'S A 
(LR-14), 
OF EVA 3 
END FAIRLY 
WE GET 
GOOD SI1ED ONE. 
BACK. IT LOOKS 
MAYBE 
LIKE 1'1 
WE CAN GET IT WHEN 
FINE-GRAINED BASALT. 
I MAY HAVE SAMPLED ONE IN "5 YANKEE THERE. 
GEOLOGIC DESCRIPTIONS 
DURING TRAVERSE 
06 17 ,.6 12 LMP THERE'S A CRATER WE'RE JUST PASSING AT 207/." 
ABOUT 20 METERS IN DIAMETER, WITH THE PYROXENE 
GABBRO BLOCKS ON THE RIM, FEW OF THEM. IT'S NOT 
AN EXCEPTIONALLY BLOCKY RIM CRATER, BUT WE ARE IN 
AN AREA WHERE THE BLOCK POPULATION IS UP TO ABOUT 
... 
'I 
5 PERCENT IN CONTRAST TO 
TRAVERSEO YESTERDAY. 
MOST OF THE AREA WE 
Q 06 17 46+ CDR I TELL YOU, GOING IS A LITTLE BIT ROUGH; THERE'S 
A POPULATION OF BLOCKS AS JACK SAID -
AN A.WFUL LOT OF SMALL CRATERS. 
06 17 46+ LMP YES, I WAS JUST GOING TO ADD THAT THE FREQUENCY OF 
CRATERS IN THE 10-METER SIZE RANGE IS QUITE A 
BIT HIGHER THAN WE WERE USED TO YESTERDAY. OOPS, 
06 17 4B 39 LMP 
THERE'S ONE. 
-, ­ -
LOOKING UP AT THE NORTH MASSIF, WE SEE 
SC".TTERED, STREWN FIELD OF BOULDERS, THAT GENERALLY 
SEEM TO START, MORE OR LESS, FROM A LINE OF 
lARGE BOULDERS, WHICH MIGHT INDICATE SOME STRUCTURE. 
AND THOSE LINES ARE ROUGHLY HORIZONTAL ACROSS THE 
FACE THAT WE'RE LOOKING l'o.T. THE BOULDER TRACKS ARE 
IRREGULAR IN SHAPE, OBVIOUSLY DOWNHILL, BUT YOU'LL 
SEE IN THE PICTURES THAT THEY ARE CURVED IN PLACES 
BUT THEY' RF ALL - THAT I SEE - TEND TO BE AGGREGl'oTES 
OF LITTLE CRATERS - WHERE THE BOULDER WAS OBVIOUSLY 
TUl-IBLING AND BOUNCING A LITTLE:: BIT. WE • R.E OUT IN 
POPULATION OF FRAGMENTS NOW IN THE I~~DIATE AREA 
AT 1 - IS THAT 188? 
06 17 49 52 CDR 188/0.9 
06 17 49+ LMP IT'S GENERALLY ABOUT 1 PERCENT BETWEEN CPATERS. 
BUT 'AT THE CM.TER RIM, IT' S UP TO ABOUT 5 PERCENT. 
~ ; 
LRV SAMPLE #9 
BAG 46Y 
76120 (304.5) SOIL 
140-21392 LRV 
141-21542­
141-21544 LRV 
II.> 
'" .... 
06 17 52 22 
06 17 52+ 
06 17 52+ 
06 17 52+ 
06 17 52+ 
06 17 52+ 
06 17 52+ 
06 17 52+ 
06 17 52+ 
06 17 52+ 
06 17 52+ 
06 17 52+ 
06 17 52+ 
06 17 52+ 
06 17 54+ 
06 17 57+ 
06 17 57+ 
06 17 57+ 
06 17 57+ 
06 17 57+ 
r,r'P 
con 
LMP 
CDR 
CDR 
LMP 
CDR 
UW 
CDR 
CDR 
LMP 
CDn 
CDR 
LMP 
CDR 
L1-1P 
CDR 
LMP 
LMP 
U'll? 
Arm THEY LOOK LIKE THERE ARF. BOULDERS UP on 
THF SIDE OF SCULPTURED HILLS, EXCEPT THAT THEY 
ARLN'T ~"EARLY 1'S BIG AS THOSE ON TUE NORTH ~"J\SSIF. 
THE ".PEAS WHERE THE BOULDER SOURCE IS LOOK LIKE 
THEY'RE MADE UP OF BOULDERS NO BIGGER THAN A ~rr::TEn 
MAYBE 1 WHEREAS, THE NORTH MASSIF BOl'LDERS ARr UP 
TO SEVERAL f.lETFRS. THOSE BOULDER SOURCES AI.L SEEr" 
TO BE UP WITHIN A THIRD OF THE HEIGHT OF THF, 
, SCULPTURED HILLS, JUST EAST OF THE 
tolESSEX CLEFT. HERE IS A BOULDER TRACK THAT CROSSED 
THE SLOPE. SEE THAT GENO? 
YES. I SURE DO NOW. 
IT LOOKS LIKE IT GOES, RATHER THAN PERPENDICULAR 
CONTOURS, IT PROBABLY IS CROSSING THEM IN A FAIRLY 
STRAIGHT LINE ON AN ANGLE OF 60 DEGREES, ~mYBE. 
BACK TO THE EAST. 
OK. HERE WE ARE 1.5 AND 185. 

OK, IS THIS A ROVER SAMPLE? 

A ROVFR SAMPLE. 

- - SEE THAT LITTLE PIT RIGHT OVER THERE ABOUT 

30 FEET AHEAD. 

YES, I THINK SO. 

HOW'S THAT? 

THAT'S GREAT. OK, THIS IS SOIL SAMPLE. 

4f; YANKEE. 

YOUR BAG OPEN? 

YES. 

OK. IT'S IN. 

THERE'S Hm-TRY. 

188/1.8. 

AND WE'RE JUST SOUTHWEST OF HENRY. 

ON THE RIM. 

HENRY I.OOKS MUCH LIKE HORATIO DID. HAS BOULDERS 

ON ITS INNER WALL - NOT AS MA~~. THEY LOOK LIGHT 

COLOP.ED - A LIGHT ALBEDO GABBROIC APPE1-.RANCF. 

THERE ~AY BE SOME RIGHT DOWN THERE, THOUGH, THAT 

ARE FINF. GRAHlED; THEY LOOK A LITTLE GRAYER. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
CROSS- PEFEREUCE OF LUNAR SArIPLES NITH LOCATIons, PlIOTOGRAPBS, APOLLO-ELAPSED THfES, 

AND EXCERPTS T'ROH TUE AIR-TO-GROUND TRAHSCRIPT 

SMIPLI:: WEIGHT SMIPLE TYPE LUNAR-S URFAC:C AET CBEN COHUErlTS 

NUMBER (G) PHOTOGRAPHS 

EVA 3 - TRAVERSE, 	 SEP - I.L'If - STATION 6 
------------------------------------------------,-----------------------------------------------------------------------­
06 17 59+ IJ.IP BUT AS I t'lAS SAYll;rG, HI:liRY JUST LOOKS LIKE SOliE-
WHAT MORE l11u~TLED HORATIO. 
06 17 59+ CDR I'~! HEADED NORTIfI'1EST HOW - TO GET AROmlD THE 
WESTERlI RIll OF HENRY. 
06 17 59+ LHP AND ON THAT WEST Rn1, WE'VE GOT ABOUT 10 PERCENT 
BOULDER COVER. 
06 17 59+ IJ·tp 	 BY BOULDER, I GEUERALLY HEAN FRAGHEUT, 
BOB, IN THIS CASE. ~'lHEN I SAY 10 PERCENT, I'M 
LOOKING AT STUFF GREATER THAN ABOUT A CENTIMETER 
IN DIMmTE R. I'LL TRY TO SAY FRAGUENT FROM NOW ON 
AND BE MORE PRECISE. OK. HERE'S A LITTLE AREA 
WHERE THERE'S - THIS PART OF HENRY - THIS IS THE ONE 
PART OF THE RIll OF HENRY I SEE THAT HAS FAIRLY 
LARGE FRAG~1ENTS, OR BOULDERS, ON THEM UP TO 2 
OR 3 r·1ETERS. BUT, AGAIN, THEY ALL APPEAR TO BE 
BURIED. THERE ARE VERY FEW, EXCEPT SMALL ONES, 
SITTING OUT ON THE SURFACE. 
06 18 00 32 CDR AND, YOU KNOW, THE FRAGMENT POPULATION OUT HERE 
ONLY GOES OUT TO HAYBE 200 METE:AS, I EXPECT. 
06 18 00+ LMP OK. NOW THIS CONCENTRATION OF BOULDERS IS 
;:J'" BECAUSE OF A 50-METER CRATER IN THE RIf.1 OF HENRY. 
06 18 02 09 LMP THE BOULDER CONCENTRATIONS IN THE WALL OF 
HENRY HAVE THEIR UPSLOPE START AT ABOUT - I WOULD 
GUESS AN AVERAGE OF 30 METE:AS DOWN FROM THE RIM 
CREST. THE RIll CREST OF HENRY IS NOT VERY WELL 
DEFINED, BUT IT'S THERE. AND FROM THAT INITIATION 
OF BOULDE:AS, THEY STREAH DOWN THE SLOPE TO THE BREAK 
IN SLOPE DOWN AT THE FLOOR. STILL NO OBVIOUS CHANGE 
IN TIlE DARK MANTLE, AS WE'RE JUST TO THE EAST OF 
LOCKE NOW. THERE'S A 3 O-~1ETER CRATER, FAI RLY SUB­
DUED BUT STILL QUITE DEEP' - SUBDUED RIll. AGAINIT 
LOOKS AS IF IT WERE f-IANTLED; THAT HAS NO SIGNIFICANT 
INCREASE IN BLOCKS ON ITS RIM. THAT CRATER, IN AllY 
OTHER PLACE, WOULD HAVE BEEN A VERY BLOCKY-RIM 
CRATER. ITS HAYBE 30 METE:AS BY 5 loIETE:AS DEEP. HAN, 
THAT IS A BIG ROCK UP THERE. TURNING POINT ROCK IS 
A SPLIT ROCK - LOOKS LIKE A NORTHWEST-SOUTHEAST 
OVERHANG, WITH ANOTHER BLOCK JUST THIS SIDE OF IT ­
JUST TO THE SOUTH OF THAT OVERHANG. IT'S A PYRAHID 
SHAPE IU CROSS SECTION - TRIANGULAR SHAPE IN CROSS 
SECTION. &~D IT LOOKS LIKE IT IS PRETTY WELL 
FRACTURED, ALTHOUGH riOT PI:RVASIVELY LIKE THE ROCK 
AT SHORTY WAS. 
, 	 , 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
• '" 
06 18 02+ CDR OK, JACK, I KNOH I CAN GET UP TO STATION 6. 
06 18 02+ L'1P YES. NOW, BOB, STATIO:I 6 roCK - OUE OF THEH -
IS FROB THAT BOULDER TrACK THAT RUNS OBLIQliELY 
ACROSS THE CONTOUR. 
06 18 02+ UlP AND THE PICTURES OUGHT TO PIN OOWN AT LEAST THE 
END OF TIlE BOULDER TRACK PRETTY l'lELL. 
06 18 02+ CDR BOY, THIS IS A BIG ROCK, JACK, WHEW. 
LRV SAMPLE t 1 0 06 18 02+ CDR \'lE'RE AT TURNING POIIIT ROCK. I DON'T KNOW 
IF IT'S ~~TLED ON TOP, BUT 
BAG 47Y SOIL AND ROCKS 140-21396­ IT'S CERTAINLY FILLETED. THERE'S A LOT OF THE 
76130 19.57 RESERVE FINES 140-21398 LRV DARK MANTLE UP AriD on SD:1E OF THE SHALLOWER SLOPES 
1 146.1 1 .!-lM FINES 141-21566­ OF THE BOULDER. AND IT'S ON A LITTLE HOUND ITSELF, 
2 6.79 1-2 f.lM 141-21568 LRV AS IF MUCH OF IT [HGHT BE COVERED UP. 
3 5.21 2-4 1lM 06 18 02+ LMP YES. IT LOOKS LIKE A BRECCIA FROM HERE. 
4 3.10 4-10 NM 06 18 02+ CDR CAN YOU GET A SAMPLE OF IT RIGHT HERE? YOU SEE 
76135 133.5 ROCK THESE LITTLE CHIPS? 
6 86.6 ROCK 06 18 02+ LMP YES, I PROBABLY CAN. 
7 2.46 ROCK 06 18 02+ CDR I'M 3 METERS FROM TURtlING POINT ROCK 
ON THE EAST SIDE, AND I'M READING 186 AND 2.8. 
76135 133.5 ROCK 06 18 02+ CDR WELL, BUT ••• IT'S PART OF THESE FRAGl1ENTS AROUND 
6 86.6 ROCK HERE. I GUESS TURNING POINT ROCK IS 1, 2, 3, 4, 
7 2.46 ROCK 5, 6, - 6 METERS HIGH ANYWAY. I' 0 SAY IT'S A VERY 
ROUGH SUBROUNDED TYPE OF ROCK - BY THE FACE - LET 
ME GET THIS, JACK. OKAY. THERE ARE TWO FRAGMENTS 
IN THAT SMlPLE. 
06 18 02+ CDR 47 YANKEE. 
06 18 02+ LMP PLUS SOME DIRT. AND IT'S ABOUT 4 METERS FROM THE -
'" 
" 
TURNING POINT ROCK ON THE NORTH SIDE. 
..... 
06 18 06+ UlP BOB, IT LOOKS - IT'S VERY COARSELY VESlCULAR7 BUT I 
AT FIFST GI.JIJ."iCE, IT DID NOT LOOK LIKE THE PYROXENE 
GABBRO - ALTHOUGH THE ROCK - THAT ROCK OOES. 
IT LOOKS LIKE IT MIGHT BE FRAGMENTAL, ALTHOUGH 
I'M SUSPICIOUS THAT I'M LOOKING AT ZAP PITS. 
I GOT THEM. PICK ONE. THAT'S A NICE VIEH. 
06 18 07+ un> BOB, MY GUESS IS, RIGHT NOW, IS THAT TURNING POINT 
ROCK IS A BIG PIECE OF SUBFLOOR GABBRO. 
061807+ CC OK. I GATHER YOU CHANGED YOUR OPINION. 
06 18 07+ un> WHAT LOOKED LIKE FRAG!IENTS IS JUST BIG SPALLS OF 
WHERE THE ZAP PITS HAVE CLEANED OFF THE ROCK. 
CROSS- REFE RENCE OF LilliAR SAi",PLES vlITU LOCATIO:l'S, PHOTOGRAPHS, APOLLO-ELM'S!::D TrimS, 

AIm EXCEP,PTS rROH Tn!:: AIR-TO-GROUo'W TRA.1'l'SCRIPT 

SAl-IPLE vlEIGHT SMIPLE TYPE LtmAR-SURFACE 
NUNBER (G) PHOTOGRAPHS 
EVA 3 - TRAVERSE, SEP - Lt1 - STATION 6 
'l" 
Q 
ARRIVE STATION 6 
EVA 3 - STATION: 6 
GEOLOGIC DESCRIPTION 
AET 
06 18 08+ 
06 18 08+ 
061808+ 
06 1 a 08+ 
06 18 11 24 
06 18 11+ 
06 18 11 + 
06 18 11+ 
06 18 11+ 
06 18 11+ 
OC 18 11+ 
06 18 11+ 
CRE"I'l COMl1ENTS 
rJ.IP OK. WE'RE IN A REGION WHERE THE GENERAL FRAGMENT 
POPULATION IS rio DIFFERENT. l'lE'RE UP OFF THE 
BREJ\I< IU SLOPE, ALTHOUGH YOU WOULDN'T NOTICE IT -
BUT NE ARE QUITE A WAYS. BUT THE FRAGIvlENT POPU­
LATION IS NOT MUCH DIFFERENT THAN THAT ml' THE 
PLAINS. THE BIG DIFFERENCE IS THAT THERE ARE THESE 
SCATTERED BLOCKS THAT ARE FROM A METER TO ProBABLY 
10 11ETERS - NO 5, ~lETERS IN DIAHETER. HARD TO SAY, 
MAYBE 8. 
LMP I DIDN'T REALIZE YOU WERE THAT FAR UPSLOPE. 
LMP OH, I FEEL FINE. - UNTIL I LOOKED DOWN THERE 
AND SAW TUE SLOPE WE'RE ON. 
LHP AND I CA."t' T SEE ANY OBVIOUS CHANGE IN ALBEDO, LIKE 
WE COULD SEE WITH THE LIGHT ~1ANTLE YESTERDAY. 
CDR OK. WE'RE PARKED ODING OF 107. 
LMP YOU PARKED ON A SLOPE, TOO. 
CDR THERE'S NO LEVEL SPOT TO PARK, HERE, THOUGH. 
CDR OK 1 192, 3. 8, 3. 1 • 
LMP YOU 1'1ANT ME TO BLOCK THE WHEELS? YOU GOT THE 
BRJ\I<E ON, I HOPE. 
CDR YOU BETCHA. BOY, ARE WE ON A SLOPE! 
rJ..{p OK. I' It GOInG TO STAY OUT FROU BEn-1EEN THE 
roCKS. IT'S A BEAUTIFUL EAST-WEST SPLIT ROCK. 
IT'S EVEN GOT A NORTH OVERHANG THAT WE CN~ WORK 
''lITH. AND LET ME SEE WIU\T IT IS. WE'RE RIGHT AT 
STATION 6. 
LMP AND THIS BOULDER'S GOT ITS OWN LITTLE TRACK, RIGHT 
UP THE HILL, cross CONTOURED. IT'S A CHAIN OF 
CRATERS TRACK, AND IT LOOKS LIKE IT STOPS ••• WHERE 
IT STARTED. IT STARTS IN, WHAT LOOKS TO BE, A 
LIGHTER COLORED LINEAR ZONE - TRYING TO GIVE YOU 
PERSPECTIVE, IT'S PROBABLY ONLY ABOUT A THIRD OF 
THE '"lAY UP THE ~lORTH MASSIF. 
'II,
.. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
06 18 11+ LiIP 	 BOO, IT LOOKS LIKE THE GLl\SS IS FJI.IPLY LIGHT 
COLORED. IT'S nOT HHITE. WELL NO - IT'S BLACK. 
IT' S h'lORl'HOSITIC GABBRO, RATHER THAN GABBROIC 
A.."lORl'HOSITE, I THInK. YES, THAT'S BLACK GLASS Dl 
THE PITS. 
06 18 11+ Ll-IP 	 BOB, sorm OF THE VESICLES ARE FLATTENED. ALL 
OF THEU ARE FLATTE~~ED. THERE'S A STRONG FOLIATION 
OF VESICLES nr THE ROCK. HOST OF THEM ARE 
FLATTEnED, )),ND THEY ARE UP TO 15 OR 20 CENTINETERS 
IN DIAHETER AUD ABOUT 5 TO 6 CENTIHETERS THICK ­
OR WIDE. 
06 18 15+ L.~ 	 NOW, THAT FOLIATION I l-IENTIONED DOES NOT GO ALL THE 
WAY THROUGH THE ROCK. THERE ARE VARIATIONS IN 
TEXTURE. ONE ZOlIE WAS STRONGLY FOLIATED. THERE'S 
ANOTHER - IT AIJ10ST LOOKS LIKE A LARGE - IT IS ­
A LARGE IlICLUSION OF NOllVESICULAR ROCK WITHIlI THE 
VESICULAR ROCK. THERE HAY BE SOME AUTOORECCIATION 
INVOLVED IN THE FORMATION OF THIS THING. IT REALLY 
LOOKS MINERALOGICALLY LIKE THE LIGHT-COLORED SAl>IPLES 
FROM THE SOUTH l>lASSIF. BUT I TELL YOU, THAT'S ONLY 
BECAUSE IT'S LIGHT COLORED, AND I CAN'T GIVE YOU 
AlIYl,tORE THAN THAT RIGHT NOW, UNTIL WE GET A FRESH 
SURFACE. 
06 18 21+ Ll-IP 	 HEY, I'M STANDING ON A BOULDER TRACK. HOW DOES
.... 
Vi 
'I THAT MAKE YOU FEEL? 
06 18 21+ CDR THAT MAKES ME FEEL LIKE I'M COl4ING OVER TO DO 
SOME SAMPLING. 
06 18 21+ Ll-IP LET'S GET THE BOULDER AJ.'W THEN GET IN THAT EAST­
BAG 5311. SOIL FroM WEST SPLIT. I GOT AN UNDOCUMENTED SAMPLE FroM 
BOULDER TRACK THE MIDDLE OF THE BOULDER TRACK. 
76220* 06 18 21+ LMP SOIL SAlll'LE. 
06 18 21+ LMP LET ME PUT A SAMPLE IN YOUR BAG. 
06 18 21+ CDR OK. GO AHEAD. 
06 18 21+ LMP IT'S BAG 5311.. 
BAG 312 SHADOWED SOIL 06 18 21+ LMP YES, LET'S SAMPLE IN THE SPLIT FIRST SO THAT WE 
76240 311.5.72 RESERVE FINES 141-21604 DSB DON' T GET IT TOO MESSED UP. AND THEN NE CAll SAl4PLE 
1 21.111. 1 MM FINES 111.1-21605 LOC, 	 SOME OF THIS STUFF. WE WANT THIS OVERHANG 
2 1.2 1-2 	MM 140-2111.01- OVER HERE, GENO - THE NORTH FACING ONE. 
3 1.23 2-11. 	 !-1M 140-2111.08 xs 
II. 1.53 11.-10 MM 140-21409 LOC 061821+ CDR LET NE SET THE GNOMON DOWN - ­
76211.5 8.24 ROCK CHIP CM 06 18 21+ UIP SET IT DOWN JUST OUTSIDE THE SHAOOH THERE. 
6 	 6.50 ROCK CHIP CH RIGHT THERE. THAT'S GOOD. THERE'S STILL SONE 
GOOD CLEAN GrolllD THERE. 
CROSS-REFERENCE or 	LUNAR Si\!lPLES WITH LOChTIONS, PHO';OGRAPIlS, ,;FOLLO-ELAPSED TIllES, 
Aim l.:XCERPTS FROH THE AIR-'rQ-GROUHD 'l'RA!lSCRIPT 
Sl\MPLE WEIGHT SAllPLE TYPE LUNAR-SliRFACE AET CREH COHNE~lTS 

NUMB I:R (G) PHOTOGRAPHS 

EVA 3 - STATION: 	 6 
06 18 21+ LllP· OK. YOU GOT A DAG? 

06 18 21+ LMP I' H GOI!1G TO GET THE SHAOOWED HATE RIAL. 

06 18 21+ CDR IT'S IN BAG 312, BOB. 

06 18 21+ LI,lP IT'S FROB - I THINK YOU SAN WHERE I GOT IT. 

IT'S ABOUT A HALF A m:TER BACK OF TUE LI!lIT OF 
THE OVERHANG. 
BAG 313 06 18 26+ LHP ••• OKAY, 312. AND THE SOIL OUTSIDE THE 
76260 96.6 RESERVE FINES SANE AS OVERHANG WILL BE NEXT. 
1 170.71 1 HH FINES BAG 312 06 18 26 57 Ll'lP AND THE FIRST OUE IS FROH TUE UPPER 2 CENTIHETERS. 
2 8.55 1-2 	HH 06 18 26+ CDR BAG 313. 
3 6.57 2-4 	111-1 
4 8.76 4-10 l-R-I 

76265 1.75 ROCK CHIP 1 CH 

'" BAG 472 	 SAl·IE AS 06 18 26+ LMP lu'W THE SECOND ONE IS FROM 2 CENTIMETERS DOWN
"" 
'" 76280 (447.1) REFERENCE SOIL BAG 312 	 TO ABOUT 8. 
1 
2 CDR BAG 472 ON THAT. 

3 

4 

06 18 26+ CDR 	 nm'l NE NEED BOULDER STUFF. 
LOOS);; ROCK '6 06 18 26+ LMP HERE'S THE PIECE THAT FELL OFF. HERE'S THE PIECE 
76015 2819.0 LARGE ROCK, 141-21607 DSB THAT WAS KnOCKED OFr UP THERE. 
BRECCIA 	 140-21410 XSB 06 18 26+ CDR WE OUGHT TO BRING A BIG PIECE OF THAT HOME. THAT'S 
140-21411 XSB OBVIOUS. 
140-21412 LOC 06 18 26+ Ll1P HOW ABOUT THIS ONI::: UP HERE? TAKE YOUR PICTURE. 
140-21413 XSA I THINK tolE CAI-l JUST LI FT THAT OFF. SEE THAT? 
06 18 26+ CDR 	 I'LL GET A LOCATOR FOOH HERE. 
06 18 26+ CDR 	 JUST THOOI'l IT IN HY BAG. IT'S BROKEU, BUT IT'S 
IN PLAcr:. THAT'S A NICE, BIG PIECE, TOO. 
BAG 535 
76210 
76215 
.., 
~ 
~ 
BAG 556 
76230 
76235 
6 
7 
8 
9 
76305 
6 
7 
2.74 
643.98 
6.63 
26.56 
19.18 
10.31 
8.21 
6.23 
4.01 
4.25 
2.49 
RESIDUE FINES 
BRECCIA FRAGHENT 
RESIDUE FINES 
ROCK CHIP 1 CM 
ROCK CHIP 1 04 
ROCK CHIP 1 CM 
ROCK CHIP 1 CM 
ROCK CHIP 1 CM 
ROCK CHIP 1 CM 
ROCK CHIP 1 CM 
ROCK CHIP 1 cr.! 
06 
06 
140-21412 LOC 
140-21420 XSB 06 
140-21422 XSB 06 
140-21424 XSB 
141-21608 XSB 
06 
06 
06 
06 
06 
06 
06 
06 
141-21608 XSB 
141-21609 XSB 
141-21610 XSB 
140-21441 XS 
141-21611 AREA­
141-21612 AREA 06 
06 
18 26+ 
18 26+ 
18 26+ 
18 26+ 
18 26+ 
18 26+ 
18 26+ 
18 26+ 
18 26+ 
18 26+ 
18 26+ 
18 35+ 
18 35+ 
18 35+ 
UiP 	 THERE'S A BIG SPALL LYING ON THE GROUND 
HERE THAT HAS BEEN KNOCKED OFF UP THEP.E, FROB RIGHT 
ON TOP OF THE BOULDER. AND, I TELL YOU, THE t,IORE 
I LOOK AT THIS - THE SOUTH HALF OF THIS BOULDER, 
THE NORE HETEROGE:mOUS IN TEXTURE IT LOOKS. IT 
LOOKS AS IF IT HAY BE EITHER A P,ECRYSTALLIZED 
BRECCIA OF SOfm KIND, OR YOU HAD A GABBRIOC 
ANORTHOSITE l1AGl1A CATCH UP AN Al'1FUL LOT OF 
INCLUSIOrlS. I GUESS I PREFER THE LATTER EXPLANA­
TION BECAUSE OF THE EXTREI1E VESlCULARITY OF ,THE 
ROCK • 
LllP I THINK WE OUGHT TO PICK UP A PIECE OF THAT SPALL 
THERE BY THE GN01roN -
CDR I CAN BREAK IT OFF. 
Li'lP THERE I S ONE RIGHT BY THE GNOHON WE CAN JUST PICK 
UP. IT'S A FIllER GRAINED VESICULAR ROCK THAN -
CDR I'LL GET THAT ROCK. 
LHP OK. A PIECE OF THAT SPALLED ROCK THAT WAS SITTING 
BY THE GNO~fON - WATCH OUT GNOMON. HOW ABOUT THAT? 
- IS In - BAG 535. 
CDR YOU GOT ONE IN THE RE ALREADY? 
LMP YES. 
CDR YOU WON'T BE ABLE TO REACH MY BAG. 
LMP NO, BUT YOU CAN PUT IT IN MINE. CAN YOU REACH IT? 
LMP ONE OF THE LIGHT-COLORED INCLUSIONS LOOK .LIKE 
IT HAY BE ANORTHOSITIC - GABBROIC ANORTHOSITE -
LET ME GET MY TERMS STP.AIGHT. THE HOST ROCK HAS 
DARK ENOUGH ZAP PITS THAT IT'S PROBABLY GAB -
ANORTHOSITIC GABBRO, IF I DII:N I T SAY THAT. SOME 
OF THE LIGHT-COLORED INCLUSIONS HAVE SLIGHTLY 
LIGHTER COLORED GLASS, AND THEY MAY BE THE GABBROIC 
ANORl'HOS ITE. 
LMP 	 WHAT IT IS, I THINK - IT'S A BIG BLUE-GRAY ROCK ­
ITSELF IS CRYSTALLINE, I BELIEVE. THE INCLUSIONS 
ARE MUCH MORE SHARPLY DEFINED, AND IT'S NON-
VESlCULAR~ AND IT'S INCLUDED, OR AT LEAST IT'S IN 
CONTACT WITH THE VERY VESICULAR MiV~DEN GABBRO 
LMP LOOK, ~iE CMi GET S01m OF THAT LIGHT-COLORED STUFF 
IU THERE, ALONG WITH THE BLUE-GRAY. 
CDR WE OUGHT TO GET AS BIG A PIECE OF THAT INCLUSION 
AS ~"E CAN. 
COOSS-RLFERE~~CE OF LUNAR SAI1PLES ~HTll LOCATlm~S, PHOTOGRAPHS, APOLLO-ELAPSED THIES, 
AND EXCERPTS rOOll THE 
SMlPLE WEIGHT SAMPLE 'l'YPE LUUAR-SURFACE 
NUHBER (G) PHOTOGRAPHS 
EVA 3 - STATION: 6 
'J'" 
'" 
BAG 536 

76250 4.63 RESIDUE FINES 

76255 406.55 BRECCIA INCLUSION 

AET 
06 18 35+ 
06 18 35+ 
06 18 38+ 
061838+ 
06 18 38+ 
06 18 38+ 
06 1 8 38+ 
06 18 38+ 
06 18 38+ 
06 18 38+ 
06 18 38+ 
06 18 38+ 
06 18 39 43 
06 18 39+ 
06 18 39+ 
06 18 39+ 
06 18 39+ 
AIR-T0-GROU1:l'D TRAHSCRIPT 
Ll1P 
CDR 
CDR 
U1P 
CDR 
CDR 
UlP 
CDR 
UlP 
LHP 
CDR 
UlP 
CDR 
IJ-lP 
UlP 
CDR 
UlP 
YOU WAc'i'T HTI 
\iON'T FALL 
OK. GET AS 
DOn'T KNOll 
THIS WHOLE 
I'LL HATCH 
CREW COHHENTS 
TO GET NY SCOOP UNDER THERE? PROBABLY 
OUT. 
llA.~Y OF THESE PIECES AS i1E CAN. I 
HOW HAtIY ARE GOING TO cmm OUT. 
TIIING HILL COHE 

IT. I'LL iiATCH 

noVE YOUR ARM UP OR DOrlN. 
WE DON'T GET ANOTHER ONE. 
HEY, l'1E'RE GETTING GOOD AT 
WHY DON'T WE GET A BAG OUT. 
A BAG. 
OUT HERE Hi A HINUTE. 

IT. GOT IT? 

OK. I GOT IT IN CASE 

THAT. 

LET HE PUT THESE IN 
THAT'S WHY I'N GETTING UP HERE SO I CAN JUST GET f.1Y 

BALANCE. BOB, 556 IS ONE OF THE LIGHT-COLORED 

INCLUSIONS IN THE BLUE-GRAY ROCK. 

IT'S atIPS. 

I THINK WE LOST THAT OTHER ONE. THAT'S GOOD 

ENOUGH. 

I GOT IT: I KNOW WHERE IT IS. 

THAT'S ALL RIGHT. IT'S NOT A LOT OF SAllPLE, BUT' 

IT'S REPRESENTATIVE, I THINK. IT LOOKS A LOT 

LIKE THAT SUGARY ROCK I SAc'1PLED YESTERDAY, DOESN'T 

IT? 

YES, IT'S PRETTY EASY TO BP.EAK UP; IT'S REALLY NOT 

VERY COHERENT AT ALL. 

YOU KNON, I THOUGHT LAST HIGHT, BOB, THAT I SHOULD 

USE THE WORD APLITI C FOR A TEXTURE THAT WE SAW IN 

THAT INCLUSION YESTERDAY ON THE SOUTH nASSIF. 

OK, YOU GOING TO GET SOME OF THAT? 

YES, THAT'S A DIFFERENT KIND; THAT'S A HORE BEAT 

UP INCLUSION OF SOl1£ SORT. OH, THERE'S A NICE 

PIECE COHING OUT. OH, WAIT 1'. f.IINUTE - DON'T 

LOSE IT. 

I GOT IT. I'VE GOT IT. 

06 18 39+ CDR OK. NE IlAVE ."\...'WTHER I;lCLUSIOa THAT, ON THE SURFACE, 
HAS A flORE REDDISH-BROWN TEXTURE. IllTERIOR LOOKS 
PRETTY rruCR THE SAHE; IT'S A VERY LIGHT GRAY. 
06 18 39+ LUI' TIllS LOOKS LIKE A PIECI: OF BRECCIA. LOOKS LIKE A 
FRAGMENT BRECCIA THAT GOT CAUGHT UP IN TIllS THING. 
06 18 39+ CDR DID I GIVE THEM A NUl-mER ON TIiAT? - tm. 
06 18 39+ CDR IT'S 536. 
BAG 537 06 18 39+ CDR OK. LET' S GO GET THE HOS T ROCK HERE. 
76270 0.116 RESIDUE 1111-21609 XSB 06 18 39+ UlP HOW ABOUT THAT PIECE? 
76275 55.93 CRIPS OF BLUE-GRAY 141-21610 LOC 06 18 39+ CDR HOW ABOUT THIS ONE, WITH THE INCLUSION? MAYBE I 
HOST ROCK 1111-21615 XSB CAN GET THIS OUE. 
1110-211141 XS 
1110-211156 XSA 061839+ CC 00 YOU GUYS HAVE A FEELING THAT THE TWO HALVES 
1110-211158 XSA OF THE BIG BOULDER ARE DIFFERENT ROCKS? OR IS 
140-211159 DSA IT THE SAME ROCK SPLIT? 
06 18 112 13 LMP NO, THEY' RE - TIlEY' RE TWO - THEY WERE ALL ONE 
BOULDER, I THINK. THEY ARE JUST TWO l-lAJOR ROCK 
TYPES IN THE - WHEREVER THEY CAME FROM. AND I 
TRIED TO DESCRIBE THAT TO YOU. l'IE HAVE THE 
CONTACT IN THE CENTRAL BOULDER. THEY • RE REALLY 
THREE BIG BOULDERS. TIlE CENTRAL BOULDER AND THE 
CONTACT BETWEEN THE LIGHT-GRAY ROCK - OR THE BLUE­
GRAY ROCK AND THE VESICULAR ANORTHOSITIC GABBRO. 
!\) 
"l 
\0 06 18 112+ LMP THAT'S ENOUGH. YOU GOT A PIECE OF HOST ROCK • 
06 18 112+ CDR I WANTED THAT ONE CAUSE IT HAD THAT INCLUS ION 
WRAPPED IN IT. WHICR ONE ARE YOU TALKING ABOUT? 
THIS ONE HE RE? 
06 18 112+ UlP YES, I JUST - IT'S ABOUT TO COME. I'VE GOT IT. 
06 18 112+ CDR THEY'RE BOTH HOST ROCKS; WE CAN PUT THEM IN THE 
SAME BAG. 
06 18 112+ LMP NO, LET'S DON'T. NO, THEY' RE DIFFERENT PLACES. 
537, IS A CRIP OF THE BLUE-GRAY ROCK; AND TlIE 
BLUE-GRAY HOST ROCK - AND LET 1·1E GET THAT OTHER 
ONE .:... 
BAG 538 1111-21609 XSB 06 18 112+ CDR PICK THE ROCK UP WHILE YOU'RE THERE. IT'S RIGHT 
76290 9.65 RESIDUE FINES 1111-21610 LOC AT YOUR HAND. 
76295 260.7 BLUE-GRAY BRECCIA 1110-214111 XS· 06 18 112+ LMP I WILL. 
1110-21452 XSA 06 18 112+ LMP AND 538 IS ANOTIIER SAl-lPLE OF TIIAT HATERIAL - A 
140-211155 XSA LITTLE DUSTIER. 
1110-211157 XSA 06 18 1111 57 LMP THAT'S THE BLUE-GRAY, BOB, WITH THE InCLUSIONS 
IN IT now THE BLUE-GRAY, TIlE HORE YOU LOOKED 
AT IT, IT LOOKS LIKE A - -
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
CRoss-pr:rnREi~cr:: OF 	 LUi~AR SAiIPLES IHTH LOCATIO!~S, PIlOTOGRl'.PHS, APOLLO-ELliPSE!) THiES, 
AND BXCEP-PTS FRO~I TIlE I~IR-TO-GROU:m TRffilSCRIPT 
SAr1PLE WEIGH'!' SAMPLE TYPE LUi'lAR-SURFACE AET CREIl CO:-1l'IENTS 

NUHBER (G) PHOTOGRAPHS 

EVA 3 - STATION: 	 6 
LIKE A PARTIALLY RECRYSTALLIZE!) FRAGl1ENT BRECCIA. 
IT'S VERY HARD. 
06 18 46+ IJ1P 	 BOB, IT LOOKS TO HE LIKE THERE ARE INCLUSIONS OF 
BLUE-GRAY III THE GABBRO - IN THE ANORTHOSITIC 
GABBRO. 
06 1 B 46+ CDR 	 ARE YOU SAYING YOU THINK - YOU THINK THIS WHOLE 
BIG BLUE-GRAY THIUG IS Ml INCLUSION? 
06 18 46+ LHP YES, SIR. AND THI:RE'S SOHE LITTLE ONES OVER HERE. 
06 18 46+ CDR BUT THEIl WITHIN THE BLUE-GRAY, WE'VE GOT 
ALL THESE OTHER FRAGNENTS. 
06 18 46+ LHP 	 WELL, THAT'S RI GHT. IT'S JUST SEVERAL GE:mRATIONS 
OF ACTIVITY; AND IT LOOKS LIKE THE GABBRO THOUGH, 
PICKED UP THE FRAGHENTAL BRECCIA AS INCLUSION. 
BOB, IT REALLY LOOKS THAT WAY RIGHT NOW. 
06 18 46+ CDR 	 ••• HERE'S A BIG \"lHITE CLAST. THERE'S ONE ON 
TOP ABOUT A FOOT AND A HALF ACROSS, AN D HERE' S ONE 
- lroST Bt: 2 FEET ACROSS - 3 FEET. AND THAT'S IN 
'" 0) 	 THE BLUE-GRAY. c 
BAG 557 06 18 46+ CDR HEY, BOB, THERE'S A LOT OF r.1ANTLING ON A VERY 
SHALLOW SLOPE OF A FRACTURE HERE ON ONE OF THE 
76320* SOIL FROM TOP UPSLOPE ROCKS. I WOULD ASS~lli IT'S JUST PART OF 
OF BOULDER THE TALUS PICKED UP AS IT'S ROLLED OOWN. BUT IF 
IT' S WORTH SMlPLING, YOU MIGHT THINK ABOUT IT. 
06 18 46+ CC 	 OK, GENE, IF YOU CAN GET THAT FAIRLY READILY, 
WHY DON'T YOU - YOU CAN PERHAPS JUST SCOOP IT UP 
WITH THE BAG. 
06 18 46+ CDR 	 THAT'S EXACTLY UHAT I CAN 00. 
06 18 46+ CC 	 IF YOU CAN GET UP TO THE ROCK THERE. 
06 18 46+ CDR 	 AND IT WILL BE IN MY FLIGHT LINE STEREO, AND IT'S 
GOING TO BE BAG 557. AND I'LL TAKt: AN AFTER h'W 
SHOW YOU ~mERE IT CAl·IE FROt·i. 
I BAG 539 SAl'll; AS 06 18 46+ 
76310* !JAG 557 
76315* INCLUSIONS ALSO 
IN BRECCIA 	 140-21435­
140-21439 XSB 
141-21616- 06 18 50 07 
141-21620 XSA 
06 18 50+ 
06 18 50+ 
06 18 50+ 
06 18 50+ 
06 18 55 20 
BAG 558 	 141-21621- 06 18 50+ ~ '" 76530* (428.3) RAKE FRAGMENTS 	 141-21623 XSB 
76535-* 	 141-21624 DSB 06 18 50+ 
141-21625­
141-21627 XSA 
06 18 55+ 
06 18 55+ 
06 18 57+ 
06 18 57+ 
LHP 
LMP 
LMP 
CDR 

LMP 

LMP 
YIP 
UIP 

CDR 

CDR 

Lt·1P 

CDR 

LMP 

vlELL, BOB, I THINK I'VE D(mE THE BEST I CAN. 
WOULD - I'D SAY THAT THEY' P.E PRETTY CLEARLY 
INCLUSIOnS OF BLUE-GRAY IN THE AUORTIIOSITIC G1lB!JRO 
HERE UEAR THE CONTACT. 
OK, BOB, - I DIDN'T THINK I COULD DO 
IT BUT I GOT A SAMPLE OF THE INCLUSION. A.."'ID IT' S 
IN BAG 539. ' 
AND IT'S BLUE-GRAY WITH LIGHT COLORED INCLUSIONS 

IN IT. 

PUT THESE IN HY BAG. 

BUT THE WHOLE TIlIUG SEEMS TO BE PRETTY WELL 

ALTERED, OR HETAMORPHOSED - COl-IPARED TO THE 1-1A10R 

ROCK 1'1E SAMPLED - TO THE OTHER BLUE-GRAY ROCK. 

••• I THINK THAT INCLUSION WILL GIVE YOU 

AN EXAMPLE OF WHAT THIS THING - I'IHAT THE lINORTHO­

SITIC GABBRO DID TO THE BLUE-GRAY BRECCIA. 

BOB, THAT BLUE-GRAY ROCK NEAR THE CONTACT WITH 

THE ANORTHOSITIC GABBRO DOES GET serm VESICLES 

IN IT. I THINK THEY'LL SHOW UP IN GENE'S 

PICTURES. 

TELL YOU WHAT, GENE, I COULD GO DOWN THERE AND . 

START A RAKE, AND YOU COULD COlm DOWN THERE. 

OK. YES, I DON'T THINK YOU OUGHT TO TRY AND WALK 

BACK UP, JACK. LET ME GET A PAN FROM RIGHT HERE 

WHERE I GOT THIS SAln'LE. 

I JUST RAN OUT OF FILM AT 160. AND I' l"l ABOUT 

TWO PICTURES SHORT OF THE P A.."'I, AND THEY'RE 

UPSLOPE. I THINK I CAN COVER 110ST OF THAT WITH 

THE 500. 

I'M STARTING TO RAKE. 

WOULDN'T IT BE EASIER TO RAKE DOWNHILL. 

IT WOULD, BUT THE STUFF \WULDN' T STAY IN. 

SAUPLE 
IWMBER 
EVA 3 ­
'"co 
'" 
BAG 559 
76500 
1 
2 
3 
II 
76505 
6 
D.T. LII8 
76001 
WEIGHT 
(G) 
STATION: 
3115.211' 
630.70 
22.76 
10.09 
10.72 
11.69 
2.81 
CROSS-m;FJ.::REHCC OF 	 LUHAR SAllPLES 
Al'lD I;XCERPTS 
SAtIPLE TYPE 	 LUilAR-SURFACE 
PHOTOGRAPHS 
6 
06 
06 
06 
06 
06 
06 
06 
06 
06 
SOIL SAME AS 06 
RESERVE FINE BAG 558 06 
1 Ml4 FINES (RAKE) 06 
1-2 Nl4 06 
2-11 I-Y4 
11-10 l-ll1 
ROCK FRAGMENT CH 06 
ROCK FRAGHENT C1-1 06 
DRIVE TUBE 	 1116-22291- 06 
SOIL 	 1116-22292 XSD 
1116-22293­
1116-222911 LOC 
1116-22295 XSA 06 
06 
06 
\lITH WC1\TIOUS, PHOTOGRAPHS, lIPOLLO-EL.'\PSED TIllES, 
FROa THE AIR-TD-GROU;;W TRAUSCRIPT 
AET 	 CRIm COI-U'1EHTS 
18 57+ LHP WE'RE HOT REALLY SUPPOSED TO BE SELECTIVE , 
ABOUT RAKING. 
18 57+ CDR NELL, YOU'RE NOT: YOU' P.E JUST COVERING THE 
ARE] •• 
1 G 57+ LMP THAT'S vlHY I SET UP THI;RE. 
18 57+ CDR A SELECTIVE SAllPLE IS BETTER THAi'! NO SAI1PLE AT 
ALL. LET ME PUT SOME IN THERE. 
18 57+ CDR BAG 558. 
18 57+ CDR OK. THERE'S ONE A COUPLE OF INCHES. HOST OF 
THEM. ARE AN INCH OR SO SHALLER. TIIEY'RE 
ANGULAR TO SUBROUNDED FRAGlIENTS. SOME OF THElt 
LOOK LIKE INCLUSIONS. AS A MATTER OF FACT, 
THE ONES THAT ARE BROKEN OPEn LOOK LIKE SOl'\E OF 
THE LIGHT-COLORED INCLUSIONS ~'lE SAW IN THE BIG 
BOULDER. THE OTHERS ARE TOO DUST COVERED TO SAY 
AllYTHIUG ABOUT. 
18 57+ CDR A COUPLE OF THEM LOOK FAIRLY COARSELY CRYSTALLINE. 
18 57+ LMP OK. PUT THESE IN THERE. 
18 57+ CDR BIG DEAL. HOW \vE ElWED UP WITH THREE MORE. 
18 57+ CDR 	 THEY WAllT THE SOIL HERE. 
18 57+ LMP 	 SOIL - THAT'S RIGHT. 
18 59 116 LMP 	 OK. YOU ~'lAI~T TO PUT THAT IN? 
18 59+ CDR 	 YES, I'D BETTER PUT IT IN DEFORE I - OK. LET'S 
TO SP,XS THE SOIL. 
18 59+ CDR 	 LITTLE HORE, LITTLE HORE, LITTLE HORE. 
18 59+ CDR 	 OK, BOB. I'LL GET THE CO RE 11m LET JACK GET 
THE 500. 559 IS THE KILOGRAI1 OF SOIL. 
19 01+ CC 	 •••• • WE HAVE THREE LOWERS AND TWO 
UPPERS, SO WE' 0 JUST AS SOON USE THE EXTRA LOWER 
IlERE In THE SIUGLE CORE. THAT'LL GIVE US TWO 
UPPERS AIIO 'lWO LONERS LEFT -- FOR DOUBLES. 
19 01+ LlIP 	 OK. 
19 01+ UIP 	 THERE SHOULD DE A LOWER IH THERE, GENO. 
19 01+ CDR 	 YES, BOB, ANY SPECIAL PLACE YOU ~'lAl'lT THAT? JUST 
OUT HERE OU TIlE SLOPE? 
.. 
• 

06 
06 
06 
06 
06 
06 
06 
06 
19 
19 
19 
19 
19 
19 
19 
19 
05+ 
05+ 
05+ 
05+ 
05+ 
05+ 
05+ 
08 06 
CDR 
CC 
CDR 
CDR 
CC 
CDR 
CDR 
CDR 
OK. HY CAllE RA IS CLEAN. I1AGAZINE FOXT ROT - IS on 
ABOUT FRAlIE 2, AND I CYCLED THROUGH IT. AND I' VB 
GOT TIlE CORE ALL SET, AND I' H GOILJG TO GO GET IT. 
Aim I DIDN'T lIEliR WHERE YOU SAID TO PUT IT, BOS. 
AUYWln:: RE • 
OH, HAN, YOU'RE EASY. 
ANYWHERE. NOT THE BOTTOZ.t OF A SMALL CRATER, HUH? 
ANY PLACE. AND DID YOU GET YOUR CAIIERA DUSTED? 
YES. I GOT IT ALL DUSTED AND THE HAG'S CIIAlIGED. 
IT'S CORE 118. 
I'LL EVEN GET YOU A PICTURE OF IT. 
06 
06 
19 
19 
08+ 
08+ 
CDR 
CDR 
THAT CORE WENT IN VERY EASY, 
ABOUT A QUARI'ER OF THE WAY. 
FIVE OR SIX WHACKS, .rum IT'S 
OK. COME ON OUT NOW, BABY. 
BOD. I PUSHED IT 
AND ABOUT ANOTHER 
IN ALL THE WAY. 
IIi 
CDR A LITTLE SOIL MECHANICS OF TIlE 
INTACT 1 VERY NICE AND ROUND. 
HOLE, WHICH STAYED 
06 
06 
19 
19 
11+ 
11+ 
CDR 
CDR 
OK. I'LL NEED YOUR 
TURN RIGHT. 
GOOD TIMING. PIN'S 
FULL. 
RAl'U-lER, SO IF YOU'LL JUST 
OUT1 CORE TUBE IS SAFE. IN' 
'" (Q 
'" 
06 
06 
06 
19 
19 
19 
11+ 
11+ 
11+ 
LMP 
CDR 
CDR 
OK. DID YOU GIVE THEM THE NUMBER? 
YES, THEY GOT THE NUMBER. 
UNDER THE LMP'S SEAT. 
LOOSE ROCK 
76055* 
#7 
LARGE ROCK 
06 
06 
06 
06 
06 
06 
19 
19 
19 
19 
19 
19 
12+ 
12+ 
12+ 
12+ 
12+ 
12+ 
CDR 
LMP 
CDR 
CC 
LMP 
CDR 
• •• I SURE WANT TO GET ONE OR TWO OF THOSE NICE ONES 
BAG WHILE YOU'RE OVER THERE. 
OPEN TIlE GATE, AND I'LL BRING ONE. 
GUESS WHAT ISN'T OPENING AGAIN. SHOULD, THOUGH. 
IT'S ALL SET RIGHT. 
YOU COULD PUT TIIEM UNDER JACK'S SEAT IF IT'S 
EASIER. 
BIG BAG OPEN? 
YES, IT'S ALL OPEN. ALL SET. 
06 19 12+ LMP lIERE, LET ME 
TO DROP IT. 
GET THIS 
IT LOOKS 
BIG ONE. I 'l-1 ABOUT 
LIKE A GABBRO. 
READY 
CROSS-ru:::FEREllCE OF LUNAR Sl\1lPLES ~YITH LOCATIO;~S. PHOTOGRAPIIS. l'POLLO-ELAPSED 
AND EXCERPTS FROH TIlE AIR-TO-GROmW TRAHSCRIPT 
TI'·lES. 
SAl1PLE 
NUl-IDER 
WEIGHT 
( G) 
SAllPLE TYPE untAR-SURFACl:: 
PHOTOGRAPHS 
AET CREI'J Co.'4HENTS 
EVA 3 - STATION: 6 
BAG 560 
76330* 
76335* WHITE ROCK 
06 
06 
06 
06 
06 
19 
19 
19 
19 
19 
12+ 
12+ 
12+ 
16 30 
17 10 
LHP 
CDR 
Ll'lP 
CDR 
CDR 
GET lIE A - I NEED A NORllAL SAI,lPLE BAG FOR ONE HERE. 
IT'S PRETTY FRAGILE. 
THERE I S SMlPLE BAG 560. 
AUD 560 HAS AN UNDOCm4ENTED EXCEPT BY THE PANS -
VERY WHITE - LOOKS LIKE A CRUSHED ANORTHOSITE. 
IT LOOKS LIKE - SOME OF TIlE INCLUSIOltS In THE 
GRAY BRECCIA - GRAY AND RECRYSTALLIZED BRECCIA. 
WAIT A MINUTE. LET I·IE GET THIS OUT OF THE WAY. 
OK. CLOSE IT. YES. THAT'S GOT IT. 
OK. WE'RE HOVING. SORT OF. 
'" Q) 
oQ. 
06 
06 
06 
06 
06 
06 
19 
19 
19 
19 
19 
19 
17+ 
17+ 
17+ 
17+ 
17+ 
17+ 
CDR 
LMP 
CDR 
LlIP 
LHP 
CDR 
I CAN DRIVE, JACK. 
lnIY DON'T YOU DRIVE DOWN AND GET - SO 
nOT ••• YOU CEI GET ON -
YOU CAN GO DOWNHILL VERY EASY. 
YES. 
\my DON' T YOU JUST GO DOWN THE RE • 
- - I'LL CARRY THE ROVER SAllPLES. 
YOU'RE 
LOOSE ROCK t 8 
(NOT COLLECTED) 
QUESTIONED 
LARGE SMlPLE 
06 
06 
06 
06 
06 
19 
19 
19 
19 
19 
17+ 
17+ 
18 1 q 
18+ 
18+ 
UIP 
CDR 
Ll1P 
CDR 
UIP 
OK. I'LL HEAD DOWN TO TIIAT SIDE HILL OVER TO 
THOSE BOULDERS RIGHT OVER THERE AND THEN 
SEE IF THAT'S ANY CHANGE. 
OK. YOU HIGHT, IF YOU GET ANOTHER SMIPLE - A 
LARGE SAlIPLE, YOU HIGHT GRAB IT, AND WE'LL 
THROW IT IN THE FOOTPAN HERE AND I'LL SEE IF 
I CN~'T FIND A LEVEL SPOT TO -
I SORT OF OUGHT TO HAVE MY SCOOP, TOO. 
- - HELP YOU GET ON. NO DOn'T TAKE TOO MUCH; 
JUST TAKE THAT. THAT'S ALL YOU NEED. 
HOW ABOUT LETTING ME HAVE YOUR HAIn4ER, THEN? 
<t 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
BAG 48Y/49Y 06 19 22+ CDR OK. BOB, I JUST CAl'tE OO\vNSLOPB READltlG 193/3.1 
76030 16.06 RESERVE FINES - JUST MOUT 100 l1ETERS TO PICK UP JACK. 
1 152.6 1 H1<1 FINES 06 19 22+ Ll'lP OK. BliG 48 YAiIKEE lIAS 1\ SAl'lPLE OF ./\BOUT A HALF­
2 5.71 1-2 	MJ'1 OllE-THIRD-lJ!:TER BOliLDl!:R THliT \vliS LYIl1G 1:1 - TlIP.T'S 
3 4.58 2-4 	11101 SITTlaG RIGHT StiAe!;: i)./\B IN A LITTLE CP.ATER OF IT'S 
4 2.01 4-10 Ill1 mH!. 

76035 376.2 ROCK 

6 3.95 ROCK 	 FRAGHEilT Cl1 
7 2.52 ROCK 	 FRAG~IENT ell 
EVA 3 - TRAVERSE, 	 STATION 6 TO 7 
06 19 25 36 CDR 	 NE' PE ROLLING, BOB. 
06 19 26+ CDR 	 WE HUST BE ABOUT 200 ~IETERS UP TliE SLOPE, LOOKING 
AT THAT LITTLE VALLEY DOWN THERE, JACK. Nt I 
RIGHT? 
06 19 26+ U1P 	 YES. I THINK YOU'RE RIGHT. THE PATTERN' ON TlIE 
SLOPE REALLY OOESH'T LOOK lmCH DIFFERENT THAN ON 
TlIE LIGHT HANTLE. MATTER OF FACT, IT LOOKS 
VERY Hurn LIKE LIGHT I'1ANTLE, EXCEPT FOR THESE 
LARGE BLOCKS THAT ARE IN IT. 
'" 	
06 19 27+ U·lP THAT LOOKS LIKE A PRETTY GOOD PILE TO l'1ORK ON. ~ 
11l 
06 19 27+ CC 	 THIS IS GOING TO BE A VERY SHORT STATION'. 
PROBABLY NOT HORE THAN 10 OR 15 ~JINUTES. BUT 
JUST TO GRAB A HAXIMUM VARIETY OF HAND SlJ.lPLES 
WITH 1, llIUHtUM A110UNT OF OOCUHENTATION AnD A 
MINIHU!-1 AHOUNT OF TIHE. 
06 19 27+ CDR 	 WE CAN DO A PAN, AND PICK UP A LOT OF THOSE 
S!-1ALL ONES, JACK. 
ARRIVE STATION 7 	 06 19 29 05 CDR I'M AT 200/3.3. 
---------------------------~-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
EVA 3 - STATION: 	 7 
BAG 540 146-22293 XSB 06 19 29+ UlP THERE IS ANOTHER ONE OF OUR BLUE-GRAY BRECCIAS, 
77510* 146-22299 XSB I THINK, OVER THEm:; RECRYSTAL$IZED BRECCIAS IHTH 
77515-* SELECTED RO*K 146-22300 XSB SOME OF THAT CRUSHED ANORTHOSITE IN IT. I THINK 
SNtPLES 	 146- 22 336 XSA RIGHT IN HERE 1'1,1 GOING TO TAKE THE PAH. 
1L16-22337 XSA 
146-22338 XSA 06 19 30 23 LMP I'll GOIHG TO TAKE THE PAN AT 11 FEET SO YOU 
CAN SEE TIlE FRAGllENTS THAT WE ARE GOING TO 
PICK UP HERE. THEN WE CAN TAKE ANOTHER ONE AT ­
FOR LOC1.TION \iORK. 
06 19 33 09 Ll'IP 	 540 IS THE FIRST BAG OF SI:LECTED SAIlPLES. 
CROSS- REFERENCE OF LUNAR SA11PLES IUTH LOCATIons, PHOTOGRAPHS, JlPOLLO-ELAPSED TIllES, 
AND EXCERPTS FROH THE AIR-To-GROUND TRANSCRIPT 
SAl1PloE WEIGHT SAMPLE TYPE LUNAR-SURFACE AET CREW COHHENTS 
NUMBER (G) PHOTOGRAPHS 
EVA 3 - STATION: 7 
BAG 541 (LR-9) 06 19 33+ CDR HERE, PUT THAT ONE IN THERE. 
77017* ROCK 06 19 33+ U1P LET'S GET A BAG ON IT. WE'RE GETTING TOO MANY 
ROCKS, AND WE DON'T Know WHERE THEY CAm: FROM. 
06 19 33+ U>iP I DON'T THINK IT WILL FIT. 
06 19 33+ CDR YES, WE'LL ~i'RAP IT A LITTLE BIT ••• IT WILL FIT. 
06 19 34 03 U1P BAG 541 IS PARTIALLY AROUUD ANOTHER DIG ROCK IN 
GENE'S COLLECTION BAG. 
06 19 34+ CDR DID YOU GET PICTURES OF THIS THING HERE? 
06 19 34+ U4P YES; WELL, NOT THE BIG ROCK YET. NOT IN FOCUS 
ANYWAY. 
06 19 34+ CDR I GOT TO DO THAT. 
06 19 34+ U4P I WAS JUST COLLECTING IN THIS AREA. 
06 19 34+ CDR WHY DON'T YOU KEEP GRABBING A FEW. 
06 19 34+ IJ·1P THAT'S WHAT I' f.l DOING. 
'" 
BAG 542 06 19 37 05 LMP 5112 IS ANOTHER BAG OF GOODIES. 
'"0\ 77510* 
77515-* SELECTED ROCKS 
BAG 543 06 19 34+ CDR THAT'S ONE OF THE BLUE-GRAY ROCKS. A..'lD IT'S GOT 
77070* A LIGHT-COLORED FRAGl1ENT THAT RUNS THE FULL 
77075* CHIPS FROM NEAR 146-22300 HEIGHT OF IT, ABOUT A METER AND A HALF THICK. 
A BRECCIA DIKE 146-22305 XSB AND THEN IT'S GOT THE GRAY OR BLUE-GRAY ROCK ON 
146-22315 XSB THE OTHER SIDE. AS A MATTER OF FACT - LET ME 
146-22327 XSB LOOK AT IT CLOSELY. IT'S A FRAGMENT IN IT ALL 
146-2232~ XSB RIGHT. 
146-22329 XSA 06 19 34+ CDR I WOULON' , T BE ABSOLUTELY POSITIVE, BUT IT SURE 
146-22330 XSA LOOKS LIKE I SEE A DIKELET IN HERE THAT'S IN 
THE INCLUSION. AND I'M GOING TO GET A CLOSEUP 
STEREO OF IT. I'D CALL IT A DIKELET, IF YOU 
PINnED ME DOWN. 
06 19 34+ CDR I WISH I COULD BREAK A SAMPLE RIGHT OFF. HERE'S 
ANOTtIER ONE. IT IS A DIKELET. THERE'S THREE 
OR FOUR OF THEM. 
06 19 34+ CDR T1IE f.1ATERIAL IN THE DIKE LOOKS - YES, IT'S NOT 
COVERING IT. IT'S BETWEEN THE LIGHTER COLORED 
ROCK, AND IT'S THE BLUE-GRAY ROCK. 
06 19 37+ CDR \iELL, I,IAYBE IT ISN I T A DIKELET. ..lAYBE IT I S JUST 
A SCREEH COVERIl1G, A FLOH COVERING. 
06 19 37+ UIP NO, THEY'RE DIKES. 
06 19 37+ UIP THEY'RE LITTLE VEINLETS OF -
06 19 37+ CDR LET HE GET THIS WHOLE TIlING IN A BAG. 
06 19 37+ CDR I GOT A ROCK, BOB. IT'S FRACTURED, PRIrll~RILY 
AROUND" TUE DIKE. IT'S IN SEVERAL PIECES, BllT 
WE'RE GOING TO PUT IT ALL In ONE BAG. 
06 19 37 35 UIP 543. 
BAG 544 06 19 37+ U1P WE NEED TO PUT ONE OF THOSE DIKES IN ANOTHER BAG. 
77090* IT LOOKS LIKE SOME FRACTION OF THE BLUE-GRAY 
77095* DIKE MATERIAL, SAME AS P-1ATERIAL HAS OBVIOUSLY INTRUDED. 
AND MATRIX, FROH BAG 543 06 19 37+ CDR NOW, CAN YOU GET THAT DIKE THERE? PIECE OF IT? 
BRECCIA BOULDER 06 19 37+ CDR I CAN GET IT RIGHT HERE. 
06 19 37+ CDR YES. IT'S THIS SOFT, WHITE INCLUSION AGAIN. IT 
BREAKS PRETTY EASY. 
06 19 37+ CDR OH, IT'S GOT TO BE A DIKE. 
06 19 37+ U!P IT IS. 
06 19 38 40 L!1P OK, 544. 
06 19 38+ CDR OH, YES, IT IS BECAUSE I JUST BROKE INTO IT. 
06 19 38+ U!P ALTHOUGH THE BLUE-GRAY UP ON THE HILL LOOKED 
LIKE A FRAGMENT BRECCIA, IF THIS IS STILL 
RELATED, THEN - THERE'S BEEN SOl1E PARTIAL MELTING 
AT SOME TIME. 
tv 
Qo 06 19 38+ CDR THERE'S A PRESERVED CONTACT BETWEEN THE DIKE AND 
'I THE -­ WHITE MATERIAL. 
06 19 38+ U!P THAT'S WHAT I WANTED. 
06 19 38+ CDR WHY DON'T WE GET THIS BIG PIECE OF DIKE Nm'l? 
06 19 38+ U!P SEE IF YOU CAN GET - WHOA! ION' T HIT IT AGAIN. 
THERE, YOU'VE STILL GOT SOME CONTACT THERE. 
06 19 38+ CDR NOW, THERE'S SOME GOOD CONTACT. THAT'LL 00 IT. 
06 19 39 32 L!1P DIKE AND INTRUDED ROCK IN 544. NOW, THESE DIKES 
ARE A DARK BLUISH-GRAY. AND IT LOOKS LIKE THEY'RE 
VERY FINELY CRYSTALLINE - MAYBE \HTH SOME - -
06 19 39+ UIP - - VERY FINE PHENOCRYSTS. 
BAG 561 06 19 39+ I...'Ifi' WE OUGHT TO GET A PIECE OF THE NORMAL GRAY THAT 
77110 0.15 RESIDUE FINES THE DIKES ARE CorUNG FROM. 
77115 115.93 CHIPS OF BRECCIA 
BOULDER 06 19 39+ CDR I GOT TO GET SOME REGULAR PICTURES ON THIS SET. 
06 19 40 38 LMP YES. 561. THAT'S A SAl1PLE OF THE GRAY, LOOKS 
LIKE RECRYSTALLIZED BRECCIA THAT THE DIKES ARE 
CONTINUOUS WITH. 
06 19 40+ CDR LET 11E FINISH THE STEREO AROIDW THE CORNER HERE. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
CROSS-REFERENCE OF 	 LUNAR SlIaPLr:s iHTI! LOCATIONS, PHO'.L'OGRAPHS, APOLLO-ELAPSED TI:lES, 
AND EXCEP.PTS PR011 THE AIR-TO-GROu:m TRNiSCRIPT 
SAMPLE WEIGHT SAUPLE TYPE LliNAR-SURFACE AET CREW CO~U.ffiNTS 

NUMBl:;R (G) PHOTOGRAPHS 

EVA 3 - STATION: 7 
BAG 562 06 19 39+ UIP HEY, OVER HERE ON THIS SIDE, IT LOOKS LIIffi THE 
77130 1.42 RESIDUE FINES 146-22298 XSB VESICULAR ANORTHOSITIC GABBRO. 
77135 337.4 ANORTHOSITIC 146-22299 ASB 
GABBRO 	 146-22300 XSB 06 19 41 39 UIP OK. THERE'S THAT ONE. THE VESICULAR A'lORTHOSITIC 
146-22331- GABBRO IS IN 5 - WHl~T IS IT? 62. 
146-22335 XSD 
146-22336­
146-22338 y,sA 
LOOSE ROCK t 1 0 06 19 41+ CC AND YOU llIGIIT GRAB ONE FSR ON THE WAY OUT. 
77035* LARGE GRAY ROCK 06 19 41+ CDR WE'LL 00 THAT. 
06 19 43 09 CDR HERE'S A FOOTBALL-SIZE ROCK THAT WAS 50 PERCENT 
BURIED. 
06 19 43+ LMP THAT ONE LOOKED LIKE A PIECE OF THE GRAY ROCK, 
I THINK. 
~ 
~ 
~ 
EVA 3 - TRAVERSE -	 STATION 7 TO STATIon 8 
GEOLOGIC DESCRIPTIONS 06 19 52 27 CDR 
DURING TRAVERSE 
06 19 52+ CDR 
06 19 52+ CDR 
\'lE'RE STILL ABOUT 100 METERS, I THINK, FROB WHERE 
THE BREAK IN SLOPE IS - WITH THE FLANK. BUT 
WE' RE AWAY FRO~,1 THE BLOCK POPULATION EXCEPT FOR 
TWO GREAT BIG BLOCKS OUT ABEAD OF US, THIS SIDE OF 
THE SWP CRATER. BliT THE AVERAGE POPULATION IS OOWN 
TO THE 1 PERCENT OR LESS, AGAIN. 
THAT AVERAGE POPULATION REALLY NEVER CHANGED UP IN 
HERE. JUST THE BIG BLOCKS WERE AROUND. I SAW SOHE 
LITTLE - ­
HALF-METER TO ONE-THIRD-r-mTER, GLASS-LIUED, PIT­
BOTT0l1 CRATI:RS. 
'" 
'" 10 LRV SAMPLE i 11 
BAG SOY 
78120 75.78 
1 121.6 
2 4.43 
3 2.49 
4 5.64 
SOIL 
RESERVE 
1 MM 
1-2 l-tM 
2-4 14M 
4-10 MM 
FINES 142-21692­
FINES 142-21696 LRV 
06 19 55+ 
06 19 56 57 
06 19 56+ 
06 19 58+ 
06 19 59 00 
06 19 59+ 
06 19 59+ 
06 19 59+ 
06 20 00+ 
06 20 03 03 
06 20 03+ 
06 20 03+ 
06 20 03+ 
06 20 03 47 
06 20 03 52 
06 20 04 02 
Ll<1P 
CDR 
LHP 
IJ1P 
CDR 
LMP 
LMP 

CDR 

LMP 
CDR 

LMP 

CDR 

LMP 
CDR 
LMP 
LMP 
THERI:'S ANOTHER ONE OF THOSE DEEP CRATERS THAT'S 

NOT - THAT DOESil'T HAVE A BLOCKY RIH. 

OK. 2U/3. 4. 

THAT'S ONE OF THE MORE STRIKING CHARACTEP.ISTICS 

OF THE r1Ai~TLE ARE THESE CRATERS THAT LOOK, AS FllR 

AS THE DIM1ETER-TQ-DEPTH RATIO IS CONCERNED, LIKE 

THEY OUGHT TO BI: FAIRLY YOtnIG. BUT THERE'S NO 

BLOCKS ON THE RIn, AIm THEY SEEH TO HAVE THIS 

HAI~TLED APPEllRi\NCE, JUST LIKE so.\IE OF THE LARGE 

CRATERS. . 

- - YOU CAN SAMPLE SECONDARY CRATERS, AND THEY TEND 

TO HAVE BLOCKS EITHER IN THEU OR ON ONE RIM, 

SUGGESTING THAT YOU COULD TELL DIRECTIONS IF YOU 

PUT YOUR HIND TO IT. DIRECTIONS OF WHERE THE 

SECONDARIES CAME FROM. THESE ARE SMALL ONES. 

HERE'S SWP, JACK. IT'S COMING RIGHT UP, AND 

I'LL GO ALONG THE SOUTHERU P.Ht. 

THAT'S SWP, ALL RIGHT. S~iP' S A BIGGER HOLE THAl.~ 

THOUGHT IT WAS. 

SWP EVEN HAS SOME BLOCKS IN THE WALL. 

YES, BUT THE EASTERN AND SOUTHEASTERN RIM OF SWP 

ARE JUST CONTIUUOUS WITH THE SLOPES OF THE 

SCULPTURED HILLS. 

GO BY THAT LITTLE DARK CRATER OVER THERE. THERE~S 

A VERY BLOCKY-RIM SMALL CRATER THAT'S A DARK-RIMMED 

CRATER INSTEAD OF A BRIGHT RIM LIKE liE' 0 SEEN 

SOME AROUND THAT LOOKED FRESH. IT PARTLY MAY BE THE 

ANGLE AT WHICH WE'RE APPROAOiING IT. 

226/3.6. THERE'S A HIGHLY FRAGMENTAL, SMALL CRATER 

ABOUT 30 OR 40 14ETERS ACROSS, RIGHT ON THE SOUTH­
EASTERN RIH OF SWP. AND MOST OF THE FRAGMENTS 

ARE FOOTBALL SI ZE AND SI1ALLER, AND THEY'RE VERY 

ANGULAR. 

TURNS OUT THAT THEY'LL BREAK. THEY'RE CLODS. 

I GUESS THAT'S GOING TO BE ABOUT 70 PERCENT 

COVERED ON THE INSIDE OF THE RII1 WITH THESE THINGS. 

IT I S ALL INSTANT ROCK, BUT THE CRATER RIH LOOKS 

DARK COHPARED TO OTHER FRESH CRATERS LIKE THIS 

THAT WE'VE SEEN. 

50 YANKEE. 

LMP FRM1E IS 26. 

WE'RE ROLLInG. 

I 
CROSS-REFERENCE OF Lm~AR Si'JIPLES >nTH LOC1\TIOHS, PHOTOGRIU'IIS, i'.POLLO-ELAPSED 
AND EXCERPTS FROB THE AIR-TO-GROmm TRNlSCRIPT 
TI,-IES, 
SAMPLE 
NUl-IBER 
~'lEIGHT 
(G) 
SA.l1PLE TYPE LmlAR-S DRFACE 
PHOTOGRAPHS 
AET CREH CO~U1ENTS 
EVA 3 - TRAVERSE, STATION 7 - STATION 8 
06 20 04+ LlIP- CERTAINLY AREN'T HANY ROCKS. IT'S CERTAINLY 
LIKE THE OLD :lORTH AND SOUTH HASSIFS. YES. 
THERE'S ONE DIG ROCK OVER THERE • 
nOT 
'"\0 
C> 
06 
06 
06 
06 
06 
06 
06 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
04+ 
04+ 
04+ 
04+ 
04+ 
04+ 
05 59 
UIP 
CDR 
LMP 
CDR 
CDR 
U1P 
CDR 
••• I THINK WE'RE STARTING TO SEE BLOCKS. THAT 
ONE IS SO UNUSUAL -
THAT'S THE NORTHERNHOST S'l'ATION AN~'lAY. THERE'S 
ANOTHER ONE THERE. 
liE CAN GET THE OTHER SilALLER POPULATION AROUND IT. 
I'11 WORRIED ABOUT THAT ONE BEING EXOTIC TO THE 
SCULPTURED HILLS. 
YES, IT DOESN'T LOOK LIKE IT ROLLED -
BUT I DON'T SEE Any OTHERS, DO YOU? 
WELL, THERE'S SOHE SMALL ONES UP IN THERE. OFF 
TO ABOUT THE 2 0' CLOCK POSITION. BUT I THINK 
THAT'S ALL. \'JE'RE GOING TO HAVE TO BE SATISFIED 
WITH SMALL ONES. BIG ONES DON'T GET DOWN. THERE'S 
SOME BIG ONES HAY UP ON THE SLOPE. 
WE'RE AT 227/3.9. 
06 
06 
20 
20 
05+ 
05+ 
LMP 
LMP 
YES, IT LOOKS LIKE SUBFLOOR. I WOULD RECOl-~ND 
THAT WE TRY TO GET UP TO SOME OF THOSE. I DON'T 
KNOW liHETHER WE CAN OR NOT. 
THOSE TWO UP THERE ImULD BE REASONABLY WELL UP 
THE SLOPE. 
ARRIVE STATION 8 
06 
06 
20 
20 
07+ 
07 40 
LMP 
CDR 
BOB, ~iE'RE DIRECTLY DOWNHILL, AND THAT IS FROH THE 
HIGHEST POINT THAT I COULD SEE UP ON THIS FI RST 
SCULPTURED HILL. 
BOB, I' f-1 PARKED AT 026 J BEARING 226 ~ DISTANCE, 
6 • 6 J RANGE, 4. 0 • 
EVA 3 - STATION: 8 
BAG 563 
78130 
78135 
3.62 
133.9 
RESIDUE 
BASALT 
FINES 146-22365 
146-22366 
146-22368 
146-22367 
XSB 
XSB 
XSA 
LOC 
06 
06 
06 
20 
20 
20 
07+ 
12+ 
12+ 
IJ1P 
UIP 
LNP 
THE FIRST BLOCK I LOOKED AT HERE LOOKS LIKE 
SUBFLOOR GABBRO. 
ALL THE BLOCKS BIGGER THAN 20 CENTHlliTERS THAT 
I'VE LOOKED AT UP HERE ARE SUBFLOOR GABBRO IN 
APPEARANCE • 
I'VE LOOKED AT ABOUT FIVE. 
I 
\C '" 
'" 
BAG 545 
78220* 
SOIL BENEATH 142-21704 XS 

ROLLED BOULDE R 142-21705 XS 

06 20 12+ 
06 20 12+ 
06 20 14+ 
06 20 14+ 
06 20 14+ 
06 20 14+ 
06 20 14+ 
06 20 16 28 
06 20 12+ 
06 20 12+ 
06 20 12+ 
06 20 12+ 
06 20 13 56 
06 20 14 20 
06 20 14+ 
06 20 14+ 
06 20 16+ 
06 20 17 44 
06 20 17+ 
LHP 
UiP 
CDR 
L;"'iP 
CDR 
lJlP 
CDR 
CDR 
CDR 
Lt·tp 
CDR 
LMP 
CC 
LMP 
LMP 
Ll1P 
LMP 
lJiP 
lJiP 
GE~m, 1'1: GOI:m TO GO UP AIm LOOK AT THIS o:m, 

ROCK. WHY OO}l'T YOU SET UP AND SAI·iPLE ANY o:m 

OF THESE OTHER BIG ONES. THEY'RE ALL THE SAI1E. 

LIKE THE ONE HEAR THE ROVER. AIm I'LL GO UP 

AND TRY TO GE'i' THIS BIG ONl: DOWN 'i'HERE. 

IT'S TilE OULY ON]:; LEFT TO LOOK AT, BUT RIGHT 

HOt'l 'WE'RE DEALING WI'i'H SUBFLOOR i>lATERIAL, 

THIHK. 

HAN, THIS ONE HERE IS TOUGH AS A ­
\'lELL, \~E CAn GET SOME SHALL ONES. 

YES. THAT'S WHAT I'M GOING TO DO. 

I THOUGHT YOU HIGHT BE ABLE TO BREAK IT UP.' 

THERE'S NO CORl~ERS ON IT. 

BOB, 563 IS THE SAMPLE. 

i~HAT ABOUT SOME OF THESE LITTLE FRAm1ENTS THAT 
SEEM TO BE SITTING l'.ORE ON THE SURFACE? 
YES, WE'RE SUPPOSED TO RAKE HERE. i>lE'LL GET THOSE 
WITH THE RAKE. 
THAT ONE UP THERE, BY THE WAY, IS SITTING OU THE 
SURFACE. THESE OTHERS ARE SUB:IoIERGED. 
YES. THAT'S WHY I WANT TO LOOK AT IT. 
A REHINDER, 17. WE'D LIKE TO HAVE YOU LEAVING 
HERE IN 30 MINUTES TO :IoIAKE UP SOME OF THE TIm:: WE 
SPENT AT STATIONS 6 AND 7. A LITTLE EXTRA. AND 
WE'D ALSO RE~UND YOU THAT WE'D LIKE A RAKE SOIL 
SAMPLE HERE, TOO. THAT MAY BE THE ONLY WAY WE 
TRY AND PICK UP SQl.1E STUFF OTHER THAl"l SUBFLOOR 
IF THAT, INDEED, HAS COlolE DOWN FROM THE TOP OF 
THE SCULPTURED HILLS. 
THIS ROCK IS A BIG CHUNK OF SHATTERED, BUT STILL 
VISIBLE, BLUISH-GRAY ANORTHOSITE. IT'S GLASS­
COATED, AND IT ACTUALLY LOOKS LIKE IT'S VESICULAR. 
1'11 GOING TO ROLL IT DOWNHILL SO WE CAN WORK ON 
IT. WELL, I'LL DOCUMENT IT FI RST. 
BUT THE POINT IS, AS GENE SAID, IT'S THE ONLY 
ROCK, BIG ONE ANY1'lAY, IN THE AREA THAT I SEE 
THAT'S PERCHED ON THE SURFACE AS IF IT lUGHT HAVE 
ROLLED HERE. 
BUT I DON'T SEE A TRACK. 
GO, ROLL. LOOK. I WOULD ROLL ON THIS SLOPE, WHY 
DON'T YOU? HEY, I'LL BET YOU THEY NOULD LIKE, 
IF I DI ru 'T STEP ON IT, SA1'1PLE OUT OF THE BOTT0l1 
OF THAT THING. 
BAG 545 WILL BE SOIL FROH UNDER THAT ANORTHOSITE 
BOULDER. THE ONLY THING THAT BOTHERS ~1E ABOUT 
THAT BOULDER BEING SUBFLOOR - I ~IEAN SCULPTURED 
HILLS IS THAT IT'S GLASS-COATED. 
IT l>IAY HAVE BEE!l THROWN IN HERE BY Ai."l n1PACT. 
CROSS-REFERENCE OF Lmll,R SAIlPLES \lITH LOCATIONS, PHOTOGRl'.PHS, l.J:>OLLo-ELl\.PSED TIIII::S, 
AND EXCERPTS FROH THE AIR-'l'O-GROU1'lD TRlitlSCRIPT 
SA14P.i.E WEIGHT SMlPLE TYPB LUNAR-SURFACE AET CREIQ COtlHE~jTS 
NUz.IBER (G) PHOTOGRAPHS 
EVA 3 - STATIOth a 
BAG 564 06 20 17+ LHP I GOT IT DOCUNENTED UP IN PLACE. I THINK THAT'S 
78230 82.98 RESERVE FINES 142-21698 XSB THE SIDE THAT WAS DOWN. LET NE ROLL IT OVER -
1 122.70 1 NM FINE'S 142-21699 XSB 06 20 17+ CDR HELL, LET ME GET A PIECE OF THAT SIDE SINCE IT 
2 2.68 1-2 101M 142-21700 XSB WAS UNDERNEATH. THEN WE' LL ROLL IT OVER AnD GET 
3 1.42 2-4 HM 146-22369 XSB A PIECE OF THE OTHER SIDE. 
4 0.72 4-10 H14 146-22370 y.sn 06 20 17+ I.J.lP OKAY, YES. LET'S DO IT AGAIN. EXCEPT I GOT DUST 
146-22371 XSA ALL OVER IT. 
78235 129.11 ROCK CHIPS FROI,l 142-21701 DSB 06 20 18 57 Ll.[F TIlE ALBEDO - THE DOWN-SUN PICTURE'S NOT GOING TO 
6 
7 
93.06 
69.91 
BOULDER 
.. 
(TOPSIDE) 142-21703 DSB 
142-21702 LOC 
I'lEA..'i t-lUCII • 
I THINK WE 
LET HE GET THIS SA1lPLE IN YOUR BAG. 
OUGHT TO CHANGE YOUR BAG BECAUSE THE 
8 57.58 " STUFF'S GOING TO START FLYING OUT. (TV SHOWS THAT 06 20 18+ CDR JACK, AFTER THIS ONE, THERE'S ONE t10RE IN THAT 
AFTER ROLLING, CRATER. IT HAY BE FROH THAT CRATER, BUT I DON'T 
ORIGI~lAL TOPSIDE KNOH. 
CAME UP AGAIN 06 20 18+ CDR Ti'iO PIECES FOR YOU. 
FOR SAMPLING) 06 20 18+ CDR OH, THAT'S A PRETTY ONE INSIDE! 
06 20 18+ L!>1P WELL, IT'S STAINED BY THE GLASS COATING. 
06 20 18+ CDR HHlLE I' Ii AT IT, I'M GOING TO CHOP ANOTHER 
'" \,C PIECE OFF RIGHT HERE. 
'" 
06 20 18+ LMP YES, GET MORE THAN THAT. 
06 20 18+ CDR PIECE RIGHT THERE. YOU'VE GOT THREE PIECES 
LAYING AROUND. LET'S GET THOSE BEFORE WE LOSE 
THEH. 
06 20 20 26 U1P BAG 564. 
06 20 20 26 CC 564 FROH THE BOTTOH OF THE BOULDER. 
06 .20 20+ CDR SURE THAT'S THE BOTTOM, HUH? 
06 20 20+ LMP YES, I'M PRETTY SURE. LET'S TURN IT OVER. I 
THINK I'D RECOGNIZE THE TOP, ALTHOUGH IT'S GOT 
DUST ALL OVER IT NOW. 
06 20 20+ CDR I THINK I'LL GET ONE HORE SWAP OFF THERE. I 
DON'T liANT TO SEAL THIS. LET m; GET At'iOTHE R 
SWAP OFF THERE. I CAN GET IT. 
06 20 20+ CDR tiELL, THAT DISAPPEARED. GET IT THIS WAY. 
06 20 20+ CDR onE TItlE. THAT DISAPPEARED, TOO? THAT PROBABLY 
WEnT INTO ORD IT • 
06 20 20+ CDR BOY, IS THAT PRETTY INSIDE. WHOO! lIE HAVEN'T 
SEEn ANYTHIllG LIKE THIS. I HAVEN'T. m~LESS 
YOU'VE BEEN HOLDIHG OUT ON ME. 
06 20 20+ Ll>1P 110, THIS IS A nICE CRYSTALLINE ROCK. 
06 20 20+ CDR OKAY, I SEE THAT ONE. 
06 20 20+ CDR THAT'S A GOOD Otm. I'LL GO GET IT \'lITH HY TOilGS. 
THAT ONE I \'lORKED TOO HARD TO GET. HEY, I SEE 
HOW IT flAKES BOULDER TRACKS. IT JUST SKIPPED 
ALONG, HADE THOSE LITTLE POTHOLE CRATERS AS IT 
WENT. 
BAG 546 
78250 50.57 RESERVE FINES 146-22372 XRB 
78255 31.20 GLASSY CHIPS FROM 1116-22373 XfB 
78256 17.11 CRYSTALLH!F 146-22374 XSA 
BOULDFR (BOTTOM) 1116-22398 XSJI 
'" 
'" .... 
06 20 2:' 30 P'P THIS IS JlBOUT A 50-50 ~UXTURF OF WHAT LOOKS LIKE 
~1J1.f;KFLYNITE OR AT I.EAST BLUE-r:RJI Y PLAGIOCI.JlSE, 
N7f) JI VERY - I.FT I S SAY LIGHT YELLON-TAN MINERJI.L, 
PROBABLY ORTHOPY~OXENE. IT' R FAIPiliY CQl\RSELY 
CRYSTALLINE. 
06 20 22+ CC WHEN YOU GUYS eET DONE WITH THAT ROCK, WE'D LIKE 
TO GET TO THE PAKE SA~~LE, PLEASE. AND THAT'S 
PPOBJlBI.Y JUST l\S NELL DOllE BY THE ROVER AS ANYPL"CE 
ELSF. • 
06 20 23 29 C[lR OKJlY. THAT WENT IN TIlE SAl-'F BA(;, BOB, AS THE 
REST OF THT'! CHIPS FROM Tnp, BOTTOM (TOP?). ALL 
TEF rHIPS FROl~ THE BOTTor·~ JlRE IN 464. 
06 20 :23+ LMP HFPE, LET ME ROLL IT OVER. 
06 20 :?3+ LMP BY COJIRSELY CRYSTALLINF, PROBABI.Y, THE }'>VFP~(;F 
(,;PAIN f:I7.F WILL TURN OUT TO BE }lBOm 3 OR 4 
f-'ILUI1FTFPS, ..AYBT'! HALF A CFNTIMETER. 
06 20 24+ CDR OKAY, THJlT'S r~OD. LET I S MOVE TIm GNOMON, AND 
"(1,1': WON'T ROLL IT OVER ON THE GNOHON. 
06 20 24+ U'P THJlT OTHER SI DE IS THE ONE THAT WAS UP. \-lELL, 
I'M NOT SURF NOW. IT'S GOT SO MUCH DrST ON IT. 
06 20 24+ CDR IT"S ~70T GOING TO ROLL DOWN THAT HILI. UNLESS vlE 
GOT IT ON FDGE. 
06 20 24+ CDR WELL, LOOK AT THAT GLASS ON IT. 
06 20 24+ CDR WHICH SIDE WAS THE GLASS ON WHEN YOU LOOKED AT 
IT? 
06 20 24+ Lr'P IT'S ON AI.L SIDES. 
06 20 24+ CC THTPF'S PROBJIBLY NOT ImCH POINT IN SPENDING p., LOT 
OF TI'lE OUT HEFE TRYIN(; TO DECIDE WHICH IS TEF: 
TOP. IT'S NOT BI G ENOUGH, l1NYWAY, REALT.Y TO 
WOPRY ABOtT THF TOP AND BOTTOM SA~~PLF.S. THEY'RE 
RADIOLOGICJI.LLY SIGNIFICANT. 
06 20 2 
" 
+ u.~ IF yon DON'T WANT ANOTHER SAMPLF., THEN WE CNl GO 
JlJJEJlD. 
06 20 24+ CDR LET MF, ~F'l' P. PIECE OF THIS GLJI.SS. 
06 20 2Q+ LMP TIIEPE IT IS. LET ME TRY TO GET THEt-I. PUT THE,... 
IN HFRE. 
06 20 26 29 CDR JI PIFCE 0F THE GLASS FROH IT, BOB, IS 5116. (BOTTO~~) 
06 20 26+ CDR WITH JI LITTLE OF THF LOCAL SOIL. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
CROSS-REFERENCE OF 	 Lt'NJI P SAf-'PLES WITr LOCATIONS, PHOTOGRAPHS, APOLI,O-ELAPSEl"l TIMES, 
IND EXCERPTS FROf-' THE JlIIl-TO-GROUND TRRl\ISCRIPT 
SAMPLE WEIGHT SAMPLE TYPE LUNAR-SUREJICE lIET CREW COMMENTS 

NUMBER (G) PHOTOGRAPHS 

EVA 3 - STATION: 	 8 
BAG 565 06 20 26+ CDR WE'LL RAKE. 

78530* (1445.0) RAKE FRAGMENTS 142-21706 XSB 06 20 26+ CC THEY SUGGEST THE CRATER RIM IF POSSIBLE. 

78535-* 142-21707 XSB PROBABLY OVER THERE NEAR THE ROVER. 

142-21708 XSB 
146-22399 XSB 06 20 33 55 CDR THERE'S NOT MUCH IN HERE WORTH - MAN, THERE'S JUST 
146-22400 XSB NOTHING. THIS HAS BEEN TOTALLY MANTLED WITH 
146-22401 XSB TALUS. WELL, IT IS, BECAUSE THAT DOWNHILL PATTERN 
142-21712- GOES RIGHT DOWN THE SLOPE OF THIS CRATER, AND, 
142-21716 XS ACTUALLY, IT C~ES UPSLOPE OF THE CRATER. THIS MAY 
146-22403 XSA BE ON A RAY SOMEWHERE. BECAUSE IT GOES RIGHT 
142-21709 DSB DOWNHILL - THIS LITTLE BITTY BOULDER TRAIL PATTERN 
142-21710 DSB GOES RIGHT UP THE SLOPE. 
142-21711 DSB 
146-22402 LOC 06 20 33+ LMP WANT YOUR mOMON OVER THERE? 
06 20 33+ CDR NO. I'LL JUST TAKE IT TO IT. LET ME KNOW WHEN 
YOU'P~ READY FOR A BAG. 
06 20 33+ LMP WELL, I'M ABOUT READY. 
IV 06 20 32 17 LMP I RAKED ABotlT A 2-METER SQUARE AREA - A.ND DOWN TQ 
I.()
... 4 OR 5 CENTIMETERS FOR THESE. PRETTY GOOD 
POPULATION. THEY ALL GOING TO GO IN? 
06 20 32+ CDR THEY'RE ALL IN~ - - 565. 
06 20 55+ LMP 	 I THINK YOUR RAKE SAMPLE HERE AT THE SCULPTURED 
HILLS IS GOING TO HAVE TO TELL A TALE COMBINED 
WITH THE OBSERVATION THAT MOST OF THE BLOCKS WE 
SAW WERE, LIKE GENE SAMPLED, LOOKED LIKE SUBFLOOR 
GABBRO. IT'S CONCEIVABLE THAT THE SCULPTURED 
HILLS COULD BE THE SAME KIND OF MATERIAL. I THINK 
IT.'S FAIRLY CLEAR THAT THE BOULDER POPULATION DOES 
NOT RESEMBLE THE MASSIE POPULATION AT ALL. 
.. 

BAG 566 SOIL 01' 20 33 1(, C'l'R THF KILOr,P1W Hi IN Sf;f;. 
78500 391.13 RESERVE FINES Sl't-T ~s 
1 718.7 1 w.' FINFS BlI.r: 56 ", 
2 21.38 1-2 !I~l 
4 19. H 4-10 r.'~' 
78505 506.30 ROCK 1 o~ 
6 55.98 ROCK 1 C!d 
7 23.38 ROCK 1 CN 
8 10.67 ROCK 1 CM 
9 8.68 ROCK 1 cr.' 
78515 4.7C ROCK 1 Cr.l 
6 3.18 ROCK 1 CM 
7 1. 82 POCK 1 CM 
8 0.88 POCK 1 cr.' 
BAG 567 06 20 33+ CDP v,'lIY Don'T YOU GO BItCK AND DIG A TRFnCH [IT THE 
78150 0.C5 RESIDUE FINES SA~~E I'S ROVER? 
78155 401.12 ROCK BAGR 565 06 
06 
20 
20 
33+ 
33+ 
CDR 
CDR 
DI1CE YOU GET 1'_ TRENCH /,T THE 
- - WE JUST SCOOP THIS OUT. 
ROVER - -
I'LL GET TIlE SJ\MPLF. 
HERE THAT I GOT DOCtWFNTFl"I ?JOW I'ND - -
06 20 33+ LMP DID YOU GET ANYTHING OUT (': THAT LIT'I'!.F. CPJlTFR? 
06 20 33+ CD~ NO. BUT I'M GOING TO RIGHT ~IOW. 
06 20 33+ CDR WHY DON'T YOU GET YOUR JlFTER PICTURE (','F.R T!cEPE 
.., 
\j) 
\J1 
06 20 35 04 CDR 
}lND GO DOWN AND GET THAT TRENCH. 
BOY, ALMOST PURE WHITE AND VFRY FRIABLE. 
IS IT! PURE WHITE. RIGHT OUT OF A SMALl. 
OH, BOY, 
LITTLE 
PIT CRATER ON THE SIDE OF THIS CRATER I JUST 
WALKED IN, HOUSTON. M1D IT'S PURE WHITE, VERY 
FRIABLE. I GOT ONE BIG PIECE AND SEVERAL SMALL 
IN 567. 
06 20 35+ I,MP BOB, THE WALLS OF THESE CRATERS, THE BIG CP~TERS 
AR~tmD HERE, THAT IS, THE ONES THAT ARE, SAY, 
15 METERS IN DIAMETFR, TEND TO BE A LITTLE BIT 
LIGHTER ALBEDO THAN ONES DOWN IN THE MANTLED I'prA. 
I'M AFRAID THOSF. PICTURES ON THAT RAKE M~Y BF 
THROUGH A DUST-COLORED LENS. 
06 20 35+ CDR YES, TIlEY WERE ALSO IN MY DOCUMENTFD SAr·'l'LF. Hn~F, 
TOO. 
BAG 548 TRENCH SOIL 06 20 35+ CDR OKJlY. WHERE DO YOU WANT THIS TRENCH? ON THE 
BOTTOM 10 CM SIDE OF THIS CRJlTER? 
78420 97.94 RESERVE FINES 142-21717 XSB 06 20 35+ CDR I'LL DROP 1-1Y GNOMON. 
1 1 86.18 1 MM FINES 142-21718 XSB 06 20 35+ LMP - - I DON'T KNOW. I WAS JUST THINKING ABOUT THI'T. 
2 
3 
4 
4.16 
2.41 
1.91 
1-2 MM 
2-4 MM 
4-10 MM 
142-21720­
142-21725 XSA 
142-21719 DSB 
I THINK WE OtTCHT TO (lET OUT IN THE IN"'FR-CPJlTFR 
]I_RE)\' TO SEF IF THERE'S ANY STRATIGRAPHY 
TO WHATFVER THE TALUS IS. 
142-21719 LOC 06 20 35+ CDR OKlIY, JI'CK. I'H GOING TO LEAVE THE (,;)lJlflON RIGHT 
IlF.PF. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
CROSS-REFFRENCl' OF LUNAR S]lt-WLBS WITH H'C'ATImlS, PIIOTOGRAPIIS, APOLLO-rLAPSED TI'rrS,
]lND EXCFRPTS FRm', THE JlIR-TO-GROFND TRANSCRIPT 
SAf.1PLE WEIGHT SAMPLE TYPE LUNAR-SU RFACF P,ET CREW COf.1t'ENTS 

NUMBER (G) PIlOTOGRAPf!S 

r;VA 3 - STATION: 	 8 
06 20 3P+ L~P 	 I H]l\~ DUG - HAVE GOTTEN A WALL, NOW IN ONE PLACE 
THAT'S STANDING JlBOUT 25 Cl'NTIMETERS HIGH. AND 
IT SHOWS NO APPARENT CHANGE IN THE TEXTURE OF 
THE SOlI. TO TH.I\T DEPTH: r.:XCEPT POSSIBLY AT THE 
LomR 5 CENTIMETERS, THERE'S SO!lE ZONES THJlT 
~UGHT BE SLIGHTLY MORE GRANULAR. PARTICLE SUE 
~~Y BE UP A LITTLE BIT. 
06 20 38+ LMP 	 OKAY - THE BOTTOM 10 CENTIMETFRS 
06 20 42 30 CDR 	 THE BOTTOM IS IN 548. IT'S VERY CLODDY. LOOKS 
VFRY MUCH LIKE THE SURFACE WE'RE STANDING ON 
EXCEPT IT CLODS UP QUITE A BIT MORE. CPN YOU 
TELL THEM ANYTHING FROM THE TRENCH ITSELF? 
06 20 42+ LMP I TALKED TO THEM A LITTLE BIT ABOUT IT. 
06 20 42+ LMP IT LOOKED A LITTLE COARSER GRAINED, BUT TIIAT'S 
ALI •• 
06 20 42+ CDR OK. IT SURE HOLDS A NICE WALL, THOUGH. 
'" \() BAG 549 TRENCH SOIL SAME AS 06 20 42+ LMP SKIM SAMPLE OF THE UPPER HALF CENTIMETER.
'" SURFACE SKIM BAG 548 MAYBE A CENTIMETER DEEP. 

78480 89.33 RESERVE FINES 

1 173.87 1 ~.M FINES 06 20 43 45 CDR THAT'S IN BAG 549. 

2 2.69 
3 1.21 
4 0.32 
BAG 550 TRENCH SOIL SAME AS 06 20 43+ LMP BELOW THAT SKI~, THE NEXT 5 CENTIMETERS. 

78460· BAG 548 06 20 44 33 CDR 550. 

BAG 551 TRENCH SOIL SAME AS 06 20 44+ CDR AND THE NEXT 10 CENTIMETERS DOWN ­
78440 (252.4) BAG 548 06 20 44+ LMP NOW, I GOT TO - GET YOUR BAG. 

06 20 44+ LMP 	 THAT WAS THE NEXT 10 CENTIMETERS, AND THEN 
THE FIRST SAMPLE, OF COURSE, WAS THE 10 
CENTIMETERS BELOW THAT. 
06 20 45 05 CDR 	 AND THAT LAST BAG WAS 551. 
06 20 tl6+ CDR 	 BAG NUMBFR 11 IS JlBSOLUTEI,Y FULL - nm IT'S 
UNDER JACK'S SE~T. 
06 20 49+ LMP srB-5 IS ON THE LMP. 
06 20 119+ LttP THERE IS NOTHING ON THE GATE. 
06 20 49+ CDR I 'vr GOT ONE ~~ORE LOOSE SJ\l'PLF I'H GOING TO 
TI-!ROi'l H' TEE BIG BAG BACK THERE. 
06 20 119+ IMP A LOCl>L ONE, YOU f'EAN? 
06 20 49+ CDR YES. 
06 20 49+ CDR WELL, LET ru: LEAVE IT UNDER YOUR SEAT. 
06 20 119+ LMP CAN I PUT A BAG AROUND IT? 
06 20 49+ CDR NO, IT'S GOT A BAG AROUND IT - IT'S ALL 
BAGGED. 
LEAVE STATION 8 06 20 55 33 CDR WE'RE HEADING TO STATION 9 POINTED ABOUT 267. 
EVA 3 - TRAVERSE, 	 STATION 8 - STATION 9 
GEOLOGIC DESCRIPTION 06 21 00+ CDR WE'RE BACK INTO THE MANTLED AREA POPULATION OF 
DURING TRAVERSE OF FRAGMENTS IS STILL 1 PERCENT OR SO. THE 
CRATER OFF TO OUR LEFT, WHICH IS AT 227 AND 3.3 
06 21 00+ CDR 	 - IS A FAIRLY GOOD-SIZED DEPRESSION, BUT IT'S 
CO)o'PLETELY M]!>,NTLED. THERE'S NO BLOCKS SHOWING 
IN THE WALL AT ALL. 
06 21 03+ LMP 	 - - LOOKING AT THE WESTERN WALL OF COCHISE, I 
CAN SEE A CONTACT WITHIN THE SUBFLOOR BETWEEN 
ALBEDO UNITS, ONE OF WHICH IS A LIGHT TAN-~RAY 
'" 	 AND THE OTHER IS A LIGHT BLUE-GRAY. MAY
'"-I REFLECT THE TWO KINDS OF SUBFLOOR GABBRO WE"~ 
ALREADY SAMPLED. VESICULAR AND NONVESlCULAR. ' 
AND THAT CONTACT THAT LOOKED LIKE IT WAS DIPPING 
- APPARENT DIP IN THE WALL - WAS TO THE NORTH. 
}I,ND THE WEST WALL DIPPING TO THE NORTH ABOUT 20 
DEGREES. 
06 21 03+ CDR 	 THE BLUE-GRAY'S ON TOP. 
06 21 03+ CDR 	 I TOOK A PICTURE OF IT. WE'RE AT 228/3.0, rND 
WE' RE HEADED SOUTH AND NOT QUITE ON THE EJI.ST 
RIM. 
06 21 05+ LMP 	 COCHISf, IS MUCH LIKE HORATIO AND - ACTUALLY, ~'ORE 
LIKE CA¥ELOT, ALTHOUGH NOT AS BLOCKY IN THE WALLS, 
IN GENERAL, IN THAT IT HAS BLOCKY WALLS BUT A 
MANTLED RIM. AGAIN, ALL THE BLOCKS I SEE IN HERE 
ARE BIG ONES. AND BLOCKS DOWN TO ABOUT 20 CENTI­
METERS ARE SUBANGULAR, IN GENE PAL, AND APPEAR TO 
HAVE THE JlPPEARJI.NCE OF THE SUBFLOOR GABBRC, ALTHOUGH 
MOST OF THE SMALLER ROCKS DO NOT APPEAR TO BE 
HIGHI.Y Vf,SICULAR. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
CROSS-Fr:FERENC'E OF 	 LnJl>p Sn'PLES HITF LOC l'.':'Im'S, PEOTOGPJi.PIlS, JiPOLLO-I;LAPSED TI~'r:S, 
Nm FxcrpPTS rpm' "IT 1,IR-Tf'-GR(,lHm '1'l'{I-,NSCRIPT 
SAMPLE WEIGHT SAMPLE TYPE Ll'lll,R-fl1RFl'CF H'T CRr.H Cor·~'EH':!'S 

NUMBER (G) PflM'OGRJ.PI'R 

EVA 3 - TRAVERSE, 	 STATION 8 - STATION 9 
06 21 09+ LMP 	 - - OUR BI,Ocr POPULATION HERF NOV, on THE fOPTI! 
PP1 OF COCHISE l\ND UP JlHEAD OF US LOOKS LIKE 
IT'S UP 'l'0 5 PERCFNT. AND IT ALL LOOKS LIKE 
SUBFLOOR - LIMHT TO TAN SUBLOOR GABBRO - OR 
TMJ-GRAY. YOU DON'T SEE' ',,[Jcn BLUE-GRAY: nOT 
CUT ON HERE. 
06 21 09+ LMP 	 THEF~'S A RECF~IT HIT. 
06 21 09+ U!P 	 THERE'S]I.. DIFFERENT I.()OKING ROCK HEPF. 
06 21 09+ UIP 	 WE'RE STII,I, PRIMARILY In AN EXTP,Fr'T. BL('Cl~ 
FIELD HF.Rr NOW. IT'S UP TO I- 20 PERCENT 
COVER OF FRAGMENTS 	 MOSTLY THE SUBFLOOr. sm'F 
CF IT LOOKS QUITE 	HIGHLY SHATTERED. I JUST 
SAW ONE PIECE THAT 	 LOOKED LIKE A WHITE 
JiNORTHOSITIC ROCK. 
06 21 09+ LMP THERE ARE sor~ GRAYISH ROCKS THAT ARF - ­
06 21 09+ CDR RIGHT, COMING UP HERE. I TURN TO THE RIGHT 
AND PARK RIGHT HERE. 
06 21 09+ LMP - - THAT HAVE SO~IAT OF A SWIRL TEXTURE. 
06 21 13 10 CDR WE'RE]l..T 230/2.2.\j) '" 
ARRIVE STATION 9 	 06 21 13+ CC COpy YOU PARKED.
"" 
EVA 3 - STATION: 	 9 
06 21 13+ Lt-IP VAN SERG LOOKS LIKE A BLOCKY RHi FRESH IPPACT 
CRATFR RIGHT NOW. 
06 21 13+ CC HOW ABOT'T SCUFFING YOUR FEET }lJm SEEIN(; IF 
IT LOOKS ORANGE UNDERNEATH? 
06 21 13+ UIP SLIGHT DIFFERENCES - DON'T WORRY. 
.. 

GEOLOGIC 
DESCRIPTION 
06 21 20+ LMP WE'RE GOING TO GO UP THERF ]l.ND SA~PLB ON THE RIM 
I.OOK 1,T THE WJI.LLS, TlND THE FLOOR, AND 
VAN SERG CRATER MISCELLANEOPS. 
06 21 20+ CDR WEI.!., WE ARE ON THE RHl. ••• 
06 21 20+ LHP BUT THE FIRST THING WE no IS GO UP TO THE 
CRATER. I THINK THE MANTLF OBJECTIVE HERE 
REALLY IS I~~ATERIAL BECAUSE THE BLOCKY EJECTA 
AROUND THE CRATER COVERS - - WELL, IT LOOKS LIKE 
IT EXTENDS SEVERAL HUNDRED METERS OUT FROM THE 
RIM - SAY A COUPLE OF HUNDRED METERS. 
06 21 20+ LMP WE'RE PRETTY CLOSE TO THE RIM. 
06 21 20+ LMP I'LL GO UP ON THE RIM, GENE, AND SEE WHAT ~~'VE 
GOT. 
06 21 22+ CC LET'S GET GRABS BEFORE YOU GUYS LEAVE. 
06 21 22+ LMP I'M GETTING IT RIGHT NOW. 
06 21 22+ LMP SURE LOOK LIKE SHOCKED ROCKS TO ME. 
06 21 22+ CDR LOT OF GLASS SPLATTERED ON SOME OF THESE, JACK. 
06 21 22+ LMP YES. 
06 21 22+ LMP WE MIGHT EVEN FIND SOME SHATTER co~ms. 
06 21 22+ ~~ WELL, I'LL SAY ONE THING FOR OLD VAN SERG, IT'S 
BLOCKY • 
06 21 23+ LMP THIS IS AT LEAST A LARGE BLOCKY RIM CRATER. 
BUT EVEN IT HAS THE MANTLE DUST MATERIAL 
COVERING THE RIM, PARTIALLY BURIED ROCKS. AND 
IT'S DOWN ON THE FLOOR, AS mAR AS I CAN TELL, AND 
ON THE WALLS. THE CRATER ITSELF HAS A CENTRAL 
MOUND OF BLOCKS THAT'S PROBABLY 50 METERS IN. 
.., 
10 
10 
DIAMETER - THAT'S A LITTLE HIGH - 30 METERS IN 
DIAMETER. MANY OF THE BLOCKS ARE - -
INTFNSELY SHATTERED IN THAT AREA, AS THE ONES 
THAT ARE ON THE WALLS. I DON'T SEE ANY SIGN OF 
ORGANIZATION OF THE BLOCKS IN THE WALLS RIGHT NOW. 
THERE'S A POSSIBILITY THAT ON THE WEST WALL. 
THERE'S AN INDICATION THAT THERE'S SLIGHTLY 
DARKER GRAY ROCKS STARTING ABOUT HALFWAY Dm-m THE 
CRJlTER. AND THAT LEVEL IS COINCIDENT WITH "mAT 
APPEARS TO BE ]I. BENCH ON THE NORTHWEST WALL. AND 
THAT BENCH - HINTS OF THAT BENCH - IT'S NOT 
CONTINUOUS, BUT HINTS OF IT ARE AROUND ON THE 
NORTH WALL AND, I THINK, RIGHT BELOW US - YES, ON 
THE SOUTHEAST WALL. THE ROCKS ARE PRETTY BADLY 
BROKEN IN MANY CASES. AND - WELL, I HA'llEN' T 
SEEN ANY REAL GLASS YET. WE'LL START I,OOKIN£:: 
AT THEM A LITTLE MORE CAREFULLY. 
06 21 23+ LMP THAT LOOKS LIKE A BRECCIA RIGHT THERE IN FRONT 
OF US. 
06 21 23+ CDR YES. THERE I S SOME INTERESTING PATTERNS ON THE 
SURFACF. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
CROSS-REFEREl'!CE OF LUNJIP S1\}V'PLF.S WITI: LOCATICf:S, PHOTOGrAPHS, l'POLLO-r:LAPSEJ') TIHrs, 
}lND FXCFPPTS FRO)\' THF JlIR-TO-GROtTNl' TPANSC'RIPT 
SAtlPLE 
NUMBER 
EVA 3 -
WEIGHT 
(G) 
STATION: 
SAMPLE 
9 
TYPE LUNAR-SURFJlCF 
PHOTOGRAPHS 
06 
11FT 
21 2B+ 
06 
06 
21 
21 
28+ 
28+ 
06 21 32 
~ 
Q 
06 22 07+ 
BAG 56B 
79110 
79115 
66.30 
346.29 
RESERVE FINES 
BRECCIA FRAGMENT 
FROM CORNER OF 
BLOCK 
146-22413 XSB 
146-22414 XSB 
146-22415­
1116-22418 XSA 
142-21791 DSB 
142-21792­
1112-21794 LOC 
06 
06 
06 
06 
06 
06 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
23+ 
23+ 
23+ 
27 
27+ 
27+ 
14 
LMP 
nIP 
CDR 
LMP 
1 II 
LHP 
LMP 
LMP 
CDR 
CDR 
LMP 
CDR 
CRE'!-? cm'MENTS 
TIIFRF, VERY C'LEARLY, IS A CENTRAL ~·OUND. JI,ND 

NOW THAT lo/E'VE LOOKFD AT THIS ONE, THF MOUND 

LOOKS LUE IT'S COMPOSED OF GRAY FRAGf.tENT 

BRECCIAS MUCH LIKE WHAT WE'VP JUST S~PLED - ­
- - DARK GRAY. JlND AGAIN IT MIGHT BE RELATED ­
TO THE PROJECTILE. NOW, ~'lE'VE GOT TO SEF. IF 

THERE IS SUBFLOOR UP HERE, OR WHETHER WE'RE 

DFALING WITH JlNOTHER UNIT SOMEWHERE. 

THERE'S HORE nUST ON THESE ROCKS. IT'S HARDER 

TO SEE A'FRESH SURFJlCE. THEY'P.E NOT AS CLEAN. 

EVEN TIIE FLOOR OF THE CRATER IS MANTLED DOWN 

THERE. 

A LOT OF THESE BLOCKS UP HERE, PARTICULARLY 

TIlE !lORE FRACTURED ONES, BUT EVEN SOME THAT 

AREN'T - ARE A GRAY MATRIX FRAGMENT BRECCIA. 

AND IT LOOKS LIKE - REALLY, THE FRAGfA..ENTS ARE 

QUITE FINE. THERE ARE NO - ON THE RIM ANYWAY, 

WE HJ'.VEN'T SEEN ANY LARGE FRAGMENTS. THE LARGEST 

I'VE SEEN IS JlBOUT 2 CFNTIMENTERS. BUT DOWN IN 

THE "OUND YOU CAN SEE SOME FRAGMENTS THAT ARE 

PROBABLY HALF A ftETER IN DIAMETER. ' 

YES. YOU KNOW, I DON'T THINK THERE IS JI,NY SUBFLOOR 

IN HERE. THE ROCKS ARE SO DUST COVERED THAT IT' S 

HARD TO BE SURE, BUT NO ROCK I PICKED UP LOOKED 

LIKF SUBFLOOR. 

OK, GENE'S TEARING APART ONE OF THF. - ­
- - VERY INTENSELY FRACTURF.D ROCKS. JlNn IT COf.'lES 

OFF IN SMALL FLAKES. LET'S GET THIS fiNE, BECAUSE 

THIS WILL' BF. THE BEST ORIENTBD ONE FOR DOCtntENTA­

TION, PLUS WHY DON'T YOU GFT THJI.T ONE YOU'VE GOT 

INSIDE THERE? 

YES, I AM. 

BAG 56B IS A FRAGMENT FROM THE SURFACE. 

THAT'S A CORNER, I THINK, OFF THE BLOCK THAT GENE 

DOCUMENTED HERE. 

YESi IT IS. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
BAG 480 (LR-12) SAME ]1$ 06 21 27+ U~P WE'Lr. GET l\NOTHER SJ'll-PLE - TH]I.T'LL BE FRO~ INSlnr 
79130 3.99 RESIDUE FINES BAG 568 THE BLOCK. 
79135 2283.0 BRECCIA FRAGMENT 06 21 27+ CDR GET IT WITH THIS P.EAL F:ASY. HERE'S A l'lHOI,E BIG ­
WITH FRIABLE WE Ot'GHT TO Tl\KE THAT JUST lIS IS. 

CHIPS, FROtJI 06 21 27+ CDR PUT ]I BAG APOUND ONE END IF WE CAN. HERF: THE OTHER 

INSIDE OF BLOCK END IS SMALLER. 

06 21 27+ CDP Tf;AT'~ A BRECCIA, TOO. 

06 21 27+ CDR SEE THF. WHITE FRA<1MF.NTS IN THERE? 

06 21 27+ CDR IT'S GOT A LOT OF VF.RY SriALL - ­
06 21 27+ U'P IT LOOKS LIKF. THIS BIG ONE OVER HERE. YOU 

KNOW, IT MIGHT BE THAT THESE ~"~IGHT BE PIECES 
OF THE PROJECTILE. I DON'T KNOW. BECAUSE IT 
DOESN'T LOOK LIKE - IT'S NOT SUBFLOOR. 
06 21 27+ LMP 	 WELl., THAT'S WRAPPED IN - IF YOU PUT IT END 
DOWN, IT r~AY STAY IN THE BAG. 
06 21 27+ CDR I DOUBT IT. 
06 21 28 115 CDR IT'S 1180, AND IT'S A RELATIVELY TABULAR SHAPE, 
AND IT'S ABOUT - - - - 10 INCHES LONG. 
06 21 28+ LMP AND IT' S HIGHLY FRIABI,E. IT BREAKS APART. 
06 21 28+ CDR OH, NOT SO Mt~H. 
06 21 28+ LMJ> IN SMALL CHIPS. WELL, YOU DID IT WITH YOUP 
HANDS THERE. I CALL THAT BEING FRIABLE, 
COfo'PARED TO WHAT WE'VE SEEN ANYWAY. 
06 21 2B+ CDR 	 THIS PARTICULAR ROCK WE'VE SAMPLED HAS TABULAR 
FRACTURES, AND IN ONE-HALF OF ~HE ROCK, THEY ARE 
DEFINITELY ORIF.NTED. 
~ 
.... 
BAG 569 	 SOIL SAME AS 06 21 28+ CDR OK, AND LET l"E GET AN AFTER OF THAT. 
79120 (374.8) BAG 568 06 21 28+ LMP 	 LET ME GET A SOIL RIMHT OVER HERE. OK. 
THE SOIL NEXT TO THE BOULDFR DOWN ABOUT 3 
CF.NTlMETERS, IS IN BAG 569. 
BAG 570 SOIL SAl-lE AS 06 21 28+ LMP AND THE SOIL AND CHIPS - ABOUT TWO-THIRDS OF 
79510 (1114.0) BAG 56B A PETER FROM THF BOULDER -,- - ARE IN BAG 570. 
06 21 28+ CDR 	 I DON'T SEF ~NY ORANGE MATERIAL EITHER. 
CROSS-REFERENCE OF 	 Lt'NAP. SAt'!PLFS WITH lOCATICNS, PHOTOGRAPHS, APOLLO-ELJI.PSED TIHr.S, 
AND EXCERPTS FRO~ THF AIR-TO-GROUN!"! TPANSCRIPT 
SAMPLE WEIGHT SAMPLE TYPE LUNAR-SURFACE AFT CRF11 COfllJ'IIF.NTS 

NUMBER (G) PfJOTOGRAPFS 

EVA 3 - STATION: 	 9 
BAG 571 06 21 28+ LHP WHAT YOU GOT? A PIECE OF. GLASS? 
79150 5.63 RESIDUE FINES 06 21 31 51 CDR YES, I THINK IT IS GLASS.JI,T I,FAST IT'S GLJlSS 
79155 318.81 UN DOCl'MENTED COVERFD - JUST GLASS COVERED. I'VE GOT AN 
GLASS-COVERED UNDOCU~<ENTED SAMPLE. IT'S ABOUT 2 METERS 
ROCK LEFT OF WHERE WF. JUST SAMPLED. IT'S A r,LASS­
COVERED BASEBALL-SIZE ROCK IN 571. 
06 21 32 111 L~P 	 ~ LOT OF THESE BLOCKS UP HERE, PARTICULARLY 
THE !·1ORE FRACTURED ONES, BUT EVEN som: THAT 
AREN'T - ARE A GRAY MATRIX FRAGMENT BRECCIA. 
1'.ND IT LOOKS LIKE - REALLY, THE FRAGr'1ENTS ARE 
QUITE FINE. THERE ARE NO - ON THE RIM ANYWAY, 
WE HAVEN'T SEEN ANY LARGE FRAGMENTS. THE L1.RGEST 
I'VE SEEN IS ABOUT 2 CENTIMENTERS. BUT DOWN IN 
THE MOt~D YOU CAN SEE SOME FRAG~1ENTS THAT ARE 
PROBABLY HALF A METER IN DIAMETER. 
~ BAG 1.181 11.16-221119 XSB 06 21 32+ CDR ONE THING I NOTICED WE DO UNCOVER. THERE'S A .
'" 79170* 11.16-221121 XBS LOT OF - OH, 2- 3, 'II-MILLIMETER-SIZE FRAGMENTS OF 
79175* GLASS AGGLUTINATE 	 1116-221122 XBS GLASS WE'RE KICKING UP ALL OVER THEPLACF. 
11.16-21795 DSB 06 21 32+ LMP YES. 
11.16-21796 LOC 06 21 32+ CDR LITTI,F GLASS BALLS. 
11.16-21797 LOC 06 21 32+ CDR ALMOST LIKE PELE'S ­
06 21 32+ CDR 	 YOU SFE IF THEY'RE LIKE PELE'S - - - ••• EYEBALLS 
OR WHATEVER THEY ARE. 
06 21 32+ 1,MP 	 I THINK WE CAN GET SOME ()VER HERE. IF 
YOU'RE CAREFUL COMING OVF.R HERE, WE CAN 
GFT GLASS THAT LOOKS LIKE IT ~AY HA'~ CRYSTALLIZED 
IN PLACE THERE. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
· I 
06 21 32+ L~'P 	 BUT I'M NOT SURE THAT IS. IT MAY BE BRECCIA. 
EVF.RYTHING IS COVERED WITH DUST HERE. AND IT'S 
HARD TO TELL THE TYPES. MOST THE ROCKS WE' pJ': 
SEFING ARE BRECCIAS. II'.AKE SURE THAT GLASS IS 
IN YOUR STEREO. 
06 21 35+ LMP OK, THE GLASS - LOOKS LIKE A GLASS AGGLUTINATF.. 
06 21 35+ LMP IT'S A FROTHY - GLASS AGGLUTINATE IS GOING TO BE 
IN BAG 481. 
06 21 35+ IMP AND IT LOOKS ALMOST LIKE A COWPIE - TYPE 
OF BOMB. 
06 21 35+ LMP 	 ALTHOUGH IT'S NOT FLATTENED. IT'S AN AGGREGATE 
OF GLASS - OR IT'S A PILE OF ABOUT FOUR F~GMENTS, 
MCCH LIKE THE eNE WE'RE SA~PLING. 
06 21 37 19 LMP 	 AND IT LOOKS I,IKE IT'S IN PLACE FROM THE DAY 
IT WAS BORN. 
07 02 56+ MCC 	 OK. CAN YOU TELL US ANYTHING ABOUT THE COWPIE 
AT VAN SERG. WAS THAT A CLAST IN THE BRECCIA? 
07 02 56+ LMP IT WAS AN AGGREGATE OF IRREGULAR - LOOKED LIKE 
(POST-EVA COMMENTS ACfuLUTINATED GLASS IN FRAGMENTS JUST SITTING 
l'BOUT SAMPLE 481) ON THE RIM OF VAN SERG. AND THE REASON I SAID 
I THOUGHT IT WAS IN PLACE OR HAD FALLEN THERE 
AND CRYSTALLIZED THERE, IS THAT THERE WERE FOUR 
OR FIVE SIMILAR FRAGMENTS ARRANGED IN A SMALL 
COHERENT AREA. NOT MAKING THAT VERY CLEAR I 
DON'T THINK, BUT IT LOOKS AS IF IT HIT AND 
BROKE APART UPON HITTING A LITTLE BIT BUT ~ DIDN'T REALLY SPLATTER OR BREAK APART IN 
ANY SIGNIFICANT MANNER. 
07 02 56+ LMP 	 THERE ARE SIMILAR THINGS - TELL YOU WHAT IT LOOKS 
LIKE. IF ANYBODY'D WALKED UP THE RIM OF KILAUEA 
IKI IN THE ASH OUT THERE, AND ON TOP OF THE ASH, 
THERE ARE BOMBS THAT WERE FAIRLY CLEARLY MOLTEN 
WHEN THEY HIT, AND THEY HAD JUST ENOUGH SPRING 
TO BREAK WHEN TIlEY HIT. BUT THE INDIVIDUAL 
PIECES DIDN'T MOVE VERY FAR AT ALL. AND YOU 
CAN SEE THAT PATTERN ON KILAUEA IKI. AND IT 
WAS THE SAME KIND OF THING, EXCEPT THAT THERE 
WAS NO DIRECTIONAL ASPECT OF IT HERE. 
07 02 56+ LMP 	 AND THAT'S NOT TO SAY IT'S VOLCANIC GLASS. THAT'S 
JUST THE KIND OF PATTER~ IT WAS. 
... 
SAMPLE WEIGHT 
NUMBER (G) 
CROSS-REFERENCE OF LUNAP SAf"PLES WITH LOCJ!.TIONS, PHOTOGRAPHS, APOLLO-ELAPSED TIMES, 

AND EXCERPTS FRotl THE AIR-TC-GPOmtD TRlINSCRIPT 

SAMPLE TYPE LUNAR-SUPFACF. AFT 
PHOTOGRAPHS 
EVA 3 - STATION: 9 
BAG 1182 06 21 37+ CDR 
79190· BLUE-GRAY SAME AS 06 21 37+ CDR 
79195· BRECCIA BAG 481 
06 21 37+ CDR 
06 21 37+ LMP 
06 21 37+ CDR 
06 21 37+ LMP 
BAG 52Y 06 21 37+ CDR 
79160· SOIL SAMPLE 1112-21825 XSB 06 21 37+ CC 
79165· ON RIM OF 1112-21826 LOC 
VAN SERG 06 21 37+ CDR 
"" 
06 21 39+ LMP 
c
... 
06 21 42+ LMP 
06 21 1111+ LMP 
06 21 1111+ LMP 
06 21 IIIH CDR 
06 21 114+ LMP 
06 21 47 116 CC 
'II 
CREW COMMENTS 
APIECE OF THAT ROCK RIGHT BEHIND IT. 

YES. I'M GOING TO TURN AROUND. JUST NOT C~ING TO 

BE ABLE TO GFT THAT ONE IN THE BAG,· I DON'T THINK. 

MY SAHPLE'S IN - 482 IS A ROCK, BUT IT DOESN'T 

LOOK LIKE SUBFLOOR. IT LOOKS LIKE THE BLUF-~RAY 

MATFRIAL WE'VE BEEN SEEING - THE BRECCIA-TYPE 

MJI"I'FRIAL. 

I DON'T THINK THERE'S ANY DIFFERENCE. 

GOT IT INI 

MIGHT JUST AS WELL THROW THEM IN MY BAG. 

I WANT A SCOOP OUT OF HERE, THOUGH, JACK. 

WHY DON'T WE GET THAT SCOOP SAMPLE AS THE 

FIRST SAMPLE OF JACK'S RADIAL SAMPLE? 

OK. THAT'S RICHT. YOU'RE GETTING A RADIAL SAMPLE. 

I THINK I'LL JUST TlUtEMY 'RADIAL RIGHT FROM 

HERE TO THE ROVER. 

HEY, THIS ISN'T GOING TO BE l'rl IDEAL RADIAL 

SAMPLE - BUT IT wILL HAVE TO DO. 

OI(AY, BAG 52 YANREE IS 1<T ,THE RIM CREST 

THIS ISN'T WORRING OUT TOO WELL. I'·VE GOT TO 

GET RID OF THIS SCOOP. 

JUST SET IT THEm: AND TARE YOUR SAMPLE. WE'LL 

GET IT. 

I'LL T1U{E THE SAMPLES GOING BACK. 

WE'D LIKE YOn TO PRESS ON. WE' LL ABORT THE 

RADIAL SAMPLE. 

-----------------------------------------.-----------------------------------------.--------------------------------------­
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
BAG 483 TRENCH SOIL 06 21 47+ LMP I THINK TIll','P'S A SMART MOW.. I Dm~'T THINK THE 
79220 93.49 RESERVE FINES 142-21827 XSA RlmIAL SAIlPLE' S (",oING TO TELL YOU ~"UCH HERF. 
1 152.66 1 MM FINES 142-21828 XSA 06 21 47+ CDR JACK, YOU Ol'GH'P '1"0 GET 1> SCOOP OF THl'.T DIRT, 
2 7.22 1-2 	~m 142-21829 XSA THOUGH. 
3 6.24 2-4 	MM 06 21 47+ I,f.'P WELl., THERE'S ONE SCOOP - ­
4 9.75 4-10 MM 06 21 47+ LMP LOOK WHAT'S UNDERNEATH IT. 

79225 7.42 ROCK FRAGf.'!ENT 1 CM 06 21 47+ LHP IT'S WHITE. 

6 6.73 ROCK FRAGMENT 1 Cf>\' 	 06 21 47+ CDR WELL, I WANTED 'PO f>\'J\KE SURE WE GOT SOME OF 
7 5.57 ROCK FRAGMENT 1 CM 	 THOSE S~~~L GLASS BALLS. 
8 2.50 ROCK FFAGMENT 1 cr~ 	 06 21 47+ U'P YES, WE'LL GET A SCOOP OF IT. UP ON THE TOP. 
06 21 49+ LMP 	 COME HERE, GENE, QUICKLY. WE CAN'T LEAVE THIS. 
THIS MAY BE 'PHE YOt"NGEST MANTLE OVER - WHATEVER 
BAG 484 TRENCH SOIL WAS 
79240 (330.9) 
06 21 119+ LMP 	 - - WAS THROWN OUT OF THE CRATERS. 
06 21 49+ CDR 	 WHAT JACK'S DONE IS HE DUG A TRENCH IN THE 
SOUTHWEST-NORTHEAST DIRECTION, AND HE DISCOVERED 
ABOUT 3 INCHES BELOW - 4 INCHES BELOW THE 
SURFACE - A VERY LIGHT-GRAY MATERIAL. 
06 21 119+ CDR TAKE THAT CRUST 
06 21 49+ LMP I'M TRYING TO GET THE UPPER PORTION THERE. 
THERE WE GO. 
06 21 51 04 LMP THE FIRST 2 CENTIMETERS, BAG 483. THE NEXT 5 ­
IN 11811. 
06 21 51+ CDR GET SOME? 
.... 06 21 51+ LMP I GOT QUITE A BIT •e 
"" 
BAG 1185 TRENCH SOIL SAME AS 06 21 51+ L}W AND THE NEXT 10 CENTIMETERS OF THE LIGHT­
79260 118.93 RESERVE FINES BAGS 1183, 11811 GRAY MATERIAL, PROBABLY IN 1186, IF WE'RE 

1 187.75 1 MM FINES 

2 11.74 1-2 	MM 06 21 51+ CDR YES. 11851 
3 11.46 2-4 	MM 06 21 51+ Lr.'P 485. OKAY. WHAT DID I SAY 1183, 11811? OKAY. 
4 15.85 4-10 MM 06 21 52 29 LMP OKAY. THE THIRD SAMPLE IS IN 1185. 

79265 2.60 ROCK FRAGMENT 1 CM 06 21 52+ L~P 11 POSSIBILITY HERE IS THAT THIS UPPER 6 INCHES 

1 	 CM OF GRAY MATERIAL IN HERE IS THE LATEST MANTLING 
IN THE AREA AND THE LIGHT-COLORED DEBRIS f>\'AY 
BE WHAT'S LEFT OVER FROM THE IMPACT. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
CROSS -P.EFEP.ENCE OF 	 Ln'JlR SM~PLFS WITH LOC}l:TIO!JS, PHOTOG Rl\PFS , lIPOLLO-ELlI.PSED TIMES, 
AND EXCERPTS rrOlA THF lHR-'?C-GROUND TPlmSCRIPT 
SAMPLE WEIGHT SAMPLE TYPE LUNAR-SURFl',('E l>ET CREW COt-ll1ENTS 

HUMBER (G) PHOTOGRAPHS 

EVA 3 - STATION: 9
-------------------'-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------­
D.T. 37/50 DOUBI,E DRIVE 143-21fl36 Lor 06 21 55+ CC WE'VE HAD ]I (,HANGE OF HEART HERE ..!I.GAIN, AS USUlI.L. 
79002·/ TUBE NEAR 143-21838 IOC llND WF.' PE (;OINC TO DROP STi\TION 10 NOW THAT 'l'1E' VB 
79001· TRENCH Hl'RRIFD YOt' SO MUCH, AND WE'RE GOING TO GET A 
DOt'BLE CORE HERE. AND WE'D LIKE TO GET SO~1E 
FOOTBALL-SI7E ROCKS WHILE YOU'RE DOING THAT. l'ND 
THEN WE'RE GOING TO LEAVE HERE AND GO BACK TO THE 
u~. 
06 21 55+ U1P YOU DON'T NANT A DOUBLE CORE HERE. I DON'T THINK 
WE CAN DO IT, BOB. IT'~ TOO ROCKY. 
06 21 55+ con YOt' DON'T THINK WE'LL GET THROUGH THAT STUFF YOU 
JUST TRENCHED? 
06 21 55+ U'JP WELL, I'H A.FRAID THERE ARE ROCKS ALL THROUGH IT. 
06 21 55+ ('DR LET'S TRY IT. 
06 21 55+ CDR I'VE GOT IT STARTED. 

06 21 57+ CDR THE LOWER IS 50: THE UPPER IS 37. 

06 21 57+ LMP WHY DON'T YOU PUT IT UP - WELL - YOU PUT THE 

GNOlmN AWAY. PUT IT FAIRLY NEAR THAT TRENCH. 
AT LEAST THERE IS SOME DOCUMENTATION THERE. 
c:. '" 
'" 	 06 21 59+ CDR THE FIRST CORE WAS EASY: THE SECOND ONE A LITTLE 
TOUGHER: AND THEN IT GOT TOUGH DOWN AT THE END. 
06 21 59+ Ll~P THERE, I'M GETTING A PICTURE OF YOU. OKAY. 
06 21 59+ U1P I GOT IT. 
06 21 59+ CDR CORE LIFTER WANTS TO SLIDE OUT. IT'S FULL. NO 
ROCKS IN IT. IT LOOKS LIKE JUST THE SAME STUFF 
t-I'E 'VE BFEN TRAVELINC THROUGH. 
06 21 59+ CC Jl'.CK. I THINK YOU BETTER HELP GENE WITH RECOVERING 
THAT COFE. 
06 22 01+ CDR IT • S VERY LOOSE SOIL, JUST ANY LITTLE ~'OVEMENT AND 
YOU' LL LOSE S01-'1': OF IT. 
06 22 01+ CDR THE TOP RA~?~D DOWN - OH, ~LMOST HALF WAY WITHOUT 
ANY FFFORT. 
06 22 03 1 II CDR THF BOTTOM RAnMED DOWN ABOUT M! INCH. 
• 

LR-13 
79035* LARGE GLASS­
COATED ROCK 
STATION 9 
(COMMENTS AT 
LM DURING 
CLOSEOUT) 
l:: 
'" 
BAG 486 
79210* 
79215* LIGHT-COLORED 
ROCK 
EVA 3 - TRAVERSE, STATION 9 - LM 
GEOLOGIC 
DESCRIPTION 
DURING TRAVERSE 
06 
06 
06 
06 
06 
22 
22 
22 
22 
22 
03+ 
03+ 
011+ 
04+ 
04+ 
H'P 
CDR 
U'P 
LMP 
CDR 
~ND WE W~NT ~o GPoT A LARGE BLOCK. 
r:o, J.FT' ~ C'!ET A COUPLE OF THEr~. I'VE (';OT ONI-:. 
C~T A BIG FOCKTHERE, TOO? 
TEF T.HING THll.T llMAZES HE IS THAT THERE'S NO 
SUBFl,OOR APOUND HERE. 
I GOT ONE HERE. 
06 22 07+ CDR, JACK, 
PAN. 
THERE'S A BIG 
THAT'S WHAT I 
ONE 
DID 
RIGHT THERE 
LAST TIME. 
IN MY FLOOR 
06 
06 
06 
06 
06 
06 
06 
06 
22 
22 
22 
22 
22 
22 
22 
22 
47+ 
47+ 
47+ 
47+ 
47+ 
47+ 
47+ 
47+ 
LMP 
CDR 
IPP 
CDR 
CDR 
L~P 
UlP 
LMP 
YOU'VE GOT ANOTHER BIG ROCK OVER HERR FROH THE 
IT'S IN MY FOOTPAN. 
THAT'S FROM STATIOn 9, RIGHT? 
YES. 
THAT'S WHAT I TOLD THEM. STATION 9, I GOT A 
FOOTBALL-SIZE ROCK, AND I'VE PUT IT IN THERE. 
GENE'S FOOTBALL-SIZED ROCK L$OKS LIKE IT MIGHT 
BE GLASS COATED. AND IT ~IGHT EVEN HAVE A 
SHATTFR CONE OR TWO ON IT. 
I DON'T KNOW WHAT YOU'RE FOCUSED ON 
- - BUT HERE'S HIS ROCK. (SHOWN ON TV) 
-
06 22 05+ r,MP BAG 486 IS A LIGHT-COLORED 
METERS TO Tl'E RIGHT OF THE 
ROCK TAKEN 
ROVER. 
ABOUT 3 
06 
06 
22 
22 
09+ 
09+ 
CDR 
LMP 
WELL, I'~ TRYING TO GET OUT OF THE BLOCK FIELD 
HERE, THEN I'LL HEAD BACK TO ~IE SOUTHWEST. 
THAT ~ST BE GATSBY OVER THERE. 
06 22 09+ CDR IT'S NOT UNLIKE 
TH~T LOOKS LIKE 
VAN SERG, 
~~LING. 
THOUGH. HEY, YOU KNOW 
06 
06 
22 
22 
09+ 
09+ 
u·p 
CDR 
- - INTO GATSBY, BECAUSE IT LOOKS LIKE THE MANTLE 
STRE1IMS OVER THE SIDE FOOl1 THE SOUTHWEST. CPoN 
YOU SWING TO YOUR RIGHT - GET UP A LITTLE CLOSER 
TO TEE RIM, THERE? 
HEY, HERE'S A COUPLE FRAGMENTS IN SPOTS -
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
CROSS-RFFERFNCE OF 	 Lt1}]lIP SAMPLES WIT? LOCATIONS, PIIOTOGPAPHS, APOLLO-ELAPSED TIHES, 
AND EXCERPTS FROH TFE JI.IF-TO-GROFHD TRANSCRIPT 
SAMPLE WEIGHT SAMPLE TYPE LUNJIR-SURFJI.CE AFT CRF.W COMMENTS 

NUMBER (G) PHOTOGHAPP.S 

EVA 3 - TRAVERSE, 	 STATION 9 - LM 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~--------
06 22 09+ U'P . - - !OEE HOW THE MANTLE STREAMS OVER 
FROM THE NORTHWEST. CAN YOU GET THAT? 
06 22 09+ CDR YES. 
06 22 09+ LMP AND FROM THE SOUTHWEST. 
06 22 11 41 CDR 	 WE'RE 236/2.1. 
06 22 11+ LMP 	 WHAT I'M LOOKING AT IS THE NORTHWEST PORTION OF 
GATSBY, WHERE THERE'S A VEHY VERY CONCENTRATED 
BLOCK FIELD ON THE INNER WALL, EXCEPT WHERE THERE 
ARE, ON THE SOUTHWEST, THREE STREAMS AND ON THE 
NORTHWEST AND NORTH A CONTINUOUS STREAM, IF YOU 
WILL, OR BAND, RADIAL BAND, OF MANTLE THAT APPEARS 
TO BE BURYING THAT FIELD, OVERLYING liND MANTLING 
THE FIRLD. 
06 22 11 + !.MP 	 I • M MORE AND MORE CONVINCED THERE'S A MANTLE. 
ONE POSSIBILITY, I GUESS, IS THAT, IF IT'S A 
PYROCLASTIC MANTLE, THAT IN THE LUNAR VAC~UM 
ENVIRONMENT AND WITH WHATEVER VOLATILES WE' RE 
DFALING WITH, THE STUFF BECOMES EXTREMELY FINE 
UPON VESICULATION. WE MAY HAVE BEEN ON IT ALLl:: 
~ THR TIME AND NOT KNOWN IT - AS FAR AS RECOGNIZING· 
IT. 
06 22 11+ CDR AS SOON AS WE COME THROUGH THIS DRAW, HOW SMOOTH 
OR FREE OF ANY DEBRIS OR BOULDERS IT IS ON THE 
OTHER SIDE OF THE UPSLOPE. 
06 22 11+ LMP I GUESS SHERLOCK'S GOING TO BE RIGHT OVER THE TOP 
OVER HERE. I SAW IT WHEN WE WERE ON THAT OTHER 
RIDGE. 
06 22 15 00 CDR 	 I'M AT 244/1.7. 
06 22 15+ LJIf..P 	 ABOUT 200 METERS BACK, WE CROSSED BACK INTO OUR 
STANDARD MANTLE SURFACE OF ABOUT l-PERCENT FRAG!ffiNT 
COVEH - - • • • 
06 22 15+ CDR I CAN SFE THE LM. AND THERE'S SHERLOCK, WHERE 
THOSE BLOCKS ARE. 
06 22 15+ LMP YES, THAT'S THE BLOCK FIELD, THE SHERLOCK BLOCK 
FIELD: THAT'S RIGHT. THAT IS A BLOCK FIELD. 
06 22 15+ CDR SOJIfE BIG ONES THERE. 
06 22 15+ CDR OLD STATION 10. 
06 22 15+ LMP PULL. CI.OSE TO THIS BIG BLOCK, IF YOU CAN. 
06 22 15+ LMP AND I'LL TRY TO GPT JI READING ON WHAT IT IS ­
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
, 

06 22 15+ U~P YES. VESICULAR SHBFLOOR. ·VFSICI.ES ARE ABOUT 
II CENTPiETER f.'!JJXnWf.'! SI ZE. THEY LOOK LIKE THEY' RE 
F~IPLY EVENLY SORTED. AND THE ROCK ITRELF SEE~FD 
TO BF ]'.lASSIVE. 
06 22 17 0('1 CDR 250/1.11. 
06 22 17+ Lf.'!P WE' HE BACK INTO ABOUT A 5-PERCENT ROCK COVER Af! WE 
CROSS THE EDGE OF THE SHERLOCK BLOCK FIEI.D. 
06 22 17+ CDR TH1T'~ SHERLOCK OVER THAT RIM OVER THERE. 
06 22 17+ Lf.'!P YES. ONCF AGAIN, ALL THESE SUBFLOOR BLOCKS LOOK 
AS IF THEY'PE BURIED. NOT MANTLED, NECFSS1RILY, 
EXCEPT MAYBE THAT ONE. 
06 22 17 111 CDR THAT ONE'S GOT THE ~~ANTLE BLOWING UP ON IT, 
IN IT'S FRACTURES AND EVERYTHING. 
06 22 17+ L~~ THAT'S THE BEST EXAMPLE OF THAT, I THINK. 
06 22 17+ LMP 	 EVERYTHING IN HERE SO FAR IS THE TAN-GRAY SUBFLOOR 
GABBRO TH1I.T I'VE SEEN. OH, THE RE' S ONE OVER THER.E 
THAT'S A BLUE-GRAY. BUT BLUE-GRAY IS NOT ABUNDANT. 
06 22 17+ CDR 1.2 (RANGE). WE'LL TRY TO GET BLOCK AND SOIL. 

06 22 17+ LMP THERE'S A FRESH LITTLE PIT. 

06 22 17+ LMP I AM CONTINUALLY IMPRESSED BY THE LACKOF EXOTIC 

FRAGMENTS IN HERE. 
LRV SAMPLE i 1 2 06 22 20 011 CDR WE'RE AT 253/1.1. 

BAG 5lY 1113-218911 06 22 20 28 LMP 53 YANKEE. 

70320 (2311.2) SOIL 134-201155 LRV 06 22 20+ Lf·~P THJlT'S SOIL. I ClI_~'T SEE TO GET A ROCK. 
~ 
10 
LRV SAMPLE '12) 06 22 20+ LMP GO FORWARD JUST 11 LITTLE BIT, GENE. 

BAG 54Y 06 22 20+ CDR I CAN'T SEE THE LM ANY~WRE. 

70310* 6.82 RESIDUE FINES SAME AS 06 22 21 10 I.MP OK. THE ROCK FRAGMENTS, THAT'S 511 YANKEE. 

1 106.5 1 MM FINES BAG 53Y 	 YOU GOT A ROCK RIGHT IN FRONT OF YOU DON'T 
2 4.5 1-2 	MM FINES YOU? 
3 3.21 2-4 	MM FINES 06 22 21+ CDR I SFF IT. ROLLED OVER. 
4 5.25 4-10 MM FINES 

70315* 148.60 ROCK FRAGMENT 

CROSS-REF'F:RENCE OF 	 LllNJlP S}\~LFS ~'lITF' V,)CATIONS, PI'OTCGP-APHS, l\POLLO-F'Ll'PSED TllmS, 
]\ND FXCFRPTS FPOV- THE JlIP-TO-GPOPND TRANSCRIPT 
SAMPLE WEIGHT SAMPLE TYPE LUNA R-SU P.FACE JI.ET CREW CmmENTS 

NUMBER (G) PHOTOGRAPHS 

eva 3 - TRAVERSE, 	 STATION 9 - LM 
GEOLOGIC 	 06 22 21+ L~ LOOKS LIKF. SOHE ] F OUR GRAY VARIETY OF SUBFLOOR 
DESCRIPTION 	 UP HERF - AROUND THE RIM OF THAT LITTLE CRATER. 
DURING TRJlVERSE 	 YOU KNOW, I'M STARTING TO THINK THAT ~AYBE THE 
GRJlY RELATIVELY NONVFSICULAR SUBFLOOR MAY BE 
DEEPER FRJlCTION, BASED ON WHAT WE SJlW - WELL, 
JlCTPALLY, THOUGH, 	 LET'S SEE - THJlT COULD HAVE 
BEEN OVERTURN, I DON'T KNOW. TAKE THJlT BACK. 
THERE: JUST ISN'T ~CH OF IT 1I.ROUND HERE, 
JlLTHOUGH WE SAW A 	LOT OF IT IN THE WALL OF 
COClIISE. 
06 22 23+ LMP 	 I'LL BET THAT'S SAN LUIS REY. AROUND THE EAST 
SInE OF IT - MARINER AND SAN LUIS FEY. THEY'RE 
SHALLOW - FILLED WITH ROCKS. 
06 22 23 36 CDR 	 WE'RE AT 250/0.9. 
06 22 23+ LMP 	 BOY, I CERTAINLY DON'T SEE MUCH VARIETY OTHER 
THAN THF GRAY JI.ND THE TAN SUBFLOOR VARIETY. 
THFRE'S OLD CHALLENGER. 
~ (:> 06 22 2u 25 LMP 	 BOB, WE'RE MOVING IN AND OUT OF AREAS OF SAY 
1-PERCENT TO 5- TO 10-PERCENT BLOCKINESS. 
AND WHERE IT GETS BLOCKY - NOT ONLY IS IT MORE 
BLOCKY, BUT WE SEEM TO HA'~ MORE OF THE MEDIUM­
SI?ED CRATERS IN THE P~NGE OF 20- TO 50-METER­
DIM'ETER CRATERS. THAT MAY BE MARINER RIGHT 
THFRE. 
06 22 26+ CDR THIS IS THE SAN LUIS REY COMPLEX BECAUSE SEE 
HOW ELONGATED IT IS? 
06 22 26+ UP YES. 
I • 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
06 22 27 30 CDR 	 WE'PE AT 244/0.4.
06 27 27+ U'P 	 BOB, I 1'AY H],VF: SAID F:ARLY ON UP THEPE AT Vl'JJ 
SERG THAT I SAW SUBLOOR, BUT ~"E NEVER DID 
SAJI.1PLE ANY THAT I KNOW OF. :!I.ND THE DUST WAS 
THICK ENOUGH THAT I'M JUST NOT SURE. BRECCIAS 
WEPE THE JI.1OST OBVIOUS THING THERE. 
06 22 27+ LMP . 	IT JI.1IGHT HAVE BEEN A WINDOW IN THE PLAINS HERE, 
OF S01~ KIND. BUT - IT'S STRANGE TO SEE IT 
THFRE, WITH SO MUCH SUBFLOOR ALL AROUND IT THAT 
WE SAW. 
EVA 3 - STATION: 	 LM 
ARRIVE LM 06 17 44+ LMP IT IS RE~.ARKl>BLE TO ME ­
LR-14 ONLY A SHALL NUMBER OF FINE-GRAIN 
70215* DARK GRAY 143-21925- ROCKS. THERE'S ONE AT ABOUT HALFWAY BETWEEN THE 
ROCK 143-21926 	 SFP AND THE J,H THAT I'D LIKE TO PICK UP, IT'S A 
FAIRLY GOOD SIZED ONE. ?-IAYBE WE CAN GET IT WHEN 
WE GET BACK. IT LOOKS LIKE A FINE-GRAINED BASALT. 
06 22 30+ IHP 	 THERE'S '/l ROCK. I STOOD UP DOWN THERE, AND I 
WANT TO GET IT -­
06 22 32+ LV.P I WANT TO POINT OUT A ROCK TO YOU I SET UP ON 
... END • YOU NEED TO GET IN THE BAG, AND YOU CAN ;.. 
;.. LET ME OFF THERE AND I'LL CARRY IT. 
06 22 32+ LMP IT'S NEAR THE LM. 
06 22 34+ LMP I THINK IT'S THAT ONE THERE THAT'S SORT OF DARK. 
06 22 34+ CDR UP THERE, STRAIGHT ~~EAD? 
06 22 34+ LMP YES. 
06 22 34+ CDR BOOTPRINTS ARE BY IT. THAT MUST BE IT. 
06 22 34+ Lt-!P THAT'S IT, YES. CAN YOU SWING OVER SO I CAN 
LF1I.N ON THE ROVER WHEN I PUT THE - ­
06 22 34+ LMP THl>.T' S PERFECT. 
06 22 34+ CDR OK. YOU OFF? 
06 22 34+ It-IP YES. 
06 22 35 35 U!P I GOT t.!Y ROCK. IT'S HALFWAY BETWEEN THE SEP AND 
THE LM. I.FT m!~ PUT IT IN THE BIG BAG. 
06 22 35+ CC IS THIS THAT BPOWN ONE YOU SAW OUT HERE BEFORE, 
JACK? 
06 22 35+ LMP NO, IT'S A GRAY ONE. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
CROSS-FFFERFNCE OF 	LPN1'.R SJlJII'PLFS WI"'F LOC]lTHmS, PHOTOGW.PHS, APOLLO-ELAPSED TIMFS, 
]I,ND E'XCI:PPTS FRm~ THE AIR-TO-GROUND TWr-JSCRIPT 
SAMPLE WEIGHT SJI...MPLE TYPE LUNAR-SURFl'.CE 1',FT CREW COM~"ENTS 

NUl-mER (G) PHOTOGRl'PHS 

EVA 3 - STATION: 	 U~ 
SESC CONTAMINATED 	 1113-21927 XSB 06 22 41+ CC LET'S PUT TilE SESC SOMFPLl>.CE WHERE IT'S 
70011 440.7 SOIL 	 143-21928 XSB ACCFSSIBI,E TO CRT THAT CONTAMINATED SAMPLE. 
143-21929 XSA 06 22 41+ CDR LFT'S GET IT NOW. WE CAN GET THE BAG CLEANED 
1 4 3-21 93 0 XSA UP WE CAN PUT IT IN BAG 5. 
06 22 41+ CDR GET YOUR SCOOP. LET I S GET IT OVER ~iITH. 

06 22 41+ HlP I DON'T HAVF ]I, SCOOP, I DON'T EVEN HAVE A Rl'KE. 

06 22 41+ CDR USE YOUR ROVER SAM.PLER. 

06 22 111+ CDR THEY BOTH FELL OFF WHEN THAT THING (PJlLLET) OPENED. 

06 22 114 20 CDR WE'RE GOING TO GET THIS SESC NOW. 

06 22 44+ LMP YOU WANT 1':1' IN FRONT OF THE MINUS-Z FOOTPAD? 

06 22 411+ CC ROGF-R. SORT OF UNDERNEATH WHERE YOU PROBABLY 

HAD THE - - SOLAR SIDE OF THE COSMIC RAY 
EXPERIMENT THERE. BETWEEN THE FOOTPAD AND THE 
ALSFP DOORS THERE. 
06 22 44+ CDR LET'S FILL IT UP. 

06 22 45+ LMP OK. T1'KE JI. Cm:t>LE OVER HERE. 

06 22 45+ CDR LET ME GO PAST THE PADAR. GOOD JOB. 

.... 06 22 46 43 LMP I'M ON FRAME 96, A1-'D THE snORT CAN SAMPLE ­
'"'" CONTJl.r.'HTATFD SJl.t.PLE IS D()CUMENTED BY Tt'!O
'" STFPEOPAIRS PRIOR TO THAT. AND THE BEFORE 
IS THE COSMIC RAY PICTURES. 
LR-15 06 23 02+ CDR OK. HERE WE GO, JACK. HERF'S ONE HERF. 
70017* "GOODWILL" UN DOCUl-"ENTFD 06 23 02+ LMP YES. rJET MF GET IT, SO YOU WON'T GET IT TOO 
DIRTY. 
06 23 02+ CDR I'LL PUT IT RIGHT OVER HERE AGAINST THAT 
BACKGROUND. 
06 23 03 11 CDn 	 JACK HAS PICKED UP 1'. VERY SIGNIFICANT ROCK, 
TYPICAL OF ~mJl.T WE HAVE HERE IN THE VALLEY OF 
TAURUS-LITTROW. IT'S]l. ROCK COMPOSED OF MANY 
FW,GMEN'l'S, OF MA.~Y SIZES AND MANY SHAPES. 
BAG 55Y 	 134-20503- 06 23 44+ LtAP 55 YANI<EE IS 1\N EXOTIC-LOOKING ROCK I FrUND 
70170 42.31 RESERVE FINES 134-20505 XS 	 ABOPT 5 METERS SOUTH OF THE NEUTRON FLUX HOLI~. 
70175 339.6 GRAY BASALT ? 	 IT'S AllOTHEP. GRAY - POSSIBLY GRAY BASALT. IT'S 
JUST THA.T THERE l\REN t T ~tNIY OF THEr~ A.P.OUND I1E"RE, 
AND SO I PICI<ED IT UP. 
D.T. 52 DRIVE TUBE UNDOCl'~'F.~"TFD 06 23 49+ CDR IS IT HEAVY. Sm.fFTHING IN THAT CORE TUBE YQtl PUT 
70012 485.0 SOIL IN THEPE? 
06 	 23 119+ L~ TPBE 52. HAS ABOUT THREE-QUARTERS OF A CaFE ­
HAND PtlSHFD - HAJJF ]I METER INSIDE THE PLUS-Y 
FOOTPAD. 
(BAG 15E) UNDOCUMENTED 07 00 37 42 U"'P 	 SAMPLF 15 ECHO HAS A BUNCH OF DUST AND THAT 
GP1\DUALLY ACCUMULATED IN HY POCKET. 
07 00 56 33 CDR BAG 7 IS 32, BAG 4 IS 31.5, BAG 5 IS 21, THE 
EVA 3 SAMPLE STOWAGE BIG BAG IS 71, THE ISA IS 22.{LBS.) 
~ 
"" 
'l'ab1e 3. Sample index by container. 
PRIMARY 

LRL NUMBER 2. 
70001-70009 

(bit) (top) 

70011 

73002/73001 (CSVC) 

74002/74001 

79002*/79001* 

76001 

70012 

70130, 135-139 

70145-49 

70155-57 

74230, 35* 

70250, 55* 

70270, 75* 

72130, 35* 

72140* 

72150-55* 

TYFE3 
S 
S 
S 

S 

S 

S 

S 

R 

R 

R 

R 

R 

R 

R 

S 
S, R 
S 
S 
R 
R 
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CONTAINER l 
Deep core 
SESC 
Drive tubes: 
U31/L46 
U35/L44 
U37/L50 
L48 
L52 
Doc. bags 
10E 
10E 
10E 
12E 
22E 
23E 
26E (LRV-1) 
27E (LRV-2) 
28E (LRV-3) 
29E 
30E 
31E 
32E 
40Y 
41Y (LRV-5) 
42Y (LRV-6) 
43Y (LRV-7) 
44Y (LRV-8) 
45Y 
46Y (LRV-9) 
47Y (LRV-I0) 
48Y/49Y 
SOY (LRV-11) 
52Y 
53Y (LRV-12) 
54Y (LRV-12) 
55Y 
108 

312 

313 

454 

455 

456 

457 and 458 

457 and 458 

72160* 

73120* 

73130, 

73150, 

73140* 

74110, 

74120* 

75110* 

75120* 

70290, 

76120 

76130, 

76030, 

78120 

79160, 

70320 

70310, 

70170, 

70075* 

76240, 

76260, 

71050, 

71040, 

71060 

71520, 

35* 
55* 
15* 
95* 
35-37 

35-37 

65* 
15 

75 

45-46 

65 

55 

45-49 

25-29 * 
71535-39* 
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PAGE 
35, 36, 56, 212, 213 

37, 38', 312 

98, 99, 253 

117, 120, 259 

188, 189, 306 

137, 138, 140, 282 

39, 40, 313 

49, 50, 214 

49, 50, 214 

49, 50, 214 

117, 118, 120, 260 

59, 60, 224 

61, 62, 225 

72-74, 228 

75-76, 230 

77, 78, 231 

77, 78, 231 

100, 101, 249 

100, 101, 249 

100, 102, 103, 249 

100-102, 249 

113, 114, 255 

115, 116, 255 

121, 222, 263 

123, 124, 263 

63, 269 

133, 134, 140, 271 

135, 136~ 140, 273 

140, 152, 153, 285 

172, 173, 289 

198, 199, 304 

203, 204, 309 

203, 204, 309 

53, 54, 313 

48 

140, 143, 158, 159, 275 

140, 158-160, 276 

64-66, 69, 217 

64-66, 69, 217 

64-66, 69, 217 

70, 71, 220 

70, 71, 220 

Table 3. Sample index by container (continued) 
PRI~Y 
CONTAINER1 LRL NUMBER2 TYPE PAGE 
457 and 458 71545-49* K 70, 71, 220 
457 and 458 71555-59* K 70, 71, 220 
457 and 458 71565-69* K 70, 71, 220 
457 and 458 71575-79* K 70, 71, 220 
457 and 458 71585-89* K 70, 71, 220 
457 and 458 71595-97* K 70, 71, 220 
459 71500, 05-09* SK 70, 71, 221 
459 71515* SK 70, 71, 221 
461 74270, 75* R 117, 119, 120, 261 
462 75010, 15* R 125-127, 265 
463 75030, 35* R 125-127, 265 
464 75050, 55 R 128, 129, 265 
465 75060, 65-66 S 130, 132, 266 
466 75070, 75 R 130-132, 267 
467 75080, 85-89 S 130-132, 267 
469 (LR-5) 70019 G 44, 45, 268 
472 76280 S 140, 158-160, 276 
474 70160 S 51, 52, 215 
475 70180, 85 S, R 55, 56, 215 
476 71030, 35-37 S, R 64, 66, 69, 216 
477 71130, 35-36 R 67, 69, 219 
478 71150, 55-57 R 67-69, 219 
479 71170, 75 R 67-69, 219 
480 (LR-12) 79130, 35 R 193-195, 301 
481 79170, 75* G 200, 201, 301 
482 79190, 95* R 200-202, 304 
483 79220, 25-28 S 188-190, 305 
484 79240 S 188-190, 305 
485 79260, 65 S 188-190, 301 
486 79210, 15* R 188, 189, 307 
494 72250, 55* R 79, 81-83, 237 
495 (LR-4) 72270, 75* R 79, 81-83, 237 
496 72220* S 79, 80, 82, 84, 238 
497 72240* S 79, 80, 82, 84, 239 
498 72260* S 79, 81, 82, 84, 239 
499 72390, 95* R 82, 85, 88, 89, 243 
500 72320* S 82, 85, 86, 90, 243 
501 72530, 35-39* K 82, 94, 95, 244 
501 72545-49* K 82, 94, 95, 244 
501 72555-* K 82, 94, 95, 244 
502 72500* SK 82, 94, 95, 244 
503 72410, 15-* R 82, 91, 93, 245 
504 72430, 35-36* R 82, 91-93, 246 
505 72440* S 82, 91-93, 246 
506 72460* S 82, 91-93, 246 
507 72730, 35-38* K 96, 97, 247 
508 72700* SK 96, 97, 247 
509 74220 S 117, 118, 120, 258 
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Table 3. Sample index by container (continued) 
PRIMARY 
CONTAINER 1 LRL NUMBER2 TYPE 3 PAGE 
510 74240 
511 74260 
512 74250, 55* 
514 72210, 15-* 
515 72230, 35-* 
516 72310, 15* 
517 72330, 35* 
518 72350, 55 
519 72370, 75 
520 73220* 
521 73240* 
522 73260* 
523 73280* 
524 73230, 35* 
525 73250, 55* 
526 73270, 75* 
527 73210, 15-* 
534 76220* 
535 76210, 15 
536 76250, 55 
537 76270, 75 
538 76290, 95 
539 76310, 15* 
540 77510, 15-* 
541 (LR-9) 77017* 
542 77510, 15-* 
543 77070, 75* 
544 77090, 95* 
545 78220* 
546 78250, 55-56 
548 78420 
549 78480 
550 78460* 
551 78440 
556 76230, 35-39 
556 76305-07 
557 76230* 
558 76530, 35-* 
559 76500, 05-06 
560 76330, 35* 
561 77110, 15 
562 77130, 35 
563 78130, 35 
564 78230, 35-38 
565 78530, 35-* 
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S 
S 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
S 
S 
S 
S 
R 
R 
R 
R 
S 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
S 
G 
S 
S 
S 
S 
R 
R 
S 
K 
SK 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R, S 
K 
117, 118, 120, 258 
117, 118, 120, 259 
117, 118, 120, 261 
79, 82, 83, 236 
79, 80, 82, 83, 237 
82, 85, 89, 241 
82, 85,86, 89, 241 
82, 85, 87, 89, 242 
85, 87, 89, 242 
106, 109, 110, 252 
106, 107, 109, 110, 252 
106, 107, 109, 110, 252 
106, 108-110, 252 
106, 111, 252 
106, 107, 111, 112, 253 
106, 107, 111, 112, 253 
104, 105, 111, 254 
140, 157, 275 
139- 141, 143-145, 277 
139-141, 146-148, 151, 278 
139-141, 147, 148, 151, 279 
139, 140, 142, 147, 
148, 151, 279 
139, 140, 142, 149, 281 
163, 164, 285 
163, 164, 286 
163, 164, 286 
167-169, 286 
167-169, 287 
178 I 180, 182, 291 
178, 180-182, 293 
183, 184, 295 
183-185, 296 
183-185 , 296 
183, 184, 296 
139-141, 146-148, 151, 277 
139-141, 146-148, 151, 277 
140, 150, 151, 153, 280 
140, 161, 162, 281 
140, 161, 162, 282 
140, 155, 156, 288 
167-171, 287 
167, 168, 170, 171, 288 
174, 175, 290 
178, 179, 182, 292 
186, 187, 294 
Table 3. Sample index by container (continued) 
PRIMARY 
CONTAINER1 LRL NUMBER2 TYPE 3 PAGE 
566 
566 
567 
568 
569 
78500, 05-09 
78515-18 
78150, 55 
79110, 15 
79120 
SK 
SK 
R 
R 
S 
186, 187, 295 
186, 18.7, 295 
176, 177, 295 
193-195, 300 
193-196, 301 
570 
571 
79510 
79150, 55 
S 
R 
193, 195, 196, 
197, 302 
301 
Loose rocks or loosely bagged large rocks 
LR-l 
LR-2 
70018 
Not returned 
G 42, 43, 210 
LR-3 
LR-4 
LR-5 
LR-6 
LR-7 
LR-8 
(495) 
(469) 
70035 
72275* 
70019 
76015 
76055* 
Not returned 
R 
R 
G 
R 
R 
46, 47, 58, 221, 222 
79,81-83, 237 
44, 45, 268 
139, 140; 143, 144, 276 
140, 154, 155, 283 
LR-9 
LR-10 
LR-ll 
(541) 70017* 
77035* 
Not returned? 
R 
R 
163, 164, 
165, 166, 
286 
288 
LR-12 
LR-13 
LR-14 
LR-15 
(480) 79135 
79035* 
70215* 
70017* "Goodwill" 
R 
R 
R 
R 
193-195, 301 
191, 192, 307 
57, 58, 270, 311 
41, 312 
container residues 
SRC 
SRC 
1/SCB 1 
2 
71010 
74010 
SCB 2 70030 
SCB 4 76010 
SCB 5 79010 
SCB 6 73010* 
SCB 7 77010* 
SCB 8 72010* 
BSLSS 70050* 
1 (A) TwO and three digit numbers indicate documented bags. 
(B) 	 Two digit numbers followed by letters E or Y are round "Dixie cups" 
with wire rims designed for sampling from the Rover. 
(C) 	 SESe, is the Special Environmental Sample Container, that contains soil 
from the LM, contaminated by the descent engine. 
(D) 	 LR, represents a loose rock or a loosely bagged large rock. A total of 
15 were numbered from real-time comments by the crew. Three of these 
were apparently not returned as samples. 
2sample 	numbers are assi.qned by the Curator, Lunar Receiving Laboratory. The 
numbers used in this table are the actual or projected* numbers applied to 
samples contained in different documented bags, as of January 15, 1973. 
*indicates proposed number for the accompanying documented bag, not yet 
opened or not on the inventory listing as of January 15, 1973. 
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Table 3. Sample index by container (continued) 
3S - Sample taken primarily for soil. 
R - Sample taken primarily for rock. 
G - Sample of glass or glass coated rock. 
K - Sample of rake fragments. 
SK - Sample of soil taken with rake. 
nB 

Table 4. Sample index by LRL numbers 
PRIMARY 
LRL NUMBERl CONTAINER2 TYPE 3 PAGE 
70001-70009 Deep core S 35, 36, 56, 212, 213 
(bit) (top) 
70011 SESC S 37, 38, 312 
70012 DT L52 S 39, 40, 313 
70017* LR-15 "Goodwi 11" R 41, 312 
70018 LR-1 G 42, 43, 210 
70019 LR-5 (469) G 44, 45, 268 
70030 SCB 2 Residue 
70035 LR-3 R 46, 47, 48, 221, 222 
70050* BSLSS Residue 
_. 	 70075* 108 R 48 
70130, 35-39 10E R 49, 50, 214 
70145-49 10E R 49, 50, 214 
70155-57 10E R 49, 50, 214 
70160 474 S 51, 52, 215 
70170, 75 55Y R 53, 54, 313 
70180 , 85 475 S, R 55, 56, 215 
70215* LR-14 R 57, 58, 270, 311 
70250, 55* 22E R 59, 60, 224 
70270, 75* 23E R 61, 62, 225 
70290, 95* 45Y R 63, 269 
70310 , 15 54Y (LRV-12) R 203, 204, 309 
70320 53Y (LRV-12) S 203, 204, 309 
71010 SRC l/SCB 1 Residue 
71030, 35-37 476 S, R 64, 66, 69, 216 
71040, 45-49 455 S 64, 66, 69, 217 
71050, 55 454 R 64, 66, 69, 217 
71060 456 S 64, 66, 69, 217 
71130, 35-36 477 R 67, 69, 218, 219 
71150, 55-57 478 R 67, 69, 219 
71170, 75 479 R 67, 69, 219 
71500, 05-09* 459 SK 70, 71, 221 
71515* 459 SK 70, 71, 221 
71520, 25-29* 457 and 458 K 70, 71, 220 
71535-39* 457 and 458 K 70, 71, 220 
71545-49* 457 and 458 K 70, 71, 220 
71555-59* 457 and 458 K 70, 71, 220 
71565-69* 457 and 458 K 70, 71, 220 
71575-79*. 457 and 458 K 70, 71, 220 
71585-89* , 457 and 458 K 710 , 71, 220 
71595-97* 457 and 458 K 70, 71, 220 
72010* SCB 8 residue 
72130, 35* 26E (LRV-1) R 72, 74, 228 
72140* 27E (LRV-2) S 75, 76, 230 
72150, 55* 28E (LRV-3) S, R 77, 78, 231 
72160* 29E S 77, 78, 231 
Table 4, Sample index by LRL numbers (continued) 
PRIMARY 
LRL NUMBERl CONTAlNER2 TYPE 3 PAGE 
72210, 15-* 514 R 79, 80, 83, 236 
72220* 496 S 79, 80, 82, 84, 238 
72230, 35* 515 R 79, 80, 82, 83, 237 
72240* 497 S 79, 80, 82, 84, 239 
72250, 55* 494 R 79, 81, 83, 237 
72260* 498 S 79, 81, 82, 84, 239 
72270, 75* 495 (LR-4) R 79, 81, 83, 237 
72310, 15* 516 R 82, 85, 89, 241 
72330* 500 S 82, 85, 86, 90, 243 
72330, 35* 517 R 82, 85, 86, 89, 241 
72350, 55 518 R 82, 85, 87, 89, 242 
'" 72370, 75 519 R 85, 87, 89, 242 
72390, 95* 499 R 82, 85, 88, 89, 243 
72410, 15-* 503 R 82, 91, 93, 245 
72430, 35-36* 504 R 82, 91, 93, 246 
72440* 505 S 82, 91, 93, 246 
72460* 506 S 82, 91, 93, 246 
72500* 502 SK 82, 94, 95, 244 
72530, 35-39* 501 K 82, 94, 95, 244 
72545-49* 501 K 82, 94, 95, 244 
72555 501 K 82, 94, 95, 244 
72700* 508 SK 96, 97, 247 
72730, 35-* 507 K 96, 97, 247 
73001 DT L46 (CSVC) S 98, 99, 253 
73002 DT U31 S 98, 99, 253 
73010* SCB 6 Residue 
73120* 30E S 100, 101, 249 
73130, 35* 31E R 100, 101, 249 
73140* 40Y S 100, 102, 249 
73150, 55* 32E R 100, 102, 103, 249 
73210, 15-* 527 R 104, 105, Ill, 254 
73220* 520 S 106, 109, 110, 252 
73230, 35* 524 R 106, 111, 252 
73240* 521 S 106, 107, 109, 110, 252 
73250, 55* 525 R 106, 107, Ill, 112, 253 
73260* 522 S 106, 107, 109, 110, 252 
73270, 75* 526 R 106, 107, Ill, 112, 253 
73280* 523 S 106, 110, 252 
74001 DT L44 S 117, 120, 259 
74002 DT U35 S 117, 120, 259 
74010 SRC 2 Residue 
74110, 15* 41Y (LRV-5) R 113, 114, 255 " 
74120* 42Y (LRV-6) S 115, 116, 255 
74220 509 S 117, 1113, 120, 258 
74230, 35* 12E R 117, 118, 120, 260 
74240 510 S 117, 118, 120, 258 
74250, 55* 512 R 117, 118, 120, 261 
Table 4. Sample index by LRL numbers (continued) 
PRIMARY 
LRL NUMBERl CONTAINER2 TYPE 3 PAGE 
74260 511 S 117, 118, 120, 259 
74270, 75* 461 R 117, 119,'120, 261 
75010*, 15* 462 R 125, 127, 265 
75030, 35* 463 R 125, 127, 265 
75050, 55 464 R 128, 129, 265 
75060, 65-66 465 S 130, 132, 266 
75070, 75 466 R 130, 132, 267 
75080, 85-89 467 S 130, 132, 267
"' 
75110* 43Y (LRV-7) S 121, 122, 263 
75120* 44Y (LRV-8) S 123, 124, 263 
76001 DT L48 S 137, 138, 140, 282 
76010 SCB 4 Residue 
76015 LR-6 R 139, 140, 143, 144, 276 
76030, 35-37 48Y/49Y R 140, 152, 153, 285 
76055* LR-7 R 140, 154, 155, 283 
76120 46Y (LRV-9) S 133, 134, 140, 271 
76130, 35-37 47Y (LRV-10) R 135, 136, 140, 273 
76210, 15 535 R 139, 141, 143, 145, 277 
76220* 534 S 140, 157, 275 
76230, 35-39 556 R 139, 141, 146, 148, 151, 277 
76240, 45-46 312 S 140, 143, 158, 159, 275 
76250, 55 536 R 139, 141, 146, 148, lSI, 278 
76260, 65 313 S 140, 158, 160, 276 
76270, 75 537 R 139, 141, 147, 148, lSI, 279 
76280 472 S 140, 158, 160, 276 
76290, 95 538 R 139, 140, 142, 147, 148, 
lSI, 279 
76305-07 556 R 139, 141, 146 r 148, 151, 277 
76310, 15* 539 R 139, 140, 142, 149, 281 
76320* 557 S 140, 150, lSI, 153, 280 
76330, 35* 560 R 140, 155, 156, 285 
76500, 05-06 559 SK 140, 161, 162, 282 
76530, 35-* 558 K 140, 161, 162, 281 
77010* SCB 7 Residue 
77017* 541 (LR-9) R 163, 164, 286 
77035* LR-10 R 165, 166, 288 
77070, 75* 543 R 167, 169, 286 
77090, 95* 544 R 167, 169, 287 
77110, 15· 561 R 167, 171, 287 
77130, 35 562 R 167, 168, 170, 171, 288 
77510, 15-* 540 R 163, 164, 285 
77510, 15-* 542 R 163, 164, 286 
78120 SOY (LRV-11) S 172, 173, 289 
78130, 35 563 R 174, 175 r 290 
78150, 55 567 R 176, 177, 295 
78220* 545 S 178, 180, 182, 291 
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Table 4. Sample index by LRL numbers (continued) 
PRIMARY 
LRL NUMBERl CONTAINER2 TYPE 3 PAGE 
78230, 35-38 564 R, S 178, 179, 182, 292 
78250, 55-56 546 G 178, 180; 182, 293 
78420 548 S 183, 184, 295 
78440 551 S 183, 184, 296 
78460* 550 S 183, 185, 296 
78480 549 S 183, 185, 296 
78500, 05-09 566 SK 186, 187, 295 
78515-18 566 SK 186, 187, 295 
~ 
78530, 35-* 565 K 186, 187, 294 
79001* DT L50 S 188, 189, 306 
79002* DT U37 S 188, 189, 306 
79010 SCB 5 Residue 
79035* LR-13 R 191, 192, 307 
79110, 15 568 R 193, 195, 300 
79120 569 S 193, 196, 301 
79130, 35 480 (LR-12) R 193, 195, 301 
79150, 55 571 R 197, 302 
79160, 65* 52Y S 198, 199, 304 
79170, 75* 481 G 200, 201, 301 
79190, 95* 482 R 200, 202, 304 
.79210, 15* 486 R 188, 189, 307 
79220, 25-28 483 S 188, 190, 305 
79240 484 S 188, 190, 305 
79260, 65 485 S 188, 190, 301 
79510 570 S 193, 195, 196, 301 
79999 Drill (DT) Residue 
lSample numbers are assigned by the Curator, Lunar Receiving Laboratory. 

The numbers used in this table are the actual or projected* numbers 

applied to samples contained in different documented bags, as of 

January 15, 1973. *indicates proposed number for the accompanying docu­

mented bag, not yet opened or not on the inventory listing as of 

January 15, 1973. 

2(A} TWo and three digit numbers indicate documented bags. 
(B) 	 Two digit numbers followed by letters E or Y are round "Dixie cups" 

with wire rims designed for sampling from the Rover. 

(C) 	 SESC, is the Special Environmental Sample Container, that contains 

soil from the LM, contaminated by the descent engine. 

(D) 	 LR, represents a loose rock or a loosely bagged large rock. A total 

of '15 were numbered from real-time comments by the crew. Three of 

these were apparently not returned as samples.

3 	 s 
- Sample taken primarily for soil. 

R 
- Sample taken primarily for rock. 

G - Sample of glass or glass coated rock. 

K 
- Sample of rake fragments. 

SK - Sample of soi 1 taken with rake. 
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